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Preface 

Supply chain management research has attracted a great deal of attention 
over the last ten years. This research covers an enormous territory involving 
multiple disciplines. It is carried out in the academia as well as by practitioners. 
A number of interesting topics that are examined are coordination of supply 
chains, supply chain design and re-engineering, competition of supply chain 
players, information dynamics, and contracts and incentive design. 

From cottage industries and comer stores to today's search-engines in inter
net commerce, obtaining information and sourcing merchandise have been a 
major issue. Over the last 20 years, modem information technology has greatly 
changed the landscape of acquisition and distribution of both product and de
mand information. Companies have recognized the importance of learning 
about their customers needs and obtaining advance information. In addition, 
the progress in manufacturing technology, logistics services, and globalization 
makes it possible for companies to satisfy their customers from sources with 
different prices and lead times. Therefore, investigating ways to effectively dis
tribute and obtain information, and to efficiently make use of different sources 
of production and transportation have been and are important foci of supply 
chain research. 

With a careful analysis of real data collected from industry, we demonstrate 
the dynamics of information in the forecasting process. Our approach consid
ers the forecasting process as one analogous to peeling away the layers of an 
onion—that is, the information at any given time has a number of sources of 
uncertainties that are resolved one by one in successive periods. We study the 
problem of supply chain decision making with such an information-updating 
process. The models considered in this book are inventory decisions with mul
tiple delivery modes, supply-contract design and evaluation, and a two-player 
competitive supply chain. We formulate mathematical description of real prob
lems, develop approaches for analysis of these models, and gain insights into 
better supply chain management. Much attention is given to characterization of 
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the solutions—that is, inventory decisions prior and subsequent to information 
updates and the impact of the quaHty of information on these decisions. 

Mathematical tools employed in this book involve dynamic programming and 
game theory. This book is written for students, researchers, and practitioners 
in the areas of Operations Management and Industrial Engineering. It can also 
be used by those working in the areas of Operations Research and Applied 
Mathematics. 

The models and applications of supply chain decision making with infor
mation updates presented in this book are in their early stages of development. 
There have been a series of advances, but there is still much to be done. There
fore, many of the models addressed in the book could be further extended to 
capture more realism. 

We wish to thank Qi Feng, Xiang-Hua Gan, Art Hsu, Hong-Yan Huang, Ke 
Liu, Ruihua Liu, Si-Tong Tan, and Hua Xiang, who have worked with us in the 
area of inventory and supply chain decision making with information updates. 
For their careful reading of the manuscript and able assistance at various stages 
in the writing of this book, we also want to thank our students Yumei Hou, Hui 
Li, Lijun Ma, Jun Wu, Jiankui Yang, and Haibo Yu. In addition we express 
our appreciation to Barbara Gordon and Joyce Xu for their assistance in the 
preparation of the various drafts of the manuscript. 

This book is supported in part by the faculty research grants from School of 
Management, University of Texas at Dallas, the RGC (Hong Kong) Competitive 
Earmarked Research Grants, a Distinguished Young Investigator Grant from the 
National Natural Sciences Foundation of China, and a grant from the Hundred 
Talents Program of the Chinese Academy of Sciences. We are grateful for their 
support. 
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Notation 

This book is divided into eight chapters. In any given chapter, say Chapter 2, 
sections are numbered consecutively as 2.1, 2,2,2.3,2.4, and so on. Subsections 
and sub-subsections are also numbered consecutively as 2.4.1, 2.4.2, ...and 
2.4.3.1, 2.4.3.2, . . . , respectively. Similarly, mathematical expressions such as 
equations, inequalities, and conditions, are numbered consecutively as (2.1), 
(2.2), (2.3), Figures, tables and propositions are numbered consecutively 
as Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, . . . , Table 2.1, Table 2.2, . . . , and Proposition 2.1, 
Proposition 2.2,.. . . The same numbering scheme is used for theorems, lemmas, 
corollaries, definitions, remarks, and examples. 

We provide clarification of some frequently-used terms in this book. The 
terms ''surplus", 'Inventory/shortage", and '1nventory^acklog" are used in
terchangeably. The terms ''control", "policy", and "decision" are used inter
changeably. 

We make use of the following notation in this book: 

w.p.l with probability one 

i.i.d. independent, identically distributed 

=^ denotes "implies" 

^(x) 

^-\.) 

6{x) 

ID 

0 
D 

^ 1 F e-'-2dt 
V2TT «^-OO 

the inverse function of $(•) 

f 1, x>0 
~ \ 0, x<0 

the indicator function of a set D 

the empty set 

end of a proof 
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the probability space 

the probability distribution of a random variable ^ 

the expectation of a random variable ^ 

the variance of a random variable ^ 

means ai > 0 , . . . , a; > 0 

means ai > 0, .. . , a/ > 0 

means a — 6 > 0 for any vectors a and h 

= min{ai , . . . , a/} for any real numbers ai,i — 1 , . . . , / 

= max ja i , . . . , a/} for any real numbers ai,i = 1 , . . . , ^ 

= maxfa:, 0} for a real number x 

= max{—a;, 0} for a real number x 

lx\ the largest integer smaller than or equal to a real number x 

( a i , . . 

( a i , . . 

ai 

ai 

(^,-^,P) 
P(^ e •) 

Ee 
Var^ 

.,aO > 0 

. ,aO>0 
a > 6 

A • • • A a/ 

V • • • V a/ 

a;+ 

X " 



Chapter 1 

INVENTORY AND SUPPLY CHAIN MODELS WITH 
FORECAST UPDATES 

1.1. Introduction 

Most global companies deal with customers that have different degrees of 
demand variability and forecasting ability. Companies with superior forecast
ing abilities can afford to procure or produce a large fraction of their demand by 
making use of slow production modes and inexpensive logistics services, pay
ing a premium for faster production and logistics services only when demand 
surges unexpectedly. Companies with irregular demands and inferior forecast
ing ability have to pay dearly for using fast production modes to respond to 
unexpected surges in demand. 

Companies have recognized the importance of managing a portfolio of cus
tomers with different needs and have recognized the value of learning about 
customer demands in advance. As observed by Fisher, Hammond, Obermeyer, 
and Raman [22] in the case of the apparel industry, regrouping forecasting 
efforts from all sources (such as firm orders received, preseasonal sale informa
tion, and the point-of-sales data) have been remarkably effective in obtaining 
demand information in advance. Effective use of early demand information 
has been a major initiative in many industries, such as the apparel industry 
(Fisher, Hammond, Obermeyer, and Raman [22]; Iyer and Bergen [37]), the 
toy industry (Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [5]), and the computer 
and electronics industry (Tsay and Lovejoy [67]; Brown and Lee [9]; Yan, Liu, 
and Hsu [72]). 

In addition, the advances in manufacturing technology, logistics services, 
and globalization make it possible for companies to satisfy their customer needs 
from sources with different prices and lead times. The advance demand infor
mation improves their understanding of customer demand. On the one hand, the 
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ability to provide a better forecasting increases as the delivery date approaches. 
On the other hand, the costs of products and logistics services increase as a 
shorter lead time is required. Therefore, it is critical for companies to use ad
vance demand information, different manufacturing technologies, and logistics 
services to strike a balance between the quality of demand information and the 
costs of production and logistics services. 

In the last decade or so, supply chain management has attracted a great 
deal of attention from people in academia and industry. Research in supply 
chain management covers an enormous territory, involves multiple disciplines, 
and employs both quantitative and qualitative tools. A wide range of topics 
have been explored, and a great diversity of details of those topics have been 
examined. Managerial introductions to supply chain management can be found 
in Copacino [17], and Handfield and Nichols [32]. Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky, 
and Simchi-Levi [62], and Tayur, Ganeshan, and Magazine [65] provide more 
technical, model-based treatments of supply chain management. 

In the literature, we see that the focus is primarily on methods for coordi
nation and improving system efficiencies, supply chain re-engineering by de
laying product differentiation, information dynamics and its impact on supply 
chain performance, competition among supply chain players, and the design of 
supply and purchase contracts and incentives. In these models, it is generally 
agreed that information is critical in supply chain decisions and therefore that 
it is important to explore advance demand information. However, the problem 
of including demand-information updates in supply chain decisions remains 
largely an open research area. 

In the last four to five years, we have been modeling the problem of dy
namic supply chain decision making with information updating. Our model 
includes inventory decisions with multiple sources and delivery modes, supply 
contracts design, and a competitive supply chain model. We mathematically 
formulate real problems into tractable models, develop approaches for their 
analysis, and present insights into better supply chain management. In this 
volume, we provide a unified treatment of the above models, summarize our 
major results, present a critique of the existing results, and point out potential 
research directions. 

1.2. Aims of the Book 

Customer demands, supply conditions, sales, and raw-material prices are the 
fundamental pieces of information that companies need to plan their operations 
in stocking, production, and distribution. Market uncertainties, information 
disparity and distortion, globalization, and shortening lead times make supply 
chain planning a challenging venture. 
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Modem technologies for obtaining advance information and manufacturing 
logistics provide companies with the means and tools that they need to deal 
with the above challenges. However, the classical stochastic inventory models, 
which provide information about when to buy and how many units to purchase, 
do not take advance information and multiple alternatives in manufacturing 
logistics into consideration. Therefore, our first task is to model the process of 
obtaining advance information and its impact on inventory decisions. 

We model the forecast-updating process as one analogous to peeling away 
the layers of an onion (Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [61]). That is, the information 
in any given period (hidden in the core of an onion) has a number of sources 
of uncertainties (hidden in the layers of the onion), and these uncertainties are 
resolved successively in periods leading to the period in which the demand 
materializes (peeling the layers one by one to get to the core). With such 
an information-updating process, it is possible for us to consider the optimal 
inventory decisions with new information. 

It is common that, for the same sets of goods, companies provide their cus
tomers with a choice between different lead times or delivery alternatives. For 
examples, Hewlett-Packard's MODO boxes are assembled in its Singapore fac
tory, but the factory allows HP's distribution centers in Roseville (California), 
Grenoble, Guadalajara,'and Singapore to choose between ocean and air ship
ments (Beyer and Ward [7]). These differences in lead times and delivery alter
natives may result in different charging schemes. It is generally assumed that 
the faster delivery modes are more expensive than the slower ones. So a com
bination of multiple delivery modes and information updating will doubtlessly 
present an efficient approach to coordinating the supply chain and mitigating 
the distortion of demand and price information. To take advantage of multiple 
delivery modes, we likened the forecast-updating process to that of peeling an 
onion. In a model with multiple delivery modes, we explore the form of an 
optimal policy. 

A supply contract is an agreement between a buyer and a supplier that stip
ulates the terms of the purchase in an environment of incomplete information 
and possible reaction altematives. Different forms of contracts have received 
a great deal of attention recently from practitioners and researchers. Research 
in this area focuses mainly on contract management and incentive design. The 
former tackles an optimization problem, while the latter addresses an issue of 
supply chain coordination. However, the main incentive to having both the 
buyer and the supplier to get some form of contract is that the contract provides 
the buyer with an option to revise its decision with incomplete information in 
addition to some degree of certainty to the supplier in allocating its capacity. 
Therefore, it is critical for both parties to understand the potential of new infor
mation before designing and executing a contract. This brings us to the second 
task—information updating and contract design, execution, and management. 
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For contract management, we pursue research in two directions: quantity-
flexibility contract models and competitive models. Quantity-flexibility con
tracts allow the buyer in a supply chain to postpone some of his purchases to a 
later date and at a favorable price after an improved forecast of customer demand 
becomes available. Thus the contract provides the buyer with a cushion against 
demand uncertainty. The supplier, on the other hand, benefits from having a 
smoother production schedule as a result. Here we focus mainly on quantity-
flexibility contracts that involve one demand-forecast update in each period and 
a spot market with or without a fixed exercise price. With regard to competitive 
models, there is a body of research work on the supply-contract context that 
investigates channel performance through the competitive-behavior study of the 
supply chain. Information updating adds another dimension to both speculative 
and reactive decisions. Therefore, our last task is to investigate the competi
tive behavior of supply chain players with respect to the impact of information 
updating. 

Before closing this section, we want to point out that for some forms of con
tracts, it takes months from the signing to the execution of the contract. There
fore, it is problematic to consider such criteria as expected profit maximization 
or expected cost minimization particularly when profit and cost variances and 
the uncertainty in information are large. This brings us to the risk analysis of 
supply contracts with information updating. In the fields of economics and 
finance, agents are often assumed to be risk-averse, and they maximize a con
cave utility of wealth (von Neumann and Morgenstem [68]). A simple opera
tional approach to dealing with risk aversion is that of mean-variance analysis 
(Markowitz [50]). There have been a few attempts in the inventory and sup
ply chain management literature to deal with risk aversion. Lau and Lau [42] 
study a single-supplier, single-retailer supply chain, where both the retailer and 
the supplier use objective functions that increase with the expected profit and 
decrease with the variance of profit. Note that while they consider aversion to 
risk, their objective function is not a von Neumann-Morgenstem-type utility in 
general. Chen and Federgruen [14] revisit a number of basic inventory models 
using the mean-variance approach. They conclude that for risk-averse decision 
makers, the optimal order quantity is less than the one that corresponds to max
imizing the expected profit. Gan, Sethi and Yan [26, 27] consider supply chains 
with risk-averse agents. They provide a general definition of coordination for 
such supply chains. They obtain coordinating contracts explicitly in a number of 
cases. In a case with utility-maximizing agents, they also show that the contract 
yields a Nash bargaining solution. Buzacott, Yan and Zhang [10] study a class 
of commitment and option supply contracts in the mean-variance framework 
with demand-information updating. It is shown that a mean-variance trade
off analysis with advance reservation can be carried out efficiently. Moreover, 
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Yan, Yano and Zhang [73] consider multiperiod inventory models in which the 
risk aversion is measured by a probability constraint to a target performance 
index. They prove that the optimal policies are threshold-control type and not 
base-stock type. Further work on this topic is currently in progress. 

To summarize, we present in this book our research results in inventory and 
supply chain management that involve information updates. The topics span 
from the stochastic dynamic inventory models with different delivery modes, 
contracts with exercise prices, quantity-flexibility contracts accompanied with 
spot-market purchase decisions, to competitive supply chains. The rest of this 
chapter reviews the related literature and highlights our modeling approaches 
and main results. 

1.3. Information Dynamics in Supply Chains 

Sourcing and obtaining information have been major ventures since the earli
est form of trading and commerce. Over the past 20 years, modem information 
technology has greatly improved the efficiency of obtaining and distributing in
formation. Examples of these technologies include continuous-replenishment 
programs (CRPs) based on electronic-data-exchange technology (at Procter & 
Gamble) and vendor-managed-inventory (VMI) systems based on point-of-sale 
data technology (at Wal-Mart). Massive investments in information technology 
have been made by manufacturers, distributors, and retailers with the hope of 
achieving supply chain coordination. Investigating ways to effectively distrib
ute and use information in a supply chain have been a centerpiece in supply 
chain management research. 

The information we refer to is primarily about demand and price. Demand 
information has a direct impact on production scheduling, inventory control, 
and delivery plans of individual members in the supply chain. At the same time, 
price information affects the buyers' allocation of their purchasing quantities, 
which in turn affects the demand. Since demand information is a key factor in 
supply chain management, we review various demand models and ways that 
demand affects supply chain management. The key objective for supply chain 
management is to better match supply with demand to reduce the costs of inven
tory and stockout. Researchers have found that disparities in supply and demand 
result partially from distorted demand and price information. On the norma
tive side, the combination of sell-through data, inventory-status information, 
order coordination, and simplified pricing schemes can help mitigate informa
tion distortion. To overcome this shortcoming, the information-updating and 
information-sharing processes deserve thorough investigation. Many compa
nies have embarked on initiatives that enable more demand information sharing 
between their downstream customers and their upstream suppliers. Research 
on the effects of information on supply chain management has focused on three 
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issues—information distortion, information sharing, and information updat
ing. To better understand the importance of obtaining advance information and 
making use of information updates, we believe that it is necessary to review 
the literature on information distortion and on information sharing and to recall 
recent initiatives and practices from various industries. 

1.3.1 Information Distortion in Supply Cliains 
It is commonly agreed that meeting customer demand is the primary goal of 

a supply chain. Therefore, information about customer demand should be the 
basis for decision making by a supply chain manager. However, the orders at 
the upstream of a supply chain have been observed to exhibit a higher level of 
variability than those at the downstream, which is nearer to the customer. The 
phenomenon of information distortion, popularly known as the bullwhip effect, 
is one of the early finds in the study of the information dynamics of a supply 
chain. If companies make their supply chain decisions based on their orders 
instead of on customer demand, the bullwhip effect leads companies to make 
inaccurate demand forecasts, acquire excessive inventory, and be less efficient 
in capacity utilization. Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang [43, 44] systemati
cally investigate the cause of the information distortion within a supply chain. 
They conclude that demand-signal processing, rational games, order batching, 
and price variation are the major causes. Remedies for these causes are also 
provided. 

Following the work of Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang [43, 44], there is 
a large body of work that explores the causes of the bullwhip effect as well 
as methods for controlling its impact. Metters [51] establishes an empirical 
lower bound of detrimental effect that the bullwhip effect may have. His results 
indicate that reduction of the bullwhip effect can improve profitability in a 
dramatic fashion. Chen, Dreaner, Ryan, and Simchi-Levi [13] identify the 
causes and quantify the increase in variability due to demand forecasting and 
lead times. They further extend their results to consider the impact of centralized 
demand information on the bullwhip effect. Methods for reducing the impact 
of the bullwhip effect are also proposed. These methods include reducing the 
variability that is inherent in the customer demand process, reducing lead times, 
and establishing strategic partnerships. 

1.3.2 Information Sharing in Supply Chains 
By reducing lead times (information delays), multiple data entries, and the 

bullwhip effect, information technology has had a substantial impact on sup
ply chains. Many industries have embarked on information sharing efforts to 
improve the efficiency of their supply chains. Scanners collect sales data at 
the point of sale, and electronic data interchange (EDI) allows these data to 
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be transmitted and broadcasted immediately to individuals in the supply chain. 
The application of information technologies, especially in the grocery industry, 
has substantially helped better match supply with demand to reduce production 
and delivery lead times, and the costs of inventory and stockout. Sharing in
formation among parties in a supply chain has been viewed as a major strategy 
for countering difficulties such as inaccurate demand forecasts, low capacity 
utilization, excessive inventory, double marginalization, and poor customer ser
vice. For example, letting the supplier have access to retailers' sale data can 
help ameliorate the detrimental effects of demand distortion. The benefits of 
information sharing in the supply chain also motivate industrial application pro
grams like vendor-managed-inventory (VMI), continuous-replenishment pro
grams (CRPs), and quick-response programs (QRPs). 

In coordinating supply chain models with information sharing, some mem
bers of the supply chain are happy with improved information, while others 
believe that its benefit does not justify its cost (see Takac [64]). Thus, while 
information is beneficial in general, it is interesting to quantify the value of 
information sharing between members of a supply chain. Bourland, Powell, 
and Pyke [8], Cachon and Fisher [11], Gavimeni [28], Gavimeni, Kapuscinski, 
and Tayur [29], Lee, So, and Tang [46], Li and Zhang [47], Moinzadeh [53], 
and Simchi-Levi and Zhao [63] are some works dealing with the value of in
formation sharing in a supply chain. Bourland, Powell, and Pyke [8] examine 
the case in which the review period of the manufacturer is not synchronized 
with the retailer. Similarly, Cachon and Fisher [11] show analytically how the 
manufacturer can benefit from using information about the retailer's inventory 
levels when the retailers use a batch-ordering policy. Also studied in [8, 11] 
is the value of resolving a part of uncertainty by obtaining some information 
about the retailer's demand. Gavimeni [28], and Gavimeni, Kapuscinski, and 
Tayur [29] consider two cases of information sharing between manufacturer 
and retailer. In the first case, the manufacturer obtains information from the 
retailer about the parameters of the underlying demand and the cost of the (5, S) 
ordering policy adopted by the retailer. In the second case, the manufacturer 
obtains additional information from the retailer about the period-to-period in
ventory level. Under various types of demand distributions, they compare the 
optimal costs associated with these two cases. Conditions under which gaining 
information about the retailer's inventory is beneficial are also explored. Li 
and Zhang [47] study the relationships among demand variability, inventory 
management, and information sharing in a supply chain consisting of one re
tailer as well as multiple retailers. The retailers have private information about 
their customer demands and may share it with the supplier. They prove that the 
strategic reactions of the retailers change the values of information as well as the 
supplier's inventory decisions. Moinzadeh [53] considers a supply chain model 
consisting of a single product, one supplier, and multiple retailers. The supplier 
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has online information about the demand and inventory activities of the prod
uct at each retailer and uses this information when making ordering decisions. 
Numerical work is carried out to identify the parameter setting under which 
information sharing is most beneficial. Simchi-Levi and Zhao [63] consider 
a single-product, periodic-review, two-stage production-inventory system with 
a single capacitated supplier and a single retailer facing independent demand 
and using an order-up-to inventory policy. For this supply chain model, they 
solve the problems that arise when information sharing provides significant cost 
savings and address how the supplier can use this information most effectively 
in make-to-stock production systems. 

Lee, So, and Tang [46] use a serially correlated demand model to explore the 
value of information sharing in a two-stage supply chain. They also examine the 
impact of the correlation coefficient and the lead times on expected inventory 
reduction. 

133 Information Updates in Supply Chains 
Related research has been carried out in the area of inventory management 

with demand-information updates. It is possible to classify this line of research 
into the following three categories. 

The first category is to use time series to update the demand forecast. This 
approach is very powerful when there is a significant intertemporal correlation 
among the demands of consecutive periods (see Johnson and Thompson [39], 
and Lovejoy [49]). They model the demand process as an integrated autoregres-
sive moving-average process and show the optimality of myopic policies under 
certain conditions. Recently, Aviv [3] has formulated the underlying demand 
process of a supply chain in a linear state-space framework. As a result, the 
demand realization during each period can be written as a linear function of 
a state vector that evolves as a vector autoregressive time series. Employing 
the Kalman filter technique, the minimum mean-square error forecast of future 
demands at each location of the supply chain can be obtained, and an adaptive 
inventory order policy can be given. 

The second category is concerned with forecast updates. This approach 
is developed by Hausmann [33], Sethi and Sorger [60], Graves, Meal, Dasu, 
and Qiu [30], Heath and Jackson [35], Donohue [18], Yan, Liu, and Hsu [72], 
Gumani and Tang [31], Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [5], Huang, 
Sethi, and Yan [36], and Gallego and Ozer [25]. Hausmann [33] models the 
evolution of the forecast as a quasi-Markovian process and provides optimal 
decision rules for sequential decision problems. Sethi and Sorger [60] formu
late a fairly general model that allows for unrestricted forecast updates at some 
forecast cost. They also provide an optimality framework for the usual prac
tice of rolling-horizon decision making. They develop dynamic programming 
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equations to determine optimal rolling horizons, optimal forecast decisions, 
and optimal production plans. While their model represents a significant con
ceptual advance, the computation of optimal decisions suffers from the curse 
of dimensionality. Graves, Meal, Dasu, and Qiu [30] and Heath and Jackson 
[35] use a martingale to model the forecast evolution. They analyze economic 
safety-stock levels for a multi-product, multi-facility production system. Yan, 
Liu, and Hsu [72] obtain the optimal order quantity in a single-period, two-stage 
model with dual supply modes and demand-information updates. For uniformly 
distributed demand forecasts, they show further that an optimal solution can be 
myopic, if some regularity conditions are satisfied. Donohue [18] considers 
a risk-sharing supply contract between a buyer and a supplier. She discusses 
pricing issues when the demand-information update is perfect. For a bivariate 
normal demand, Gumani and Tang [31] provide an explicit solution in the cases 
of worthless and perfect information updates. Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and 
Anupindi [5] consider a single-period, two-stage model with updating infor
mation arriving at the beginning of the second stage. They provide structural 
properties of the objective functions of the buyer and the supplier. The issue 
of channel coordination is also discussed. Huang, Sethi, and Yan [36] consider 
a single-period, two-stage supply contract model with both fixed and variable 
costs and demand-information updates. The information updates can vary from 
being worthless to being perfect. For a uniformly distributed demand forecast, 
they are able to provide an explicit solution. The explicit nature of the solution 
leads to important insights into a better supply-contract management. Gallego 
and Ozer [25] model the forecast evolution as a supermartingale and prove the 
optimality of a state-dependent (5, S) policy. 

The third and last category is Bayesian analysis. Bayesian models are first 
introduced in the inventory literature by Dvoretzky, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz 
[19]. In this framework, the demand distribution is chosen from a family of 
distributions whose parameters are not specified with certainty. Bayes's rule 
defines a procedure to update this distribution as new information becomes 
available. Scarf [58] characterizes an adaptive optimal order policy, which 
depends on the past history, for the case of exponential family of distributions. 
Azoury [4], and Lariviere and Porteus [41] extend the work of Scarf [58] to 
other classes of distributions. Eppen and Iyer [21] analyze a quick-response 
program in a fashion-buying problem by using Bayes's rule to update demand 
distributions. 

Here we emphasize two approaches with the Bayesian analysis framework. 
One models the demand process as a normal distribution with a known variance. 
The other employs a normal distribution with an unknown variance to investigate 
the dynamics of demand updating. We elaborate them in what follows. 

Iyer and Bergen [37] analyze a quick-response system in the fashion industry 
by using the Bayesian method to update demand distribution. In a quick-
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response system, demand is modeled as a normal distribution with unknown 
mean and known variance. Then there are two folds of demand uncertainty: 
one arises from the demand itself; the other results from the uncertain mean. 
With a Bayesian updating mechanism, they show there is a decrease of demand 
variance as information updating is introduced. Many papers in the literature 
assume that demand variance is known. Then the decrease of demand variance 
through updating demand information before the selling season is reasonable 
and practicable. Therefore, a lot of literature further explores the value of 
information updating in supply chain performance, especially the use of a dual 
mode of supply to improve the efficiency of supply contract. However, if 
the variance of demand itself is also uncertain, we are interested in what the 
demand-uncertainty structure is, 

Based on the analysis of the data obtained from an electronic company, we 
make an interesting observation. The company uses a rolling horizon method to 
update its forecast. The data provides us an opportunity to observe the evolution 
of the forecasting process and the forecast-error process. We observe that 
the forecast error decreases as more demand information comes in. However, 
when compared with the initial forecast, the updated forecast exhibits a larger 
variance. We provide our analysis and interpretation of this observation in 
Chapter 2. 

1.4. Inventory and Supply Chains with Multiple Delivery 
Modes 

Starting with Fukuda [24], several researchers have investigated inventory 
problems with limited or no information updating on the ordering costs and 
demands. Most studies focus on two delivery modes with different costs and 
lead times separated by one review period. For two delivery modes, Fukuda 
[24] shows that the optimal policy is similar to those of the dynamic inven
tory problem with a single-procurement mode—that is, a base-stock type of 
inventory-control policy with a stock order-up-to level for procurement mode. 
Under a similar framework, Hausmann, Lee, and Zhang [34] study an inven
tory system with two procurement modes for a stationary demand. They derive 
an explicit formula for the optimal order quantities, assuming linear inventory 
holding and shortage costs. Whittemore and Saunders [71] consider air and sur
face delivery modes with lead times of r and (r+1) review periods, where r is 
any positive integer. They allow for fixed and variable ordering costs associated 
with ordering placements. Rosenshine and Obee [57] examine a standing-order 
inventory system, where a regular order of constant size is received every period 
and an emergency order of fixed size may be placed once per period and arrives 
immediately. 
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Chiang and Gutierrez [15] analyze a different periodic-review inventory sys
tem with a faster supply channel and a slower supply channel, using both the 
dynamic programming approach and the approach of minimizing the average 
cost per unit of time. They allow lead times to be shorter than a review period. 
At each review epoch, the manager must decide whether to place a regular 
order or an emergency order. In a sequel paper, Chiang and Gutierrez [16] 
consider a problem where multiple emergency orders can be placed at any time 
within a review period, including the time of the regular order. Scheller-Wolf 
and Tayur [59] study a periodic-review nonstationary Markovian dual-source 
production inventory model with stochastic demand and holding and penalty 
costs (all state-dependent). It is shown that under certain ordering cost and 
demand conditions, there exists an optimal policy indexed by the state of the 
Markov chain. However, for the general case, an optimal policy is not easy to 
be constructed. 

For three or more delivery modes or for two modes separated by more than 
one review period, the problem becomes much more complex. To our knowl
edge, Fukuda [24] and Zhang [74] are the only papers that address the three-
procurement-mode problem. Fukuda [24] investigates a three-procurement-
mode problem under the assumption that orders can be placed only in every 
other period. He shows that, under this assumption, the problem is equivalent 
to a two-procurement-mode problem. Zhang [74] extends Fukuda's work to 
three procurement modes with infinite horizon and discounted cost. Assuming 
that the difference between the lead times is one period and that the inventory-
holding and shortage costs are linear, she analyzes two cases and obtains the 
structure of the optimal order policy. In the first case, explicit formulas to calcu
late the optimal order-up-to levels are derived. In the second case, she discusses 
some structural properties and proposes a newsvendor-based heuristic policy. 

The models investigated in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of this book, as has al
ready been mentioned, consider both advance demand information and multi
ple supply sources. Chapter 3 is concemed with the case of two consecutive 
delivery modes without set-up costs for each supply source. We show that 
state-dependent (dependent on the observed information) base-stock policies 
are optimal for finite-horizon problems as well as for discounted infinite-horizon 
problems. Such policies are defined by a pair of numbers—one for the fast mode 
and the other for the slow mode. These numbers are known as the base-stock 
levels. Chapter 4 is related to the case of two consecutive delivery modes: with 
a set-up cost for each supply source, the (s,5)-type policies can be proved 
to be optimal. Chapter 5 is devoted to the case of three consecutive delivery 
modes (fast, medium, and slow) without set-up costs for each supply source. 
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It is shown that in all cases, there is a base-stock policy for fast and medium 
modes that is optimal. Furthermore, the optimal policy for the slow mode is 
not a base-stock policy in general. At the same time, we also investigate why 
the base-stock policy is or is not optimal in different situations. 

1.5. Supply Contracts 

It is well documented that imperfect demand information influences the 
buyer's decision about order quantity and the manufacturer's decision about 
production plan, especially when production lead time can be significantly 
large. To facilitate the tradeoff between production lead time and imperfect 
demand information, various forms of supply contracts exist in industries. A 
contract provides flexibility either in absolute order size or in combination of 
different products or provides a so-called downside risk for buyers. In the last 
few years, supply contracts have attracted much attention. 

Bassok and Anupindi [6] analyze a single-product periodic-review inventory 
system with a minimum-quantity contract, such that the cumulative purchase 
over a multiple periods must exceed a minimum quantity to qualify for a price-
discount schedule. Bassok and Anupindi [6] are able to demonstrate that the 
optimal inventory policy for the buyer is an order-up-to type and that the order-
up-to level can be determined by a newsvendor model. Anupindi and Bossok 
[2] further extend their previous work to the case of multiple products. For the 
case of multiple products, the supply contract requires that the total purchase 
over different products exceeds a minimum dollar amount to obtain the price 
discount. Tsay [66] studies incentives, causes of inefficiency, and possible 
ways of performance improvement over a quantity-flexibility contract between 
a buyer and a supplier. In particular, Tsay [66] investigates the quantity revision 
in responding to demand-information revisions, where the information is the 
location parameter of the demand distribution. 

Similar to the structure of quantity-flexibility contracts, a form of minimum 
commitment or take-or-pay provision has been used in many long-term natural-
resources and energy-supply contracts (Tsay [66]). A take-or-pay contract is 
an agreement between a buyer and a supplier. A take-or-pay contract often 
specifies a minimum volume that the buyer must purchase (take) and a maxi
mum volume that the buyer can obtain (pay) over the contract period. Brown 
and Lee [9] note that the problem of capacity-reservation agreements in the 
semiconductor industry has a similar structure. Brown and Lee [9] examine 
how much capacity should be reserved (take) and how much capacity should 
be reserved for the future (pay). In a general case of a minimum-commitment 
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contract, Anupindi and Akella [1], Moinzadeh and Nahmias [54], Bassok and 
Anupindi [6], and Anupindi and Bassok [2] study the optimal order policy for 
finite horizon problems. 

In a buy-back contract, the supplier specifies his selling price and promises 
to take the unsold goods back at a predetermined price. Therefore, the buy-
back contract establishes the responsibility for unsold inventory. One can make 
an analogy between a buy-back contract and a quantity-flexibility contract, in 
that both structures lay out ground rules to compensate the buyer for a decision 
that was made prior to the demand realization. However, a subtle difference 
exists such that the buy-back takes effect after demand is observed, whereas the 
execution takes place when demand uncertainty may still remain. 

An analytical treatment of a buy-back contract was first carried out by Paster-
nack [55]. His model deals with one supplier and one retailer in a supply chain. 
The result shows that if a setting can be manipulated to look like a newsvendor 
problem, it can be successfully decentralized through a system of linear prices. 
Pastemack determines that coordination of the channel can be achieved by a 
buy-back contract that allows a full return at a partial refund and that the efficient 
prices can be set in a way that guarantees Pareto improvement. Kandel [40] 
covers much of the same ground as Pastemack [55]. In particular, he empha
sizes the incentive for a supplier to implement a consignment policy. He also 
notes that if the demand distribution depends on the retail price, coordination 
cannot be achieved through buy-backs unless the supplier can impose resale 
price maintenance. 

Gumani and Tang [31] and Yan, Liu, and Hsu [72] study the effect of in
formation updates on the decision making of the buyer in a dual-mode supply 
chain. More specifically, Yan, Liu, and Hsu [72] study how an updated fore
cast affects a buyer's commitment with a supplier, and Gumani and Tang [31] 
assume that there is an uncertain unit-purchasing cost faced by the buyer at the 
second stage—namely, a high one and a low one. They investigate the impact 
of uncertain cost and forecast updating in a supply chain from the perspective 
of the buyer. 

In Chapter 6, we develop a model that analyzes quantity-flexibility contracts 
in a setting with single or multiple periods involving one demand-forecast up
date in each period and a spot market. We obtain the optimal order quantity 
at the beginning of a period and order quantities on contract and from the spot 
market at the prevailing price after the forecast revision and before the demand 
materialization. The amount that can be purchased on contract is bounded by 
a given flexibility limit. We discuss the impact of the forecast quality and the 
level of flexibility on the optimal decisions and managerial insights behind the 
results. 
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In Chapter 7, we study a supply contract with a fixed exercise price. The 
purchase contract provides the buyer with an opportunity to adjust an initial 
commitment based on an updated demand forecast obtained at a later stage. 
An adjustment, if any, incurs a fixed as well as a variable cost. We formulate 
the buyer's problem as a dynamic programming problem. We derive explicit 
optimal solutions for a class of demand distributions including uniform distri
butions. In addition, we obtain the critical value of the fixed contract-exercise 
cost, below (or above) which the buyer would (or would not) sign the contract. 
Our results lead to valuable insights into better supply chain management. 

1.6. Competitive Supply Chains 

Competitive study is another body of research that investigates the efficiency 
of supply chain management. In this book, Chapter 8 is concerned with the 
pricing issue and the value-of-information issue based on game theory. 

The behaviors of the decision makers are locally rational and are often in
efficient from a global point of view. The attention of some researchers has 
turned to mechanisms for improving the efficiencies of the entire supply chain. 
Contractual arrangements and information sharing fall mainly into this area. 
It is understood that no single agent has control over the entire supply chain. 
Therefore, no agent has the power to optimize the entire supply chain. It is 
also reasonable to assume that each agent will attempt to optimize his own 
preference, knowing that all of the other agents will do the same. 

The methodological tool employed in this field is game theory. The modeling 
of a game can be either static or dynamic, with or without complete information, 
in settings of supply chain management. With game theory, the behavior of 
players can be determined when they seek to maximize their own welfare. The 
key issues include whether there exists a Nash equilibrium, the uniqueness 
of the equilibrium, and whether the optimal policies belong to the set of Nash 
equilibria. The most interesting part is finding whether competitive and optimal 
behavior coincide, assessing which party would benefit, and examining cases 
where the supply chain coordination is a matter of interest. 

In a single-period setting, Lippman and McCardle [48] extend the standard 
newsboy problem to a competitive setting, where the random demand is split 
between two or more firms. Suppliers compete with others to maximize their 
own profits. The authors examine the effect of competition on industry in
ventory and the relation between equilibrium inventory levels and the splitting 
rule. 

A number of papers provide more detailed models of supply chain inven
tory management with information updates and collaborative decision making 
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within two independent parties. Recent examples include Tsay [66], Cachon 
andZipkin [12], Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [5], andDonohue [18]. 
Of these four, the last one is the most relevant to our model, as described below. 
For those papers considering supply-contract issues in inventory management 
with prior demand information, see Tsay [66] for a detailed review. Tsay 
[66] investigates quantity-flexibility contracts in a multiparty supply chain: the 
buyer purchases no less than a certain percentage below the forecast, whereas 
the supplier delivers up to a certain percentage above. He focuses on the im
plications of quantity-flexibility contracts for the behavior and performance of 
both parties and for the supply chain as a whole. 

Cachon and Zipkin [12] analyze channel competition and cooperation in a 
supply chain with one supplier and one retailer. In a one-period setting, the Nash 
equilibrium of the game, between the supplier and the retailer, is derived through 
choosing their individual order quantity to their own objectives. The optimal 
solution is derived if the objective is to minimize total supply chain costs. They 
emphasize the contracting issues in realizing the value of cooperation. They 
also provide a Stackelberg model in the same setting, which is different from 
ours mainly in that we consider a two-stage problem with information updating 
within a period. 

Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [5] provide a two-period correlated-
demand model for analysis of the role of options in a buyer-supplier system. In 
the first period, while the buyer decides profit-maximizing order quantities for 
both periods, as well as the options that would be exercised partially or totally 
in the second period, the supplier makes decisions on the profit-maximizing 
production quantity. In the second period, the buyer chooses to exercise quantity 
options based on the observed demand in a previous period. The authors give a 
numerical evaluation of the value of options and coordination as a function of 
demand correlation and the service level offered. 

Donohue [18] investigates a supply-contract problem in which a manufac
turer and a buyer are involved in a two-stage problem. She designs a centralized 
system where the manufacturer decides the production quantities in both peri
ods and faces the demand in the market directly, which means only one player 
in the channel. With this centralized system as a benchmark, the decentralized 
system includes the two players in the two-stage problem. The contract pricing 
scheme is fixed—that is, {wi^W2'> b) where Wi is the wholesale price in stage i 
and b is the return price for excess product at the end of the season. For the issue 
of supply-contract pricing, Emmons and Gilbert [20], Monahan [52], Lee and 
Rosenblatt [45], and Rosenblatt and Lee [56] investigate supply contracts with 
quantity-discount schemes. In innovative works from a marketing perspective, 
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Jeuland and Shugan [38] and Weng [69, 70] consider the impact of pricing in 
channel coordination. 

Chapter 8 focuses on a problem that can be stated as follows: the production 
lead time of the manufacturer requires a buyer to make purchase decisions with
out accurate demand information. The buyer is aware that improved demand 
information will be available at a later time. A purchase contract that allows 
the buyer to modify its initial order quantity before a specific date with both 
fixed and variable penalties provides volume flexibility to the buyer and brings 
additional income to the manufacturer (supplier). To the buyer, the problem is 
how to make initial orders and how to react to the demand information obtained 
in the later stage to minimize total cost. To the supplier, the problem is how to 
design the contract to maximize profit. 
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Chapter 2 

EXAMPLES FROM INDUSTRY 

2.1. Introduction 

Forecasting demand is a management function that is a key contributor to 
corporate success. Thus, a thorough understanding of the demand variations and 
forecast errors is essential. The research in this area has seen a renewed interest 
in the study of supply chains. Multistage forecasting mechanisms allow better 
accuracy of demand forecasts. This research work is based on our consulting 
work with a Hong Kong electronics manufacturer. Our motivation is to explore 
the dynamics of demand uncertainty and what are its main drivers. 

Consider the case of a single-manufacturer single-retailer supply chain in 
which the retailer observes customer demand and places orders with the man
ufacturer. To determine how much to order from the manufacturer, the re
tailer must forecast customer demand. Generally, the retailer uses its historical 
customer-demand data and standard forecasting techniques to perform the fore
casting. 

As reviewed in Section 1.3, forecasting analysis can go in two directions. 
One school assumes that the variance of the market demand is known; the other 
assumes it to be unknown. The former is popular in the literature. But in 
many applications, the variance of demand is unknown. For real data collected 
from the electronics company, we have observed the following interesting and 
surprising phenomenon: as the forecasting horizon decreases, the variances of 
forecasts increase, and the variances of forecasting errors decrease. 

The closer that the forecasting horizon is to the end, the larger the fluctuation 
in demand displays is, and the more accurate the forecast is. This seems to 
be counterintuitive. It certainly deserves closer investigation. Focusing on 
this problem, this chapter examines the real data and attempts to provide an 
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explanation. Understanding the phenomena will lead to the design of optimal 
supply chains and various other management practices. The chapter can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. We examine the dynamics of a multistage forecasting process. Using the 
Bayesian decision theory, we model the forecasting process as a stochastic 
process and we observe that the forecast changes with the variation of de
mand. At each stage, the forecast estimates the demand. After Bayesian 
updating, the forecast fluctuates more than the initial forecast, but more 
accurately corresponds to the end demand. 

2. For a single node in a supply chain, we examine four sources that contribute 
to variances in demand forecasts—price promotion, lot sizing, new-product 
introduction, and make-to-stock policy. 

In this chapter. Section 2.2 presents data from industry. The analysis of the 
data is carried out with statistical tools. In Section 2.3, we adopt the Bayesian 
decision theory to investigate the dynamics of multistage-demand forecasting. 
We prove that under the multistage-demand-forecasting structure, forecast vari
ances and precisions both increase, which supports our observation. Section 2.4 
concerns the operational factors that cause the demand forecasts to fluctuate and 
approach real demand over stages—price promotion, lot sizing, new-product 
introduction, and pre-confirmed orders. In Section 2.5, the managerial impli
cations developed in this chapter for the design of a supply chain are described, 
and the chapter is concluded. 

2.2. Industry Observations 

A major security-system manufacturing company produces and distributes 
security systems for military, residential, commercial, and industrial applica
tions. It has a design center in California, a manufacturing center in Asia, and 
three regional distribution centers in San Francisco, Amsterdam, and Singa
pore. The company sources components and subassemblies around the world. 
The management objectives are to improve the response time to meet market 
demand, to reduce inventory, and to shorten lead time (including the time for 
manufacturing and distribution). In the security-system market, customers ex
pect to have the required device or system within one month. Therefore, given 
long lead times in procurement and production, the manufacturing operation 
relies largely on forecasts. 

From a practical point of view, forecasts are never accurate, and the company 
updates its demand forecasts until the real demand is realized. When too little 
raw material is ordered, the company has to pay a higher price to secure them 
or use air shipment to expedite them (if these options are feasible). When too 
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many raw materials and subassemblies are ordered, the company has to keep 
them in inventory. These materials often become obsolete. These updates in 
forecasting also make it difficult for the company to allocate its production 
capacity efficiently. 

A key component in security systems is the microcontroller, which makes up 
30% to 40% of the total materials cost. A microcontroller is a central processing 
unit (CPU) chip with a built-in memory and interface circuits. The read-only 
memory (ROM) contains permanent data (program code). See Spasov [5] for 
a discussion of related concepts about microcontrollers and their technology. 
The company can order microcontrollers with user-supplied data requirements. 
If user-supplied data is provided, the semiconductor manufacturing includes 
a process known as custom photo masking in the wafer-fabrication process. 
Alternatively, the company can purchase microcontrollers with a programmable 
ROM such as one-time-programmable (OTP) read-only memory or erasable 
programmable read-only memory (EPROM). The company inputs the data into 
these programmable microcontrollers after the chips are received. To order 
custom-masked chips, the users are required to provide the data (program code) 
prior to manufacturing, and a significant lead time is required. On the other 
hand, since programmable ROMs are generic, these microcontrollers can be 
produced with a considerably shorter lead time. However, the OTP chips are 
about twice as expensive as custom-masked chips and EPROM chips are even 
more expensive. The company must decide how to order both custom-masked 
and OTP chips. 

The company uses a half-year rolling window for demand forecasting. These 
forecasts are made and updated monthly by the regional offices. The headquar
ter coordinates the forecasts and passes them to its logistics and manufacturing 
functions. Procurement decisions are made based on the demand forecast and 
the lead time required by its vendors. The company divides the raw materials 
into two classes: critical and regular. The components that have fewer sources, 
and have a higher value content, and require a longer lead time are classified 
into their critical materials. Microcontrollers are a typical example. 

In what follows, we first analyze the demand-forecast data. We assume 
that the forecast data are arranged in a rolling /f-stage horizon, where the first 
{K — 1) updates are forecasts, and the last one represents the realized demand. 
The major security-system manufacturing company (see Yan [7]) provides us 
with two years of data for seven products. Based on these data, using the 
Bayesian theory, we establish the demand forecast. 

For the seven products investigated by us, the logistics and manufacturing 
functions of the company receive a monthly demand update. In the six-month 
rolling horizon {K = Q), the first five updates are forecasts, the last one is the 
real demand. We obtain the data from February 1996 to September 1997. Our 
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purpose is to investigate the dynamics of forecast and forecast error and the 
possible managerial decisions and implications. 

We depict the demand and forecast in the scatter charts shown in Figures 2.1 
and 2.2, where the x-axis is the actual demand and y-axis is the forecasted de
mand. In both figures, a star represents actual demand. Therefore, the demand 
data are scattered on the 45 degree line. In Figure 2.1, a circle represents the 
forecast when the forecasting horizon is five months. When the circle is above 
the 45 degree line, it indicates that the forecast is higher than the real demand; 
on the other hand, when below the 45 degree line, it indicates that the forecast 
is lower than the real demand. Similarly, in Figure 2.2, a black dot represents 
the relationship between the forecast and actual demand. 

It is easily observed that the later forecasts are much closer to actual demand. 
We study forecast errors and their variances, which are given in Table 2.1. Note 
that the numbers listed are scaled from the real data for the sake of confidential
ity. In the table, errors and standard deviations of the five-month, three-month, 
and one-month forecasts with respect to the real demand are tabulated. We 
also calculate the percentage of the standard deviation changes in percentage 
with respect to the standard deviations of the five-month forecast. As we have 
discussed earlier, the variance (or the standard deviation) is used to measure the 
accuracy of the demand forecast. From Table 2.1, comparing the latest and the 
earliest forecasts, the latter improves remarkably for most of the products. The 
phenomenon of decreasing forecasting errors can be further demonstrated by 
the indicator of mean absolute deviation (MAD). We provide the MAD values 
in Table 2.2. Further, for all seven products, we notice that the forecast variance 
increases as the forecast horizon decreases. In addition, the variance of demand 
is larger than the variance of its each stage forecast. 

Denote 5^ and 5^̂  as sample variance of i-month forecast and forecast error, 
where i == 1, • • • , 5. We study forecast variances and forecast errors. Table 
2.3 provides values of F-statistic FQ, which is defined as FQ = Sf/Sj, where 
i > j , and i, j = 1,3, 5. Again, let the significance level a be 0.1. We find 
that Fo.i(19,19) == 0.549, and with exception of 236UL, other products' FQ 
values in the second hypothesis are all less than Fo.i(19,19). We reject HQ and 
conclude that the variance of a one-month forecast is obviously greater than that 
of a five-month forecast (refer to Table 2.3). Second, we study the variances of 
forecast errors. Table 2.4 contains values of F-statistic FQ, which is defined as 
^0 = SlJSlj, where i < j , and i,j = 1, 3, 5. 

The hypotheses tests that are carried out above check whether our observa
tions on forecast variances and forecast errors are significant. In conclusion, 
our observations and analysis reveal that forecasts become more accurate as the 
forecast horizon becomes shorter. In addition, demand fluctuates much more 
than initially thought. 
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2.3. Multistage Forecasts 

For a multistage forecast, in each cycle the demand forecast is updated several 
times. At the beginning of the forecasting cycle, the mean and the variance of 
the demand are unknown. As the demand information is updated, the demand 
forecast evolves until the end of the cycle. A multistage forecasting process can 
be described as a stochastic process. For a fixed time, the forecast is a random 
variable, which estimates demand according to existing information. With the 
fixed sample point, demand is a function of time. To catch up with the changing 
demand, the forecast experiences fluctuation. In what follows, we first analyze 
the dynamics of the forecast updating. Then we analyze the uncertain factors 
that cause fluctuations in forecasts. 

2.3.1 Dynamics of Forecast Updates 
We denote the densities of a univariate normal and an inverse Gamma dis

tribution by /iv(-) and / G - I ( " ) ' respectively, with 

and 

where a, /3 > 0 (see Berger [1], pp. 559-561). Assume that the demand X 
follows a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance V. Because of the 
uncertainty inherently present in the market, both the mean and the variance 
of the demand are unknown. To estimate them, forecast is performed. Under 
the Baysian framework, as information about the demand is accumulated, the 
forecast undergoes Bayesian updates. 

Using the Bayesian decision theory (Chapter 4 in Berger [1] and Chapter 
17 in Pratt, Raiffa, and Schlaifer [4]), we assume that the joint distribution of 
(^, V) is a normal inverted-Gamma distribution with density 

fN,G-^(O.V) = fN{0\ii,riV) • /G-I(V^|C^I,A), (2.1) 

where ri = 1/n and n is the sample size. The data about uncertain demand 
collected are used to form d, an estimate of the demand. This d can be used to 
generate a posterior distribution of the demand. Then the prior joint distribution 
of ̂  and V in (2.1) is updated to obtain the posterior joint distribution of{9,V\d), 
which is also a normal inverted-Gamma distribution with density 

fN,G-^\d{0,V\d) = MeHd),T2V) • fG-^iV\a2,P2), (2.2) 
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where the parameters in the prior and posterior distributions satisfy 

Kd) 
1 

7-2 

0̂ 2 

1 

ri + 1 ' 

= oci, 

1 (d-^i)' 
/?i 2 ( l + r i ) 

(2.3) 

To illustrate that the update decreases the uncertainty of demand, we need to 
investigate the forecast dynamics further. The marginal distributions of variance 
and precision are derived as follows. 

2.3.2 Marginal Distribution of the Variance of Demand 
It is straightforward to show that the marginal distribution of variance V is 

an inverted-Gamma distribution (see Berger [1], p. 288) with density 

fG-^{V) = fG~i{V\auPi)- (2.4) 

In addition, given the forecast update, the conditional distribution of V follows 
an inverted-Gamma distribution with parameters (a25 P2)—that is, 

fG-^{V\d) = fG-^(V\a2,f32). 

It follows that the mean of V and the mean of V conditioned on d are 

E[y] = - — i — - and ElV\d] ^ 
/ ? i ( a i - l ) ' ' ^ / ? 2 ( « 2 - l ) ' 

respectively. By virtue of (2.3), we have a2 = ai and l32 < Pi. Thus, 

E[V\d] > E[y]. 

That is, the conditional mean of the variance is larger than the mean of the 
variance. 

2.3.3 Forecast Precision 
The forecast precision, denoted by J(X), is defined as the reciprocal of the 

variance of X—that is, J{X) = 1/V. Note that the precision of X is a random 
variable that represents the amount of information about X contained in the 
distribution of X (see Pratt, Raiffa, and Schlaifer [4]). When the forecast is 
carried out, J{X) needs to be updated as well. 
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Since the marginal distribution of V is inverted-Gamma, \/V follows a 
Gamma distribution (see Berger [1]), whose density can be expressed as 

fa vl = ̂ "^ [I ai,(5\ 

Similarly, 1/V conditioned on d follows a Gamma distribution with parameters 
(0:2,/?2)—that is, 

fG\d d]=fG[~ a2,A 

Therefore, we obtain both unconditional and conditional variances of 1/F as 

Var = ai(5l, Var = 0̂ 2 A 

" 1 " 

y _ > Var 
• 1 

y 
' 

d 

Again, by using (2.3), ^2 = a i , and (52 < Pi, we have 

Var 

In terms of J (X) , Var[J(X)] > Var[J(X)|d]. Therefore, the variance of the 
precision of X decreases as the forecast of the demand is updated. That is, the 
estimation of precision becomes increasingly accurate, and l/V conditioned on 
d contains more information about uncertain demand than l/V. We summarize 
the above results in the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION 2.1 In a multistage forecast, as the forecast horizon is short
ened, the forecast variance and the forecast precision both increase. 

2.4. Operational Factors Affecting Forecasting Process 

For a global supply chain scenario, a firm must redesign its own operations 
and coordinate with its upstream and downstream partners. The uncertainty 
that exists longitudinally within a single firm and the uncertainty that exists 
in the whole supply chain (known as a bullwhip phenomenon) increase the 
variance of demand information. Here we examine the uncertain factors that 
exist longitudinally within a single node in the supply chain. 

2.4.1 Price Promotion 
Let d^ denote the forecast when the price is high, and d^ denote the forecast 

when the price is low. In Lee, Padmanabhan, and Whang [2, 3], it is proved 
that faced with the price variations, the retailer's optimal inventory policy is as 
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follows. At a low price get as close as possible to the stock level d^, and at a 
high price bring the stock level to d^, where d^ < d^. It has been pointed 
out that price promotion gives rise to the distortion of demand. To proceed, we 
give an exact expression of the variance of demand forecast that is produced by 
a price promotion, in connection with the stage in which the price promotion 
takes place and the depth {d^ — d^) of the price promotion. 

To examine the forecast variance, we assume the probability that the down
stream location meets the price promotion conducted by an upstream location 
is C at stage 2. At the ith stage, the expectation and variance of demand forecast 
di can be calculated as follows: 

Var[di 

A + ^''•(1-0, (2.5) 

[ A + rf^(i-C)] 
H^L 

ai-o[d^-d^)\ (2.6) 

It is observed that the variance is proportional to C, and that the depth of the 
price promotion is [d^ — d^). 

Assume that the forecasting cycles of downstream and upstream locations 
are Ki and Ku stages, respectively. For both Ku > Ki and Ku < Ki, we 
could divide ^ into two parts. The first part is that promotion will happen in the 
forecasting cycle, and the second is that the promotion will happen at the ith 
forecasting stage. Thus, 

r Ki 1 
1 KuKi' 

{{'-£ 
1 

i m k m + 1 

^'KI^'K'U KI ' 

if Ku > Ki, 

if Ku < Ki, 

(2.7) 

where we use the fact that for Ku < Ki, 

Ki = mKu + k, 0<k<Ku. 

Consequently, using (2.6) and (2.7), we get 

VBrldi 
_1_ 

K^ 
1 -

1 

K. 
iH L\2 (d^ - d^^y. 
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Observe that for 0 < C < 1. the function (^{1 — Q first increases in C, attains 
its maximum at C = 0.5, and decreases in ^ thereafter. On the other hand, as 
( = l/Ku, when Ku = 1, we have C =̂  1̂  when K^ > 2, we have C < 0.5. 
Hence, for Ku = 1, C(l ~ C) "̂  0; for Ku > 2, ({1 — Q is decreasing in Ku^ 
For Ku > 2, it is obvious that Var[(if] is a monotone decreasing function of 
Ku and its upper bound is (1/4)(<i^ — d^)^, which is reached when Ku ~ 2. 
Decreasing l/Ku, which means decreasing the frequency of price adjustment, 
could lead to a decrease in the variance. For Ku = 1, which means that the cycle 
of price promotion is one unit of time, the variance caused by price promotion 
will disappear. 

PROPOSITION 2.2 The variance of a forecast that is caused by price fluc
tuation is proportional to the product of ( and the depth d^ — d^ of price 
promotion. The variance increases with the decrease of the price-promotion 
cycle of an upstream location K^ When Ku = 2, the variance will reach its 
maximum. On the other hand, an everyday-low-pricing (EDLP) strategy {that 
is, Ku = 1) can eliminate the effect of a distorted demand forecast caused by 
a price promotion. 

Decreasing the frequency and depth of a price promotion at an upstream 
location could mitigate the demand variance caused by price promotion. Lee, 
Padmanabhan, and Whang [2] noted: ''One way to control the bullwhip effect 
due to price fluctuation is to reduce the frequency and depth of the manufac
turer's trade promotions". Undoubtedly, the expression tells us that the best 
way to eliminate the variance caused by price promotion is to use an EDLP 
strategy. 

2.4.2 Lot Sizing 
Economies of scale in the order quantity (lot size) occur whenever a fixed set

up cost is incurred for each order that is not depending on the lot size. Suppose 
that N retailers give orders to the manufacturer. Retailer j will give an order ^j 
in a forecasting cycle, where {^j] is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed (i.i.d.) random variables satisfying 

&• = njQ + lj, Ij G [0, Q- 1]. 

Here, Q is the lot size. Without loss of generality, we assume that Ij is a 
uniformly distributed random variable within the interval [0, Q — 1] and that 

P{lj = l} = ^. / e [ 0 , Q - i ] . 
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At the beginning of the forecasting cycle, the orders are aggregated to form the 
forecast denoted by 

N N 

db = Y^ij = Yl{njQ-hlj). 

At the end of the cycle, the aggregated order is lot-sized to the last-stage demand 
forecast represented by 

N 

where Sj is an integer-valued function controlled by £ € [0,1], Sj is lot-sized 
to rijQ if 0 < Ij < sQ^ and to (rij + 1)Q if eQ < Ij < Q, with 

I 0 for 0 < Ij < eQ, 

^^ \ Q for eQ <lj<Q- 1. 

Therefore, 

N 

de = Y^(njQ + Sj). 

Then we can get the variance of d^ conditioned on (i^—that is, 

Var[de|4] = E [ ( 4 - 4 ) ' ] 

Note that 

LeQjA(Q-l) Q - l 

^=0 ^ ^=([eQJ+l)A(Q-l) ^ 

. /LeQjA(Q-l) Q-1 \ 

= ^- E ^̂ + E W-«)M-
^ V e^O £=(Legj + l)A(Q-l) / 

Therefore, 

'[£QJA(Q-1) Q-1 

VarKMd^^^-l E ^'+ E W-^)' 
£=0 £^(L£QJ + i)A(Q-l) 
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The range of variance is the interval 

obtained as e ranges over [0, 1]. 
When £ = 1 or 0, the variance reaches its maximum, 

which equals approximately {1/3)NQ'^. As a result if we use a policy that 
lotsizes any order ^j to rijQ or to {rij + 1)Q, respectively, no matter what the 
size is, the variance caused by price promotion reaches its maximum. When 
s = 1/2, the variance reaches its minimum, 

r. /LQ/2J Q-i 

"^ \ e=0 i=[Q/2\ + l 

which equals approximately (l/12)iVQ^. It is apparent that decreasing lot size 
Q or setting 6: = 1/2 could alleviate the variance caused by lot sizing. 

PROPOSITION 2.3 The lot-sizing policy controlled by s, as defined above, 
will cause fluctuation of demand forecast. When e = 1 or 0, the variance 
reaches its maximum, variance reaches 
its minimum, 

jTr /LQ/2J Q - 1 

g- E^'+ E (Q-'f 
^ \ i=0 i=[Q/2\ + l 

Moreover, the variance is proportional to the number of retailers N and the 
square of lot size Q, 

2.4.3 New-Product Launch 
The number of introductions of new products has exploded in recent years. 

Frequent introductions of new products reduce the average lifetime of products. 
With shortened life cycles, many products are either at the beginning or at the 
end of their lives. When a retailer knows that a new product will be launched 
in the near future, it has no reason to order or to keep the old product in stock 
with full capacity. Consequently, demand forecast becomes more difficult and 
dynamically changing over time. 
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To demonstrate how the new-product launch influences the dynamic of de
mand forecasting, we first investigate the accuracy of forecasting for new-
product launches. Then we prove that improved forecasts for new-product 
introductions increase the variance of demand forecasting. 

2.4.3.1 Forecasting for Introduction of a New Product 

Denote the development cycle of a new product by r, which is assumed to 
be normally distributed with mean 77 and variance cr̂  or with a normal density 
/7v(r|?7, CT'̂ ). Under the Bayesian framework, the mean of the development cycle 
77 is modeled as a normal distribution with mean ji and variance r^ or with a 
normal density JNMI^^ '^^)- This implies (see Berger [1]) that r also follows 
a normal distribution with mean JJ, and variance (cr̂  + r'^) or with a normal 
density fj^{r\ii, a^ + r^). 

fN\r}{''^M = /A^(^|^?<^^) is the conditional density of r given 77. /Ar(r) = 
f]sj{r\(i, G^ + r^) is the unconditional density of r. This is the so-called normal 
process with an unknown mean and a known variance. The technique we use 
in Section 2.3 is a normal process with an unknown mean and an unknown 
variance (see Pratt, Raiffa, and Schlaifer [4], Chapters 16 and 17). 

To account for the effect of information updating about r, consider a stochas
tic process {rj, z = 1, • •• , M}. Beginning from the first stage, vi is obtained 
and used to update the estimate of y^. Then the forecast of v^ is produced. The 
round is repeated again and again until a terminal time M. The distribution 
of r̂  depends on the observed values of r i , • • • ,ri_i, since these observations 
affect the estimation of T] and the forecast of r .̂ 

Given T\, the posterior distribution of 77 (see Pratt, Raiffa, and Schlaifer [4], 
p. 383) is 

Prx 
/yv|ri(^|n) = fN{v 

where 

M(n) = 
2 1 ^. / ^ 2 fi/r^ + ri/a 

l / r2 + l/a-2 

and 

Pn — ~o ^ 2" 

Similarly, 

fNlniilh) = /yvU M(n), 
1 

Pn 
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where 

M( î) = 5 (2-8) 
Pn 

Pn = ^2 + ^2- (2.9) 

After observing ri , • •• , r^-i, the distribution of ri is given by 

/yv(n+i) = /iv ^z+i /i(n),a2 + — y (2.10) 

By (2.9), it is straightforward that pr^^-^ > p^. Thus, 

Var[ri+i] < Var^]. (2.11) 

With information gathering, the forecast variance decreases. This illustrates 
that more accumulated information results in more accurate forecasting about 
the introduction of new products. This relationship will be used in the following 
section to demonstrate the effect of new-product launches on demand forecast. 

2.4.3.2 Variances of Demand Forecasts due to New-Product Launches 

We denote by Rf the cycle of forecast. Starting from time zero, we anticipate 
that there will be a new-product launch in the market. Thus, it is reasonable to 
assume 

Rf<p<2Rf. (2.12) 

If some information is available about the new-product launch, the forecasts at 
this stage are relevant to the existing product as it approaches the end of its life. 
Then the company will defer some orders to the next stage. We assume that 
ad is deferred to the next stage, where a is the fraction of the order that will be 
deferred to next stage because the new product is anticipated to be introduced 
into market. Consequently, the forecast is reduced to d^, which equals {l — a)d 
and follows the same distribution as d. The variance caused by the information 
about new-product launch at the ith stage is 

\/BrldN\di] = E[(dN - dif] = a^d^pi, 

where pi is the ith estimate of the probability that there is promotion at the next 
stage. As r̂  follows normal distribution (see (2.10)), pi can be calculated as the 
sum of probability that r̂  falls within [Rf, 2i?/]. Here, the left-tail cumulative 
function of a standard normal distribution, which is denoted as F/v* (•), is used 
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to compute Var[(iiv|oJi] as follows: 

y^r[dN\di] = a^(f • Pin e lRf,2Rf]\ri^i) 

In view of (2.11), it is noted that the distribution of ri is more and more 
concentrated around /u(ri) over time. As the length of the summation range is 
fixed, the value of the expression 

f2R,-,in.,)\ _ /%-M(n-.)\ 

increases as the forecasting procedure approaches the end of the cycle. Hence, 

E[Var[div|di]] > E[Var[dAr|d,„i]]. 

That is, as information about the new product accumulates, the variance of 
demand forecast increases. 

PROPOSITION 2.4 In the forecasting window, as information about the new-
product launch accumulates, the increasing accuracy of the forecasting about 
new-product launch causes increasing variance of demand forecast, 

2.4.4 Pre-confirmed Orders 
A make-to-stock policy is a generally employed inventory management pro

cedure that implies that there is limitation on the capacity of the inventory. 
Under such a situation, if a pre-confirmed order is accepted by the firm, which 
should arrive in the next stage, it will definitely have an influence on the demand 
forecast. 

Assume that the make-to-stock level is S and that the order confirmed in ad
vance is Sp, We assume that the pre-confirmed order Sp is normally distributed 
with mean ^5 and variance Og—that is, 

fN{Sp) = fNiSp\fls,^s)' 

Due to the limitations of the capacity of the inventory, the real demand forecast 
reduces to S — Sp. That is, the pre-confirmed order will result in a large variation 
of demand forecast. We can show that the variance caused by the pre-confirmed 
order is 

Var[5 - Sp\S] = VarlSp] = a^ > 0. 

PROPOSITION 2.5 Under a make-to-stock policy, an order is confirmed in 
advance, and the variance of demand forecast is proportional to the variance 
of the uncertain pre-confirmed order 
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2.5. Concluding Remarks 

The volatile demand may cause inaccurate forecasts, which is one of the 
main sources of backlogs and markdowns. As companies attempt to produce 
at a fast pace, they frequently require more advanced forecasting techniques to 
meet demand at the lowest possible cost. Based on the analysis provided here, 
companies should understand the dynamics of demand first and investigate the 
main factors in their own operation that cause the fluctuation. To cope with 
variance in the variety and volume of demand, companies should redesign their 
planning processes so that they incorporate fluctuation into their manufacturing 
planning. 

The requirement for flexibility in manufacturing arises from volatile cus
tomer demand. To eliminate the effects of variance that exist in demand fore
casts, many strategies have been proposed, such as mass customization, accurate 
response, quick response, and postponement. To eliminate the effects of fluc
tuation in the volume of demand, we recommend that the planning processes 
be reengineered. 

Since late forecast involves more information about uncertain demand, it is 
more accurate. It appears that a quick-response strategy is reasonable. Pro
duction should be triggered as late as possible. A late forecast involve a larger 
variance, especially for those products requiring long production cycles. The 
large variance results in large quantities of either stockout or markdowns. On 
the other hand, when production is planned according to a late forecast, there 
will be production gaps. This is not beneficial for smooth production planning. 
To limit production capacity and to cope with increasing variance, the planning 
processes should be reengineered. Based on this idea, at a late stage, unpre
dictable factors become more certain. Hence, an accurate response approach is 
reasonable and practicable. 

This chapter gives a mathematical explanation for the fluctuations and vari
ations of the demand forecast. Moreover, we show that to cope with the uncer
tainty in demand, the forecasting, planning, and production process should be 
reengineered. More specifically, we provide an illustration of the phenomena. 
The uncertainty factors existing in practical operations also are examined. 

Our research in supply chain decision making with forecast revision is mo
tivated in part by our collaboration with industry. In this chapter, we present a 
real-life example to highlight some of the opportunities in this area. The exam
ple is the procurement of microcontrollers by a major security manufacturer 
With data obtained from the company, we demonstrate the nature of forecast 
revision and the urgent needs for decision-making methodologies. In the fol
lowing chapters, given the precise relationships among the data, the demand, 
and the price, we investigate how information affects the optimal policy and the 
minimum (maximum) cost (profit) in the supply chains. 
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2.6. Notes 
This chapter is based on Xiang and Yan [6] and Yan and Zhang [8]. 
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Chapter 3 

INVENTORY MODELS WITH TWO CONSECUTIVE 
DELIVERY MODES 

3.I. Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider a periodic-review inventory system with fast and 
slow delivery modes and demand-forecast updates. A fast order made at the 
beginning of a period is delivered at the end of the period, whereas a slow order 
issued at the beginning of a period is delivered at the end of the next period. 
Fast orders are naturally assumed to be more expensive than slow orders. The 
sequence of events is depicted in Figure 3.1. At the beginning of each period, 
the inventory or backlog level is reviewed, and the forecast of the demand to 
be realized at the end of the period is updated. Also known at the time is the 
slow order issued in the previous period—an order that would be delivered at 
the end of the current period. With these data in hand, the decisions regarding 
the amounts to be ordered by slow and the fast modes are made. At the end 
of the period, the slow order issued in the previous period and the fast order 
issued at the beginning of the current period are delivered. The demand for the 
current period materializes, which determines the inventory or backlog level at 
the beginning of the next period. 

Quantities ordered by slow and fast delivery modes in each period determine 
the total cost of ordering, inventory holding, and backlogging. The objective 
is to make the ordering decisions to minimize the total cost over the problem 
horizon. 

One update of the forecast of each period demand and two delivery modes 
are assumed in this chapter. The analysis in the chapter carries through when 
multiple updates of the demand forecast are made. A model with this extension 
above with multiple delivery modes is studied in Chapter 5. The process of 
multiple forecast updates is modeled in a way that is analogous to peeling 
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multiple layers of an onion. The simplified version examined in this chapter 
could be termed a two-layered-onion model. 

It is common that for the same sets of goods, companies provide their cus
tomers with choices of different lead times and delivery methods. These dif
ferences in lead times and delivery altematives may result in different charging 
schemes. It is generally assumed that the faster delivery modes are more ex
pensive than the slower ones. 

The models investigated in this chapter consider both advanced demand 
information and multiple supply sources. We show that the state-dependent 
base-stock policy is optimal for finite-horizon problems as well as for discounted 
infinite-horizon problems. This policy is defined by a pair of numbers—one 
for the fast mode and the other for the slow mode. These numbers are known 
as the base-stock levels. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we 
provide the required notation and the model formulation. Dynamic program
ming equations for the problem are developed in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we 
obtain the characterization of the optimal policy for the finite-horizon problem. 
Section 3.5 is devoted to extending the optimality results to the infinite-horizon 
case. In Section 3.6, we give an example to illustrate the results obtained in 
Sections 3.3 and 3.4 and develop more insights on the demand-information up
dates. The chapter is concluded in Sections 3.7 and 3.8. A technical appendix 
is provided in Section 3.9. 

3.2, Notation and Model Formulation 

Consider a discrete-time, single-product, periodic-review inventory system. 
The dynamics of the system contain the material flows and the information 
flows. The inbound material flows come from two supply sources (fast and 
slow), and the outbound material flows to customers. After they are ordered at 
the beginning of a period, materials from the fast and slow sources arrive at the 
end of the current period and at the end of the next period, respectively. The 
information flows include the initial demand forecast, regular forecast updates, 
and the realized customer demand. At the beginning of each period, the forecast 
of the demand, which will materialize at the end of the period, is updated. When 
the realized customer demand occurs at the end of the period, the customer is 
satisfied if there is sufficient available inventory, and the excess is carried over 
to the next period. Otherwise, the customer demand is partially satisfied, and 
the unsatisfied demand is fully backlogged. 

The decision variables are the quantities ordered from the fast and slow 
sources at the beginning of each period. The decisions are made based on the 
current inventory position and the current (updated) demand information, where 
the inventory position at the beginning of the period is on-hand inventory plus 
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the amount already on order to be delivered at the end of the period. A time 
line of the system dynamics and the ordering decisions is illustrated in Figure 
3.1. 

We introduce the following notation to formulate our model: 

(l,Ar) = {1,2, ...,A^}, the time horizon; 

Fk = the nonnegative fast-order quantity in period k,l < k < N; 

Sk = the nonnegative slow-order quantity in period k, 

l<k<N-l-

Cl (u) = the cost of fast-order u> 0 units in period k; 

C^{u) = the cost of slow-order u>0 units in period k; 

ll = the first determinant (a random variable) of the demand in 

period k observed at the beginning of period k] 

l1 = the second determinant (a random variable) of the demand 

in period k observed at the end of period k\ 

Vk = the third determinant (a constant) of the demand in 

period k; 

Dk = the demand in period k modeled as a function 

Xk = the inventory level at the beginning of period k; 

Y/e = Xk -\- Sk-i = the inventory position at the beginning of 

period k; 

XAT+I = the inventory level at the end of the last period N; 

Hk{x) = the inventory holding or backlog cost when X^ = x; 

HNJ^I{X) = the holding cost when XA^+I = X > 0 or penalty cost 

when Xjv+i = x <Q. 

For notational convenience, let l\ = i} be a deterministic constant. We impose 
the following assumptions on l\ and / | : 

{(/^, /^) , 1 < A; < N] is a sequence of independent random vectors. 

(3.1) 

Let us define ^/c+i, k>l,io be the sigma algebra or cr-field generated by the 
random variables l], lf,l<i<k, and ll_^-^—that is, 

J'k+i=(7{(l}jf),l<i<kJl^,}, l<k<N-l. (3.2) 
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Let J^Q = J^i = {0,r2} and TN+I = ^* It is clear that demand D^ is an 
^fc+i-rn^asurable random variable. We assume further that 

E[Dfc]- Eb,(/i,/2,^fc)]<cx), \<k<N. (3.3) 

We also suppose that for each /c, the cost functions 

C^(w) and C^(w) are increasing, nonnegative and convex (3.4) 

and that the inventory-cost functions Hk{x) satisfies 

Hk{x) is convex and 

\Hk{x) - Hk{x)\ <CH -{x-xl l<k<N+\, 
(3.5) 

for some CH > 0. Furthermore, we assume that 

Cl{t) + E[Hk+i{t - QkillJlvk))] -^ ^ as t->oo, (3.6) 

Cl{t) + E[Hk+i{t-gk{llllvk))]-^^ as t-^oo. (3.7) 

Throughout this chapter, we assume that (3.1) and (3.3)-(3.7) hold. 
The inventory-balance equations are defined as 

= Xk + Fk + Sk-i-9killllvk),l<k<N, (3.8) 

where 5o is an outstanding slow order to be delivered at the end of period 1, 
and 

Xi = xi^ initial inventory level. (3.9) 

Furthermore, the decision F^ is adapted to the a-field ^fc, and the decision Sk-i 
is adapted to the cr-field J^k-i- From (3.8), therefore, we can see that X^ is 
an ^/.-measurable random variable and X^+i is an .F/^+i-measurable random 
variable, since Dk = Qkill^lf.-, Vk) is ^fc+i-n^^asurable. 

Before going further, let us explain the dynamics (3.8) in words. At the 
beginning of period /c, we can observe the value Xk of the on-hand inventory 
Xk and the value i\ of the random variable l\. This provides us with the 
updated forecast gk{i\,ll..,Vk) for the /cth-period demand Dk- We also know 
the inventory position Yk = Xk -\- Sk-i, where 5* -̂1 is the amount to be 
delivered at the end of period /c as a result of the slow-order decision made in 
period (k — l). Given these and the future demand forecasts Dj,k+l < j < N, 
we can decide on the slow-order Sk and the fast-order Fk. Since Fk is to be 
delivered at the end of the period, the total quantity available to meet the k^'^-
period demand Dk is Xk + Sk-i + Fk. At the end of period k, the value 
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i\ of the random variable /^ is observed, which is tantamount to the demand 
Dk = 9k{i\i'^'i->'^k) to be observed. The difference of X^ + Sk-\ + Fk and 
Dk is the on-hand inventory Xk+i at the beginning of period {k + 1). This last 
statement represents a sample path of the dynamics (3.8). For the last period 
A ,̂ on-hand inventory Xyv and the value i\i of the random variable l]^ become 
available. Since any ordering from the slow source would not be delivered 
before the end of the problem horizon, it is obvious in view of the ordering cost 
given in (3.4) that 

SN = ^. (3.10) 

The objective is to choose a sequence of orders from the fast and the slow 
sources over time to minimize the total expected value of all the costs incurred 
during the interval {l,N). Thus, the objective function is 

Ji{xi,so,il,{F,S)) 

Hi{x,) + E 
N 

i=l 

Y^ C/(F,) -f CaSe) + He+i(Xe+i) 

(3.11) 

where 

(F ,5)- ( (Fi , . . . ,F iv) , (5 i , . . . ,5yv)) (3.12) 

is a sequence of history-dependent or nonanticipative admissible decisions— 
that is, (F/e, Sk) is a positive real-valued function of the history of the demand 
information up to period {k — 1), which is given by {( / | , / | ) , 0 < £ < /c — 1} 
and ll; F/v is a positive real-valued function of the history of the demand 
information up to period (Â  — 1), which is given by {(/^ , / | ) , 0 < E < A'̂  — 1} 
and / ^ ; and SQ is an outstanding slow order to be delivered at the end of period 
1 and has the same meaning as 5*0 given by (3.8) with k = 1. 

Finally, we define the value function for the problem over (1, Â ) with the 
initial inventory level a:i to be 

Fi(xi ,so, i})= inf | j i ( x i , s o , i } , ( F , 5 ) ) | , (3.13) 

where Ai denotes the class of all history-dependent admissible decisions for the 
problem over (1, A )̂. Note that the existence of an optimal policy is not required 
to define the value function. Of course, once the existence is established, the 
"inf" in (3.13) can be replaced by "min". 

Note that we use a general form gk(ll,ll,Vk) to represent the process of 
demand-information updates and demand realizations. This representation cov
ers some specific models in the literature. For example, \&igk{ll,I^, Vk) equal 
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'^k + ^l + Ik' where /^ and / | are nonnegative random variables. If we let ij. 
be a deterministic constant, our system reduces to the Scheller-Wolf and Tayur 
[12] model of two sources of deliveries without demand-information updates. 
If there is only one source for ordering, our system reduces to the advanced 
demand-information model of Gallego and Ozer [7]. 

In addition, we would like to point out the role of v^ when gk{ll,l'^,Vk) 
takes some special forms. If 5'fc(/^,/|, v^) is a multiplicative form—that is, 
gk{ll,ll^ Vk) = Vkllll, where l], and / | are random variables with values in 
interval [0,1]—then Vk is the upper bound of the demand in period k. On the 
other hand, \f gk{ll^ll-, Vk) = Vk + ll + I^, where /^ and / | are nonnegative 
random variables, then Vk is the lower bound of the period-A; demand and I^ 
and / | are components of demands observed one period apart. In particular, v^ 
could represent a contracted periodic demand and /^ could represent the firm 
orders received at the beginning of period k to be filled at the end of period 
k. Finally, I^ represents the demand that arrives at the end of period k to 
be immediately filled (subject to a backlog situation if the inventory position 
Xk + Sk-i is not sufficient to cover Vk + ll -\-1^). 

3.3. Dynamic Programming and Optimal Nonanticipative 
Policy 

In this section, we use dynamic programming to study the problem. We 
verify that the cost of the nonanticipative policy obtained from the solution of 
the dynamic programming equations equals the value function of the problem 
over (1, A )̂. First, we define the problem over (n, N). Let 

• N N 

= Hn{Xn) + E 
l=n 

(3.14) 

where 
( F , 5 ) = ((F„,...,FAr),(5„,...,5iv)) 

is a history-dependent or nonanticipative admissible decision for the problem 
defined over periods {n,N). That is, given Xn, s„_i, and i^ as constants, 
(Fn^Sn) is a vector of nonnegative constants, (Fk^Sk) (n < k < N) are 
positive real-valued functions of the history of the demand information from 
period n to period/c, given by { ( /£^p / | ) ,n < i < k — l},k = n + 1, ...,N — 1, 
and F/v is a nonnegative real-valued function of the history of the demand 
information up from period n to period (A'' — 1), given by {(/^ , / | ) , n < i < 
N — 1} and / ^ . Here s„_i has the same meaning as SQ and is an outstanding 
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slow order to be delivered at the end of period n. Define the value function 
associated with the problem over periods (n, Â ) as follows: 

Vn {Xn, Sn-l4]i) = _ inf < Jn (x^, S„_i, 4 , (^, 'S')) > , (3.15) 
{F,S)EAn I J 

where An denotes the class of all history-dependent admissible decisions for 
the problem over {n,N). We have the following theorem on the property of 
the value function Vnixn, s„_i, i^). 

THEOREM 3.1 Assume that (3.1) and (3.3)-(3.7) hold. Then the value func
tion Fi(a:i, Soj^i) is convex and Lipschitz continuous inxi on (—oo, +00), and 
the value Junctions Vn{xn,Sn-i,in) (2 < n < A'') are convex and Lipschitz 
continuous in (xn,s„_i) on (—00, +00) x [0, +00). 

Proof To prove the convexity, it suffices to show that for any 6 € [0,1], 
{xn,Sn-i) e (-00,+oo)x[0,+oo),and(x„,Sn_i) e (-00, +oo)x[0, +00), 
we have 

Vn {eXn + (1 - 0)Xn, OSn-l + (1 " 6l)Sn-l, 4 ) 

<9 -Vn {xn,Sn-l,in) + (1 - 6) • Vn ( x „ , S „ _ i , 4 ) • (3.16) 

We note that for any two admissible decisions ( F , S) and (F , S) of the problem 
over (n, iV>, the convex combination (9F + (1 - 9)F, eS-\-{l- 9)3) is also 
an admissible decision. It follows from (3.4), (3.5), and (3.14) that 

Jn (9Xn + (1 - 9)Xn, 9Sn-l + (1 " 9)s 

{9F + {I - 9)F,9~S + {I - 9)S 

<9 • Jn \Xn,Sn-l,i\, \^^^)) 

+ (1 -9)-Jn (x„ ,Sn_i ,4 , ( F , 5 ) ) , (3.17) 

which, in turn, implies (3.16). 
The proof for VI{XI,SQ^ i\) can be similarly established. Here we give the 

proof of the Lipschitz continuity for V^(a:„, s„_i, i^). To prove the Lipschitz 
continuity, it is sufficient to show that there exists a constant L > 0 such that 
for any (a:„,s„_i), (rc„,Sn_i) e (-00, +00) x [0, +cx)), 

IJuyXni Sn-1, ini \F •, S)) — Jn{Xn-, S^-l, in^ (-^' '^ ) ) | 

< L • {\Xn - Xn\ + \Sn-l - Sn-l\) . (3.18) 
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Note that from (3.5), 

< CH • {\Xn - Xn\ + \Sn-l - 5 „ _ i | ) 

N 

+ ^ C / f • (\Xn - Xn\ + | s „ _ i - S „ _ i | ) , 

i=n 

which implies (3.18) in view of A'' < oo. 

53 

(3.19) 

D 

REMARK 3.1 In classical inventory models with convex cost, the value func
tion is convex in the initial inventory level (see Bensoussan, Crouhy, and Proth 
[2]). Theorem 3.1 states that this classical result remains valid for the problem 
with dual delivery modes and forecast updates. 

In view of (3.14), we can write the dynamic programming equation corre
sponding to the problem as follows: 

- Heixe) -H mf Ic^icj)) + C|(a) 
a>0 ^ 

+E Ue+i {xi + ^ + S£_i - gi(i}jf,vi), cr, l}^-^) 

£ = l , . . . , i V - l , 

UN {XN,SN-I,i]^) 

HNixN) + mi\cl,(4>) + Cf,ia) 

(3.20) 

r > 0 

+E HN+1 {XN + SN-1 +4>- gNiili, 1%: ^N)) 

(3.21) 

REMARK 3.2 In the dynamic programming equations (3.20)-(3.21), the in
ventory cost is also charged for the initial inventory level. In some inventory 
literature, this cost for the initial inventory level is not charged. This means that 
H£{xe) and HN(XN) would be absent from (3.20)-(3.21), respectively. But 
this charge is of no consequence. 

Next, we state the following theorem, which gives the relationship between 
the value function and the dynamic programming equation. 
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THEOREM 3.2 Assume that (3.\) and (3.3)-{3.7) hold. Then the value func
tions Vk{xkiSk-i,il.),l < k < N, defined in (3.13) and (3.15), satisfy the 
dynamic programming equations (3.20)-(3.21). 

Proof It follows from the definition of Vjv {^NI syv-i, i\j) that it satisfies the last 
equation in (3.20)-(3.21). Suppose that V^(x£, S£_i,iJ)(^ = /c+l,..., Â ) satis
fies (3.20)-(3.21). ^o^s^tshovjihdLiVk(xk, Sk-i,i\)dindVk^i(xk+i, Sk,il^i) 
also satisfy the first equation in (3.20)-(3.21). That is, 

Vk {xk,Sk-i,i\) 

= Hkixk) + inf [Clicf>) + Clia) + E[Vk+i {X^+uaJl.,,) ] }, 
(T>0 

(3.22) 

where 

^k+i = Xk + Sk-i + (}) - gk{ikJk^'^k) 

By the definition of Vk(xki Sk-i,ik) and the history dependence of (F, S), we 
have 

Vk (xk,Sk-i,ik) 

= Hk{xk)+ inf { E [ ^ ( C / ( F , ) + C | ( 5 , ) 

+He+i{Xe+i))]] 

= Hk(xk)+ M {c[(Fk) + C'k(Sk) 

N 

N 

+E ̂ Hk+iiXk+i)+ Yl (^cliFe) + CliSi) + He+iiXi+i))]]. 
e=k+i 

(3.23) 

It follows from (3.1) that 

N 

E[Hk+i{Xk+i) + Y^ [C^{Fe) + C!(Si)-^He+iiXe+i) 
e=k+i 

= ^\^\Hk+i(Xk+i) 

N 

e=k+i 
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= ^\Hk+i{Xk+i) + C^_^i(F^+i) + CI,^i(Sk+i) + Hk+2{Xk+2) 

N 

+E[ ^ (c/(F,) + C|(5,) + iJ,+i(X,+i))|(/|,4Vi)]}. 
e^k+2 

By the induction on the index (A; + 1), 

inf {E[i7fc+i(X,+i) 
(F,5)GA ^ L 

iV 

+ E ( c / ( F , ) + C|(5,) + i / ,+ i (X ,+ i ) ) ]} 

= E[Ffc+i(Xfc+i,5fc,4Vi)]. (3.24) 

Therefore, (3.23) and (3.24) complete the proof. D 

REMARK 3.3 Compared with the dynamic programming equation of the rolling 
horizon problem studied by Sethi and Sorger [14], the dynamic programming 
equations (3.20)-(3.21) have one more decision variable S£_i—that is, order
ing from the slow source. On the other hand, compared with the dynamic pro
gramming equations of the dual-source production-inventory problem studied 
by Scheller-Wolf and Tayur [12], the dynamic programming equations (3.20)-
(3.21) have one more state variable ij —that is, the updated demand information. 

Next, we discuss how an optimal solution of our periodic-review inventory 
model with fast and slow orders and demand-information updates could be 
found. 

Assumptions (3.6)-(3.7) imply that there exists an upper-bound order quan
tity Q > 0 such that 

<p>o 
CT>0 

inf |c/((/.)H-C|((7) 

+ E [V^+i (a:£ + 0 + se-i - gi{i\jj, vt),(j, l}+i)] 
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foYi= 1 , . . . , A ^ - 1 , and 

+ E [HN+I{XN + SN-1 + (p- gN{iN,lNi'^N))] 

+ E [HN+lixN + SN-1 + (/)- 9N{iNJN,VN))] 

By Theorem 3.9 in the appendix to this chapter and Theorem 3.1, in view 
of the discussion leading to (3.10), there exist Borel-measurable functions 
^N{XN, SAT-I, zjv) and aN(xN, SAT-I, zjv)(= 0) such that 

+ E [HN+1 (XN + SN-1 +4>N{XN,SN-I,i]v) - 9NiiNJN,VN))] 

+ E [HN+1 (XN + SN-1 +(i}- QNiil/jhy'^N))] j , 

(3.25) 

and there exist Borel-measurable functions 

{4>i{xe,se^i,il),ae{xe,si.i,i})), 1 < £ < N - 1, (3.26) 

such that 

(xi,se-i,i})) + CI{ae{xe,se-i,ii)) 

+E [V^+i {xi + 4>e(xe,se-i,ij) + Si-i - gi>{i\jj,vi), 

a-^(x£,S£_i,i]),//+i)] 

+E [V +̂i {xi + (t) + S£_i - geiii,!},Vi),c7,l}^-^)] \. 

(3.27) 
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Define 

Xi = a;i, (3.28) 

Fi = M^i,so,i\), (3.29) 

Si = ai{xi,so,il), (3.30) 

and 

Xe = Xe-i + Fe-i + Se^2-9e-iilliJe-i^ve-i), (3.31) 

Fe = MXi,Se-ij}), (3.32) 

Se = ae{X£,Se-i,Ii), (3.33) 

for 2 < £ < Â  - 1, where ^o = SQ. Finally, define 

XN = XN-1-\-FN-1+SN-2-9N-lilN-l^^N-l^'^N~l), 0-^^) 

FN = (f>N{^N,SN-i,Ip^), (3.35) 

SN = 0. (3.36) 

Using the dynamic programming equations (3.20)-(3.21), we can prove the 
following result, 

THEOREM 3.3 {VERIFICATIONTHEOREM) Assume that (3.1) and (3.3)-
(3.7) hold. Then 

{(FU...,FM)ASU...SN)) 

given in (3.28)-(3.36) is an optimal solution to the problem. That is, 

r N 

Hi{xi) + E 
e=i 

^ IcIiFe) + C!(Se) + He+i{Xe+i) 

= Vi{xuso,i\). (3.37) 

REMARK 3.4 Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 establish the existence of an optimal 
nonanticipative policy—that is, there exists a policy in the class of all history-
dependent policies whose objective function value equals the value function 
defined in (3.13), and there exists a nonanticipative policy defined by (3.28)-
(3.36) that provides the same value for the objective function. 

Proof of Theorem 3.3 By (3.27) we know that 

( ( F i , . . . , ^ i v ) , ( ^ i , . . . , ^ i v ) ) € ^ i 
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—that is, it is a history-dependent policy. Next, we show that equation (3.37) 
holds. It suffices to show that for any 

((Fi, . . . ,FAr),(5i, . . . ,5yv))€^i, 

we have 
r N 

Hi{x,) + E 
• - £ = 1 

^ (C/(F,) + CliSe) + He+iiXe+i) 

>Hi{x,) + E 
N 

^ (C/(F,) + C!{Se) + He+i{Xe-^i) 

(3.38) 

where X^ (1 < £ < N) is defined to be the same as X^ in (3.31)-(3.33) and 
(3.34)-(3.35) with the exception that F^ and Si are replaced by Fi and S^, 
respectively. By the definition of {Fi,Si) and (3.27), it is possible to obtain 

C({Fi) + CfiSi) + E [V2{X2, Suli)] 

< C(iFi) + CfiSi) + E [V2iX2, Suli)] • (3.39) 

Furthermore, from the history-dependent property of the decisions, we know 
that Fi, Si, Fi, and Si are constants and that (F2, S2) and (F2, S2) are depen
dent on {/f, I^}. Thus by (3.27), 

V2{X2,Si,li) 

= H2{X2) + ^^inf {C({<f>) + C|(a) 

+E [F3 (X2 + CI> +SI-92(11 llv2),cTji) |(/?,/2)] } 

< H2{X2) + ci{F2) + C|(52) + E [V, (X,,S2Jl) {(ifJl)] , 

(3.40) 

V^3(X3,52,/l) |(/?,/l) 

and 

^ 2 ( ^ 2 , 5 1 , / I ) 

= H2{X2) + C|(F2) -h C|(52) -f E ^ 

(3.41) 

Therefore, it follows from (3.41) that 

E[y2(X2,5i,/])] 

- E [H2{X2) + Ci(F2) + C|(52) -f E [v2{X^,S2jl)\{llll)\ } , 

(3.42) 
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and from (3.40) that 

E[V2(X2,5i,/2^)] 

< E {H2{X2) + Cl{F2) + CI{S2) + E [V3(X3, 52, /1) |(/?, ID] } . 

(3.43) 

Combining (3.39) and (3.42)-(3.43) yields 

2 

Hi{x,) + E Y,{chFe) + CtCSd)+H2{X2) 
U^l 

+ E[V3(X3,52,/1)] 

<Hi(xi) + E X ; ( c / ( F , ) + C | (5 , ) )+/ f2(X2) 

+E [1/3(^3,52,/I)]. 

Repeating (3.42) and (3.43), we finally prove that (3.38) holds. 

3.4. Optimality of Base-Stock Policies 

(3.44) 

D 

For a further analysis of the problem, it is convenient to recast the dynamic 
programming equations (3.20)-(3.21) involving order quantities 4> and G as 
decision variables to those involving order-up-to levels y and z as decision 
variables. Such a transformation is standard in the inventory literature (see 
Fukuda [6], and Whittemore and Saunders [17], for example). Moreover, since 
the ordering decisions 0 and G in any period t will turn out to depend on x^ and 
Si-i through their sum x^ + s^-i, known as the inventory position in period i 
(denoted by q^ in the following), the dynamic programming equations (3.20)-
(3.21) can be rewritten in terms of the state variables qi and i\, replacing the state 
variables xi^Si_\ and %\. Finally, since H^{x) in (3.20)-(3.21) is outside the 
infimum operation, it is possible to modify the dynamic programming equations 
(3.20)-(3.21) as follows: 

= inf \cl{y-qk) + CI{z-y) + E[Hk+iiy-gk{ilJlvk))] 
y>Qk I 

+E Uk+i{z - gk{il, Ik, Vk), /fc+i) (3.45) 

k = 1, . . . ,A^-1, 
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+E[HN+i{y - QNiiN^N^yN))] [.(3.46) 

z>y 

Let Vk(Qk^ 4 ) (1 < A: < Â ) be a solution of (3.45)-(3.46). In a way similar 
to Theorem 3.1, it is possible to show that Vfc(g/., ij,) (1 < k < N)is convex in 
Qk. Furthermore, by the fact that the set {{y, z)\y > qk and 2; > ?/} is a convex 
set, it follows from (3.45)-(3.46) that there exist minimizing functions 

k(qkA) (1<^<^) : (3.47) 

and 

cre{qe.i\) {1<^<N) (3.48) 

such that for /c = 1,..., Â  — 1, 

Vkiqk^il) = Cl{4)kiqk,il)-qk)-^C^{^kiqk,ik)-MqkJk)) 

+E 

+E 

Hk+i y^kiqk^il) -QkiilJl^Vk) 

Vk+i{^k{qk, 4 ) - 9kiih ll ^^)' ^k+i) 

(3.49) 

and 

Viv(giV,«3v) = Clj{$N{qN,'i'N) -qN) + C$j{orN{qN,iN)-4>N{qNjiN)) 

+E l//iv+i(07v(gAr,«Jv) - gN(^NJN^'^N))\ • (3.50) 

In view of (3.46), we know that 

^NiqN^ili) = ^NiqN.ih)-

Let 

qi = xi+ So 

Qk = ak-i{qk-iJk-i) - 9k-iiIk-iJk-i^Vk-i), k = 2,...,N. 

Define 

A = ^i{qiJl)-qu 
Si = aiiqijD-MqiJ}), 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 
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and 

Fk = MqkJk)-Qk,k = 2,...,N, (3.53) 

Se = aeiqej})-MqkJl),^ = 2,...,N-l, (3.54) 

SN = 0. (3.55) 

From Theorem 3.3 and the revised dynamic programming equations (3.45)-
(3.46), we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.4 Assume that (3.1) and (3.3)-<3.7) hold. Then 

and 

( (A, . . . ,FA.) , (^ i , . . . , ^Ar) ) (3.56) 

is also an optimal policy for the problem over {l,N). 

REMARK 3.5 Theorem 3.4 states that the dynamic programming equations 
given by (3.45)-(3.46) are equivalent to those given by (3.20)-(3.21). Hence, 
to derive the optimal nonanticipative policy, it is sufficient to solve the dynamic 
programming equations (3.45)-(3.46). 

Proof of Theorem 3.4 First we show that 

VN{XN, SN-I^IN) = HN{XN) + VNixN + SAT-i, ijv). (3.57) 

From the definition of V/v(gAr, ijy). we have 

VN {XN + SN-i,ih) 

inf \c^^{y-(xN + SN-i)) + Cfj{z-y) 

z>y 

+ E[Hjv+l (y-9N{iNJN,VN))] I 

=:inf{4(0) + C (̂a) 
CT>0 

+E [HN+I {XN + SN-i + (/> - gNi^N^ 1%^ '^N))] I 

= HM(xN) + m[[cl,{ct^) + CU^) 
<7>0 

+E [HN+1 [XN + SAT-i + 0 - 9N{iN, 1%, '^iv))] I - HN{XN) 

= VN (xN,SN-i,i]s[) - HN{XN), (3.58) 
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which is equivalent to (3.57). Furthermore, from the second equality of (3.58) 
and the definitions of 0iv(a;yv,Siv-i,^]v) ^^^ 4>N{XN + sjsi-i^i]^) (see (3.25) 
and (3.50)), we have 

$N(XN + SN~IJN) - (xN + SN-i), (3.59) 

(3.60) 

Now suppose that for j = N, ...,k + 1, 

Vjixj,Sj.i,i]) = Vj{xj + 5j_i,z]) + Hj{xj), 

4>j{xj,Sj-i,i]) = 4)j{xj-}-Sj-i,i]) - (xj + Sj-i), 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

aj{xj, Sj-i, ij) = aj{xj + Sj_i, ij) - 4)j{xj + s-,_i, ij), (3.63) 

where 0j(a:j, Sj_i,zj) and aj{xj,Sj-.i,i^) are given by (3.25)and (3.27), re
spectively. Then we show that (3.61)-(3.63) hold for j = k. By the definition 
of Vk{qk,il), 

Vk {xk + Sk-i,il) 

inf \ Cliy -Xk- Sk-i) + Cl(z - y) 
y>x-

z>y 

+E [Hk+i {y - gkiik, ih '^k))] 

+E Î Vfc+i {z - gk(ilJl,Vk)Jl+i) 

in f | c ,^ (0) + C|(a) 

+E [Hk+i {xk + Sk-i + 0 - QkiilJh ^k))] 

inf{c,^(</>)-t-C|(a) 
<7>0 '̂  
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= H,ix,)^ mil elicit) ^Clia) 

CT>0 ^ 

+E [Vk+i [xk + Sk-i + 0 - ^fc(4' ^1) '̂ fc), 0-, /fc+i)] > - î fc(â fc) 

= Vk {xk,Sk-i,il) - Hk{xk), (3.64) 
where in establishing the third equality of (3.64), we have applied the first 
equation of (3.61)-(3.63) for j = k -\- 1. Thus, we obtain the first equation 
of (3.61)-(3.63) for j = k. At the same time, from the second equality in 
(3.64), we have the second and the third equations of (3.61)-(3.63) for j = k. 
Therefore, by induction, the theorem is established. D 

Let [yki Zk) be a minimum point of the function 

Ciiy -Xk- Sk-i) + Cl{z - 2/) + E [Hk^i{y - gk{il, Ik^Vk))] 

+E Vk+iiz - gk(il,ll,Vk),ll+i) (3.65) 

on the region {(y, z) : y > x^ + Sfc-i and z > y}. Based on Theorem 3.4, we 
have the following corollary. 

COROLLARY 3.1 Assume that (3.1) and (3.3)-(3.7) hold. If the initial inven
tory level at the beginning of period k is x^, the slow-order quantity in period 
{k — 1) is denoted by Sk-i, and the observed value ofl^ is i^ in period {k — 1), 
then the optimal fast-order quantity fk and the optimal slow-order quantity s^ 
in period k can be expressed as follows: 

(fk, Sk) = (Vk - Xk- Sfc_i, Zk - yk)-

Proof Note that from (3.47)-(3.48), 

yk^i)k(xk + Sk-ijil), Zk = crkixk + Sk-i,ik)- (3-66) 

Hence, using the definitions of Fk and Sk given by (3.53)-(3.55) and the as
sumptions of the corollary, we have 

Vk-Xk- Sfc-i = Fk, Zk-yk = Sk-

Consequently, the corollary follows from Theorem 3.4. D 
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The corollary says that there are two inventory levels—fast and slow—with 
the fast-level yk being smaller than the slow-level Zk- The optimal policy is to 
order up to yk via the fast mode and to order an additional amount from yk up 
to Zk via the slow mode. In particular, when the inventory position is strictly 
smaller than yk and yk < Zk, both slow and fast orders will be given. When the 
inventory position is equal to yk but strictly smaller than Zk, then only the slow 
order will be issued. When the inventory position is strictly smaller than yk and 
yk = Zk, then only the fast order will be issued. Finally, when the inventory 
position is equal to Zk, no orders—fast or slow—will be given. 

It is worth noting that solving for (yk,Zk) is a two-variable optimization 
problem, which, in general, is more complicated than a single-variable opti
mization problem. In a particularly important case, it is possible to reduce the 
problem to solving a pair of single-variable optimization problems and obtain 
a modified base-stock policy. In this case, we make the assumption that the 
ordering costs are linear—that is, 

Clit) = c{-t, cl>0, l<k<N, (3.67) 

C|(t) = c'k-t, 0<4< c{^p l<k<N-l. (3.68) 

In view of (3.67)-(3.68), (3.45)-(3.46) can be written as 

Uk{qk,ik) = inf \cl-{y- Qk) + c^z - 4y 

+E[Hk+iiy - gkiilJlvk))] 
z>y 

+E 

k = l , . . . , i V - l 

Uk+i{z - gk{il, / | , Vk), Ik+i) , (3.69) 

UNiQN, «]v) = inf < c{, • (y - QN) + C% -(z-y) 
v>qN [ 
z>y 

+E [HM+iiy - 9N(iN, IN, VN))] 

(3.70) 

Let Vkiqk^ik) {I < k < N) h& a. solution of (3.69)-(3.70), and let y*^ be 
the value of y that minimizes 

CNV + ^[HN+iiy - 9N{iN^ IN^ ^ N ) ) ] , 

and let y^ be the value that minimizes the function 

civ - 4y + ^[Hk+iiy - gk{ikJh '^k))] 
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in y. Define 

65 

Lkit) = <cl- {t-Xk -Sfc-i) -4t-\- E[Hk+i{t - gk(ilJk^Vk))] 

-i4-iy*k-Xk-Sk-i)-clyl 

+ E [Hk+iivl - 9kiil II Vk))] ) I • m - t) 

-^clt+E\Vk+i{t-gk(ikJh'^k)Jk+i) 

Let ^J be a minimum of Lk{t). Then the optimal policy can be written as 
follows. Of course, the base-stock levels yj and z^ depend on the current 
forecast information i\ but independent of {xk + Sk-i). 

THEOREM 3.5 Assume that (3.1), (3.3)-(3.5), and (3.67)-{3.6S) hold. If the 
initial inventory level at the beginning of period k is x^, the slow-order quantity 
in period {k — 1) is denoted by Sfc-i, and the observed value ofl^ is i^ in period 
{k — 1), then the optimal fast-order quantity f^ and the optimal slow-order 
quantity s^ in period k are given by the following expressions: 

(i) when yl < zl, 

{ ivl-Xk-Sk-i^zl-yl), 

-Xk -

I (0,0), 

(ii) when yl > 4-

f (4-^fc 
(/fc,4)=< (0,0), 

i (0,0), 

if Xk + Sk-i < yl, 

if yl<Xk + Sfc-i < 4 ' 

if zl < Xk + Sk-i] 

s/c-1,0), if Xk + Sk-i < zl, 

if zl<Xk + s/c-i < yl, 

if yl < Xk + Sk-1. 

Proof First we show (i). Here we consider the case Xk + s^-i < yl < zl. The 
other cases in (i) can be treated in a similar way. It suffices to show that for all 
y>Xk-\- s/c-i and z > y, 

4-(y-^k- ^k-i) + 4^ -cly + E [Hk+i{y - gk{ik, ^h '^k))] 

+E Vk+i(z - gk{ilJtvk)Jl+i) 

> 4 • (yl -Xk- Sk-i) + 4 4 -

+E [Hk+i(yl - gkiih^h '^k))] 

S * 

+ E Vk+i(zl- gk(ikJhvk),Ik+i) (3.71) 
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By the definition of zj, we have for t G (?/^, oo), 

clt + E [14+1 (t - gk(ii, llvk), Il+i) 

> clzl + E \Vk+i{zl- gk(iiJlvk)jU,)\ • (3.12) 

From the convexity of cp + E[Vk+i{t - gk{il, / | , Vk), ^i+i)], we know that 
the point z^ also minimizes the function 

cit + E Vk+iit - gk{ilJk^Vk)Jl+i) 

on the interval [0, +00) at the same time. Thus from the definition of y^, we 
have (3.71). 

Now we take up case (ii) when yl> z^. We give the proof only for the case 
Xfc + Sk-i < z"^. The proof for the other cases is similar. To this end, it suffices 
to show that for all y > Xk + Sk~i and z > y, 

ci-{y-xk- Sk-i) + clz - c|y + E [Hk+i{y - gkiil^ll^Vk))] 

+E Vk+i{z - gk{ikJhvk)Jk+i) 

> 4 • ( 4 -Xk- Sk-i) + E [Hk+i{zl - gkiikJk^'^k))] 

+E (3.73) 

+ E 

yk+i{z*k - gkiik^ lLn)Jk+i) 

First, we have that for t < y^, 

4 • (4 -Xk- Sk-i) + E [Hk+i{zl - gkiikJh'^k))] 

yk+i{zl-gk{ikJhvk)Jk+i)\ 

= [4 ' ^^4 -Xk- Sfc-i) - c|zj + E [Hk+i{z*k - gkiikJhvk))] 

-y^k-iyk-Xk-Sk~i)-clyl 

+E[Hk+i{yl- gki^Jhvk))])] 

+44 + E \Vk+i{z*k -gkiik^Ik^vk),Ik+i)] 

+ ( 4 • iVk -Xk- Sk-i) - 4yl + E [Hk+iiyl - 9k{iL ^l^'^fc))]) 
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< | c{ -(t-Xk- Sk-i) -4t-\-E [Hk+iit - Qkiil, Ik, Vk))] 

-[4-(yk-^k-Sk-i)-4yl 

+E[Hk+i{yl - gkiilJlvk))])} 

+cU + ^[yk+iit- gk{ik^lh'^k)Jk+i)\ 

+ [4 • iVk -^k- Sk-i) - clvl + E [Hk+i{yl - 9k{ih Ih '^k))]j 

= c{- {t-Xk -Sfc_i) + E [Hk+i(t - gkiil^lh^k))] 

+E Vk+i{t-gk{ilJhvk)Jk+i) (3.74) 

where the above inequality makes use of the definition of z^. Let (y/., Zk) be 
defined by (3.65) with 

Cl{y - Xk - Sk-i) = c{-{y-Xk- Sk-i), 
Cl{z-y) = 4-{z-y). 

There are two cases to consider: Zk < yl and z^ > y^. Later, we prove that 
the second case z^ > y^ does not arise. Thus to complete the proof, it suffices 
to consider the case Zk < y^- Using (3.74) with t = Zk, 

Cfc • {4 -Xk- Sk-i) + E [Hk^i(zl - gk('ik^Ik^Vk))] 

+E Vfc+i (4 - gk(il, ih ^k), ik+i) 

< c{ • (zk -Xk - Sk-i) + E [Hk+i{zk - gk(iljl,Vk))] 

+E Vk+i{zk - gk{'i'lJhvk)Jl^i) (3.75) 

Since 

^•iy-Xk- Sk-i) -4y + E [Hk+i (y - gk{ih ^h '^k))] 

is a convex function of y, we know that (z^, Zk) also minimizes 

Ck-iy-Xk- Sk-i) + 4 ^ -4y + E [Hk+i{y - gki^lJ^ f̂c))] 

+E Vk+iiz - gkiikJk,'^k)Jk+i) 
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This indicates that for all y > Xk + Sfc_i and z > y, 

4-iy-^k- Sk-i) + clz -cly + E [Hk+iiy - gk{il, ll, Vk))] 

+E Vk+i{z - gk(J'lJhvk)Jl+i) 

> c{. • (zk -Xk- Sk-i) + E [Hk+i(zk - gkiikJhvk))] 

+E Vk+i(zk -gk{ik^lhvk)Jk+i) (3.76) 

Combining (3.75)-(3.76), (3.73) is established. 
Finally, we show that Zk > yl does not arise. If Zk > yl, by the convexity 

of 

ciy -4y + ̂  [Hk+i{y - gki^h ^h '^k))], 

we know that (?/^, Zk) also minimizes 

Cfc?/ + 4 • (^ - ^) + E [Hk+i{y - gkiihik:^/t))] 

+ E Vk+iiz - gk{ikJL'^k)Jk+i) 

on the region {(y^z) : y > Xk + Sk-i and z > y}. By the convexity of 
cp + E[Vk+i{t - gk(il, ll, Vk)Jlj^i)] and the nonnegativity of 

ci-{t-Xk- Sk-i) -cp + E [Hk+i{t - gkiil, I^ '^k))] 

- [4 • iVk -^k- Sk-i) - clyl + E [Hk+i{yl - gk{ih ^h ^fc))]) » 

Zk would minimize cp + E[t4+i(t - ^/c(4' ^h '^^)' ^k+i)\ '^^^^ P ' ^)- ^^^^ 
would mean that for all z G [0, oo), 

4 z + E \^k+i{z - gk(ik^Ik^Vk)Jk+i) 

> cpk + E [Vfc+ife - gk(J'kJL'^k)Jk+i) 

On the other hand, by the definition of z^, z^ minimizes 

4 ^ + E[Vfc+i{t - gkiil II Vk), /fcVi)] 

over [yl, oo). That is, for all Zk E [yl, oo), 

44 + E \Vk+i{zl - gk{ikJhvk)Jk+i) 

O.ll) 

< cizk + E Vk+i{zk - gk(ik, ih ^k), ll+i) 
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which contradicts (3.77). As a result, the case z^ > y^ does not arise. D 

The theorem says that in case (i), there are two base-stock levels—fast and 
slow—with the fast base-stock level y^ being smaller than the slow base-stock 
level z^. Moreover, when the inventory position is too low (that is, smaller than 
2/p, then we order up to y^ via the fast mode and order an additional amount 
from yl up to z^ via the slow mode. On the other hand, when the inventory 
position is too high (that is, larger than z^), then we order nothing. Finally, if 
the inventory position is neither too low nor too high (that is, when it is between 
the levels y^ and zp , then we simply order up to z^ via the slow mode. In case 
(ii), there is only one base-stock level zj, and if the inventory position is too 
low (that is, smaller than zp , then we order up to z^ via the fast mode and order 
nothing via the slow mode. On the other hand, if the inventory position is too 
high (that is, larger than zp , we order altogether nothing. 

3.5. The Nonstationary Infinite-Horizon Problem 

We now consider an infinite-horizon version of the problem formulated in 
Section 3.2. By letting Â  = oo and (F, 5) - ((Fn,5'n), (F„+i,5n+i),...), 
the extended real-valued objective function of the problem is 

oo 

= Hn{xn) + Y. ^ ' " ' 'E [cl(Fk) + CliSk) + aHk+i{Xu+i) 
k=n 

(3.78) 

where a is a given discount factor, 0 < o; < 1, 

Xn+l =Xn + Sn-1 + Fn - 6 ' n ( 4 ' ^n ' ^n ) , 

and Xkik> n + 1) are defined by (3.8). Similar to (3.20)-(3.21), the dynamic 
programming equations for the infinite-horizon problem are 

= Hn{xn)+ml IClM + C^ia) 
<T>0 ^ 

-\-aE [U^^(Xn + Sn-1 + (f) - gniiliJn^Vn), or, ll+l)] k 

n = l,2,.. . . (3.79) 

In what follows, we show that there exists a solution of (3.79) that is continuous 
and convex in Xn- Furthermore, similar to Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we show that 
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the value function of the infinite-horizon problem is a solution of (3.79) and the 
decision that attains the infimum in (3,79) is an optimal nonanticipative policy. 
Our method is that of successive approximation of the infinite-horizon problem 
by longer and longer finite-horizon problems. 

Let us, therefore, examine the finite-horizon approximation J„fc(x„,5„_i, 
il^) of (3.78), which is obtained by the first /c-period truncation of the infinite-
horizon problem. The objective function for this problem is to minimize 

'Jn,k\^ni ^n—l^'^ni \-^ ^ ^)) 

n+k 

= Hn(xn) + Y.^^'"^ \cl{Fi) + CaSe) + aHi+iiXe+i) 

(3.80) 

Let Vn^ki^m Sn-i,in) be the value function of the truncated problem—that is, 

Vn,k{^n,Sn-uin) = _ mf \ Jn,k{Xn, Sn-l,ili, {F, S)) \ . (3.81) 
{F,S)eAn,k I J 

Since (3.80) is a finite-horizon problem on the interval (n, n -|- A:), we can apply 
Theorem 3.2 to prove that Vn^k(xn,Sn-iiin) satisfies the dynamic program
ming equations 

= Hn+e{xn+e) + mf [cl^^i^) + Q+^(a-) 

+aE Un+C+l,k-e~l{Zn+e+l{Xn+e + (f>),cr,In+i+l)\ p 

i = 0,...,k-l, (3.82) 

where 

- Hn+k{xn+k) + inf [Cl^ki^) + C'^+ki<^) 

-j-aE Hn+k+l{Zn+k+l{Xn+k + '^))j | , (3.83) 

Zn+£+l{t) = t + Sn+e-l - gn+e{in+e^ ̂ n+h '^n+^)-
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To get the optimal policy for the infinite-horizon problem, we assume that 
there exist constants c > 0 and M > 0 such that for all /c > 1, 

\clixi) - Cl{x2)\ <c-\xi- X2\, (3.84) 

\C'kM - Clix2)\ < c • |xi - X2I, (3.85) 

\Hk{xi) - Hk(x2)\ <c-\xi- X2\, (3.86) 

E[gkillllvk)] <M. (3.87) 

Furthermore, we assume that 

Cl(t) + E[Hk+i{t- gkillJlvk))] - - 0 0 as t ^ 00, (3.88) 

CI(t) + E[Hk+i{t-gk{llllvk))] -^cx) as t ->oo , (3.89) 

uniformly hold with respect to k. 
It follows from (3.84)-(3.89) that for any {xn, s„_i) and (x„, s„_i), 

\^n,k\^ni ^n—1: '^ni \-^ 1 ^)) 'Jn,k\^ni ^n—li '^n^ \-^ 1 ^))\ 

n+k 

<C-\Xn-Xn\ + Yl <^^""^^ (c ' ^ n - Xn\ -\-C • \Sn-l - S n - l | ) 

C 

< -. ( k n - £n\ + \Sn~l - Sn-~l\) • (3.90) 

i — a 
Therefore, we have 

I »^n,fci^n?'̂ n—15 ^n/ ~" ^n,fc v^n?'^n—1? ^n/ | 

< Z ( k n - ^ n | + \Sn-l ^ «§n-l|) • (3.91) 

1 — a 
THEOREM 3.6 Assume that (3Al (3.4)-(3.5), and i3M)--(3,S9) hold Then 
the limit ofVn^ki^nj ^n-i,^^) exists as k —^ oo. Letting the limit be denoted 
by V^{xn, Sn-i,in)> we have 

(i) V^{xn^ Sn-i^i]i) is convex and Lipschitz continuous in (x^^ ^n-i) on 
(—00, +(X)) X [O5 + o c ) ; 

(ii) V^{xn^ Sn-i^in) is a solution of (3,19); 
(iii) there exist functions Fji{xn'> 5^-1, i^) and Sn{xn^ ^n-i^^n) \^hich pro

vide the infima in (3.79) with U^{xn^ 5^-1, z^) == V^(x^, Sn-i^i^). and 
( F , 5 ) = {(Fn{Xn,Sn~l,in),Sn{Xn,Sn~l,in)), Tl > l} 

is an optimal nonanticipative policy—that is, 

Vr{xuso,i\) = J r ( x i , 5 o , i l , ( F , 5 ) ) 

inf {j^{xuSo,il{F,S))\ 
,S)eA I J iF,S)eA 
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Proof First we show that there exists a function V^{xn^ Sn-i^in) such that 

l i m Vn^k{Xn,Sn~l,in) = ^ ^ ^ ( X n , 5 ^ - 1 , ^ n ) ' ( 3 -92 ) 
fc—>oo 

Let 

(3.93) 

attain the infimum on the right-hand side of (3.82)-(3.83). Note that 

"^n+kK^n+ki ^n+k-lj^n+k) ~ ^' 

Thus, 

^n,k{^ni ^n—15 ^n/ ^ ^n.kv^ni ^n—li '̂ n? v-^ ^,AJ? ^n,k)) 

^ ^n,k—l\^nj ^n—1^ ̂ n? v-^ n,fc—1? *^n,/c—1 j j 

> _inf < Jn s))\ 
iF,S)eA ^ ^ 

= Vn,k-l{Xn,Sn-l,ii), (3.94) 

which implies that for fixed a:n»Sn-i» and i^, V̂ n.fcĈ n̂; Sn-i,^n) is an increasing 
sequence in k. On the other hand, for any k, 

where O is a policy of ordering nothing at each period by both fast and slow 
modes. From (3.86) and (3.87), J^(x;i,Sn_i,iJj,0) < oo. Consequently, 
(3.92) follows from (3.94). 

By Theorem 3.1, we know that for each k, Vn^ki^n^ s„_i, i^) is convex and 
Lipschitz continuous in {xn,Sn-i) on (—oo, +oo) x [0, +oo). Hence (i) 
follows from (3.92). 

Next, we show that V^(xn, s^-i, i^) is a solution of (3.79). Using Theorem 
3.2, 

cr>0 

+ a E [Vn+l,k-l{Xn + Sn-1 + 0 - ^ n ( 4 ' ^n' ^n), O", ^n+l ) ] } 
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(3.96) 

Taking limits on both sides of (3.96) with respect to k, we get 

<Hnixn)+M{cl{cl,) + C^{a) 
<7>0 

+aE [V^iiXn + Sn-1 + 0 - 9n{ili, ll, Vn), Cf, ^n+l ) ] } • 

(3.97) 

Using (3.88)-(3.89), there exists a Q > 0 such that for all n and k 

F^+ii^n+i,sn+i-uin+e) < Q, 0 < i < k, (3.98) 

S'^+eixn+i, sn+e-uii+e) <Q. 0 < £ < /c - 1, (3.99) 

where Fl^^^{xn+e, Sn+e-iJl+e) ^^^ S^+e(^n+e, Sn+e-i^il^^^) are defined by 
(3.93). Furthermore, by (3.94), for any £ < k, 

*'^n,k\Xn^ Sn—1, Iji) 

+ Q E |yn+l,fc-l \Xn-\- Sn-l + F!^(Xn, Sn-\,i\) - gn{i\jl,Vn), 

+aE 

(3.100) 

Fixed ^ and let /c —> oc. In view of (3.98) and (3.99), we can, for any given n, 
Xn, Sn-l, and z^, extract a converging subsequence 

^ n v^n^ "̂ n—1? '̂ 'nj? ^nv^n? ^̂ n—1? ̂ n/ 

Let 

l i m ( r^ [Xn-i Sji—lf Z72J? ^nx-^n-} Sn—1^ "^nJ 

~ V^n V'̂ n '̂̂ n—1? ^n/5 ^ n v^n?'^n—1?'^n/j (3.101) 
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From the uniform integrability of 

Vn^u{Xn H- Sn-1 + 0 " Qniii, ll, Vn), CT, I^^-^) (sCC (3.91)) , 

we can pass to the limit on the right-hand side of (3.100). We obtain (noting 
that the left-hand side converges as well) 

> HniXn) + CliF^iXn^ ^ n - b 4 ) ) + C^iS^{Xn^ 8^-1 A)) 

+ a E \Vn+l^i {Xn + Sn~l + F^{Xn, ^ n - l , 4 ) "^ 9n{i]i, ll, Vn), 

^n v^n?'^n-l?'^n/? ^n+1 j j • 

(3.102) 

Furthermore, 

^n\Xn) I O^ [r^ [Xfij ^n—li '^n/i " ^n+i\^n \^n? ^n—l, ^nj) 

+aE [Vn+l^i (xn + Sn-l + F^(Xn, ^ ^ - l , 4 ) - gn{i\jl, Vn), 

^n v^n? %—1? ^n/? ^ n + l j j 

^^ J^n\Xn) '^ ^n\^n v^n?-^n—1?'^nJ/ ' ^nv*^n \^n, ^n—l^'^n)) 

+ a E [V^i {Xn + Sn-l + F^{Xn, ^ n - l , 4 ) " 9n{^lt, ll, Vn), 

^n v^n? •^n-l?'^n/? ^n+1 j j 

<T>0 ^ 

+ Q ; E [ V ; , ° J I ( x n - h S n - l + 0 - P n ( 4 ^ ^ n ' ' ^ n ) , c r , / i + l ) ] L 

(3.103) 

Therefore, by (3.102) and (3.103), 

^n \Xni Sn—li'^n) 

> / / , ( . : „ ) + i n f | c / ( 0 ) + C (̂cr) 
<7>0 ^ 

(3.104) 

which and (3.97) imply (ii) of the theorem, (iii) can be proved along the line of 
the proof of Theorem 3.3. The detail is omitted here. D 
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REMARK 3.6 Theorem 3.6 does not imply that there is a unique solution of 
the dynamic programming equations (3.79). In addition, it is possible to show 
that the value function is the minimal positive solution of (3.79). Furthermore, 
it is also possible to obtain a uniqueness proof, provided that the cost functions 
Cl{-), C^() and Hni-) are subject to additional conditions. 

To derive the optimality of a base-stock policy in the same way as in Section 
3.4, we still make assumptions (3.67)-(3.68). Let 

Gn{t) = cl- {t-Xn - S n - l ) - < i + E[Hn+l{t - gn{inJn^Vn))]. 

Let ?/* be a minimum of the function Gn{t)- Furthermore, let 

Ln{t) = Ct,t + E[V^,{t - gniijlvn))] + lGn{t) - Gn{y*n)] ' Kvl " 0 , 

and let 2:* be a minimum of the function Ln{t), Similar to Theorem 3.5, we 
have the following result. 

THEOREM 3.7 Assume that0A\ (3.4H3.5), (3.67H3.68), a^J(3.86H3.87) 
hold. Then the policy {f^i^V) 8^^^^ by the following is an optimal nonantici-
pative policy: 

(i) when yl < 4 , 

KJn'^^n) ~ \ K^^^n ^n " 

[ (0,0), 

(ii) when y* > 4 , 

1 {^n ~ ^n • 
(/„*,<) :=<̂  (0,0), 

I (0,0), 

- S n - l ) , 

- S n - 1 , 0 ) , if 
if 
if 

if y^<Xn-\- Sn-i < ; 

V ^n *̂  "^n ' Sn—i', 

^ n 1 ST^—I ^ Zj^y 

^n "^ ^n ' ^n—1 S Vni 

yl < Xn + Sn-1. 

"ni 

REMARK 3.7 When Cl{u) = cl • u and C^iu) = c^ • u with cl > 0 and 
c^ > 0, (3.84)-<3.85), and (3.88)-(3.89) hold. Thus we do not need to specify 
that (3.84)-(3.85), and (3.88)-(3.89) hold in the theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 3.7 The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5, and 
is omitted. D 
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3.6. An Example 

In this section, we use an example to illustrate the structure properties of the 
cost function and solutions in detail. For simplicity, we consider N = 2, 

Clin) = ( + ~ ' ;[;;11 can) = ci.u, o.ios) 
0, 

^ft..\ - J 1 T2 

and 

C2{u) = 4"^^ 9I{HJI^'^I) = ^ 

Hi{x) = H2(x) = Hs{x) 

hx, if a: > 0, 
—px, if X < 0. 

(3.106) 

(3.107) 

Suppose that xi = SQ = 0. 
Let information I2 be uniformly distributed within the interval of width a 

centered at V2 with V2 > a. Formally, the density function denoted by A2(i2) 
is given by 

^2(4) = -» 4 e 
a a 

^2-^.V2-\--
(3.108) 

For an observed 2̂ 6 [v2 — a/2, V2 + a/2], the conditional density function of 
^2(4' ^2' ̂ 2) denoted by ^^2(̂ 214) is given by 

2\:V 
^2fel^2) 

^ if ?2 f= [7! — ^ 7I 4- i^ l ea' l'̂  2̂ ^ L̂2 2 ' *2 ̂  2 J ' 

0, otherwise, 
(3.109) 

where 0 < £ < 1. 
With these given parameters, (3.11) can be written as 

Ji(0,0, i ; , ((Fi ,F2),5i)) 

= E 

where 

and 

C{(Fi) + CliSi) + H2{X2) + Ci(F2) + H^{X2,) 

X2 = xi-\-so +Fi-gi{i\,lf,vi) 

= Fi, 

X3 - X2 + 5i + F2 - ^2(/2', li. ^2). 

(3.110) 
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Similarly, (3.45)-(3.46) can be written as 

= inf \c{(y-q,) + Cf{z-y)-^E[H2(y-9iiilllvi))] 
z>y 

+ E[u2{z-gi{illlvi)Jl)]], (3.111) 

= inf [ciiy-q2) + E[Hs{y-g2{iillv2))]}. (3.112) 
y>q2 

Let 

p + h 

Now we find the optimal order quantity for the fast order at period 2 when I^ 
is observed with J] = 2̂- To this end, solving equation 

j^ajmy-^^JlvM^. (3.113) 

we get the solution 

dy 

y* = £a. ( /? - - ) + 4 . 

Hence, the optimal order quantity for the fast order when I2 is observed with 
I2 = i^j is as follows: 

ea . (/? - i ) + 4 - q2, if ea • (/5 -~ ^) + 4 > ^2, ^ ^ 

otherwise. 

In (3.114), the optimal order quantity for the fast order at period 2, / | , is a 
piecewise function of the observed information i^ and the inventory position 
ĝ 2. Therefore, the value function V2(92?^2) ^̂  "̂̂ ^ ^ piecewise function of 
^2. By (3.114), the manufacturer needs to make a fast order at period 2 only 
when the inventory position is lower than the ordering point—that is, / I > 0 
if q2 < sa{P - 1/2) + i^', otherwise, / I = 0. Further, in view of (3.108) 
and (3.109), 5̂ 2(4̂  2̂ ^ ^2) < 4 + ^^/2 ^.p.l when I2 is observed; therefore, 
no penalty cost arises if the quantity of the inventory position is sufficiently 
large—that is, ^̂2 > 4 + ^< /̂2. Thus, we present the value function in the 
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following cases: 

V2fe,4) 
( -h-il + h-q2, if 4 < 92 - f, 

if g 2 - f < 4 < 9 2 - £ a ( / ? - i ) , 

I cl-il-4-q2-\-Y, if 52 - £a(/3 - ^) < 4 ' 
(3.115) 

where 1̂ 1(52), ^2(92) and y are defined as 

yi{q2) = —^ r—92, 
sa 

^2(92) = 
25a 

(92) + - •92 + £a, 

^ , . ( ,_i)^M!±i^ 

Based on ^2(92, ̂ 2) given by (3.115), we find the optimal fast-order quantity 
fi and the optimal slow-order quantity s | at period 1. First, it follows from 
C({u) = octhat 

Let 

and 

/r = 0. 

Gi(z) = c?-z + E[V2(z,/l)], 

ai = p + h, a2= p — cl. 

It follows from (3.115) that if 0 < z < V2 — -+ea((3—), taking the derivative 

of Gi(z), then 52 > 0 and 

(3.116) 
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if ^̂2 - 2 + ^^(/^ - id <z <V2- -{I- e), then 

dCifz) a i 2 1 r / ^ \ ^ 1 
-j = 2-^ + 9 2\-'^Ci'^ -^ ^CiW - ^012) - ^Cil'^2\z 

Oil 2 1 r / r \ r. fi 

+ r—2^2 + ^—2 L ^'^i + ^^v^ - h) - 2ea&2\v2 

"^''i 2 "̂  2 2 ^ 4 "̂  8 "^8g' 
(3.117) 

if V2--{!-£) <z <V2 + - + £a{(5 - - ) , then 

(3.118) 

dGi(z) /i + 4 /i + ĉ  £a2(^ + ci) 2cf + / i - c i 
• = -z -V2 ^ - + ^—1^ ^; 

az a a la\ I 

a /^ Ix ^ a ea ^ 
if ^̂2 + 2 + ^^(^ ~ 2 ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ 2 ' ^ T ' 

dGi(2;) a i 2 , o;i ^ i 2 

a i . , eai 4cf + 3/i ~ p a i 
-2;^ [ 1 + ^ 1 " ^ - — + — 4 — & 

and if z > i;2 + f + ^ , then 

(3.119) 

Gi(;^) = clz + h 6t. (3.120) 

This implies that 

^ = 05 + /̂ . 
az 

To demonstrate the cost function graphically, we depict the cost function 
with three sets of parameters, where the parameters are for the base case, h — 
0.1,p = 5.3,cf = 1.0,c^ = 2,a - 15,£ = 0.5,i;2 = 50; for the higher 
holding cost, h = 0.5; and for the higher penalty cost, p = 5.5. The graphs 
appear in Figure 3.2. 

Now we discuss some insights into the relationship of the optimal order 
quantity and other parameters. By Theorem 3.1, we know that the cost function 
Gi {z) is convex in z. Therefore, it is sufficient to find the optimal order quantity 
from the first-order condition. 
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Figure 3.2. Sample cost curves with different cost parameters 

LEMMA 3.1 Assume that {?)AQ5)-{?).\09) hold. Then we have 
(i) when c\ > 03, ŝ  = 0 is optimal; 
(ii) when cf < c^, the optimal s* > t'2 — f + £a(/? — 5)-

Proof First we prove (i). By (3.116), we get 6Gi{z)/diZ > 0. Therefore, the 
optimal (minimum) value is achieved at the extreme point zero. 

Next we establish (ii). The cost function is convex. In addition, dGi(^)/d2; 
< 0; therefore, in the interval [0, V2 — a/2 + ea{(3 — 1/2)], the minimum lies 
on the right boundary—that is, s\>V2 — a/2 + ea(/3 — 1/2). D 

Lemma 3.1 indicates that actions must be taken at period 1 when the unit slow-
order cost is less than the fast-order cost at period 2. From the point of view of 
just-in-time production, no material should be ordered at period 1. Similarly, 
the quick-response program rejects ordering materials at this time. In other 
words, just-in-time production and a quick-response program apply only for the 
cases where there is no per unit order cost difference between different supply 
sources. This observation is corroborated by other researchers. For example, 
Fisher, Hammond, Obermeyer, and Raman [5] observed that "to address the 
problem of inaccurate forecasts, many manufacturers have turned to one or 
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another popular production-scheduling system. But quick-response programs, 
just-in-time (JIT) inventory systems, manufacturing resource planning, and the 
like are simply not up to the task." Lemma 3.1 provides an analytical example 
of why manufacturers need a better system than a pure just-in-time approach. 

Further, it is interesting to consider scenarios with capacity constraints where 
only one source of raw material is available and the lead time and price are 
constant. The just-in-time production strategy suggests that no decision on 
raw-material order quantity or production commitment be made until the latest 
stage. In many industrial settings, especially in the quick-response systems, 
the available capacity limits the production lead time. If the production lead 
time can be reduced, the demand forecast is more accurate at a later time. 
Lemma 3.1 suggests that decisions on raw-material ordering and production 
commitments can be made earlier. With some earlier productions, precious 
capacities could be reserved at a later stage when the forecasts become more 
accurate. This coincides with the findings of Cohen and Mallik [3]. They argue 
that by holding excess capacity, a firm has an option to respond to uncertain 
events and may be able to take advantage of arbitrage opportunities. 

We summarize results in this section into the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.8 Assume that (3.\05)-(3.109) hold. For any setting of parame
ters, we have 

(i) if cf > c(, then s^ = 0; 
(ii) if cf = C2, then s^ = x, for any x that satisfies 0 < x < f 2 — a/2 + 

ea{(5-l/2); 
(iii) let 

if V2 - a/2 + £a{(5 - 1/2) <x<V2-al2 + {so) 12, then s\ = x; 
(iv) let 

aci 
X = V2 r-^—I-

ci — h 
4 + h 2(4 + h) ^ -1 2(ĉ  + h)ai 

ea 
+ hp — cUh — a2) 

if V2 - a/2 + ea/2 < x < V2 + a/2 + ea((5 - 1/2), then s\ = x; 
(v) let 

a ea a 1 , „ ~ 

ifv2 + a/2 + ea[(5 - 1/2) <x<V2-\- a/2 + ea/2, then s\ = x; 
(vi) else, s^ = V2 + a/2 + sa/2. 

It can be proved that the optimal order quantity is a linear function with 
respect to either a or e. Figure 3.3 provides examples of the changes of cost 
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Figure 3,3, Sample cost curves with different forecasting-improvement factors 

function with respect to the changes in s. The smaller e is, the less that the 
stage 1 order quantity will be. We find that, similar to the s, the larger variance 
requires a larger order quantity. We demonstrate this feature in Figure 3.4, where 
the larger the variance is, the higher the cost and the larger the order quantity 
are. On the other hand, it seems that the order quantity is more sensitive to the 
degree of improvement than the variance itself. 

REMARK 3.8 If a is sufficiently small, for the case of cf < C2, si 
nearly optimal. 

V2 IS 

The analysis given above reveals the existence of optimal purchase policies 
with respect to cost parameters and demand information. These findings an
swer questions such as how well the manufacturer can forecast and what the 
optimal expenditure is. However, the manufacturer would be interested to know 
the value of information updates and, further, the opportunities for continuous 
improvement. In this section, we explore these managerial implications by 
marginal cost/benefit analysis. 

It is reasonable to assume that the manufacturer does not have control over 
cost parameters in the short run. After knowing the optimal material-purchase 
policies, the manufacturer would look for other directions of further improve-
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Figure 3.4. Sample cost curves with different forecasting errors 

ment, such as improving its demand forecast. Intuitively, improving either 
stage 1 and stage 2 forecasts results in the cost reduction. The marginal costs of 
information updates with respect to s and a provide indications on the value of 
information updates. Specifically, the marginal benefit of information updates 
can be expressed as follows. If V2 —1/2+ea{i3—1/2) < s^ < V2 — a/2-\-sa/2, 

de 

da 

(/t+cf)(/t-cf)+(4-cf)-
2{p+h) 

v/2(4-c f )^ /^V^ 
3 VpTTI s / i ' 

2 3 y/^+h \ / S ' 

if V2 - a/2 + ea/2 <sl<V2 + a/2 + sa{/3 - 1/2), 

(3.121) 

dG*isl) 
de 

da 

{h+cjfe , {p-c{){h+c\) 
I2{p+h)'^a + 

{h+c. / \ 3^2 

2{p+h) 

{ci-c\){h+c\) 
WP+W^ + 2{h+ci) 

(3.122) 
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and if t;2 + a/2 + ae((3 - 1/2) <s\<V2-\- a/2 + {ae)/2, 

de 

dG\{sl) 
da 

h+c\ 
~ 2 

_h+cl 
~ 2 

v/2 {h+clf/^ v ^ 
3 y/p+h i/e 

v/2(/^+cf)^/^yg 
3 y/p+h y/a 

(3.123) 

Based on equations (3.121), (3.122), and (3.123), the manufacturer is able 
to determine the impact that one unit of demand forecast improvement in either 
stage 1 or stage 2 has on its cost structure and further to determine whether its 
effort in improving demand information is worthwhile. From these equations, 
when cl is large, improving the first-stage forecasts would yield a larger payoff; 
similarly, when the difference of cf and C2 is small, improving the second-
stage forecasts would be much beneficial. More important, the notion of equal 
principle (Samuelson and Nordhaus [11]) suggests that the company should 
put its last dollar to the place where a higher retum is expected. Equations 
(3.121), (3.122), and (3.123) provide formulas for calculating marginal retum 
with respect to demand-forecast improvement. Comparing dGl{sl)/da and 
dGl{sl)/de indicates the potential retum. For example, if dGl{sl)/da > 
dGl(sl)/ds, the manufacturer should concentrate its effort to improve the 
demand forecasting at stage 1. 

3.7. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we consider a discrete-time, periodic-review inventory system 
with dual supply modes and demand-information updates. We demonstrate that 
the optimal inventory-replenishment policy is a base-stock policy for both finite 
and discounted infinite-horizon problems. Recently, Gallego, Sethi, Wang, 
Yan, and Zhang [8] have developed an algorithm to compute the optimal base-
stock level with dual-supply modes but without demand-information updates. 
Extension of their work to the demand-information updates is still in progress. 
Our model generalizes several special cases in the literature. The extension of 
our model to include fixed order cost is discussed in the next chapter. 

3.8. Notes 

The main material in the chapter is based on Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [15]. 
The example in Section 3.6 is based on Yan, Liu, and Hsu [18]. 

Bensoussan, Crouhy, and Proth [2] consider an inventory model with two 
supply modes—one instantaneous and the other with a one-period lead time. 
They allow for fixed as well as variable costs associated with ordering deci
sions. They obtain an optimal policy, which represents a generalization of the 
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well-known {s,S) policy. Hausmann, Lee, and Zhang [10] study an inven
tory system with two supply modes—fast and slow—under the assumption of 
stationary demand. Explicit formulas for optimal ordering decisions are devel
oped. Scheller-Wolf and Tayur [12] study a Markovian dual-source production 
inventory model but without the consideration of advance-demand information. 
They prove the optimality of a state-dependent base-stock policy. For other in
stances of state-dependent policies, see Scheller-Wolf and Tayur [12], Song and 
Zipkin [16], and Sethi and Cheng [13]. 

The distinctive feature of our model is the treatment of a multiperiod in
ventory model allowing for both information updates and multiple sourcing 
partners. It differs from Fisher, Hammond, Obermeyer, and Raman [5], Haus
mann, Lee, and Zhang [10], Scheller-Wolf and Tayur [12] in the sense that 
we make use of demand-forecast updates in making decisions. In contrast to 
Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [1], Yan, Liu, and Hsu [18], Dono-
hue [4], and Gumani and Tang [9], we consider an A^-period inventory model, 
iV < oc. Furthermore, our model of the demand-updating process covers, as 
a special case, the additive demand-updating process employed in Gallego and 
Ozer [7]. 

3.9. Appendix 

In this appendix, we introduce the selection theorem that is used to establish 
the existence of the optimal nonanticipative policy. First, we introduce the 
definition of lower semicontinuous functions. 

DEFINITION 3.1 Let J(-) be a function defined on R^, We say J(-) is lower 
semicontinuous if for any x G i?^, 

liminf J{xn) > J(x), 

THEOREM 3.9 (SELECTION THEOREM) L r̂ J{x,y) be a function on R^ x 
R^y lower semicontinuous^ and bounded from below, and let K be a compact 
set of R^, Then there exists a BoreUmeasurable function B{x) defined on R^ 
such that 

J(x,B{x))=^mi{J{x,y)]. 

REMARK 3.9 We can weaken the condition of lower semicontinuity of both 
variables by imposing Lebesgue measurability. In this book, however, the 
lower semicontinuous condition is enough for us to carry out the existence of 
the optimal nonanticipative policy. For a proof, see Bensoussan, Crouhy, and 
Proth [2]. 
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Chapter 4 

INVENTORY MODELS WITH TWO 
CONSECUTIVE DELIVERY MODES 
AND FIXED COST 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we introduce fixed order costs in the model studied in Chapter 
3. Thus, we consider forecast updates, two delivery modes, and a fixed cost 
associated with each delivery mode in a periodic-review inventory system. The 
demand in any one period (hidden in the core of an onion) has a number of 
sources of randomness (layers of the onion), and these uncertainties are resolved 
successively in periods leading to the period in which the demand materializes 
(peeling the layers to get to the core). Two delivery modes are fast and slow. 
A fast order that is issued at the beginning of a period is delivered at the end of 
the period, whereas a slow order that is issued at the beginning of a period is 
delivered at the end of the next period. In addition to fixed order costs, there 
are variable costs. Fast orders are assumed to be more expensive than slow 
orders. In words, at the beginning of each period, the inventory or backlog 
level is reviewed, and the forecast of the demand to be realized at the end of 
the period is updated. Also known at the time is the slow order that was issued 
in the previous period—an order that will be delivered at the end of the current 
period. With these data in hand, decisions are made about the amounts to be 
ordered this period by fast and slow modes. At the end of the period, the slow 
order issued in the previous period and the fast order issued at the beginning 
of the current period are delivered. Then the demand for the current period 
materializes, and the inventory or backlog level, or simply the inventory level, 
at the beginning of the next period gets determined. The total cost in each period 
consists of procurement costs and inventory or backlog costs. The objective is 
to make ordering decisions that minimize total costs over the problem horizon. 
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we 
provide the required notation and the model formulation. Dynamic program
ming equations for the problem are developed in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, 
we obtain the optimality of an (s, S) type policy for the finite-horizon prob
lem. Section 4.5 looks into some monotonicity properties of the optimal policy 
parameters. Section 4.6 is devoted to extending the optimality results to the 
infinite-horizon case. The chapter is concluded in Sections 4.7 and 4.8. 

4.2. Notation and Model Formulation 

As described in Chapter 3, the dynamics of the system contains two parts: 
the material flows and the information flows. The inbound material flows come 
from two supply sources (fast and slow), and the outbound material flows go 
to customers. Orders are made at the beginning of a period. An order from 
the fast source arrives at the end of the current period, whereas an order from 
the slow and possibly cheaper source arrives at the end of the next period. 
The information flows include the initial demand forecast, periodical demand-
forecast updates, and the realized customer demand. The decision variables are 
the quantities ordered from the fast and slow sources at the beginning of each 
period. The decisions are based on the past history, although we show that it is 
sufficient to decide on the basis of the current inventory position and the current 
(updated) demand information. A time line of the system dynamics and the 
ordering decisions is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

In addition to the notation introduced in Chapter 3, we also use the following 
notation in this chapter: 

KI = the fixed fast-order cost in period k] 

Kl = the fixed slow-order cost in period k\ 

hk(-) — the distribution function of/^; 

0/i;() = the distribution function Q{gk{l\^l\^ v\^\ 

^fc("l4) — the conditional distribution function of gk{ll,l'^,Vk) 

given/I = 4 . 

For notational convenience, let 

/•I :z= ,-1 
'1 

be a deterministic constant. We make the following assumptions in this chapter: 

{(/^, /^ ) , 1 < A; < N} is a sequence of independent random vectors, (4.1) 

E[Dk] = E [gkillJlvk)] < 00, l<k<N, (4.2) 
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Cl{u) and C^{u) are increasing, nonnegative and convex, (4.3) 

Hk{x) is convex and 

\Hk{x) - Hk{x)\ <CH-\x-xl \<k<N + 1, 
(4.4) 

for some CH > 0, and 

mm{Ki, m > max{K/+i, ^ l + J , /c = 1,..., iV - 1. (4.5) 

REMARK 4.1 Assumption (4.1) does not preclude the case in which I^ de
pends on /^. Assumption (4.5) is similar in spirit to those used in Sethi and 
Cheng [15] and Beyer, Sethi, and Taksar [3]. 

Similar to (3.6) and (3.7), we assume that 

Cl(t) + E[Hk+i{t-gk{llJi,Vk))]-^oo as t-.oo, (4.6) 

C'^{t) + ElHk+i{t-gk{llllvk))]-^cx> as i-^oo. (4.7) 

The inventory-balance equations are defined as 

Xk+i = Xk + Fk + Sk-i - gkilkJl Vk),l<k<N, (4.8) 

where 5*0 = SQ, a possible existing slow order to be delivered in period 1, and 

Xi = xi^ the initial inventory level. (4.9) 

The objective is to choose a sequence of orders from the fast and slow sources 
over time to minimize the total expected value of the costs incurred during the 
interval {l,N). Thus the objective function is 

Ji(xi,so,i\,(F,S)) 

= Hi{xi) + E 
N 

Y^iKf- 5(Fi) + cl(Ft) 
£ - 1 

(4.10) 

where xi is the initial on-hand inventory at the beginning of period 1, SQ is an 
outstanding slow order to be delivered at the end of period 1, and (JP, S) = 
((Fi, ...,F/v), (5i, ...^S'TV)) with F^ and Sk being fast-order and slow-order 
quantities in period k. The decisions (JP, S) are history-dependent or nonan-
ticipative to be admissible—that is, (F^, Sk) are nonnegative real-valued func
tions of the history of the demand information up to period {k — 1) given by 
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{{lj,lf),0 < i < k — 1} and /^, and F/v and ^iv are a nonnegative real-valued 
functions of the history of the demand information up to period {N — 1) given 
by {{I}, If), 0 < ^ < Â  - 1} and l}^. In view of (3.10), we still have ^A^ - 0 
here. 

Let Ai denote the class of all admissible decisions for the problem over 
(l^N). Then the value function for the problem over {l,N) with the initial 
inventory level xi can be defined by 

ViixuSo,i\)= inf {ji{xi,so,il(F,S))]. (4.11) 

Note that the existence of an optimal policy is not required to define the value 
function. Of course, once the existence is established, the "inf" in (4.11) can 
be replaced by "min". 

4.3. Dynamic Programming and Optimal Nonanticipative 
Policy 

In this section, we first give the dynamic programming equation satisfied 
by the value function. We then provide a verification theorem that states the 
cost associated with the nonanticipative policy obtained from the solution of 
the dynamic programming equations equals the value function of the problem 
on(l,A^>. 

As in Section 3.3, we define the problem over (n, N). Let 

(F.S)) 

N , 

Y,[K{-b{F,) + C{{F,) 
N 

= Hn{Xn) + E 

+KI • 6(Se) + CaSe) + He+i{Xe+i) 

(4.12) 

where 
(F, S) = ((Fn,..., F/v), (S'n,..., SN)) 

is a history-dependent or nonanticipative admissible decision for the problem 
defined over periods (n, N) (see Section 3.3). Here s„_i has the same meaning 
as So and is an outstanding slow order to be delivered at the end of period n. 
Define the value function associated with the problem over periods (n, N) as 
follows: 

Vn{Xn,Sn-l,in) = inf <̂  Jn (Xn, S n - l , 4 , ( F , 5 ) ) L (4.13) 
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where An denotes the class of all history-dependent admissible decisions for 
the problem over (n, A )̂. We have the following theorem on the property of 
the value function V^(a;„, s„_i, i^). 

Using the principle of optimality, we can, accordingly, write the following 
dynamic programming equations for our problem: 

= He{xe) + inf >̂o {K^ • 6i(f)) + C/((/)) + K^ • 6(a) + C|((7) 
cr>0 I 

+E [Ue+i (xe + (/) + se-i - ge{i}, If, ve), a, l}+i)] >, 

e = i , . . . , i v - i , 

UN{XN,SN-I,ilj) 

= HN{XN) + inf >̂o {K{^ • 5{(i)) + C]̂ ((/.) + Kf, • dia) 
a>0 (̂  

(4.14) 

Note that if if depends on ij, then the expectation on the right-hand side 
will be understood to be conditional expectation given 1} = i\. The dynamic 
programming equations (4.14) involve three variables, namely, x^, 5£„i, and 
i | , (inventory level, slow order made in the previous period, and the demand-
information update). 

We now state the relevant existence results in the following two theorems. 
The methodology and the technique of proving these theorems are quite similar 
to those in the previous chapter, which deals with the case of multiple supply 
modes and demand-information updates without a fixed order cost. Hence, we 
omit their proofs and direct the interested readers to Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 

THEOREM 4.1 Assume that (4.1)--(4.7) hold. Then the value function Vi(a:i, 
50, i\) is convex andLipschitz continuous in xi on (—oc, +oc), and the value 
functions V£(a:£, 5£_i,z]), 2 < i < N, are Lipschitz continuous in (x£,5^_i) 
on (—CO, +oc) X [0, +oo). At the same time, they are also the solutions of 
the dynamic programming equations (4.14). Moreover, there exist functions 
(0Ar(x7v, 57v_i, z]v̂ ), 0) that provide the infimum in the last equation of (AAA), 
and functions 

{^i{xi,Si-i,i}),ai{xe,Si^uij)) , 1 < >̂  < Â  - 1, 

that provide the infima in the first {N — 1) equations of {A, 14) with (/^{xi^ 5^_i, 
4 ) ^ Vi{xi,Si^i,i}). 
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To solve the problem of minimizing Ji{xi, SQ, i}, (-F, S)), we use 0£(-) and 
a£() of Theorem 4.1 to define 

Xi = xi, 

Fi = MxuSo,i\), (4.15) 

Si = ai{xi,so,i\), 

and 

X^ ^ X^_i + F£_i + Se-2 - gi-i(l}-v^e-v'^e-i), 

Fe = M^e.Si^iJe)^ (4-16) 

Si = ai(Xi,Si-i,ll), 

for 2 < £ < Â  - 1, where So = SQ and 

XN = XN-I + -FAT-I + SN-2 - 9N-I{III-I,IN-I,VN-I), 

FN = ^N{XN,SN-l,lk)^ (4.17) 
5 A r - 0 . 

THEOREM 4.2 (VERIFICATION THEOREM) Â ŷwme r/zar (4.1)-(4.7) /zcW. 

((Fi,...,FAr), (5i, ...,SN)) 

described in (4.15)-(4.17) w an optimal solution to the problem. Hence, the 
minimum cost Vi(2;i, SQ, i}) w 

Hi{xi) + E^ Y, (KI • 6iFe) + C/(F,) + Kl • (5(5,) 
:1 

+C|(5£) + if,+i(X^+i)) (4.18) 

Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 establish the existence of an optimal nonanticipative 
policy. Specifically, there exists a nonanticipative policy defined by equations 
(4.15)-(4.17), which provides a value of the objective function equal to the 
value function. 

4.4. Optimality of (s, 5) Ordering Policies 

For a further analysis of the problem, it is convenient to recast the dynamic 
programming equations (4.14) involving order quantities (p and a as decision 
variables to those involving order-up-to levels y {= X£ -\- S£_i + </») and z {= 
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X£ + S£_i + 0+cr) as decision variables. Moreover, since the ordering decisions 
(p and a in any period i depend on X£ and se-i tiirough their sum x^ + S£_i, 
known as the inventory position ye in period i, the dynamic programming 
equation (4.14) can be, similar to Section 3.4 in Chapter 3, rewritten as follows 
in terms of the state variables y^ and ij, instead of the state variables X£, s^_i 
and ij: 

Ueiye^ij) 

= My>^y, I K( • 5{y - ye) + c / ( ^ - ye) + K^ • 5{z - y) 

+Cl{z -y) + E [He+i {y - ge{i\Jhve))] 

+E l^ft+i [z - ge(ieJe^ ^d^ ^l+\)\ f' 

^= l , . . . , i V - l , 

UN{yN,i\j) 

= inf j/>y^ < i^jv • Kv - VN) + Cl^{y - yn) + K^ • 5{z - y) 

+Cfjiz - ?/) + E [HN+1 {y - c/iv(2jv, /AT, VN))] \• 

(4.19) 

Let Ve{ye,'i}) be the solution of (4.19). By the fact that the set {{y,z)\y > 
ye and z > y] is convex, using the selection theorem (see Theorem 3.9), it is 
straightforward to get the following Theorem 4.3. 

THEOREM 4.3 Let the assumptions (4.1)-(4.7) hold. Then there exist func
tions {4>N{yNi'i'lj)i o'{yN, ^]v)) that provide the infimum in the last equation of 
(4.19) and functions 

i>t{yi>4\),^t{yi,'i\)), i < ^ < A ^ - i , 

that provide the infima in the first (N — 1) equations of (4.19) with Ueiye-, ij) ~ 

Ve{ye,i})-

It follows from Theorem 4.3 that 

Mye^4) = ^e '^ [Mye^4) - ye) + C"/ (Myi,4) - ye 

+KI • 5 (aeiye,i]) - ie{ye, 4 ) 
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VN^VN^^N) 

+ E yHi+i (4)i{yi,i\) - gi{i\,lj,v(yj\^ 

i=l,...,N -1, (4.20) 

+Kf^ • 6 (<7Ar(?/Ar,iJv) - 4>N{yN,'i'N) 

+Cf^ ((7yv(7/yV,i/v) " 07v(|/yV, ^jv) 

+E HN+1 {^NiVN^iN) - QNi'lN^lN^'^N) (4.21) 

Let 

yi = vi = xi -\- So, 
Yk = Sk-i{Yk-iJl_i) - gk-i{ll_iJk-vVk-i), k = 2, ...,A^. 

Define 

and 

r A = /i(2/i,/J)-i^i, 

Ffc = m a x { 4 ( n , / i ) - n , 0 } , /c = 2,...,iV, 

£̂ = ^dYe, I}) - i>iVi. A\ ^ = 2,..., Â  - 1, 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

Formally, (4.19) is derived from (4.14) by taking Uc (x^, S£_i, ij ) — Hc{x£) = 
Ueiye^i}) in (4.14). Note that U£{x£^se-i,ij) — Hi{x() involves three state 
variables x^, i\ and S£_i, while Ui(yi,i\) involves only two state variables y^ 
and i\. Hence in this sense, (4.19) is a simplified version of (4.14). In the next 
theorem, we show that the policies (4.22) and (4.23) derived from the simplified 
dynamic programming equation (4.19) also provide an optimal policy. 

THEOREM 4.4 Assume that {A. l)-{A.l) hold. Then 
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and 

( ( A , . . . , ^ i v ) , ( 5 i , . . . , 5 N ) ) (4.24) 

given in (4.22)-(4.23) is an optimal policy for the problem over (1, A''). 

Proof Let {F„(x„,Sn-i,ii); 1 < n < A'} and {Vn(yn,i}i); I <n < N}b& 
functions defined by (4,13) and (4.20)-(4.21), respectively. First, we show that 

VN{xN,SN-l,iN) = HN{XN) + VNixN + SN-l,iN)- (4.25) 

From the definition of VM{yNi ^jv)' we have 

VN {XN + Siv-i,'iiv) 

inf < KI^ • S(y - [XN + s^-i]) + CJ^{y - {xp/ + syv-i)) 
N + ̂ N-l ( 
z>y 

+Kf,-6{z-y) + CUz-y) 

+E [HN+1 {y - 9{iN, /AT, VN))] 

z>y 

= inf I K{, • 6icf>) + C^(0) + Kf, • 6{a) + Cf,{a) 
<T>0 ^ 

+E [HN+1 {XN + SN-i + 0 - ^yv(2Jv, ^AA. '^A^))] 

- ^iv(:rA,) + inf {K}, • 5(0) + C^(0) + iC^ • 5{a) + Cfj{a) 
CT>0 

+ E [HN+1 {XN + SAr_i + 0 - pAr(i}v, /A^, l^iv))] 

-ii'Ar(xAr) 

= VN {xN,SN-i,iN) - HN{XN), (4.26) 

which is equivalent to (4.25). Furthermore, from the second equality of (4.26), 
we have 

4)N{xN,SN-l,iN) = 4>N(XN + SN-l,i]^) - {XN + SjV-l), (4.27) 

where 4>NixN^SN-i,il;) is given by Theorem 4.1. Now suppose that for 

( Vj (^Xj,Sj-ui]^ = Vj [xj + Sj-i,i]^ + Hj(xj), 

4)j [xj, Sj-i,i]j = 0j {xj + Sj_i,ij) - {xj + Sj^ij , (4.28) 
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where 4'j {^j ^ -5j -1 > ^]) and aj (xj, sj _ i, ij) are given by Theorem 4.1. Next we 

show that (4.28) holds for j = k. By the definition of VkiVki 4 ) ' 

Vk {xk-\- Sk-i,il) 

inf \Kl-5(y-Xk- Sfc-i) 

+ C / {y-Xk- sfc-i) + i^l • 5{z -y) + Cl{z - y) 

+E [Hk^i {y - ^fc(ii, / | , ?;A:))] 

z>y 

+E |̂ T4+i {z-gk{ilJk^Vk)Jl+i) 

= inf | i^ ,^ . ^(0) + C/(0) + X | • dia) + C|(a) 
o->0 '̂  

+E [Hk+i {xk + Sk-i + (f)- gk(ikJh '^k))] 

+ E I Vfc+i {xk + Sfc-i + 0 - 9k{il, ih '^k) + cr, Ik+i) 

= inf {KI . 6i<P) + Ci{4>) + H • ^(^) + C|(t7) 
0 > O I 

+ E \Vk+i {xk + Sk-i + 0 - ^ ^ ( 4 , ih '^k), cr, /fc+i)] 

= Hkixk) + inf | K / • 6M + Cli4>) + i^l • 6{a) + C,^(a) 
<T>0 ^ 

+ E [Vk+i (xk + Sk-i + 0 - ^fc(ifc, / | , t̂ A;), cr, ^fc+l)] 

-iffc(a:fc) 

= Vfc (xfc, 5fc_i, 4 ) - Hk{xk), 

(4.29) 

where in establishing the third equality of (4.29), we apply the first equation of 
(4.28) for j = k + 1. Thus, we obtain the first equation of (4.28) for j = k. 
At the same time, from the second equality in (4.29), we have the second and 
the third equations of (4.28) for j = k. Therefore, by induction, the theorem is 
established. D 
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For an (s, S) type policy to be optimal, we assume that the slow- and fast-
order cost functions CK') and C^() are linear—that is, 

Cl{t) = ci-t, Cl{t) = cl-t, A:^l,...,iV, 

ci>4_,, 2<k<N. 
(4.30) 

Furthermore, we assume that for k = 1, ...,N, 

^Hrn^ {(c{ A 4_,)y + E [Hk+i {y - gkiiljlvk))] } = +oo (4.31) 

with CQ = 1. 

REMARK 4.2 Condition (4.31) rules out some trivial or unrealistic cases. It 
requires that both holding and ordering costs are not negligible. Thus with 
(4.31), placing an infinitely large order from either the slow or the fast mode 
cannot be optimal. Condition (4.31) extends a similar condition required in 
Sethi and Cheng [15], which, in turn, generalizes the classical assumption of a 
strictly positive unit holding cost made by Scarf [13]. 

Next we define if-convex functions required for further analysis of the prob
lem. Some well-known results on K-conwex functions are collected in Lemma 
4.1. 

DEFINITION 4.1 A function h{x) : R —^ R is said to be /T-convex if it 
satisfies 

K + h(z + y)>h(y) + z^M^J}^y^^ 
X 

for any y E R, z >0 and x > 0. 

LEMMA 4.1 (i) Ifh{x) : R —> RisK-convex, it is M-convexfor any M > K, 
In particular, ifh(x) is convex—that is, 0-convex—it is also K-convex for any 
K>0, 

(ii) Ifhi{x) is K-convex and h2{x) is M-convex, then for a > 0 and b > 0, 
ahi{x) + bh2{x) is {aK + hM)-convex, 

(iii) Ifh{x) is K-convex and ̂  is a random variable such that E\h{x ~ 01 < 
OQ, then E[h{x — ^)] is also K-convex, 

Proof Their proofs can be found in Bensoussan, Crouhy, and Proth [2]. Here 
for the completeness, we present the proofs, (i) is trivial from the definition. 
For (ii), note that for any y E R, z > 0 and x > 0, 
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and 

M + M ^ + ^ ) > M i / ) + ^ ' ^ ' " ^ " ^ ^ ^ " " " ^ (4.33) 
X 

Consequently, 

{aK + hM) -\-[a-hi[z + y) + h- h2{z + y)] 

> [a • hi{y) + b • h2{y)] 

[a • hi(y) + 6 • h2{y)] - [a • hi(y -x)-\-h- h2{y - x)] 
X 

which implies that a • hi{x) + b - h2{x) is {aK + 6M)-convex. 
(iii) follows directly from 

K + h[z + y-i)>h[y-i)^- z . 

D 

Let 
h* = inf h{x). 

—oo<x<+oo 

Define s and S with s < 5 as follows: 

r infix : h{x) = h*}, if {x : h{x) = /i*} ^̂  0, 

S=< +00, if {x : h{x) = h""} = 0 and h{-oo) y^ h\ 

[ -oo , if {x : h(x) = h*} = 0 and h{-oo) = h*, 

and 

inf {x : h{x) = K + h(S) and x < S}, 

if {x : h{x) = K + h{S) and a; < 5} 7̂  0, 

—00, otherwise, 

where 

/i(+oo) =: liminf/i(a:) and /i(—00) = liminf/i(a:). (4.34) 
X—++00 X—>—cx) 

Then we have the following lemma, which represents an extension of Proposi
tion 4.2 of Sethi and Cheng [15] requiring a stronger condition limy_»+oo h{y) 
= +00. 

LEMMA 4.2 Ifh{x) is a continuous K-convex function, then 
(i) h{S) = m.i{h{x)} with the convention given in (4.34) when S = +00 

or S = —00; 
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(ii) h{x) < K -\- h{y) for any x and y with s < x <y\ 
(iii) the function 

m{x) = inf < i^ • 5{y ~ x) + h{y) > 
y>x y J 

K + h{S), for x<s, 
h{x), for X > s, 

is also K-convex. 
Furthermore, if s > — oo, then we have 

(iv) h{s) = K-^ h{Sy, 
(v) h{-) is strictly decreasing on (—00, s], 

Proof From the definitions of S and s and the continuity of h{-), it is easy to 
see that (i) and (iv) hold. Now we prove (ii). Let us consider all possible cases 
as follows: 

Case ii.l: [S = — CXD] 
In this case, clearly we have s — —00. If —00 — s = S<x<y, then from 

the definition of S, there exists a z with z < x, such that 

h{z) < h{x). (4.35) 

By the K-convexity of h{-), 

K + h{y) > h{x) + 1 ^ [h{x) - h{z)]. 

Therefore, using (4.35) we get 

h{x) < h{y) + K, (4.36) 

which is (ii). 
Case ii.2: [5 > — 00 and s = — 00] 
The proof for this case is divided into two subcases according io x < S and 

x> S. 
Subcase ii.2.1: [x < S] 
We first show that for any x < S, 

h(x) <K + h{S). (4.37) 

Noting that s = — 00, we know that if 

{x : h(x) = K + h{S) and x < S] = 0, 

then for all x < S, 

h{x) <K + h{S), (4.38) 
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and if 

{x : h(x) =K + h{S) and a; < 5} 7̂  0, (4.39) 

then 

lim Mh(x) <K + h{S). (4.40) 
x—>—00 

Thus to prove (4.37) from (4.38), it suffices to show that (4.37) holds under 
(4.39). Suppose to the contrary that under (4.39) there is an XQ with XQ < S, 
such that 

h(xQ)> K + h{S). (4.41) 

It follows from the continuity of /i(-) and (4.40) that there are XQ (< XQ) and 

XQ ( > XQ) SUCh that 

h{xo) > h{xo) >K + h{xo). (4.42) 

Using (4.42) and the J^-convexity of /i(-), we have 

h{xo) >K + h{xo) > h{xo) + ' ^ " ~ ! " lh{xo) - h{x^)\. (4.43) 
XQ — XQ 

Consequently, 

(xo - XQ) • h{xo) > {xo - XQ) • h{xo), (4.44) 

implying that 

h{xo) > h{xo), 

which contradicts (4.42). Therefore, we have (4.37) under (4.39). Hence if 
X < S,by the definition of S and (4.37), 

h{x) <K + h{S) <K + h{y), (4.45) 

which is (ii). 
Subcase ii.2.2: [S <x <y] 
By the A'-convexity ofh{-), 

K + h{y) > h{x) + ^-—^ [h{x) - h{S)]. 

Again by the definition of S, we have 

h{x)<K^-h{y), (4.46) 
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which is (ii). 
Combining Subcases ii.2.1 and ii.2.2, we know that (ii) holds in Case ii.2. 
Case ii.3: [s > — oo] 
The proof of (ii) in this case is divided into two subcases according to 5 = 

+00 and S < +00. 
Subcase ii.3.1: [5 = +cx)] 
For any given x {x > s), from the definition of S, there exists a sequence 

{Vn : n > 1} such that 

yn > X, for all n > 1, 

limn_oo yn =+00, 

h{yn) = h{S) + ^ . 

It follows from the convexity of h{-) and the definition of s that for all n > 1, 

h{s) + 1^ = K + h{yn) > h{x) + ^ ^ [h{x) - h{s)]. (4.47) 

Consequently, for all n > 1, 

which implies that 

h{x) < h{s). (4.49) 

Therefore, 

h(x) <K + h{S) <K + h{y). 

This is (ii). 
Subcase ii.3.2: [S < +00] 
The proof for this subcase is the same as the proof of (2.12) in Bensoussan, 

Crouhy, and Proth [2], p.318. For the completeness, here we present it. It holds 
when X = y,or x = s,OY X = S. So it suffices to consider 

S < x < y or s < X < S. 

If S < X < y,by iC-convexity, 

K + h{y) > hix) + ^^lh{x) - h{S)] 

> h{x). 

Hence (ii) holds. 
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If s < X < S,hy again iC-convexity, 

h{s) = K + h{S) 
S — X 

> h{x) + -~—-lh{x) - h{s)l 

which implies 

h(s) • ( 1 + ^—^) > h(x) -(1 + ^ ^ 
X — S / \ X — S 

Consequently, h{s) > h{x). Therefore, 

h(x) <K + h(S) < h{y) + K, 

this is equivalent to (ii). 
With (ii) in hand, the proof of (iii) is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.2 in 

Bensoussan, Crouhy, and Proth [2], p. 319. The following is a proof basically 
borrowed from Bensoussan, Crouhy, and Proth [2]. 

If s = —00, for any y > x, 

K + h{y) >K + h{S) >h{x). 

Thus, m{x) = h{x), this gives the i^-convexity of m{x). So it suffices to 
consider s > —00. If x < s, we have 

g{x) > K-\-h{S). 

Bui S > x\ therefore, 

milK- S(y -x) + h{y) 
y>X 

= mf {K- 5{y - x) + h(y) } . (4.50) 
y>x [^ J 

It follows from the definition of S that 

inf [K • 6(y - x) + hiy)] = K-\- h(S). (4.51) 
y>x [ J 

If 2; > s, it follows from (ii) that 

inf \K • 5{y - x) + h{y) \ = h{x). (4.52) 
y>x I J 

Combining (4.51)-(4.52) we get the first part of (iii). 
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Now we show the jFC-convexity of m( ) . By the definition of /('-convexity, 
it suffices to show that for any y e R, z >0 and x > 0, 

m(y) — m(y — x) . . ^^. 
K + m(z + y) > m(y) + z-^^ -. (4.53) 

X 

The proof will be divided into three cases. 
Caseiii.l: [y > s] 
If y — X > s, then 

m{z + y) = h{z-\-y), m{y) = h(y), m(y - x) = h{y - x). 

This clearly implies (4.53) by the iC-convexity of h{-). 
If y — X < s, then (4.53) is reduced into 

K + h{z + y)> h{y) + ^ % I i : M . (4.54) 
X 

On the other hand, it follows from the /f-convexity of h{-) and (ii) that 

K-\-h{z-Vy)> h(y) + ^ % ) _ z M f ) , (4.55) 
y- s 

K + h{y + z)>h{y). (4.56) 

Thus if h{y) > h{s), then (4.54) follows from x > y - s and (4.55). If 
h{y) < h{s), then (4.54) directly follows from (4.56). 

Case iii.2: [y + z > s > y] 
Note that 

K + h{y + z) > K + h{S) = h{s), 

and 
m(z + y) = h{z + y), m(y) = h{s), m(y-x) = h{s). 

These obviously imply (4.53). 
Case iii.3: [y + z < s] 
Note that 

m{z-\-y) = h{s)^ m{y) = h{s)^ m{y — x) = h{s). 

Then (4.53) amounts to 
K + h{s) >h{s). 

This is trivially true. 
Finally, we prove (v). It suffices to show that for any x and y with — oo < 

X < y < s, 

h{x) > h{y). (4.57) 
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It follows from the /f-convexity of h(-) that for any x < y < s, 

(4.58) K + hiS) > h{y) + ^—^ [hiy) - h{x)]. 
y-x 

On the other hand, by the definition of s we have that ify < s, 

h{y)>K + h(S). (4.59) 

Consequently, by (4.58) and (4.59), we know that \f x < y < s, then (4,57) 
holds. Hence to prove (4.57), it suffices to show that \f x < y = s, then 

h{x) > h{s). 

Similar to (4.58), we have 

K + his) > h{s) + ^—^ [h{s) - h(x)]. 
s — X 

(4.60) 

(4.61) 

Thus from the definition of s, we obtain that if s ^ S, then (4.60) holds. 
However, if 5 = 5, then h{-) is convex. Consequendy, we also have (4.60). 
Therefore, we get (v). D 

In view of (4.30), (4.19) can be written as 

= miy>y^ \ KI • S{y - y^) ^c{-\y- yk\ + K^ • b{z - y) 

+4 -[z-y] +E [Hk+i (y-gk{ilJlvk))] 

+E Uk+i {z-gk{ilJl,Vk),ll+i) 

k = 1, . . . ,A^-1, 

UN{yN,i\i) 

=" inf j/>j/;v \ ^N • ^(y - VN) + cj^-[y- yN] 

+Kf, • 6{z -y) + c% -[z-y] 

+E [HN+1 (y - gN(i\. IN, VM))] 

(4.62) 

Let Vk{yk, il) be the solution of (4.62). Then we have the following result. 
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THEOREM 4.5 Assume that {AA)-{A,5\ and (430y(43l) hold. Assume that 
the initial inventory level at the beginning of period k {1 < k < N — 1) is Xk^ 
the slow-order quantity in period (k — l) is s^-h <^^d the observed value ofl^ is 
ẑ  in period (k — l). Then there exist numbers 0^, $/e, a^, and Sjt with 0/. < $/. 
and Gk < Sfc, which do not depend on the inventory position Xk + s^-^i, such 
that the optimal fast-order quantity F^ and the optimal slow-order quantity Sk 
in period k can be determined by the following expressions: 

p _ / ^k-^ {xk + Sk-i), if Xk + Sk-i < (/)k, 

\ 0, if Xk + Sk-i > (pk^ 

X f Sfc - (xfc + 5fc_i + Fk), if Xk + Sk-i + Fk < cTfc, 
^k ^ \ 

[ 0, if Xk + Sk~i + Fk> cFk^ 

Finally, if the initial inventory level at the beginning of the last period is xyy, the 
slow-order quantity in period (N — 1) is Sjv-b and the observed value of l]^ 
is i\j in period {N — 1), then there exist numbers (f)^ and ^N "^ith (^N < ^N^ 
which do not depend on the inventory position XN + «5iv- b si^ch that the optimal 
fast-order quantity in the last period is given by 

^ \ ^N " i^N + SN~I)J if OCN + SN-l < (j^N, 

FN = { 
[ 0, if XN + SN-1 > (t)N^ 

Proof First, we consider period N. By (4.4) and Lemma 4.1, we know that the 
function 

is convex in y. Furthermore, from (4.31), 

hm^[c^^ -2/ + E [HN+i{y - QNiiN^N^^N))]) = +oo. (4.63) 

By the last equation of (4.62), 

VNiVN^ ^N) = -^C^NVN + inf \ KI^ • 5{y - VN) + c;̂ y 
y>yN y 

+E[HN+i{y-gN(iNJlj,VN))] k 

(4.64) 
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where VN = ^N + SN-I- It follows from (4.63) and Lemma 4.2 (iii) that there 
are ^AT and ^N with 0iv < ^N < oo. which are independent ofy^, such that 

inf \KIJ • 5{y - t/iv) + c{^y + E [HN+i{y - gNiih^N^'^N))] \ 
y>yN ^ J 

KI^ + c{^$iv + E [HN+I{^N - 9N{iN, IN^ ^iv))] ' 

if ?/yv < (t>N, 

c^j^yN + E [HM+i(yN - 9N('i]qJ'N,VN))\ , 

if?/Ar > 0Ar. 

(4.65) 

Therefore, from (4.64) and Theorem 4.4, we have that the optimal fast-order 
quantity F/v in period Â  is given by 

FN 
^N - VN, if VN < (t^N, 
0, otherwise, 

(4.66) 

and 

VN{yN,iN) 

{ KI^ + J^ • (^N - VN) + ^[HN+I{^N - 9N{i]^j'N^'^N))\ , 

if VN < (pN, 

E [HN+l(yN - QNiiNj'N.VN))] , 

if yN > (f)N-

(4.67) 

This proves the theorem in period N. At the same time, by Lemma 4.2 we also 
know that 

yNijJi ijv) is a nonnegative, continuous iC-y-convex function of y. (4.68) 

By (4.65) we know that (pN and ^N depend on ijy. When we need to stress 
this dependence, we sometimes write cpN and ^^ as (/>7v(ijv) and ^^{i]^), 
respectively. 

Now consider period (Â  - 1). First, by (4.67)-(4.68), 

lim (c%_-^z + E \VNiz - gN-i{iN-iJN-i,VN-i)JN)\) 
z—>-\-oo \ I J / 
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= lim {c%_iz 
2—+ + 00 \ 

+ E | ( 5 ([z - gN-i{iN-iJ'N-i,VN-i)] - 4>N{IN)) 

•E[HM+1 {Z - 9N-li'^N-li^N-lj'^N-l) 

-9N(lhJN,VN))\(ll-lJlf)]} 

+ E|^((^Ar(/^) - [z - gN-i{iN-i,lN-i,VN-i)] 

•[^N + ^N- [^Nilh)- [z - 9N-l{iN-lJN-l^'^N~l)] 

-\-E[HN+i{^N{ih) - 9N{ih,iN.yN))\(i],.i,ih)] 

109 

> lim (c%_iZ 

+ E!^6([Z - gN-lilN-l^N-l^VN-l)] -0Ar ( /^ ) j 

•E [HM+1 {Z - pAr_i(z^_i,/^_i,i;iv-i) 

-gN(lh.lN.VN))\(l'N-l,lh)]}) 

> lim c%_iz + 
2—> + 00 

'•z-(pN{i 

+ CXD 

dAiv(i)-

PZ-(PN\1) 

I E [HN+1 {Z-X- gN{iJN,VN))] d^iv_i(a:|i}v_i) 

'+00 , rz-\(t>N{i)\ 

> lim / dAiv(«){ / [(^N-i- [^ - X] 
z—>+oo 

+ E [HN+1 {Z-X- gNiiJM^'^N))] jd^iv-i(a^|«Jv-i)| 

- + 0 0 (by (4.31)). (4.69) 

Consequently, Lemma 4.2 gives that there are CTA -̂I and T^N-I with a^-i < 
SAT-I < +00, such that 

inf \ Kf^_^ • 6{z -y) + c%_^z 
z>y y 

VN {Z - gN-i{iN-i^^N-i^'^N-i),lN) +E 
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+E \VN (Siv_i - gN-i(i]^_-^^,I%_-^,VN-i)Jl^)\ , 

if y < o-AT-i, 

CN-iy + E \VN {y - gN-i{'iN^iJN-i^'^N-i)JN)\ ' 

otherwise. 
(4.70) 

We write the left-hand side of (4.70) as LN-i{y, iJv-i)- Then by (4.5), (4.68), 
and Lemma 4.1, we know that 

LN-liVi ^jv-i) is also a nonnegative, continuous 

K^_-^-convex function of y. (4.71) 

Furthermore, cr^v-i and T^N-I also depend on i\j_i, written sometimes as 
(7N-i{i\[-i) and SAr-i(i]v-i)' respectively. Then 

lim <̂  {c^^_^- c%_i) • y + E[HN {y - QN-iiiN-iJlj-i^VN-i))] 

+LN-i{y,'iN-i) 

> lim U c ^ _ i - c ? ^ - i ) - 2 / 

+E[HN {y - gN-i(iN-i^lN-v'^N-i))] 

+6{y - (Jiv-i) • Liv-i(y,iJv-i) [ 

= lim <d^_-^y-\-E 

+ VN (y - gN-l{iN-l,lN-l^'^N-l),lN) f 

+00 (by (4.31)). 

(4.72) 
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= < 

Consequently, Lemma 4.2 implies that there exist (/!)7v-i and$Ar-i with0yv-i < 
$Ar-i < oo, such that 

inf <i^](r_i ' Kv - VN-l)-^ {C^N-1 " C?/_I) • ?/+ ^Ar-i(?/, «}V-I) 
y>yN-i I 

+E [HN {y - gN-i{ih-iJN-i^'^N-i))] 

+ E [HN {^N-l - 9N-l{iN-vlN-V'^N-l))] , 

if VN-i < (t>N-i, 

(c^_i - cj^_i) • VN-i + LAr_i(2/iv-i, ijv-i) 

otherwise, 

(4.73) 

where IJN-I = x^-i + SN-2. Clearly, (/>Ar_i and ^N-I also depend on 
^jv-i- When we need to stress this dependence, we write (I)N-I and ^N-I as 
07V-i(^}v-i) and $iv-i(^jv-i)' respectively. Note that from the first equation 
of(4.62)for/c = A ^ - 1 , 

VN-iiyN-i,i]v-i) 

= -cf^-iVN-i + inf {i^jv_i • S{y - yN-i) 
y>yN-i ^ 

+ (c^_i-cj^-i)-?/ 

+ E [HN (y - QN-liiN-lJN-l^'^N-l))] 

+ inf {Kfj_i • 6{z -y) + c%_-^z 
z>y ^ 

+ E [VN {Z - gN-l{iN-.iJN-l^'^N-l)JN)] }}• 

(4.74) 

By Theorem 4.4, (4.70), and (4.73), we have that the optimal fast- and slow-
order quantities (F/v_i, ^AT-I) in period (TV — 1) are given, respectively, by 

FN-
^N-i - yN-ij if yN-i < (f>N-i, 

0, otherwise, 
(4.75) 
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and 

( EN-1-{yN-i+FN~I), ifyN-i + FN~^i<crN-i, 
SN-1 = \ 

[ 0, otherwise. 
(4.76) 

Consequently, we get the required result for period (Â  — 1), Repeating this 
procedure, we can get the theorem for any period k {1 < k < N ~ 2). D 

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.5. 

COROLLARY 4.1 Assume that (4Ay(4.5X and (430y(43\) hold Further
more, assume that K^^ = 0 and K^ = K^ = 0, k = 1^..., N — 1, Then 

0fc = ^k cind (Jk = Ekj k = 1,..., Â  - 1, 

and 

(t>N = ^iV. 

Hence, if the initial inventory level at the beginning of period k {I < k < N—1) 
is Xk, the slow-order quantity in period {k — 1) is Sk-h and the observed value 
of ll is i\, in period {k — 1), then the optimal fast-order quantity F^ and the 
optimal slow-order quantity Sk in period k can be determined by the following 
expressions: 

Fk = max{$fc ~ {^k + 5fc_i),0}, 

Sk = max{Efc - {xk + Sk~i + Fk), 0}. 

If the initial inventory level at the beginning of the last period is XN, the slow-
order quantity in period {N —1) is sjsf-h ^^d the observed value ofl]^ is i\j in 
period {N — 1), then the optimal fast-order quantity in the last period is given 
by 

FN = max{$iv - (XN + Siv-i),0}. 

REMARK 4.3 The corollary states the optimality of the base-stock policy for 
fast and slow orders when there are no set-up costs. The base-stock levels ^k 
and Efc are independent of the inventory position Xk + s/c-i- Note that the 
optimal policy given by the corollary is the same as the one given in Theorem 
3.5. 

It is illuminating to observe that with respect to the inventory position y^, 
the fast-order policy is an (s, 5')-type policy with s — (pki'^l) ^nd S — ^k{'i\)-
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The policy for the slow order is also an (s, S')-type policy but with respect to 
the "slow-order inventory position" yk + F^. Here s = (Jki'^l) ^"^ ^ ~ ^fc(4)-
Note that the slow-order quantity Sk is decided after the fast-order quantity F^ 
has been determined. 

REMARK 4.4 It is easy to extend the model to allow (/^, ll^i) to depend on 
(/|_^, ll). This extension would require a state variable i1_-^ representing the 
value of / |_ j in addition to the already existing state variables yk and il in the 
dynamic programming equation (4.19). Furthermore, extending the model to 
multiple updates, while straightforward, increases the dimension of the state 
space and makes the problem computationally more difficult. 

From the proof we know that Sjt(i^) is independent of cj^, KI and K^ but 
depends on c^; crk{'i\) is independent of ĉ  and KJ^ but depends on c^ and Kf,; 

^k{i\) is independent ofK^ but depends on c;J; and (pki'^l) depends on ĉ  and 
KI . Furthermore, we have the following monotonicity result. 

THEOREM 4.6 Assume that (4.1)-(4.5), and (4.30)-(4.31) hold. Fix k. Let 
$fc(z^) and Ylki'ik) be the minimum possible order-up-to levels specified in The
orem 4.5. For these ^ki'^l) o-^d Tik{j\)> l^t 'Pki'^l) ^^d cFk{i\) be the minimum 
possible reorder quantities specified in Theorem 4.5. Then 

(i) ^k{i\) <^nd Tikiil) are nonincreasing in cj^ and c^., respectively; 
(n)for K > Kf,, 4>k{'i'\) is nonincreasing in the fast-order fixed cost K, and 

for K > ^l^i, crfc(̂ fc) is nonincreasing in the slow-order fixed cost K. 

Theorem 4.6 (i) presents the intuitive notion that an increase in the fast-order 
unit cost decreases the fast order-up-to level. The same holds for the slow mode. 
Theorem 4.6 (ii) says that an increase in KI decreases the fast-reorder point in 
period k, while a decrease does the opposite provided that the decreased value 
of KI is not below K^. This qualification is required to preserve the required 
iC^-convexity property of the kth period value function. A similar observation 
applies for the slow mode, but in this case K^ should not fall below KI_^-^ for 
the result to hold. 

Proof of Theorem 4.6 Here we give only the proof for £A;(«^) and (7k{il). The 
proofs for ^ki'^l) and 4>k{'ii) are similar. 

From the proof of Theorem 4.5 and (4.62), we know that ^/.(z^) satisfies 

4 • Sfc(4) + E [Vk+i {i:k{ik)-9k{ikJlyk)Jk+i) 

- ĵ nf̂  {4w + E [Vfc+1 (w - Qkiii, Il Vk), ll+i)] } , (4.77) 
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and 

ak(il) = inf ^w < SA;(4) : E ]Vk+i {w - gk{ih ^h'^k),ll+i) 

+E [Vk+i i^kiil) - 9k(ik. Il f̂c), Ik+i)] } • 
(4.78) 

Furthermore, cf^w + E[Vk+i{w - gk{i\, ll.Vk)^ ll+i)] ^^ decreasing on (-oo, 
cTk('i'\))- For £ > 0, let S|(4) ^^ the minimum value satisfying 

{cl + e) • mil) + E [Vk+i {EUi)-9k{illlvk)Jl+i) 

Vk+i {w - gk{ik, ll^ Vk), Ik+i)] } = mf {(4 + £V + E 

(4.79) 

and let cr|(z^) satisfy 

4 ( 4 ) = m^[w < 2fc(4) : E^Vk+i [w - gk{ikJhvk)Jl^i) 

+clw = (Kl + e) + cl-J:k(ii) 

+ E [Vfc+i (SA;(4) - 9k{'ilJhvk)Jk+i)\] • 

(4.80) 

We need to show that 

S|(4) < S/c(4) and 4 ( 4 ) < ak{i\). (4.81) 

If S/i;(î ) also satisfies (4.79), then the first equation of (4.81) holds. On the 
other hand, if SA;(4) ^^^^ "̂ ^ satisfy (4.79), then 

(cl+e) • E|(4) + E [Vk+i (m4)-9k{illlvk)Jl+i) 

< i4 + e) • Efc(4) + E [Vk+i (Ekiil) - gk(^lllvk)Jk+i) 

(4.82) 

This means that 

{4E | (4 ) + E [Vk+i {m^l)-9k{iij!,Vk)Jl+^)]} 

- { 4 • Sfc(4) + E [Vk+1 (Efc(4) - 9k{il, /fc, Vk), Ik+i)\ I 

<£ - [E fc (4 ) -S | (4 ) ] . (4.83) 
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But from (4.77), we know that the left-hand side of (4.83) is nonnegative. 
Therefore, (4.83) implies the first equation of (4.81). The second equation of 

(4.81) follows from the monotonicity of cj i<;+E[t4+i (f̂ —S'fc ( 4 ' f̂c' ̂ 's)'-^fe+i )1 
on (-00, crfc(4)). D 

4.5. Monotonicity Properties 

In this section, we show that the policy parameters 0A;(4) ' ^ A ; ( 4 ) ' '^'^l^)' 
and Sfc(i^) are monotone with respect to i^, the realization of the first determi
nant ll of the demand. In addition to its intuitive appeal, this behavior can be 
used in numerical analysis of the optimal policy (see Brown and Lee [4]). To 
proceed, we introduce the notion of a stochastic order (for a detailed discussion, 
see Ross [12] and Shaked and Shanthikumar [17]). 

DEFINITION 4.2 Let {Zi, Z2) be a two-dimensional random vector, and let 
^{z2\zi) be the conditional distribution function of Z2, given Z\ — z\—that 
is, 

^iz2\zi) = P(Z2<Z2\Zi=Zi). 

Then Z2 is said to be conditionally stochastically decreasing with respect to Z\ 
if for z\ < zi, we have '^{z2\zi) < "^ (z2\zi) for any Z2. Likewise, Z2 is said 
to be conditionally stochastically increasing with respect to Z\ if for z\ < z\, 
we have (̂2:212:1) > ^{z2\zi) for any Z2. 

Thus, if ^/c(/^,/^,ffc) is additive—that is, if 

—then gki^l, -̂ 1) f̂c) is conditionally stochastically increasing with respect to 
ll. However, if ^^(7^, /^, v^) is given as 

gk{llllvk) = vk/(l + ll + l!). 

then gkilki ^h'^k) is conditionally stochastically decreasing with respect to /^. 
We have the following monotonicity result. 

THEOREM 4.7 Assume that (4.l)-(4.5), and (4.30)-(4.3\) hold. Consider a 
period n in {1,..., N}. Let yn be the initial inventory position at the beginning 
of period n, let i\ and i\ be two of the possible realizations ofl^ with i^ < z .̂ 

Ifgn{Ini Ini^n) is conditionally stochastically increasing with respect to l\, 
then 

(i) for n = N, we have 4>N{'i'lj) < 4>N{'^\J) <^nd ^^{i]^) < $yv(z]y), and 
(ii) for n^^N, ifKJ^ = KI = K'^ = 0, k = n,..., N - I, we have 

^ n ( 4 ) = M^n) < ^ n f t ) = 4>n0'n) 
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and 

If Qnil^'iI^jVn) is conditionally stochastically decreasing with respect to 
I^, then 

(iii) for n = Ny we have (PN{^IJ) > 0A (̂̂ ]v) ^^^ ^A (̂̂ ]v) — ^N{^lf)> ci^d 
(iv) for ni^N, if K^^ = KI = K^ = 0. k = n,..., N - 1, we have 

and 

REMARK 4.5 This result is consistent with intuition. Since a higher value 
of J^ signals an increased demand, it results in higher order-up-to levels and 
reorder points. Likewise, the opposite is true when a higher value of/^ signals 
a decreased demand. 

To prove Theorem 4.7, we need the following two lemmas. 

LEMMA 4.3 Let H{u) be a convex function such that \H{u)\ < C/f( l + |u|'̂ ^) 
for some CH > 0 and ko > 0. Let g{I^^l'^) be a nonnegative function of two 
random variables I^ and I^ with E[g{i^ ̂  l"^)]^^ < -\-oo for any observed value 
i^ of I^, If g{I^^I^) is conditionally stochastically increasing with respect to 
/ ^ then 

dE[H(u-g(i\P))] ^ iE[H(u-gO,\P))] ^^^^^ 

for any i^ < i \ whenever both derivatives exist. Likewise, if g{I^^l'^) is 
conditionally stochastically decreasing with respect to I^, then 

dElH{u-g{i\P))] ^ dE[H{u-g{i\P))] ^^^^^ 

for any i^ < i^, whenever both derivatives exist, 

Proof First, we should note that the integrals appearing below are understood 
to be in the Lebesgue sense and are therefore well defined on account of the 
convexity of H('). With ^(1^^) as the conditional distribution of ^(/^,/^) 
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given /^ = 2 ,̂ 

roo 

E[H{u-g(i^J^))] = / H{u-T)d^{T\i^) 
Jo 

roo 
= - H{u-T)dil-^(T\i^)) 

Jo 
d[H{u-T){l-^(r\i'))] 

dr 

= Hiu)-{- ril-^{T\i')]^^^^^^dr. 
Jo dr 

Taking a derivative, we have 

dElH{u-g{z\P))] 
du 

du 7o dr^ 
(4.86) 

From the convexity of//(•), we get that if g(I^,P) is stochastically increasing 
in /^, then 

(4.87) 

and if 5f(/\ /^) is stochastically decreasing in /^, then 

(4.88) 

Result (4.84) follows from (4.86) and (4.87). Similarly, Result (4.85) follows 
from (4.86) and (4.88). D 

LEMMA 4.4 Let Wi{u) and W2{u) be continuous and almost surely differ-
entiable K-convex functions with Irniu-^+oo Wi{u) = +oo, i = 1,2. Assume 
that 

dH^iW > dW2iu) ^^^^^ 
du ^ 6u 
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whenever both derivatives exist. Let si and Si be such that for i = 1,2, 

Si = ini {r : Wi(T) = mi{Wi(u)}} , (4.90) 

Si = mf{u :Wi(u) = K + Wi{Si) and u < Si}. (4.91) 

Then si < S2 and Si < S2. 

Proof By the K-convexity, we know that 

Wi{u) is strictly decreasing on (—00, s^), and (4.92) 

Wi(ui) <K + Wi{u2), Si<ui< U2. (4.93) 

The proof of the lemma is trivial if 5*1 == —00. Therefore, in what follows 
we consider only the case when Si > —00. 

First, we prove that ^i < 52. This is trivial if S2 = +00 or Wi{S2) = 
inf{H^i(^x)}. Thus we need to prove only that 5*1 < ^2 when ^2 < +00 and 
Wi(S2) 7̂  mi{Wi{u)}. Suppose to the contrary that Si > S2. By (4.90), 
Wi{S2) + W2{Si) > WiiSi) + W2{S2). Since Wi{S2) ^ inf{I^i(w)}, we 
have 

WiiS2) - W2{S2) > WiiSi) - W2{Si). (4.94) 

On the other hand, for any a: < ^2, we have from (4.89) 

f ' d[Wi{u) - W2{u)] > I ' 6[Wi{u) - W2{u)]. 
J X J X 

This implies that Wi{Si) - W2{Si) > Wi{S2) - 1^2(5'2). Consequently, we 
get a contradiction with (4.94). This proves Si < S2. 

To prove si < S2, we note from (4.89) and (4.92) that 

0 > -̂ ^— > ; for almost everywhere u e (—00, si). (4.95) 
au au 

The proof is trivial if si = —00. Thus, we need to prove si < S2 only when 
si > —00. This proof is in two parts. In part 1, we consider that 

I 6W2(u) = Q for some a < si. (4.96) 

This and (4.95) imply that 
rsi 

I 6Wi{u) = 0 for some a < si. (4.97) 

From (4.91) and (4.97), we have 

Wiia) = Wi(si) = K + WiiSi). 
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Since a < si, this contradicts with the definition of si in (4.91). This proves 
si < S2 in part 1. In part 2, we need only to consider the case when 

/ dW2(u) < 0 for all a < si. 
J a 

(4.98) 

Suppose to the contrary that si > S2. From (4.89), (4.90), and the fact 5i < 52, 
we have 

0 > / \w2(u) and / ' dWi(u) > f ' dW2{u). 
J Si J Si J si 

It follows from (4.98) with a = S2 and (4.99) that 

' 6Wi{u) > I ' dW2{u) + I ' dW2(u) + I ' (^W2[u) 
Si JS2 *J Si J Si 

6W2{u). 
S2 

(4.99) 

(4.100) 

On the other hand, by (4.91) we have 

'52 
- / ' dWi{u) = K = - f ^ 6W2iu), 

JSl JS2 

which contradicts with (4.100). This proves si < S2 in part 2. D 

Proof of Theorem 4.7 We consider only parts (i) and (ii)—that is, when 
Qk {ll, /^, t'fc) is conditionally stochastically increasing with respect to 7^. Parts 
(iii) and (iv) can be similarly treated. 

When n = N, from (4.84) of Lemma 4.3, 

d{^c{^u+ E [HN+iiu - gN{iNJ%,VN))]j 

du 

> 
d ( J^u + E HN+I(U - ^yv(iJv' ÂT' '^N)) 

du 
Using this and Lemma 4.4, we have part (i) of the theorem. 

Now we prove part (ii). Since set-up costs are zero in period n and subse
quent periods, we know that l4,+i('"^5«i+i) is convex, $n(^i) =• 4'ni'i'n), and 
Eniin) = (J„(z^). It follows from (4.84) of Lemma 4.3 that 

dE 

c + 
Vn+l(w - gn(iiJn 

dE 
> c* 4-

dw 

dw 
(4.101) 
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From Lemma 4.4, therefore, S„(i^) < En(«i). Let 

Ln{u, in) = inf \cf^W+E\Vn+l{w-gn{iiJn^Vn),In+i)\ !> • (4.102) 
w>u [^ I 

From (4.101), S„(i^) < En(i^), and the convexity of 

Vn+liw - Qniii, In^ Vn), In+l) C^W + E 

we have that 

dLn{u,il^) dLn(w,4) 

and 

du 

dLn{u,il) 
du 

dLnju.il) 
du 

>0 = 

du 

dLn{u,i\) 
du 

0 when w e (-00, En{in)), 

(4.103) 

when u e (Sn(4)^ S^f t ) ) , 

(4.104) 

dE 
C + 

Vn+l{w - gniiiJn^Vn)Jn+l) 

dE 

> < + dw 
dLn{u,il,) 

du 
, f o r u e (S„(i^), +oo). (4.105) 

Using (4.84) of Lemma 4.3 and (4.103)-(4.105), we have 

dUci- O u + E [Hn+i{u - gn{in, In, Vn))] + Ln(u, 4 ) 

du 

> 
d[(c(i -4i)u + E yHn+i{u- gn{i\jl,Vn))^ + Ln{u,il)j 

du 

Then it follows from Lemma 4.4 that $n(«i) < ^ n f t ) - D 

REMARK 4.6 Result (ii) of Theorem 4.7 can be obtained for positive fixed 
costs, provided we specialize ^n(l^n)' ^^e conditional distribution of the de
mand Dn given I^ = i^, as in the following. If/^ is the location parameter of 
p„(/^, In.vn), then it is clear that for 4 > 4 , 

*„(x|ii) = ^n(x-ii + 4|4) (4.106) 
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(see Chapter 8, Huang, Sethi, and Yan [ 10], or Law and Kelton [ 11 ] for a detailed 
discussion on the location parameter distribution). That is, ^„(/^,/^,i>„) is 
conditionally stochastically increasing in I^. With K^ > 0, (4.102) should 
have been 

Ln{u, i„) = inf < K^ • d{w — u) -\- cf^w 
w>u 

+E Vn+l{w - gniin, In, Vn), In+l) 

From this and (4.106), we can conclude that Iln(^n) — ^n(^i) + (^i — ^i) and 
^ni'i'n) = cr„(i^) + {ij^ — i^). Similarly, it is possible to show that 

^ n f t ) = $ n ( 4 ) + fi - 4 ) and 0 n ( i i ) = 0 n ( 4 ) + fi " 4 ) -

REMARK 4.7 From the proof of Theorem 4.7, it is easy to see that in part (ii) 
the property Sn(^i) < ^ni'^n) does not require KI and K^ to be zero, and the 
property $n(^i) < ^n(^i) does not require KI to be zero. Similar statements 
hold true for part (iv). 

4.6. The Nonstationary Infinite-Horizon Problem 

We now consider an infinite-horizon version of the problem formulated in 
Section 4.3. By letting iV - oo and (F, 5) - ((Fn,5n), (Fn+i,<Sn+i),...), 
the extended real-valued objective function of the problem is 

•AT, \^ni Sn-liifii {^^ ^)) 

oo r 

- Hnixn) + Y, «'~"E KI • <5(F,) + CliF,) 
k=n 

^Kf, • 5{Sk) + Ci{Sk) + aHk+i{Xu-^i) 

(4.107) 

where a is a given discount factor, 0 < a < 1, 

•^n+l ^^ ^n T Sn—l + -f'n 9ny"ni ^ni '^nji 

and Xk {k > n-\-1) are defined by (4.8). We make the following assumptions 
on the costs Cl{-), C^(), and Hn{-) and demands gn{In,IniVn)'- there exist 
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constants c > 0 and M > 0 such that for all n > 1, 

\ci{xi) - Cl{x2)\ <c-\xi- X2|, (4.108) 

\C^ixi) - C'^{X2)\ <c-\xi- X2l (4.109) 

\Hn(xi) - Hn{x2)\ < C • \xi - X2I (4.110) 

E[gn{llllvn)]<M<oc. (4.111) 

Furthermore, we assume that 

Cl{t) + E[Hn+i(t -- gn(llllvn))\ ~^cx) as t ^ o o , (4.112) 

C'M -^^[Hn+i{t -- 9n(llllvn))] -> oo as t - ^ oo, (4.113) 

uniformly hold with respect to n. 
Similar to (4.14), the dynamic programming equations for the infinite-horizon 

problem are 

= Hnixn) + inf \Ki • S{cf>) + ClicP) + K • ^M + C^i^) 
0>O 
cr>0 

+aE [U^iiXn + 5n-l + (f)- gn{i\, ^n) ^n), cr, / ^ + j ] L 

n== 1,2,.... 

(4.114) 

Similar to Chapter 3, let us first examine the finite-horizon approximation 
JnM^ni Sfi-ijin) of (4.107), which is obtained by the first /c-period truncation 
of the infinite-horizon problem. The objective function for this problem is to 
minimize 

n+k-1 r 

+a^E 

+KI • 5{Se) + CliSe) + aHe+i{Xe+i) 

^n+k ' ̂ i^n+k) + C'„^^(F„+fc) + aHn+k+li^n+k+l) 

(4.115) 

Let Vn,k{xni Sn-i, ^n) ^^ ^hc valuc function of the truncated problem—that is, 

(F ,5 ) ) . (4.116) 
{F,S)GAn,k I J 
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Since (4.115) is a finite-horizon problem on the interval {n,n + k), we can 
apply Theorem 4.1 to prove that K,,/c(^n5 5„_i,i i) satisfies the dynamic pro
gramming equations, 

= Hn+i{xn+i) + inf }^KI_^^ • 5{(f>) + Cl^eicP) 

+aE [Un+e+i,k-i-iiZn+e+iixn+i + (p),(Tjll^£^i)] >, 

^ = 0 , . . . , / c - l , (4.117) 

Un+k,o{Xn+k: Sn+k-l^^n+k) 

= Hn+k{xn+k) + mf |i^;(+^ • 5(0) -f- C;(+,(0) 

(4.118) 

where 

-^n+£+l(0 = ^ + Sn+i-i - gn+eiin+e^ Ifi+b ^n+d-

The following results can be proved by the method of successive approx
imations of the infinite-horizon problem by longer and longer finite-horizon 
problems as in Chapter 3. The proof is similar to Theorem 3.6, and is therefore 
omitted. 

THEOREM 4.8 A^̂ wme r/iar(4.1), (4.3)-(4.4),«naf (4.108)-(4.113) hold, and 

mm{Kl,KI}>max{Kl^,,Kl^,}, A: = l,2,.... (4.119) 

Then the limit ofVn^ki^n^ ^n-i^^n) exists as k —^ oo. Let the limit be denoted 
byV^{xn,Sn-i,in)^ Then 

(i) V^(xn^Sn-i-, in) isLipschitzcontinuous in (xniSn-i) on {—oo^ +00) x 
[0, +oc); 

(ii) V^{xn^ Sji-i^in) is a solution 6>/(4.114); 
(iii) there exist functions Fnixn-) 5^_i, i^) and Sn{xn^ ^n-iiin) which pro

vide the infima in (4.114) with U^{xn^ Sn-i^i]i) == V^{xn^ Sn-i^in)> cind 

( F , 5 ) = {iFn{Xn,Sn-l,in),Sn{Xn,Sn-uin)), Tl > l} 
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is an optimal nonanticipative policy—that is, 

V,^{x,,soA) = J r ( x i , s o , i ; , ( F , 5 ) ) 

= inf | j f ° (a : i , so , i} , (F ,5) ) 

With Theorem 4.8 in hand, the optimal policy in the infinite-horizon case 
corresponding to Theorem 4.5 can be proved similarly as in the finite-horizon 
case. Here we present it without the proof. 

THEOREM 4.9 Assume that (4.1), (4.3)-(4.4), (4.30)-(4.31), and (4.110)-
(4.111) hold. Furthermore, let (4.119) hold. For each period k, the initial 
inventory level at the beginning of period k is x^, the slow-order quantity in 
period (k — 1) is Sk-i, <^nd the observed value ofl^ is i\ in period ik — l). Then 
there exist two sequence of pair numbers {{(fyk-: ^k)i ^ > 1} and{{ak, S^), k > 
1} with (j)k ^^k ^nd. (7k < Sfc, which do not depend on the inventory position 
Xk + Sk-i, such that the optimal fast-order quantity Fk{xk, Sk-i,il) and the 
optimal slow-order quantity Sk{xk^ Sk-i^ij.) in period k can be determined by 
the following expressions: 

Fk{xk,Sk-i,ii) 

_ f ^k- (xk + Sk-i), if Xk -f Sk-i < 4)ki 

\ 0, if Xk + Sk-i > 4>k, 

Sk{xk,Sk-i,ik) 

_ ( Ek-{xk + Sk-i + Fk{-)), if Xk + Sk-i + Fk{-) < (^k, 

\ 0, if Xk + Sk-i + Fk(-) > ak. 

4.7. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have studied a periodic-review inventory model with fixed 
order costs, dual supply modes, and demand-forecast updates. We show that the 
optimal policies for both fast and slow orders are of (s, 5)-type. For fast orders, 
the initial inventory position in any given period includes the slow order issued in 
the previous period. For slow orders, the (s, S) policy is based on a slow-order 
inventory position, which includes also the fast order issued during the period. 
We show that the policy parameters behave in an intuitive fashion with respect 
to changes in the cost parameters. We show also that the policy parameters 
depend on the most recent forecast update but not on the inventory position. 
We show further that the policy parameters exhibit monotonic behavior with 
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respect to the forecast update. This behavior is consistent with our intuition, 
in the sense that an update indicating an "increased" demand implies higher 
order-up-to levels and reorder points. The chapter generalizes several existing 
results in the literature. One potential extension is to develop the algorithm 
to compute the optimal policies. For a classical inventory model with a fixed 
cost, see Zheng and Federgruen [21] and Feng and Xiao [6]. Another future 
extension could incorporate Markovian demand as in Song and Zipkin [18] 
and Sethi and Cheng [15] and promotion policies influencing the demand as 
in Sethi and Cheng [15]. In the latter extension, the optimal promotion policy 
would depend on the current forecast updates, while at the same time it could 
influence future forecast updates and future demands. It is also of interest to 
consider more than two delivery modes. Research dealing with three delivery 
modes with no fixed order costs is discussed in the next chapter. 

4.8. Notes 

This chapter is based on Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [16]. 
Results in this chapter differ from the dual delivery source models of Haus-

mann, Lee, and Zhang [9] and Scheller-Wolf and Tayur [14] in the sense that 
we make use of demand-forecast updates in making decisions. In contrast with 
two-stage or two-period models of Yan, Liu, and Hsu [20], Barnes-Schuster, 
Bassok, and Anupindi [1], Donohue [5], and Gumani and Tang [8], we consider 
A '̂-periods, 1 < A" < oo. The demand process in our model is nonstationary, 
whereas Toktay and Wein [19] consider a stationary demand. Our forecast-
updating process covers as a special case, the additive demand-information 
updates employed in the single-delivery-source model of Gallego and Ozer [7]. 

For the inventory models involving multiple delivery modes and fixed costs, 
Bensoussan, Crouhy, and Proth [2] consider an inventory model with two supply 
modes—one instantaneous and the other with a one-period lead time. They 
obtain an (s,5)-type optimal policy. Huang, Sethi, and Yan [10] consider a 
single-period, two-stage supply-contract model and a fixed cost of ordering via 
the fast mode at the second stage. For a uniformly distributed demand, they 
are able to provide an explicit solution of the (s, 5')-type. The explicit nature 
of their solution enables them to obtain some important insights into a better 
supply-contract management. 
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Chapter 5 

INVENTORY MODELS WITH THREE 
CONSECUTIVE DELIVERY MODES 

5.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider a periodic-review inventory system with three 
delivery modes and two demand-forecast updates before demand is realized. 
We denote the three delivery modes as fast, medium, and slow. Fast, medium, 
and slow orders made at the beginning of a period are delivered at the end of 
the current period, at the end of the next period, and at the end of the second 
next period, respectively. In other words, fast, medium, and slow orders have 
lead times of one, two, and three periods, respectively. Fast orders are more 
expensive than medium orders, which, in turn, are more expensive than slow 
ones. 

The sequence of events is as follows. At the beginning of each period, 
the inventory or backlog level is reviewed, and forecasts are updated for the 
demands to be realized at the end of the next three periods, counting the current 
period as the first period. In addition, the size of the slow order issued two 
periods ago and the size of the medium order issued in the previous period are 
also known. With these data in hand, decisions regarding the amounts to be 
ordered by slow, medium, and fast modes are made. At the end of the current 
period, the slow order issued two periods ago, the medium order issued in the 
previous period, and the fast order issued at the beginning of the current period 
are delivered. Then the demand for the current period materializes, which 
determines the inventory or backlog level at the beginning of the next period. 
Quantities ordered by slow, medium, and fast modes in each period determine 
the total cost of ordering, inventory holding, and backlogging. The objective 
is to make ordering decisions that minimize the total cost over the problem 
horizon. 
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In this chapter, we prove the existence of an optimal policy for the model 
that allows three delivery modes as well as forecast updates. We show this 
for finite-horizon and discounted-cost infinite-horizon problems. We show that 
there exist optimal base-stock levels for the fast and medium delivery modes. 
These levels are independent of the inventory level and the outstanding slow 
and medium orders to be delivered at the end of the current period. But these 
levels depend in general on the outstanding slow order issued in the previous 
period to be delivered in two periods hence and on the observed forecast updates. 
Moreover, under the optimal policy, the slow mode does not follow a base-stock 
policy in general. 

Given the inventory position (relevant for the fast mode), the fast-mode level 
acts like the traditional base stock. Once the fast order is decided, it is added to 
the inventory position along with the slow order issued in the previous period 
to come up with the 'Inventory position relevant for the medium mode." Given 
this position and the medium-mode base-stock level, one can easily obtain 
the medium-order decision. This decision is added to the medium inventory 
position to obtain the ''inventory position relevant for the slow mode." With 
that, we can obtain the slow-order decision. 

The dependence of the optimal base-stock levels, as mentioned above, on 
the outstanding slow order issued in the previous period is a critical departure 
from the results obtained in single- and two-delivery-mode systems. Because 
of the presence of the inventory position and an outstanding order as two of 
the states of the system, there is a priori every reason to expect that any policy 
expressed in terms of order-up-to levels (which, it should be noted, can always 
be done) would have these levels depend on those two states. Such levels cannot 
be considered base stocks, and therefore, there is no a priori reason to expect 
that there is an optimal base-stock policy. Thus, obtaining a structure of the 
optimal policy in the three mode case represents a contribution to the inventory 
literature. This discussion is further elaborated in Section 5.4. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we 
provide the required notation and formulate the model. In Section 5.3, we 
develop dynamic programming equations, and prove that an optimal Markov 
policy exists for the problem. In Section 5.4, we examine the structure of the 
optimal policy. Section 5.5 is devoted to extending the results to the infinite-
horizon case. The chapter is concluded in Sections 5.6 and 5.7. 

5.2. Notation and Model Formulation 

We consider a discrete-time, single-product, periodic-review inventory sys
tem. The dynamics of the system consists of two parts: the material flows and 
the information flows. The inbound material flows come from three supply 
sources (fast, medium, and slow), and the outbound material flows go to cus-
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tomers. The information flows include the initial forecast of demand for each 
given period, its first forecast update, its second forecast update, and its realiza
tion at the end of the given period. When the demand realizes, it is satisfied if 
there is sufficient available inventory on hand, and the excess is carried over to 
the next period. Otherwise, the demand is partially satisfied, and the remainder 
is backlogged. 

In what follows, we use the word inventory to mean inventory when positive 
and backlog when negative. The decision variables are the quantities ordered 
from fast, medium, and slow sources at the beginning of each period. Decisions 
in a period are based on the inventory level, all outstanding orders, and all 
observed forecast update parameters. 

We introduce the following notation and precisely formulate the model under 
consideration: 

(1,A^) = {1,2, ...,iV}, the time horizon; 

Fk = the nonnegative fast-order quantity in period k,l<k<N; 

Mk — the nonnegative medium-order quantity in period fc, 

\<k<N -\\ 

Sk =• the nonnegative slow-order quantity in period fc, 

1 < A ; < i V - 2 ; 

C[(u) — the cost of fast order iz > 0 units in period k\ 

^fc^(^) == the cost of medium order w > 0 units in period k\ 

Cliu) = the cost of slow order u > 0 units in period /c; 

ll — the first determinant (a random variable) of the demand 

in period fc; 

/ | = the second determinant (a random variable) of the demand 

in period k; 

I^ = the third determinant (a random variable) of the demand 

in period /c; 

Dj^ = the nonnegative demand in period k modeled as a function 

Xk = the inventory level at the beginning of period /c; 

Yk = Xfc + Sk-2 + ^k-i = the inventory position at the 

beginning of period k; 

XN+1 = the inventory level at the end of the last period A''; 
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Hk{x) = the inventory cost when X^ = x] 

HN+I(X) = the inventory cost when Xjv+i = x >0 

or penalty cost when X^^i = x < 0. 

REMARK 5.1 The demand at period k is given in Chapters 3 and 4, but for 
the sake of notation convenience, we write it here as 

We impose the following assumptions on /^, / | , and / | : 

{(llllll),l<k<N} is a sequence 

of independent random vectors. (5.1) 

Without loss of generality, we may assume that Ij = i\, if = i\, and I2 = i\ 
are given constants. Let us define ^ ^ + 1 . ^ > 1, to be the sigma algebra or a-field 
generated by the random variables {(/ j , /^, /^) , 1 < ^ < /c}, (/^^.i, -^l+i)' "̂<̂  
/fc+2~that is, for 1 < fc < iV - 2, 

Tu+i = o {(//, / | , /?), l<^<k, (4Vi, 4V1), 4^2} , (5.2) 

and 

ÂT = 0- {{Illfjf), l<i<N-l, (4 ,4)} . (5.3) 

Let J^o = J^i = {0, r^} and TN+I = ̂ - It is clear that the demand D^ is an 
JFfc+i-adapted random variable. We assume further that 

E[D,] = E \9kijUl. ll)\ < 00, 1 < A: < iV. (5.4) 

We also suppose that for each /c, 

Cl{u), CJ^{u) SindCf.{u) are increasing, nonnegative and convex. (5.5) 

Furthermore, the inventory-cost function Hk(x) satisfies 

{ Hhix) is convex and 
(5.6) 

\Hk(x) - Hk{x)\ < CH • \x - xl l<k<N + l, 

for some CH > 0. Similar to (3.6) and (3.7), we assume that 

C,^(t) + E[i:rfc+i(t-pfc(/i , / | , /3))]-.oo as ^ - . 0 0 , 

C,-(t) + E[i7fc+i( i -^ , ( / i , /2 , /3)) ] - .oo as i ^ o o , (5.7) 

Cl{t) + E[Hk^^{t-gkilUl ID)]-^00 ast-.oo. 
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Throughout this chapter we assume that (5.1) and (5.4)-(5.7) hold. 
The inventory-balance equations are defined as 

Xk+i = Xk + Sk-2 + Mk-1 + Fk- gkilkJl / | ) , 1 < /c < iV, 

(5.8) 

where Xi = xi is the initial inventory level, and 

Mo = mo, 5-1 = s_i, and So = SQ (5.9) 

are inherited orders at the beginning of period 1 that are still outstanding. Specif
ically, mo and s_i will be delivered at the end of period 1, and SQ will be 
delivered at the end of period 2. 

Furthermore, since the decision F^ is adapted to the cr-field J^k^ the decision 
Mfc_i is adapted to the cr-field J^k-i^ and the decision Sk-2 is adapted to the 
cr-field J^k-2, we can see from (5.8) that Xk is an J^^-adapted random variable 
and that X^+i is an ^fc+i-adapted random variable. 

Let us explain the dynamics (5.8) with the help of Figure 5.1. At the begin
ning of period k, we observe the value x^ of the inventory level X^, the value if 
of the second determinant / | of Dk, and the value il_^-^ of the first determinant 
/ | ^ j of Dfc+i. These observations provide updated forecasts gk{il,il, / | ) and 

gk+ii'i'l+iJk+v^k+i) °f ^fc ^"^ Dk+i, respectively. We know the inven
tory level Xk and outstanding orders Sk-2^ Mk-i, and Sk-i- The amount 
Yk = Xk + Sk-2 + Mk-i is the inventory position available to meet the de
mand in period k, where Sk-2 is the amount delivered in period /c as a result 
of the slow-order decision made in period {k — 2) and Mk-i is the amount 
delivered in period (A; -f 1) as a result of the medium-order decision made in 
period (/c — 1). In addition, we know Sk-i-, the amount to be delivered in period 
A; -|-1 as a result of the slow-order decision made in period [k — 1). Given these, 
we can decide on the slow-order Sk, the medium-order Mk, and the fast-order 
Fk- Since Fk is to be delivered at the end of the period, the total quantity 
available to meet the /cth period demand Dk is {Xk + Sk-2 + Mk-\ + Fk). At 
the end of period k, the value i\ of the random variable 7 | is observed, which 
is tantamount to observing the demand Dk = Qki'^l^ f̂c» 4)- The difference of 
{Xk + Sk-2 + Mk-i + Fk) and Dk is the inventory level Xk+i at the beginning 
of period (/c -M). This last statement represents a sample path of the dynamics 
(5.8). 

The objective is to choose a sequence of orders from the fast, medium, and 
slow sources over time to minimize the total expected value of all the costs 
incurred in periods (1, A )̂. Thus, the objective function is 
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Ji [xi,s-i.mo, SQ,i\,i\,i\,{F,M, S)) 

= E E l^eiFi) + CUM,) + C!(Se) + He+i(X,+i) 

+Hi(xi), (5.10) 

where 

( F , M , 5 ) = ((Fi,..,Fiv),(Mi,...,MAr),(5i,...,5iv)) (5.11) 

is a sequence of history-dependent or nonanticipative admissible decisions. 
That is, (F/c, M/j, Sk) is adapted to the a-field JF ,̂ 1 < /c < A'̂ . In other words, 
each of Fk^M^, and 5^ with l<k<N—lisa nonnegative real-valued 
function of the history of the demand information given by {{lj,lf, if), 0 < 
£ < k — 1}, {ll,I^), and /^^p and (F/v, Myv, SN) is a nonnegative real-valued 
function of the history of the demand information given by {(/^\ / | , / | ) , 0 < 
£ < i V - l } a n d ( 4 , 4 ) . 

Let Ai denote the class of all history-dependent admissible decisions, and 
define the value function for the problem over {1,N) with the initial inventory 
level a; 1 to be 

Vi (xi,s_i,mo,so,^},«i,4) 

^ ^ JJ^L {Ji (x i , s_i ,mo,so, i} ,2? , i2 , (F,M,5))} . 
{F,M,S)eAi 

(5.12) 

Note that the existence of an optimal policy is not required to define the value 
function. Of course, once the existence is established, the "inf" in (5.12) can 
be replaced by "min." 

It is important to note here that since the horizon length is N periods and the 
orders M^, SN-I, and SN will not be delivered during the problem horizon, it 
is obvious in view of the ordering costs given in (5.5) that 

MN = SN-I = SN = 0 (5.13) 

is any optimal solution. So in what follows, we still allow these orders in 
any feasible solution, but we set them to zero in any optimal solution. This 
is equivalent to a situation in which these orders are not altogether issued in 
practice. 
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5.3. Dynamic Programming and Optimal Nonanticipative 
Policies 

In this section, we use dynamic programming to study the problem. We 
verify whether the cost of a nonanticipative policy obtained from the solution 
of the dynamic programming equations equals the value function of the problem 
over {l,N). First, as usual, we define the problem over (n, N). Let 

Jn (^n? •5^-2? ^ n - 1 ) •^n-l? ^n' '^n' *n+l ' (-^' - ^ ' ^)) 
N 

= ^{Y. [^^Fe) + CPiMe) + C|(5,) + He+^iXe+i)] } 

+Hn{Xn). (5.14) 

where, with a slight abuse of notation, 

(F , M , 5) = ((Fn,..., FM), (Mn,..., MAT), (5„,..., 5iv)) 

the history-dependent or nonanticipative admissible decisions for the prob
lem defined over periods (n^N). That is, given Xn, Sn-2, ^ n - i . s^-i, i^, 
zj, and ijj^i as constants, (F^, Mn, ^n) is a vector of nonnegative constants, 
(Ffc, Mfc, /Sfc) (n < k < N) are nonnegative real-valued functions of the history 
of the demand information from period n to period k, given by 

{{Illlll),n< £<k- l,(/,\/2),4Vi} , (5.15) 

(F/v, MAT, /SAT) is a positive real-valued function of the history of the demand 
information from period n to period (A'' — 1) given by {{l},I^,lf)^n < £ < 
N — 1} and (/^, / ^ ) . Define the value function associated with the problem 
over (n, Â ) as follows: 

*^n \Xni Sn—2i '^n—\i Sn—li ^n' ^n' *n+l / 

{FM.S)eAn ^ 

4 , i 2 , ^ i + i , ( i ^ , M , 5 ) ) } , (5.16) 

where An denotes the class of all history-dependent admissible decisions for 
the problem over (n, N). 
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In view of (5.14), we can write the dynamic programming equations corre
sponding to the problem as follows: 

Ue (a;£,S£_2,m£_i,S£_i,iJ,i^,4_^i) 

= He{xe)^ inf | c / ( F ) + c r ( M ) + C|(5) F > 0 
M>0 
5 > 0 

+E Ue+i (Zc^i(F),Si-i,M,5,i^+i,Z^+i,/£+2) 

i= 1, . . . ,A^-1, (5.17) 

UN {XN, SN-2, WiV-1, S A ^ - 1 , ^AT, ^AT, % + i ) 

= HN{XN)+ inf (C](;(F) + CJ?(M) + Q ( M ) 
F > 0 
M>0 
5 > 0 

+E HN+1 {ZN+I{F)) (5.18) 

where the notation Z£+i() is defined as 

Zi+i{F) = Xi + se-2 + m£_i + F- geii],il if), £ = 1,...., iV, 

(5.19) 

and F , M, and S are arguments for minimization in (5.17)-(5.18). 

REMARK 5.2 In the dynamic programming equations (5.17)-(5.18), the in
ventory cost is also charged for the initial inventory level. As in Chapter 3, this 
charge is of no consequence. 

Based on the dynamic programming equations, we state the following theo
rem. 

THEOREM 5.1 Assume that (5.1) and (5.4)-(5.7) hold. Then the value func
tions 

defined by (5.16), satisfy the dynamic programming equations (5.17)-(5.18). 

Proof It follows from the definition of VAr(rcA^,SAr_2,miv-i,iJv,«Ar,^Jv+i) 
that it satisfies the last equation in (5.18). Now we use induction. Suppose that 
V^(a:^,S£_2,m£_i,S£_i,zJ,i|,i]+i),£ = /c+1, ...,A^, for any given/c < A^-1, 
satisfy (5.17) and (5.18) for ^ < iV — 1 and i = N, respectively. Then we show 
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that Vfc(a;fc,Sfc_2,m/(;_i,s/j;_i,i^,z^,i^^j) satisfies (5.17). It suffices to show 
that 

Vk (xfc, Sfc_2,mfc_i, Sfc-i,ifc,Zfc,ifc+i) 

= H,(xk) + mf IcliF) + C r ( M ) + C|(5) 
M>0 '̂  
S'>0 

(5.20) 

From the definition of Vk(xk, Sk-2, ruk-i, s^-i, i^, i | , 4+i ) for any given 
k < N — 1 (see (5.16)) and the history-dependence of decisions (F, M , 5) , 
we have 

„-l .-2 -1 V)t (a:fc, Sfc_2, mfc_i, Sfc_i, i^, i^, i^+i) 

Hk{xk)-\- _ i>f <! E 
(F,M,5)€A 

^ C/(F,) + Cr (M,) 

-\-Cl{Si) + i7£+i(X£+i) 

i7,(x,) + inf {c/(Ffc) + Cr(Mfc) + C|(5fc) 

+ E 

N 

+ E (c/(^^) + Q"(̂ )̂ + C'l('̂ )̂ + ^m(^m)) 
i^k+l 

(5.21) 

It follows from the definition of the a-field J^k+i that 

N 

Hk+iiXk+i)-h E (C/(F^) + Cr(M^) 
e=k+i 

+ Cf{Si) + if£+l(X£+l) 
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= EJE /ffc+i(-^fc+i) 

N 

+ E i'^eiFe) + Crm) + CliSe) + He+i(Xe+i)) |^A:+I] } 

AT 

+E[Hk+2iXk+2) + J2 {cliFe) + Cr{Me) 
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e=k+2 

(5.22) 

By induction on the index {k + 1), 

inf <!E 
iF,M,S)eAk+i 

Hk+iiXk+i) 

N 

e=k+i 

= E [Vk+i (Xk+i,Sk-i,Mk,Sk,ik+iih+i^^k+2)] • 

Then (5.21)-(5.23) complete the proof. 

(5.23) 

D 

Next we discuss how we can obtain an optimal solution for our inventory 
model. It follows from (5.7) that there exists an upper bound order quantity 
Q > 0 such that 

mf { c / ( F ) + C r ( M ) + C|(5) 
M>0 

+E[v^+i(Z£+i(F),s^_i,M,5',iJ+i,/|+i,/i+2)]} 

= inf | c / ( F ) + CriM) + QiS) 
0<F,M,S<Q L <̂  ̂  ^ t \ J t; V / 

+E 

£=h...,N-l, 
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and 

VN {XN, SiV-2, ITT'N-li -SiV-l, «Ar, ^AT, % + l ) 

= mf {cl,{F) + C^(M) + Cf,{S) + ElHM+i{Zj,+iiF))]] 
M>0 
S>0 

= inf |Cj^(F) + C;?(M) + C^(5) 
0<F,M,S<Q I ^ ^ ^ ^̂  ^ ^ ^̂  ̂  ^ 

+E[HN+i{ZM+iiF))]]. 

By a well-known selection theorem (see Theorem 3.9), there exist Borel-
measurable functions 

(5.24) 

such that 

C}{^e) + Cr{fie) + C!{a,) 

+E 

7-1 r^ /•! 

= inf ( c / ( F ) + C r ( M ) + C|(5) 

+ E[V^+i (Z^+i(F),5^_i,M,5,4+i,/ |+i, / /+2)] !>, 

^ - l , . . . , A r - l , 

(5.25) 

and 

+ E [HN+1 (XN + syv-2 + ruN-i -^4>N - gNi^N^ i'jv, IN))] 
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= inf |C]^(F) + C;j(M) + C^(5) 
0<F,M,5<Q L ^^' ^ 

+ E[i/Ar+i(ZA,+i(F))]}. (5.26) 

Note also that in view of the discussion leading to (5.13), in (5.24) we have 

m(-)=^N-i(-) = ^N{-) = ^. (5.27) 

Next we show that the minimizers (5.24) of the dynamic programming equa
tions give rise to optimal solution. Define 

Si = a-i(Xi,s_i,mo,so,2i,«i,4), 

(5.28) 

andfor^ = 2, ••• ,A ,̂ 

Xi = X^_i + 5^_3 + M^-2 + Fe_i - ge-i(l}_i,Ij_^, / | _ i ) , 

F£ = 4>e i^e, Se-2, M£-i,Si-i,l},lf,//^j), 

Me = ]2e {Xi,5£_2,M^-i,5£_i,/],/|,l}_^^), 

Se = ae {Xi, Si-2, Me-i, 5 £ _ i , / ] , / | , l}_^^), 
(5.29) 

where 5_i = s_i, 5*0 = so. and MQ = mg. Using the dynamic programming 
equations (5.17)-(5.18), we can prove the following result. 

THEOREM 5.2 (VERIFICATION THEOREM) A.y;yMme//ia/(5.1) a«^ (5.4)-
(5.7) hold. Then 

(F ,M,5) - ( (F i , . . . ,FAr) , (Mi , . . . ,Miv) , (^ i , . . . , ^Ar ) ) 

given in (5.28)-(5.29) are optimal decisions to the problem. That is, 

N 

Hi(xi) + E J2 (cliFe) + Cr{Me) + C^Se) + He+iiXe+i) 
£=^1 

= Vi {xi, S-i.rriQ, SQ,i\,i\,i\) . 

(5.30) 
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REMARK 5.3 Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 establish the existence of an optimal 
nonanticipative policy. That is, there exists a policy in the class of all history-
dependent policies whose objective function value equals the value function 
defined in (5.12), and there, in turn, exists a nonanticipative policy defined by 
(5.28)-(5.29), which provides the same value for the objective function. 

Proof of Theorem 5.2 By (5.25)-(5.26), we know that 

((Fi,..., ^A.), (Ml,..., Myv), (5i,..., SN)) e Ai 

—that is, it is a history-dependent policy. Next we show that equation (5.30) 
holds. It suffices to show that for any 

((Fi,...,FAr),(Mi,...,Myv)),(^l,...,5Ar))G^l, 

with the corresponding Xi {1 < £ < N) obtained from (5.8), we have 

r N 

Hi{xi) + E 

e=i 

X ] (C/(F,) + criMe) + caSe) + if£+i(X,+i) 

> E 
N 

+Hi(xi). (5.31) 

By the definition of (Fi, Mi, 5*1) and (5.25) with ^ = 1, it is possible to obtain 

C/(Fi) + Cr (Mi ) + Cf(5i) 

+ E [ y 2 ( X 2 , 5 o , M i , 5 i , / ] , / | , / l ) ] 

< C / ( F i ) + Cr (Mi ) + Cf(5i) 

(5.32) 

Furthermore, from the history-dependent property of the decisions, we know 
that (Fi, Ml, Si) and (Fi, Mi, 5i) are constant vectors and that (F2, M2, 'S'2) 
and (F2, M2, S2) are dependent on only {/j, /f, /? , I^, I^ ^l) i= ^2)- Thus, 
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by (5.25) and (5.29), 

T /2 (X2 ,5o ,Mi ,5 i , / i , / | , 4 ) 

= H2(X2) + ^^^mf^<^ [ckF) + Cir{M) + C7|(5) 

+E [\/3 (X2 + 5o + Ml + F - ^2(/2\ II II). 

5i, M, 5,/I,/|,/i) 1̂ 2]} 

< ^2(^2} + Ci{F2) + C2^(M2) + C|(52) 

143 

and 

+E y3(X3,^ i ,M2,52 , / ] , / ! , / ] ) ^ 2 

(5.33) 

T/2(^2,5o,Mi,5i ,4 , /2 ' , / l ) 

= if2(X2) + Cl{F2) + C2"̂ (M2) + C|(52) 

+ E y 3 ( ^ 3 , 5 i , M 2 , 5 2 , / 3 \ / | , 4 ) ^ 2 (5.34) 

Therefore, it follows from (5.34) that 

= E[H2{X2) + Cl{F2) + C2^(M2) + C|(52) 

+ E[y3(^3,5i,M2,52,/3\/3',A')|-^2]}, (5.35) 

and from (5.33) that 

E[V2{X2^So,Mi,Sulllll's)] 

< E[H2{X2) + Cl(F2) + C2"̂ (M2) + CI{S2) 

+E F3(X3,5i ,M2,52, / l , /3 ' , / i ) ^ 2 (5.36) 
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Combining (5.32)-(5.36) yields 

Hiixi) + E 
Z 

Y, (C/W) + Cnm + CliSe)) + H2iX2) 
.e=i 

+E[V3(X3,5 i ,M2,^2 , / i , / | , / i ) ] 

<Hiixi) + E 
2 

^ (C/(F^) + Cr(M^) + CliSe)) + i/2(^2) 

(5.37) 

Repeating (5.35) and (5.36), we finally prove that (5.31) holds. D 

5.4. Optimality of Base-Stock lype Policies 

For a further analysis of the problem, the dynamic programming equations 
(5.17)-(5.18) involving order quantities F, M, and S as decision variables 
traditionally are recast as variables involving respective inventory positions that 
would be attained after the respective orders are delivered. Thus, we replace 
F by (f) - yi, M by fi - {(f) + se-i), and 5 by cr - ^ in (5.17)-(5.18), so 
that (/), fi, and a are the postorder inventory positions after the delivery of 
fast, medium, and slow orders, respectively. When there are only two delivery 
modes, this transformation of variables changes the problem into a standard 
one-delivery-mode problem. As a result, such a transformation has been used 
widely to analyze problems with two delivery modes (see, e.g.. Chapters 3 and 
4; Scheller-Wolf and Tayur [8]; and Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [10]). 

However, when there are more than two delivery modes, the transformation 
does not reduce the problem to a single-delivery mode problem. Thus, the 
methodology developed in Chapter 3 or in Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [10, 11] 
does not work. However, to get the optimal policy, it is possible to directly 
analyze natural constraints that are required on the minimizers of the convex 
cost functions resulting from fast, medium, and slow orders. 

Before we write the dynamic programming equations in terms of (j), /i, and 
cr, we make another simplification. From (5.17) and (5.19), one can see that it is 
possible to replace (x£ + S£_2 + m^- i)byy£, called the inventory position. This 
is because in the infimand (the expression inside the inf operation) of (5.17), the 
terms X£, S£_2, and m£_i appear only as their sum. Thus, the decisions F, M, 
and 5 depend on X£, s^_2, andm£_i only through their sum (x£-fs£_2 + m£_i). 
The same simplification holds for (5.18). With these observations, the dynamic 
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programming equations (5.17)-(5.18) can be modified as follows: 

- i n f ^>y, ( c / ( 0 - 2 / ^ ) + C f ( M - ( 0 + S£-i)) 

+E p^+i {i.i - geiil.ij, if), a - /i,i}+v if+i, Ie+2) 

e = i , . . . , A r - i , 

UN {yN,SN-i,iN,i%,iN^i) 

= M 4>>yN \c{^i(f>-yN) + C^il^-{(p + SN-l)) 
cr>fj, 

+Cf^{a - M) + E [HN+1 (0 - gN{iN, ijj^ ^N))] \-
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(5.38) 

(5.39) 

Let Vi{ye, s^_i, i j , z|, i}^i) be the solution of (5.38)-(5.39). Similar to the 
discussion preceding Theorem 5.2, there exist feasible minimizing functions 

such that 

4>e{ye,Si-i,i},i'},i}_^^) {l<i<N), 

k{ye,se-i,i},i'},i}_^-^) {l<i<N), 

ai{ye,Si-i,il,i'j,i}_^^) {I < i < N), 

V^(?/^,S£_i,iJ,i^,4+i) 

= c/(0£ - ye) + CPifie - {4>e + se-i)) + CHai - fie) 

+E \jle+i \4>i - gd^h'i'h^e) 

+E Iv^+i [fie- ge(ie4e^h)^^i - i^^^H+i^h+\^h-^2) 

t= l , . . . , A r - l , 

^N {yN,SN-i,ij^,ij^,ij^_^i) 

= Cir [4)N - yNj + C^ (AiV - {4>N + SN-l) 

(5.40) 

'A^ 

+Cf^{aN - ft'N) + E i/yv+l [4>N - gNiiii.iljJ] 
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Note that just as in (5.27), in (5.40) we have 

AN(-) = 4>N{-), ^N-\{-) = i^N~i{-), andaN{-) = 4>N{-)-

Let (70 = mo + s-i and fio = mo + s_i + SQ, and let 

Yi = /a£_i (y£_i, a^_2 - /i£-2,//_!, / | _ i , / / j 

-^^-1 (^£-1 > ^ 1 - p ^£-1)' 
^ -3 , . . . , iV . 

Define with a slight abuse of notation, for £ = 1, •• • , A'', 

M^ = //£ (̂ ŷ , (7£_i - /i£_i, / / , / | , //+i j 

Si = Gi [Yi, &i^i - //£_!, 1^,1^, Ij^ij 

- [Ye + <7£_i - ni^i + Fe-\-Me 

THEOREM 5.3 Assume that (5.1) and (5A)-(5.7) hold. Then 

^FM,S] = ((FI,...,FN) , (MU...,MN) , (Si, SN 

defined in (5.42) are optimal decisions for the problem over {1,N). 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 

Proof The proof follows the dynamic programming equations (5.38)-(5.39) 
in the same way as the proof of Theorem 5.2 follows from the dynamic pro
gramming equations (5.17)-(5.18). D 

To obtain the optimality of a base-stock type policy, we assume that the 
order-cost functions are linear—that is, 

r ci(t) = ci-t, 
cr{t) = cf-t, 
cm = 4-t. 

ci>o, 
cf>0, 
c | > 0 , 

k = l,-

(5.44) 

A^-2, 
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Then (5.38)-(5.39) can be written as 

= inf 0>ŷ  <̂  - c{ • ye - cf • sc-i + [cj - cf]-(t) 

+ [cV - cf] -fi + cfa + E [He+, (0 - ge {i},ij, if))] 

+E [t/£+i (// - ge {ilil If) , a - //, ij+i, / |+i , II+2) 

^ - l , . . . , i V - l , 

(5.45) 

and 

= inf 4>>VM \ - c^N'VN -c^- SN-i + [c{̂  - c^] • (̂  

CAT] • /t/+ CĴ  • Cr + E [i/^+i (0-£?Ar(zjy,i2^,/^))] \ 

(5.46) 

Let t^Cl/i, Si^ijij^i'fj^1+1) b^ th^ solution of (5.45)-(5.46). We have the 
following result on the optimality of a base-stock type policy. 

THEOREM 5.4 Assume that (5.1), (5.4), (5.6) and (5.44) hold At the begin
ning of period k, k = 1 , . . . , iV, suppose that the observed values of I^, /^, 
and l\j^i are i\, i\, and i\j^i> respectively^ the initial inventory position is y^, 
and the slow-order quantity ordered in period {k — 1) is s^-h Then there are 
base-stock levels F^ (independent ofy^ but dependent on s^-i, i\> i\, and i\j^i) 
and Mk {independent ofy^ but dependent on s^-iy i\y i% and i\^i) such that 
the optimal fast-order quantity F^ and the optimal medium-order quantity M^ 
in period k are as follows: 

F^ = iF,-y,)+,k = h...,N, 
M* = {Mk-yk-Sk-i-F;)+, A; = l , . . . i V - l , M;^ = o / ^ ' ^ ' ^ 

REMARK 5.4 In view of the fact that the base-stock levels Fk and M^ depend 
on Sk-i,i\,i\, and 4 ^ j , from the definitions of 4)k{yk,Sk-\,i\,i'i,i\^i) and 

iXkivk, sfc-i, «fc, 2fc, 4+1 ) gi^®" by (5-40X 

ilk{yk,Sk-i,ik,il,ik+i) = MkV {Fk Vyk + Sk-i), k = l,...,N. 
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These, with a slight abuse of notation, are the same as those given in (5.42). 

The proof of Theorem 5.4 needs an important lemma, which we prove after 
some general discussion on base-stock policies. 

A fundamental characteristic of the optimal base-stock level in the classical 
single-delivery-mode inventory problem is that the level is independent of the 
inventory position. Since any ordering policy can be converted to an order-
up-to policy simply by adding the order quantity to the inventory position, the 
proof of the optimality of a base-stock policy requires, therefore, that we can 
find order-up-to levels that are independent of the inventory position. 

While the base-stock level must be independent of the inventory position, it 
may depend on time if the problem is nonstationary or one with a finite horizon 
and on the states other than the inventory position if the system behavior is 
influenced by these, usually exogenous, states (see Sethi and Cheng [9] and 
Song and Zipkin [12]). In such cases, the system is sometimes referred to as 
world-driven and the optimal policy as the state-dependent base-stock policy, 
even though it must be independent of the state called the inventory position. 

Since the inventory position is also a state variable, the terminology state-
dependent base-stock levels is not quite correct. Our preference is, therefore, 
to use the term order-up-to levels if the levels can depend on time or any of 
the state variables including the inventory position and use the term base-stock 
levels if the levels are independent of the current inventory position. 

A number of papers cited earlier prove also that the base-stock policy remains 
optimal with two consecutive delivery modes, provided that the ordering cost 
is linear (see Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [10], for example). 

When we move from two modes to three modes, the issues become substan
tially more complicated because now there is an additional endogenous state 
variable—namely, the slow order placed in the previous period. From (5.40), 
we see that the order-up-to levels or postorder inventory positions 0J, ^J, and 
a^ depend, in general, on t/£, 5£_i and the observed demand signals. However, 
in Theorem 5.4 we show that there are levels F^ and M^, such that F^ is inde
pendent of the inventory position y^ and that M^ is independent of y^ + S£_i. 
It is easily seen from (5.47) that Fi acts like the base-stock level in the single-
mode case. Once the fast-order F / is placed, the 'inventory position relevant 
for the medium order" is yi + S£^i + F^. If it is less than the level //£, we 
order M/ . Otherwise, we do not (that is, M^ = 0). This behavior is the natural 
generalization of the single-mode base-stock policy to the case of three modes. 
And since these levels are independent of their corresponding relevant inven
tory positions, F^ and M^ can be called the base-stock levels for the first and 
the second modes, respectively. 

LEMMA 5.1 Letg(') and /i(-) be convex functions with x and z as their respec
tive unconstrained minima—that is, g{x) = min̂ ^ g{x) and h{z) = min^ h{z), 
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For given 6 > 0, let a minimize g{x) + h{x + b)—that is, 

g{a) + h{d + b) = min[^(x) + h{x + 6)]. 
X 

Then for any a, 

min [g{x) + h{z)] 
x>a 

g{x) + h{z)^ if ^ ^ ^j z > X + b, Case (z) 
_ J 9{^) + ^(^)? if X < Qj z > a + b, Case (ii) 

g{a) + /i(a + 6), if x < a^ z < a + b, Case (in) 
g{a V a) + /i((a V a) + 6), if x > a^ z < x + b, Case (iv) 

_ / 5̂ (̂  V x) + h{z V (a + 6)), if z > X + b^ Case I 
\ g{a V a) + /i((a V a) + 6), /f 5 < x + 6, Ca^e / / , 

(5.48) 

where in Case II, we can always choose a so that z — b<a<x,In other 
words, a:* = (a V x) and 2:* = ((a + 6) V S) in Case I and x* = (a V a) and 
z"" — {{ay a) + b) in Case II minimize g{x) + h{z) subject to the constraints 
X > a and z > x -\- b. 

Furthermore, if we define 

. _x f {x^z) in Case I, ,c AC^^ 
(d̂  a + b) or (d, z) in Case II, 

then a;* and 2:* can be expressed as 

a:* =: a + ( x ~ a ) + , (5.50) 
*̂ = (̂ * + 5) + [^^^*_5]+ 

= a + 6 + (S - a)+ + (z - a - 6 - (x - a)+)+. (5.51) 

Finally, {x^z) is independent of a, 

Proof Let us denote the feasible set for minimization as 

V = {(x, z)\x > a, z > X + b} . 

We prove the results for each of the four cases, shown also in Figure 5.2. Note 
that a is not restricted to be positive. 

Case (i): [x > a and z > x + b] 
Since (x, z) G P , the result holds trivially. 
Case (ii): [x < a and z > a + b] 
For any {x^z) G P , we have x > a > x. By convexity of <g() and the 

definition of 5, it is obvious that 

g{a) + /i(i) < g{a) + h{z) < g{x) + h{z). 
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(a+ 6) 

Case (ii) 

Case (i) 

Case (iv) 

X 

Figure 5.2. Cases (i)-(iv) and details of Case (iv) 

Case (iii): [x < a and z < x + b] 
For any {x, z) G P , we have xyayix and z>_x + h>a-{-h>z. Then 

g{a) + h[a + 6) < g{x) + h{z). 

Case (iv): [x>a and z < a-\-h] 
It is easy to see from Figure 5.2 that a line joining any (x, z) G P and (5, z) 

will intersect the line z = x -\-h, which is the 45 degree line passing through 
the point (a, a-\-h). Let (x, x + 6) denote the point of intersection. Certainly, 
(x, :E + 6) G P . Moreover, depending on the location (see Figure 5.2) of (x, z), 
either x > x > x o r a : < : r < x , and either z>_x + h>_zovz<x-\-h<z. 
That is, X is in the middle of x and x, and x + 6 is in the middle of z and z. 
Therefore, we have an (x, x -{-h) for each (x, z) EV such that 

^(x) + h{x + b) < g{x) + ^(z). (5.52) 

There are two cases to consider. When a> a, then (a, a + 6) is feasible and 

p(a) + /i(a + 6) < c/(x) + /i(x + 6). (5.53) 
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[a + bm-

Case II (x, z) 

(a, a + b),a < a 

X 

Figure 5.3. Solutions in Cases I and II 

When a < a, then in view of the convexity of g(x) + h(x + 6) in x and the fact 
that (a, a + 6) is in the middle of (a, a + 6) and (:E, X + 6), we have 

g{a) + h{a + h) < g(x) + h{x + h). (5.54) 

Case (iv) follows from (5.52)-(5.54). 
We now derive the second equality in (5.48). For this, we observe that Case 

I consists of Cases (i), (ii), and (iiia) and that Case II consists of Cases (iiib)and 
(iv), where Case (iiia) is the part of Case (iii) above and including the line 
z = X -\-h and Case (iiib) is the remaining part of Case (iii). We then need to 
show that z — h <a<x'v[\ Case II (see Figure 5.3). 

To show that z — b < a < x., note that for any (a:, x + h) with a: > :E, we 
have z < X + b < X + b. Thus, h{x + b) < h{x + t>), and therefore 

g{x) + h{x -\-b) < g{x) + h{x + b). (5.55) 
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Likewise, for any {x, x -{- b) with x < z — a, we have x < z — b < x. Thus, 
g{z — a) < g{x), so that 

g{z - a) + h(z) < g{x) -f h{x + b). (5.56) 

Inequalities (5.55) and (5.56) show that we can always choose an a such that 
z — b < a < X. 

Next, we show (5.49), (5.50),and (5.51). 
Case l:{z>x + b] 
We have 

X* = xy a = a +[x — a)'^ = a-\-{x — a)'^ ̂  

z* = i V (a + &) = f V (5 + 6) V (a + 6) =: f V ((5 V a) + 6) 

= zV(x* + 6) = (a:* + 6) + [ ^ - x * - 5 ] + . 

Case \l\{z <x + b] 
We have 

X* = a V a = a + (d — a)"^ = a + (S — a)^, 

z* = a V a + 6 = (a + 6) V (a + 6). 

If we take ^ = a + 6, thenz* = zy {a + b) = ^V((aVa) + 6) =̂  z{x* + b), 
and (5.51) follows from the derivation in Case I. If we take z = Z,WQ know from 
previous discussions that 5 < d+6 in this case. Thus, 2;* = iV(d+&)V(a+6) = 
z V ((a V o) + 6) == ^ V (x* + b). 

Finally, for either Case I or Case II, it is obvious that x and a do not depend 
on a, and therefore, x as defined in (5.49) is independent of a. D 

LEMMA 5.2 Let g{x) and h{z, w) be two convex functions with x and (z, w) 
as their respective unconstrained minima. There exist reals x, z, and w 
(independent of a) such that the solution to 

min{^(a:) + h{z, w)\ x > a, z > x -{- b., w > z} 

is given by 

X* = ay X, (5.57) 

z* = (a:* + 6)Vf, (5.58) 

w;* = z*yw, (5.59) 

if w < z. 

Proof Define iD'̂ (2;) = a^gmin^(;{/^(z,'u;)|^(; > z]. Then 

/i(z, w'^{z)) = min h{z, w) is a convex function in z. (5.60) 
w>z 
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This will be proved at the end. 
We take (^, z) as suggested in Lemma 5.1 equation (5.49). Then the optimal 

solution {x*, z*) satisfies (5.57) and (5.58). Moreover, from the proof of Lemma 
5.1, we have z > z. Together with the fact that z* > z and z > w ,WQ deduce 
that z* > w. Note that for each fixed z* > w, h{z*,w) constrained on 
{w > z*] is convex in w with constrained minimizer w^{z*) = z*. If we take 
w = w, then (5.59) holds. 

Finally we show (5.60). For each 6 € [0,1], we have 

6-h{zi,w'{zi)) + il-S)-h{z2,w'{z2)) 

= 6 • inf h{zi^w) + (1 — J) • inf h(z2^ w) 
W>Zi yj^Z2 

> h(5zi + (1 - 5)z2,5w''(zi) + (1 - 5)w''{z2)) 

- -.r ^^l .^ h{6zi + {l-6)z2,w) 

= h {5zi + (1 - 5)z2, w^iSzi + (1 - 6)z2)). 

D 

REMARK 5.5 Going along the same lines of the proof, we can prove that if 
6 < 0, Lemma 5.2 still holds. 

Proof of Theorem 5.4 First, we show (5.47) for period Â . We know from 
(5.6) that 

c ^ 0 + E [ifiv-i-i(0-c/Ar(i}v,^Ar,/Ar)] is couvex in 0 (5.61) 

and that it attains its unconstrained minimum. Let this be attained at F/v, 
which is clearly independent oiypj. Then the minimizer of (5.61) on the region 
[yN, +oo) is given by 

1 2 ^ f ^iV' if ^iv < FN, 

I VN, if VN > Fjv. 

In view of this and (5.39), (5.47) for period N follows from (5.46). 
Next, we prove (5.47) for period {N — 1). It follows from (5.46) and the 

convexity of HN{-) and HN^I{-) that 

gN~i{<P) = [CAT-I - Civ-i] • </> 

+ E [HN{(P - 9N-i{'iN-i,i'N-iJ%-\)] is convex in </>, 
(5.63) 
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and 

hN-li/J') = Cjv.i/i 

+ E ^iv(/^ - 9N-l('iN-l^'^N-li ^N-l)^ ÂT' ^N) IS convex in /i. 

(5.64) 

Let Fjv-i and M^r-i be unconstrained minimizers of gN~i{(t>) and hN-ii/J'), 
respectively. Consider, as in Lemma 5.1, two cases: 

Case I. Myv-i > FN-I + sw-2, 

Case II. Mjsf-i < F/v-i + SN-2-

Then by Lemma 5.1, 

(5.65) 

minimize gN-i{4>) + h]\i-i{/2) on the region {(0,/i) : </> > ^A^-I and /i > 
(j) + Siv-2} in Case I. Therefore, by Theorem 5.3 and (5.45), we have the result 
for period (A'' — 1) with 

F/v_i = -F/v-i and M^-i = M^-i in Case I. (5.66) 

Now consider Case II. Let F^_i minimize gjs[-i{(f)) + /iiv-i(0 + SM-2)-

Then by Case II of Lemma 5.1, 

I iWj^_i(yyv-l,SiV-2,^}v-i5«Ar-i,^Ar) = {F^-i ^ VN-l) + SN-2 
(5.67) 

minimize g^-i{(l)) + hj^-i{ii) on the region {{(l),fi) : 0 > I/AT-I and yu, > 
(f) + Siv-2} in Case II. Consequently, by Theorem 5.3 and (5.45), we have the 
result for period (Â  — 1) with 

F/v-i = Fj^-i and Mjv-i = Fj^-i + SAr-2 in Case II. (5.68) 

Combining Cases I and II, we get (5.47) for period {N — 1). 
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Next, we prove (5.47) for period (N — 2). We rewrite (5.45) as 

VN-2 {yN-2, S7V-3, ̂ iV-2' ̂ Ar-2' ^Jv-l) 

{ J 
% _ 2 • yN-2 - CN-2 ' ^N-3 — i n i (l>>yj\!_2 

-\-E[HN-1 {(j) - 9N-2iiN-2^'i'N-2^ ^N-2))] 

+ [%-2 "" ̂ 7V-2J • ^ + [^iV-2 ~ '̂ A -̂2] ' M + ^%~2 ' ^ 

+ E 

= -C;^_2 • yN-2 - CN-2 • SN-3 

+ inf {[4_2-cS-2]-0 
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+ E [i^iv-l(0 - 9N-2{iN-2^ '^%~2^ IN-2))] 

+ [c7V-2 ~ CÂ -2] • /̂  

+ inf (cf^_2(^ + E VN-1 (/̂  - gN-2iih-2^i%-2^ ^N-2)^ 
(j>ij, 

a - //, %_i,/yv_i,/Ar) I j | . 

(5.69) 

Let 5iv_2(Ai) (dependent on ^, write SN-2{IJ')) be the minimizer of 

KAT-I (M-^iV-2(%-2>^iV-25^Ar-2)»^ " l^i'^N-l^ ^N-l^ ^N) 

+CN-2 • (^ 

with respect to cr. Then 

inf < cf̂ _20- + E VN-1 {li - gN-2(iN-2^'^N-2^ ^N-2)^ 

a — ii,iN-i,lN-iilN) I J 
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= C%_2-(SN-2{I^)^ 1^) 

+E VN-I (̂ M - 9N-2{iN-2^ «N-2^ IN-2)^ ( ' ^ ^ - 2 ^ - /x) + , 

7-1 r^ /"I 

(5.70) 

Since the infimand is jointly convex in {a, /i), it is easy to show that the right-
hand side of (5.70) is convex in /i. 

Now let 

gN-2{4>) = [c^_2 - Civ-2] • <̂  

+ E [HN-1 ((/) - gN-2{iN-2^ i'N-2: IN-2))] 5 
(5.71) 

and 

hN-2{y) = [Civ_2 - C^r-2] • ŷ  + C?^-2 " (*^A^-2 V jl) 

+ E ^ N - 1 (/i - P N - 2 ( % _ 2 » % - 2 » IN-2)^ {SN-2 - ^)'^j 

7I r2 yi 

(5.72) 

Since 5'Ar_2(-) and^iv-2(-) are convex, letFAf_2, MAr_2,andFiv-2 bethemin-
imizers ofgN-2{<P), ^yv-2(/^), and gN-2{4>) + hN-2{(p + SAT-S), respectively. 
Note that these minimizers are independent ofyN-2- If 

^^iV-2 > J^iV-2 + SN-3, 

then by Case I of Lemma 5.1, we know that 

( ^*N-2 == 4>*N-2iyN-2, SAr-3, i}v_2^ « N - 2 ' ^iV-l) 

= l/iV-2 V F / V - 2 , 

* * / ' 1 '2 ' 1 \ 
/^iV-2 ~ AtAr-2V^A/'-2j-SA''-3)*A/'_2?^A/--2'*7V-l/ 

= (2/iV-2 + SiV-3) V MN-2 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

minimize 5'7v-2(0) + ^N-2(/w) on the region {{(j),/i) : 4> > yN-2 and /x > 
0 + SA/^-S}. Consequently, it follows from (5.70) that (0^_2,/^Ar-2'^/v-2)' 
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with 

a*N_2 = (yN-2 + 5Ar_3) V MN-2 
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+ SN-2(MN-2) - \l^*N-2 V SN-2iyN-2 + SN-S) 
+ 

is a solution of (5.69). Therefore, by Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5,1, we know 
that if (5.73) holds, then 

F/V-2 = FN-2, MN-2 = MN-2, SN-I{-) = SN-2i-)-

If 

(5.75) 

(5.76) MN-2 < FN-2 + SN-3, 

then, by Case II of Lemma 5.1, we know that 

^A^-2 — ^A^-2' 

= yN-2 V FN-2: 

'{yi 

= (FN-2 V yN-2) + Syv-3 

minimize gN-2{4') + ^iv-2(/^) on the region {(0,/i) : 4> > yN-2 and /j, > 
(f) + SN-3}- Consequently, it follows from (5.70) that {4>*j^_2, f^%_2^^N-2) 
with 

(f)*N-2 = <?^Jyr-2(2/N-2,SN-3,«Ar-2'^Ar-2'^3v-l) 

* / -1 -2 •! \ 
I^N-2 ~ l^N-2\yN-2->SN-Zif'N-2i'''N-2->'''N-V 

{5.11) 

O-Jv-2 = /^iV-2 + -^^ -2 I -^A^-2 + SA^-3 

ll*M-2 V SN-2 {yN-2 + SAT-s) 

is a solution of (5.69). Once again, by Theorem 5.3 and Lemma 5.1, we know 
that if (5.76) holds, then 

FAr_2 = FN-2. MN-2 = FN-2 + SiV-3, SN-2i-) = '^iV-2(-)- (5.78) 

Combining (5.75) and (5.78), we have the result (5.47) for A; = N—2. Repeating 
this procedure, we can prove the theorem for any period £ {1 < £ < N — 3).n 

R E M A R K 5.6 Thus, we have found a structural form of the optimal inventory-
replenishment policy with three delivery modes and demand-forecast updates— 
that is, the optimal ordering decisions for fast and medium delivery modes are 
characterized by critical numbers known as the base stocks. The base stocks 
for these modes are independent of the inventory position. However, for period 
k, the base-stock level for slow mode is a function of the slow-delivery decision 
made in period (k — l). In general, the optimal order policy for the slow mode 
is not a base-stock policy (see Feng et al [4] for details). 
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5.5. The Nonstationary Infinite-Horizon Problem 

We now consider an infinite-horizon version of the problem formulated in 
Section 5.2. By letting N = oo and 

the extended real-valued objective function of the problem is 

î n(a:n) + E«'~"^ 
k=n 

Ci(Fu) + C^(Mj,) 

+C| (5 , ) + ai/,+i(Xfc+i) , (5.79) 

where a is a given discount factor, 0 < a < 1, 

andXfc {k > n + 1 ) are defined by (5.8). Similarto(5.17)-(5.18), the dynamic 
programming equations for the problem are 

^n v^ni ^n~2i '^n—li ^n—lj n̂? '̂ n? ^n+l) 

= Hn{xn)+ inf | c i ( F ) + C- (M) + C^(5) 
M>0 
S>0 

-\-aE U^l {Xn + Sn-2 + rUn-l + F - ^„(4 , Z^,/^), S^-l, M, 5, 

7-1 T^ T^ ) 
*n+l> -'n+l> ^n+2J 

n = 1,2,.... 

(5.80) 

In what follows, we shall show that there exists a solution of the dynamic 
programming equation (5.80). Our method is that of successive approximation 
of the infinite-horizon problem by longer and longer finite-horizon problems. 
Let us therefore examine the finite-horizon approximation 

J^iXn, Sn-2, ̂ n - l , Sn-1, ^n' «n» W l (-^' ^^ ^)) 
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of (5.79), which is obtained by the first /c-period truncation of the infinite-
horizon problem. The objective function for this truncated problem is to mini
mize 

Jn,k\^ni '5n-2? ^ n - 1 ? "^T^-I, '^^, ^^, ^n+1? v-^' ^-> ^)) 

n+k r 

k=n 

-{-aHk+i{Xk+i) 

(5.81) 

Let Vn,k{xn,Sn-2,rnn-i,Sn-\,i\,^'i,i\+\) be the value function of the 
truncated problem—that is, 

{F,M,S)eAn 

4,4,ii^i,(F,M,5))}. 

Since (5.81) is a finite-horizon problem on the interval (n, n + /c), we can apply 
Theorem 5.1 to prove that Vn^ki^n-, Sn~2, ^ n - b s„_i, i^, i^, i^+i) satisfies the 
dynamic programming equations 

I ^n+i,k—i \Xn+ii Sn+i—2^1T^n+i—li Sn+i—li'^n+i^^n+i'>^n+i+l) 

= Hn+i{xn+i) + inf ^,0 {cl_,,{F) + C-+,(M) + C^+,(5) 
S > 0 

4-aE ^ n + i + l , / c - i - l (-^n+i+l(-^)5 ^ n + i - l , -A ,̂ S, 

^n+i+1' - 'n+i+l ' -'n+z+2J J J ' 

i = 0, ...,k — 1, 

Un+k,0 [Xn+ki Sn+k-2j ^ n + Z c - b ^n+fc, W/fc) 

= /f„+,(x„+fc) + inf . | „ {C„/^,(F) + C„";,(M) + C^+,(S) 
S>0 

^n+fc+l('^n+fc+l(-f^))l |> +Q;E 

(5.82) 

where ^^(F) (n + 1 < £ < n + /c) is as defined in (5.19). Similar to the 
discussion of Section 3.5, we assume that there exist constants c > 0 and 
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M > 0 such that for all /c > 1, 

\clixi) - Clix2)\ <c-\xi- X2I, (5.83) 

\CrM - Cr{x2)\ <c-\xi- X2I (5.84) 

IC'ki^i) - C'kix2)\ <c-\xi- X2\, (5.85) 

\Hk(xi) - Hkix2)\ < c • |xi - X2I, (5.86) 

Elgkillllll)]<M<oo. (5.87) 

Furthermore, we assume that 

Clit) + E [Hk+iit-gk(llllll))] - . cx) as i - . 00, (5.88) 

C]p{t) + E[Hk+,{t-gk(llllll))]->oo as i ->oo , (5.89) 

q ( 0 + E [Hk+i{t - QkilUl II))] - . 00 as t - . 00, (5.90) 

uniformly hold with respect to k, 
We state the following result for the infinite-horizon problem; its proof is 

similar to Theorem 3,6. Here we omit it. 

THEOREM 5.5 Assume that (5.1), (5.5H5.6), and (5.83H5.90) hold Then 
the limit ofVn^ki^nj ^n-2^ '^n-li Sn-lj'^ni ^ni ^n-j-l) ^^^^f^ as k -^ OO, Let the 

limit be denoted by V^{xn^ Sn~-2i '^n-ii ^n-ij^n^ ^m ^n+i)' ^^ ^^^^ ^̂ ^̂  

is a solution (9/(5.80). Furthermore, There exist functions 

^n \^n5'572—25 ̂ ^n—1? "^n—l) ^ n ' ^ n ' ^ n + l j ' 

and 

^n x^Wi ^n—2) ^n—1? -^n—1? '^n' ^n ' ^ n + l j ' 

which provide the infima in (5.80) with 

^n \^ni ^71—2-) ^n—15 ^n—l^ '^n' ^W) ^ n + 1 / 

(7^J 

( F , M , 5 ) == { [Fn{Xn, 5 n - 2 , ^71^-1, 5 n - l , i j , , l^^ ^ n + l ) ' 

lVlji\Xfi^ Sji—2) ^ n — 1 ) "̂ n—15 '^n'>'^n') ^ n + 1 / ' 
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is an optimal nonanticipative policy—that is, 

- J~(xi ,5_i,mo,5o,i^2i ,zi(^.^. 'S ')) 

= ^ inf \j^{xi,s^i,mo,so,ililil{F,M,S)) i. 
{FM.S)eA I J 

REMARK 5.7 Theorem 5.5 does not imply that there is a unique solution of 
the dynamic programming equations (5.80). Moreover, it is possible to show 
that the value function is the minimal positive solution of (5.80). Furthermore, 
it is also possible to obtain a uniqueness proof provided that the cost functions 
Chi'), C^{'), C^(), and Hni') are subject to some additional conditions. 

Next, we establish the optimality of a base-stock type policy in the same way 
as in Section 5.4. 

THEOREM 5.6 Assume that (5.1), (5.6), and (5.44) hold. Furthermore, let 
(5,86)--(5.87) hold. There are base-stock levels F^ {independent ofi/n == Xn + 
Sn-2 + ^ n - i ) <^nd Mji {independent ofyn) such that if the initial inventory 
position at the beginning period n is yn, and the slow-order quantity ordered 
in period (n — 1) is denoted by Sn~h then the optimal fast-order quantity F^ 
and the optimal medium-order quantity M^ in period n, n — 1,2,..., are as 
follows: 

F^ = {Fn-yn)^ 
M^=:{Mn-yn-Sn-l--F^) + , 

(5.91) 

Proof The proof is a standard extension of the proof of Theorem 5.4, and is 
therefore omitted. D 

5.6. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we consider a discrete-time, periodic-review inventory system 
with three delivery modes and demand-information updates. We show that 
only the fastest two modes have optimal base stocks, and provide a simple 
counterexample to show that the remaining one does not. 

Our model generalizes several special cases in the literature. Extension of 
our model to include fixed order cost as in Chapter 4 for the case of the dual 
delivery modes, would be an interesting problem for future research. Feng, 
Gallego, Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [4] also generalize the notion of the base-
stock policy to an inventory system with multiple delivery modes. For multiple 
consecutive delivery modes, they show that only the fastest two modes have 
optimal base stocks and that the remaining ones do not, in general. 
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5.7. Notes 

The chapter is based on Feng, Gallego, Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [3]. 
For the same sets of goods, companies commonly provide their customers 

with a choice between different lead times or delivery alternatives. For exam
ples, Hewlett-Packard's MODO boxes are assembled in its Singapore factory, 
but the factory allows HP's distribution centers in Roseville, CA, Grenoble, 
Guadalajara, and Singapore to choose between ocean and air shipments (Beyer 
and Ward [2]). Inventory models with more than two delivery alternatives have 
not received much attention in the literature. To our knowledge, Fukuda [5] and 
Zhang [14] are the only ones who address three-supply-mode problems. Fukuda 
[5] investigates the problem under an artificial assumption that the orders could 
be placed only in every other period. Under this assumption, he shows that 
the problem is equivalent to a two-supply-mode problem. Zhang [14] extends 
Fukuda's work to allow for three consecutive delivery modes. Zhang [14] takes 
unconstrained minimizers of the cost function as the base-stock levels for the 
three delivery modes. She uses a heuristic procedure to estimate their values. 
This method does not yield an optimal policy in general. 

Allowing for three delivery modes extends Chapter 3 and also represents an 
extension of Hausmann, Lee, and Zhang [7], Scheller-Wolf and Tayur [8], Yan, 
Liu, and Hsu [13], Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [1], and Gumani 
and Tang [6], all dealing with two delivery modes. 

Feng, Gallego, Sethi, Yan and Zhang [4] show that for problems with three or 
more consecutive modes, the base stock policies are not optimal for all but the 
fastest two modes. For problems with non-consecutive modes, the base-stock 
policy is optimal for the fastest mode, and also for the second fastest mode if it 
is consecutive to the fastest one. 
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Chapter 6 

MULTIPERIOD QUANTITY-FLEXIBILITY 
CONTRACTS 

6.1. Introduction 

As economic globalization, product proliferation and technology progres
sion continue, customer demand and market price have become highly uncer
tain across many industry sectors. Improving their ability to forecast demand 
and price have become a major challenge for many companies. At the same 
time, various supply chain management tools and instruments have emerged to 
help companies streamline their supply chain operations. Quantity-flexibility 
contracts are one of these widely used supply chain management tools. The 
quantity-flexibility contract accommodates the lead time requirement of pro
duction and procurement and allows a timely response to changing demand. 

In a stochastic production-planning environment where production and pro
curement decisions are made based on a rolling-horizon demand forecasting, 
a quantity-flexibility contract is an apparatus that can resolve clashes between 
suppliers and buyers. For each planning iteration, a flexible bound limits the 
upside and downside changes and provides a smooth production requirement 
for the suppliers. On the other hand, the contract allows an order to be increased 
or reduced with updated demand information and provides a cushion against 
demand uncertainty for the buyer. Specifically, a quantity-flexibility contract 
specifies that the supplier charges a fixed unit purchase price but gives the re
tailer a partial or full refund on the first (;q units returned, where q is the number 
of units purchased and <; G (0, 1] is the flexibility factor. Alternatively, the 
supplier allows the retailer to add an additional purchase up to c^q at the same 
or a premium price. 

In this chapter, we develop a model that analyzes a quantity-flexibility con
tract involving multiple periods, rolling-horizon demand, and forecast updates. 
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The contract permits the buyer to order at two distinct time stages—one at the 
beginning of a period and another at the time before the demand realizes at the 
end of the period. At the first stage, the buyer purchases q units of a product at 
price p. This gives him an option to purchase up to qq units of the same product 
at price pc > p3i the second stage, where 0 < <; < 1 is known as the flexibility 
bound. In addition, the buyer can purchase any amount in the spot market at 
the prevailing market price. The contract provides the buyer with both price 
and quantity protection against the demand and price uncertainties and, at the 
same time, ensures minimum production level for the supplier. 

Our model differs from most of the existing models of quantity-flexibility 
contracts in the following ways: (i) we provide a model that allows spot-market 
purchases in addition to contract purchases; (ii) the contract has a flexibility 
bound that specifies the degree of the flexibility; (iii) we model both speculative 
and reactive decisions—in particular, how both speculative and reactive decision 
are related to the information revisions, such as demand- and price-information 
updates; (iv) with stochastic comparison theory, we characterize the impacts on 
the optimal policy and profit induced by the quality of forecast updates; and (v) 
we extend our results to the multiple-period case. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we model a 
single-period contract and give some fundamental structural results. In Section 
6.3, we provide explicit optimal solutions for every possible observation of the 
signal and the market price at stage 2. For the worthless and perfect information 
updates, respectively, we obtain closed-form solutions at stage 1 in Section 6.4. 
In Section 6.5, we use the stochastic comparison theory to establish results 
relating to the quality of information revisions. The model is extended to 
allow for a finite number of periods in Section 6.6. Section 6.7 is devoted to a 
numerical example. The chapter is concluded in Sections 6.8 and 6.9. 

6.2. Model and Problem Formulation 

In this section, we design a one-period, two-stage quantity-flexibility supply 
contract between a buyer and a supplier. The contract is an agreement between 
a buyer and a supplier. The contract makes it possible for the buyer to have 
an option to increase a certain percentage of its initial orders in a later stage. 
Specially, with limited information about its customer demand and market price, 
the buyer signs a quantity-flexibility contract with the supplier that details the 
terms of supply: the purchase quantity q and the unit price p. The contract 
allows the buyer to argument the initial purchase quantity by up to an amount 
(;q in a later stage at a price pc such that pc > p. In addition to the contract, 
the buyer has an option to purchase the same product from a spot market at the 
market price. The decision and information dynamics are illustrated in Figure 
6.1. 
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At stage 1, with the knowledge of unit price p, the contract-unit price pc of 
the future optional purchase, the distribution of the spot-market price, and the 
customer demand, the buyer makes a decision of initial purchase quantity q. 
The buyer is also aware that the information of the customer demand and the 
spot-market price will be updated at stage 2. At that time, the uncertainty of 
customer demand is reduced. 

At stage 2, it is possible for the buyer to make a final adjustment in responding 
to the new information obtained between stage 1 and stage 2. The buyer can 
purchase additional product qc^ such that qc < ^q, at the contract price pc-
Moreover, the buyer can purchase the same product from a spot market at the 
market price. We further assume that the spot-market price can be modeled as 
a random variable Ps taking value in the interval \psi^ Psh] with psh > Psi > 0-
The decision at stage 2 is to choose the purchase quantity qs from the spot 
market at the prevailing market price ps and qdqc < ^q) on-contract at price 
Pc. Note that the degree of quantity flexibility is determined by the flexibility 
bound (; and the initial-purchase quantity g jointly. 

Finally, after stage 2, the customer demand realizes. The buyer is assumed 
to lose revenue r for each unit of unsatisfied demand, and excess inventory 
is assumed to have a salvage value of s. To avoid trivial cases, we assume 
throughout this chapter that 

r > max{pshjPc} and s < mm{psi,p}, (6.1) 

The above sequence of events is displayed in Figure 6.1 
We use D to denote customer demand and / to represent the information 

observed between stage 1 and stage 2. We assume that D and / are random 
variables, not necessarily independent. Let 

6(*5 •) = the joint distribution function of D and / ; 

^(•, •) = the joint density function of D and / ; 

A() = the marginal distribution function of / ; 

A() = the marginal density function of / ; 

ip{'\i) = the conditional density function of D given I = i\ 

^(•|z) = the conditional distribution function of D given I = i, 

The optimal profit is defined as 

TTI = max Hi (^) 

= max < -pq + E max Il2{q, qs, qc, I, Ps)\\ , (6.2) 
\ \0<qc<^q / ) 
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where 

= E (r-{DA{q + qs + Qc)) 

+s-{q + qs + qc- D)+ - pcQc - Paqs j ir,Ps 

(6.3) 

In (6.2), pq, represents the ordering cost incurred at stage 1. The second term of 
(6.2),Il2{q,qs,qc,I-iPs), corresponds to the random profit received by the buyer 
at stage 2 given I and Pg. Therefore, the buyer's problem is to determine the 
optimal purchase decisions, denoted hy{q*,q*,q*),for maximizing the total ex
pected profit. Clearly, q* and q* depend on q, I, and Pg. To highlight the above 
dependence, we sometimes write these contingent decisions as g*(g, I, Pg) and 
q*{q, I, Pg), respectively. To solve the problem, we first determine the optimal 
ql{q, i-iPs) and g*(g, i.,Pa) for given q,I = i and Pg — Ps—that is, first solve 

max 'U.2{q,qs,qc,hVs)- (6.4) 
0<qs<oo 
0<9c<59 

With the notation defined above, given (7, Pg) = {i,pg), equation (6.3) can be 
written as 

n2(g,gs,gc,i,Ps) 
fQ+ls+qc /"oo 

'q+qs+q, 
rq+qs+Qc 

rq+qs+qc /"oo 
/ z •'il){z\i)dz + r • {q + qg + qc) '4){z\i)dz 

Jo Jq+qs+qc 
rq+qs+Qc 

+s / [{q + qs + qc) - z] • 'ip{z\i)dz - Pcqc - Psqs-
Jo 

rq+qs+qc 
= -{r-s) [iq + qs + qc) - z] • i^{z\i)dz 

Jo 
+r-{q + qc + qs)-Pcqc-Psqs- (6.5) 

If the unit-order cost at stage 1 and the contractual unit-order cost are larger 
than the unit-order costs of the spot market at stage 2—that is, 

Psl <Psh<P< Pc, 

then for any observed market price, the best strategy is to purchase all re
quired product from the spot market—that is, g* = 0 and q* = 0. To find out 
g*(0, i,Ps), in view of (6.5), it suffices to find the value of qg that maximizes 
the function 

rqs roo rqs 

r z •'ip{z\i)dz + rqg il){z\i)dz + s [qg - z] • ilj{z\i)dz - pgqg. 
Jo Jqs Jo 
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This is a newsvendor problem, and its solution is 

q;(o,i^p,)==^-^(^L-Pi\?j 

As a result, the model described above reduces to a classic newsvendor model. If 
Psi < P < Psh < Pc. then for any observed market price, g* = 0. Consequently, 
this case is the same as the case Psi < P < Pc < Psh with ? = 0. Similarly, 
if p < psi < Psh < Pc. then g* = 0, and it is the case p < Psi < Pc < Psh 
with <;̂  = 0. In summary, based onp < pc, it suffices to consider the following 
cases: 

P<Pc<Psl< Psh] P<Psl<Pc< Psh] Psl<P<Pc< Psh^ (6.6) 

REMARK 6.1 Note that if the spot-market price is very large—that is, psi —> 
oo and p^h ^-^ oo—then the spot market is prohibitively expensive or nonexis
tent. Thus, the model reduces to a pure contract model. 

REMARK 6.2 Here the spot-market price is realized at stage 2. If we were to 
use information I to update both the demand D and the spot-marker price P5, 
an extension of the following analysis could be easily carried out. 

In the next section, we take up the buyer's problem at stage 2. 

6.3. Contingent Order Quantity at Stage 2 

In this section, we solve for the contingent order quantities for every possible 
realization of the signal / and the market price Ps at stage 2. We also characterize 
monotonicity properties of the solutions with respect to these realizations. 

THEOREM 6.1 For any observed value {i^Ps) of (I^Ps), we have the fol
lowing solutions: 

(i) if the market price turns out to be low—that is, ps < Pc—then the optimal 
reaction at stage 2 is to order all additional required product from the spot 
market. That is, 

1 + 
I ^ I r — 7 1^1 \ m-iC^-P^ 

r — s 

(ii) if the market price turns out to be high—that is, ps > Pc—then the optimal 
reaction at stage 2 is to order additional product on the contract and to order 
from the spot market only when the required product exceeds the quantity-
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flexible bound. That is, 

171 

^" -I r-pc 

r — s 
I -q 

qtiQ^hPs) ^ -I n'-Vs 

r — s 

-[ + 

i]-{l-\-<;)q 

Before giving the proof, let us explain the theorem in words. Statement (i) 
says that when the contract price pc is higher than the prevailing market price p^, 
then the buyer purchases nothing on the contract at stage 2. Instead, the buyer 
purchases the product from the spot market. The purchase quantity is deter
mined by the difference of the critical fractile of the updated demand distribution 
and the amount purchased at stage 1. The critical fractile is determined by the 
demand distribution, the sales price r, the salvage value s, and the spot-market 
price ps. When the market price ps is higher than the contractual price pc, then 
the buyer purchases on the contract first and considers purchasing from the spot 
market only after exhausting the quantity flexibility provided in the contract. 
Note that the buyer can purchase qq at most. Therefore, the marginal purchase 
price can be the contract price pc or the spot-market price ps- The buyer first 
exhausts its option to purchase on the contract with the contract price pc as 
the marginal purchasing price in the critical fractile calculation. Otherwise, in 
addition to exhausting the purchase option in the contract, the buyer purchases 
a desired additional amount from the spot market with the spot-market price ps 
as the marginal price in the critical fractile calculation. 

REMARK 6.3 When q — 0—that is, when there is no flexibility at stage 2— 
the contract price Pc does not impact the decision maker. So the optimal order 
quantity at the spot market is given by 

qtiQ^hPs) ^- r -Ps 

r — s 

A 
M 
J 

-q (6.7) 

Note that, for this special case with the assumption in which Pg has a geometric 
distribution, Gumani and Tang [12] also obtain (6.7). 

Proof of Theorem 6.1 Let us first consider (i). Note that 

max Yi2{q,qs,qc,hPs) 
0<qs<oo 

( rq+qs+Qc 
= max <r z * ip{z\i)dz 

0<qc<^q ^ ^ ^ 
POO 

+r ^ (q + qs + Qc) I IIJ[Z\I)6Z 
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rq+qs+Qc ^ 
+s [q + Qs + qc- z]- ^p{z\i)6z - pcqc - Psqs > • 

(6.8) 

It follows from simple calculations that ĝ  (g, i,Ps) given by (i) of the theorem 
maximizes 

-{r - s) / {t- z) • tp(z\i)dz + (r - ps)t + psq 
Jo 

on the interval [g, +oo). If Ps < Pc, then for any qs > 0 and qc > 0, 
•'q+qs+qc />oo 

z •'tp{z\i)dz + r • {q-\-Qs + qc) ip{z\i)6^ 
J q+qs+qc 

r q+qs+qc 
+s [q + qs + qc- z]- ip(z\i)dz - pcqc - Psqs 

Jo 
rq+qs+qc roo 

<r I z • ip{z\i)6z + r • {q + qs + qc) '4j(z\i)dz 
Jo Jq+qs+qc 

J
rq+qs+qc 

[q + qs + qc- z]- i/j{z\i)dz - ps • (qs + qc) 
0 

< max < —(r — s) / {t — z) - ip{z\i)dz + {r — ps)t-\-psq} . 
q<t<oo [ J o J 

Consequently, (0, g*(g, i,Ps)) also maximizes the following function in (q^qs), 
-q+qs+qc roo 

z • tl;{z\i)dz + r • [q + qs + qc) / ip{z\i)d:. 
Jq+qs+qc 

rq+qs+qc 

+s {q + qs + qc- z) • ip(z\i)dz - pcqc - Psqs 
Jo 

on the region [0, <^q] x [0, oo). Therefore, the proof of (i) is completed. 
Now we consider (ii). Using (6.8), it follows from simple calculations that 

•I fr-Pc 
[(1+0^1 A ^" 

r — s 
z Vg maximizes 

-1 r-ps 

-{r - s) / {t- z) • ip{z\i)dz + (r - Pc)t + Pcq 
Jo 

on the interval [q, (1 + <;)q\, and [(1 + <;)q] V ^ 

- ( r - s) I (t- z) • '4)(z\i)dz + [r - ps)t 
Jo 

r — s 
I maximizes 

+Ps • [(1 + Od A ^- 1 / 

1 \ 

fr-

V '/̂  

- P . s 

— s 

\ 
'^ I 
) 

V q 
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on the interval ((1 + ^)q^ oo). If ps > Pc^ then for any given QS > 0, qc> 0, 
5 > 0, we have 

PsQs + PcQc < Ps • {QS + S)+PC' (QC - ^ ) -

This implies that 

rq-tqs-tqc re 
/ zi){z\i)dz + r ' (q + Qs + qc) / 

Jo JQ'\ 

rq+qs+qc roo 

/ z • i;{z\i)dz + r ' {q + qs + qc) / ij{z\i)6z 
Jo Jo+Q.^^Qr 

r I zyj[z\i)az + r ' [q + qs -i- qc) I ^p{z\i)dz 
'o Jq+qs+qc 

rq+qs+qc 

+s {q + Qs + qc- z) ' i^{z\i)dz - pciqc - ^) - Ps{qs + ^) 
Jo 

"-q+qs+qc 
< r 

^0 Jq+qs+qc 
rq+qs+qc 

+ 5 / [q + qs + qc- z]' ij{z\i)dz - ps • {qs + ^c). 
Jo 

Consequently, {ql(q^ hPs)i qtiq^ hPs)) also maximizes the function 

rq+qs+qc roo 

r z ' '\l){z\i)dz + r • (g + ^5 + gc) / 'i\){^z\i)dz 
Jo Jq+qs+qc 

rq+qs+qc 

+8 {q + qs + qc- z) ' il;{z\i)dz - pcqc ~ Psqs 
Jo 

of {qciqs) on the region [0, <;g] x [0, oo). Therefore, the proof of (ii) is 
completed. D 

With an assumption that the demand D is conditionally stochastically monotone 
with respect to signal / , we provide an explicit expression of the optimal pur
chase quantity with respect to i. Without loss of generality, we assume D to 
be conditionally stochastically increasing with respect to / . For the case of a 
conditionally stochastically decreasing with respect to / , it is possible for us to 
redefine the signal / so that the case of the conditionally stochastically decreas
ing can be translated to the case of a conditionally stochastically increasing. 

T H E O R E M 6.2 Let the demand D be conditionally stochastically increasing 
with respect to L Then for an observed market price ps^ there exist i{q^Pc)> 
^{q^Pc)y Kq-iPs)* ̂ ^d i{q^Ps) defined by the relations 

^ 

^ 

-11 
1 

- 1 / 

1 

( r-pc 
\ r — s 

^r-ps 

\^ r — s 

i{Q,Pc) = g , * 

'iiq^Ps) = g , * 

1 / 

I 

11 
\ 

^r-pc\ 

\^ r — s \ 

f r-ps 

\ r — s 

^{QJPC)] = ( i + ^)g, 

KQ^PS)] = (i + 0^> 
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such that 
(i) ifVs < Pc, then 

Q*c{q^hPs) = 0, 

qtiqJ^Ps) = 

(ii) ifpc < Ps, then 

0, 

^ - 1 [ Lz££ 
' r—s i)-q, ifi>i(q,ps)\ 

(tciq^hPs) 

q^siq^hPs) = 

0, ifi<i(qjPc), 

^ " ^ ( T ^ I ^ ) - ^ , if~i{q.Pc)<i<i(q.Pc). 

if i > i{q,Pc), ^q, 

0, 

^ - 1 ( IzPs 
' r—s 

if i < i{q^Ps), 

i)-{l + q)q, ifi>i{q,ps). 

Proof Statements (i) and (ii) follow directly from the corresponding results (i) 
and (ii) in Theorem 6.1, respectively, when D is conditionally stochastically 
increasing with respect to / . D 

REMARK 6.4 Statements (i) and (ii) indicate that when the conditional de
mand distribution D given I — i has a monotonicity structure, the optimal 
purchase quantity at stage 2 has the same monotone structure with respect to 
the observed information i. 

REMARK 6.5 When <; = 0—that is, when there is no flexibility at stage 2, 
then, for any observed market price, if the conditional distribution of D given 
/ = 2 is increasing in i, the optimal spot-market purchase is 

qsiq^hPs) = 
0, if i <iiq,Ps), 

^ " ' ( T E ^ I O " ^ ' if^>^(^'P^)-
(6.9) 

Note that for this special case with the assumption in which Ps has a geometric 
distribution, Gumani and Tang [12] also obtain (6.9). 

REMARK 6.6 Note that (6.1) implies 

r > m.ax{E[Ps],Pc} and s < inm{E[Ps],p}. (6.10) 
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Regarding Theorem 6.1, since its proof is based on the classical newsboy prob
lem, it can be easily shown that if Pc < ^ < Ps^ then Qsiq^hPs) = 0, and if 
Ps ^ s < P^ then Qsiq^hPs) = 0. These are the cases that do not occur under 
(6.1), but occur under (6.10). Going along the lines of the proof of Theorem 
6.2, we can show that Theorem 6.2 holds also for these cases. 

6.4. Optimal Purchase Quantity at Stage 1 

With the knowledge of the optimal reaction plan at stage 2 derived in the 
previous section, it is possible to determine the purchase quantity q at stage 1. 
This is done by substituting in (6.2) for qs and qc by their optimal quantities 
g*(g, / , Ps) and ql{q^ / , Ps) and solving the optimization problem 

TTi* - m^xi^^pq+E^2(q.ql{qJ.Ps).ql{qJ.Ps)J.P 

(6.11) 

This is a problem of maximizing an objective function with a single variable 
g. For given values of the problem parameters and observations i and p^, it can 
be easily solved numerically. One could also use the Kuhn-Tucker theory to 
derive the first-order conditions for a maximum. Such an approach was used 
by Brown and Lee [5] on a related problem. 

For a further mathematical analysis of the problem, we need to simplify 
the distributions of the random variables involved. To begin with, we assume 
that the market price is geometrically distributed. Specifically, we make the 
following assumptions: 

ASSUMPTION 6.1 The market price Ps has the value psi with probability {3 
and the value p^h with probability (1 •- /5). 

ASSUMPTION 6.2 D is conditionally stochastically increasing with respect 
to 1. 

It is clear from (6.11) that the initial order quantity g* depends on several 
factors, including <;, It is also easy to see that the 'level" of flexibility is jointly 
determined by <; and g*. The flexibility level increases as <; increases and as 
g* increases. It is therefore important to know how g* relates to c;. This is the 
subject of the following theorem. 

THEOREM 6.3 Under Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, for a given set of purchase 
and contract prices, we have 

(i) the initial optimal order quantity g* is nonincreasing in <;\ 
(ii) the optimal expected profit is nondecreasing in <;. 
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R E M A R K 6.7 In the contractual framework, when the initial purchase quantity 
is made at stage 1, the buyer must consider not only the unit-order costs at stage 
2 but also the level of flexibility. Recall that the flexibility is jointly determined 
by flexibility factor <^ and the initial purchase quantity. To maintain a same level 
of flexibility, it is possible either to increase <; and to reduce the initial purchase 
quantity or to increase the initial purchase quantity and to reduce <;̂. 

Proof of Theorem 6.3 First, we consider the case Psi < Vc ^ Vsh- It follows 
from Theorem 6.2 that 

-pq+E\ max Ii2{q,qs,qcJ,Ps) 
\ 0<qs<oo 

—pq + P Us--r){q — z)' ip(z\i)diz + rq 
J-oo I Jo J 

r+oo r 

V(3 \{S-T)-

dA(i) 

'^~\ir-Psl)/ir-s)\i) 

^- -1 fr-psi 

+ {r-psi)-^-
1 r-psi 

r — s 

r — s 

i I +Ps/g>dA(i) 

'ilj{z\i)6z 

•'i{(l,Pc) 

/

i{q,Pc) \ [^ 1 

\{s-r) (q-z) • ip{z\i)dz-\-rq\ 
-oo L -/O J 

dA(z) 

+ (1 -(3) I Us- r) 

,^- i ( (r_p<, ) / (r - s ) | i ) 

^ 

r+oo f 

- ( ^ - ' • ) -

-1 ('^-TPc 
\ r — s 

• • - ( ^ 

• ) 

Pc. 

S 

- z 

'h 
ilj{z\i)dz 

+ ( 1 - / 3 ) 

''^~H(r-P3h)/ir-s)\i) 

1 (r -Psh 

^ 1 fr-psh ip{z\i)dz 

+ (r-Psh)''^' 
r — s 

r — s 

i ] - Pc^q + Vsh{^ + ^)q !>dA(i). 
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+(1 -(5) I US-T)- [(1 + <;)q - z] . V^(z|i)dz 
Ji{q,Pc) I Jo 

+(r - pc) • (1 + 0 ? + Peg lclA(i) 

(6.12) 

Write the above expression as F{q^ q). Then with some calculus computations, 
it yields that 

dF{q,c;) 
dq 

niiiPsi) 
= -p-\~f3 [(s - r) • ^{q\i) + r] dA(i) 

J —OO 

+ (1 - /̂ ) / " [(s - r) • ^{q\i) + r] dA(2) 

+ {l-P)pclA(i{q,Pc))-Hiiq,Pc))] 

+ (1 - /5) f ' ' ' ' ' ' {(1 + 0[(5 - r) . *((1 + < )̂g|i) + r] 
Jiiq,Pc) 

- p c ? } d A ( z ) 
r+oo 

+ ( 1 - / ? ) / [_p,<; + (i + ^)p,^]dA(i). 

(6.13) 

Furthermore, 

d^Fiq,<;) 

dq^ 
"KQ^PSI 

/

HQ^Psl) 

(s-r)- ip{q\i)dA{i) 
-OO 

{ piQ,Pc) 
J^^ ^iq\i)dAiz) 

f'i{Q,Psh) ) 
I {l + ,f-i;{{l + ,)q\i)6A{i)\, 

J^{Q,PC) ) 
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and 

dqdq 

= {l-m\{Vc-Vsh)-

niQ,Psh) 

+ / 

A(^(^,Pc))- l 

( s - r ) - * ( ( l + Og|i) 

+(^ - Pc) + (s - r)( l + q)q • ip{(l + <;)q\i) dA(z) \. 

(6.15) 

By the definitions of i{q,psh) and i{q,pc),^Q know that for 

i e [i(g,Pc), «(g,Psh)], 

the following inequality holds: 

[s-r)- <i/{{l + q)q\i) + (r - p,/,) < 0. 

Hence, (i) of the theorem follows from (6.14) and (6.15). 
If q* > 0, then 

(6.16) 

dF{q,<;) 

dq 
0. 

Q=g 

Note that q* depends on <;. Therefore, 

d<; V ^Q q^q* 

dg* dF{q\<;) 
d<; ^ dq 

il-p)q*^{Psh-Pc)-ll-Mi{q\Psh))] 

'•i{']*,Psh) 

+ / [ ( s - r ) - ^ ( ( l + <7)g*|i)+r-pddA(2)^. 

(6.17) 

Similar to (6.16), we have that for a: € [^(g*,Pc), ^(9*,P5/i)], 

{s-r)' ^((1 + c)g*|i) + r - Pc > 0. 

Consequently, (ii) of the theorem follows from (6.17). The other cases can be 
proved in a same way; the details are omitted here. D 
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REMARK 6.8 From (6.13) and (6.14), we know that \ipsi < Pc < Psh^ then 
the initial optimal order quantity q* can be uniquely solved by (6.13). In a 
similar way, by Theorem 6.2, we can also prove that if pc < Psi ^ Vsh^ then 
the initial optimal order quantity q* can be uniquely solved by 

-p + P [{s-r)- ^(g|i) + r] dA(z) 
J —OO 

-\-pPc[A{i(q,Pc)) - A{i{q,Psi))] 

+/? [ ' ' ' ' ' ' {(1 + ^)l{s - r) • ^((1 + c;)q\i) + r] - p^c;} dA(z) 

/•OO 

+/? / [-pc<r+(l + cWldAW 
-^iiQyPsl) 

niQ^Pc) 

+ (1- /5 ) / [ ( s - r ) - ^ (g | z )+ r ]dA(z ) 

+(l-/3)pc[A(«(g,Pc))-AWg,Pc))] 

+(1 - P) [ ' ' ' ' ' ' {(1 + c)[(5 - r) • ^((1 + ^)q\i) + r] - p,<r} dA(i) 

r+oo 

+(1 - /5) / [-Vc^ + (1 + Om]dA(i) = 0. 

(6.18) 

REMARK 6.9 We call dF(g*,<7)/d? \hQ flexibility value rate. Using (6.17), 
we have that \fpsi <Pc< Psh, 

d<;2 

{l-m-[{Psh-Pc)ll-A{i{q\Psh))]-^ 

+ - r - • / ' ' [(^ - 0 • ^((1 + < )̂̂ *I0 + r - Pc] dA(i) 

-{r-s)((^q*f + il + <^)q*-^y 
i(q\Psh) "I 

V'((l + 09*N)dA(z) . 
iiQ*,Pc) J 

(6.19) 

Let <; be the solution of 
d'i"(g*,^) 

d<;2 0. 
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Then we know that the flexibility value rate is increasing on [0, ?] and nonin-
creasing on (?', oo). Thus, ^ is the critical number that makes the flexibility 
value rate to be largest. Although the larger the flexibility factor q is, the higher 
profit is, when the buyer considers the expense of flexibility, the buyer often 
chooses ?'as the flexibility factor. 

6.4.1 The Case of Worthless Information Revision 
The case of worthless-information revision is that the information / ob

served between stage 1 and stage 2 cannot further reduce the demand uncer
tainty. Mathematically, the random variables / and D are independent. Hence, 
^(.|i) = ^(.) and e(-, •) = A(-) • *(•)• From Theorem 6.1, ql{q,i,Ps) and 
g*(g, i,Ps) are independent of z. Therefore, in this subsection, we denote them 
as ql[q,Ps) and q*s{q,Ps), respectively. 

THEOREM 6.4 (WORTHLESS-INFORMATION REVISION). In addition to 
Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, we also assume that ^(-li) = ^(O and 9(-, •) = 
A ( - ) • * ( • ) • 

(A) Ifp < inm{psijPcjPsh}> then the optimal order quantities are given by 

= ^ — • p 

r — s 
(fciq'.Psi) = qliq'^Psi) = o 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by ^"^ {{r — p)/{r — s))] and 
the optimal expected profit is 

{T — s) j z • h{z)dz, 
Jo 

(B) Ifp > inin{psijPc^Psh}^ then we have the following three subcases, 
(B.l) When [—p + (Spsi + (1 ~ P)Pc] ^ 0, the optimal order quantities are 

given by 

* ^ ^-if-p+ppsi + {i-(^y 

q*c{q*^Psi) = 0, 

q*s(q\psi) = ^ . 
r — s 

ql{q*^Psh) = q*s{q\psh) = 0\ 

{l-f3)(r-s) 

-I (r-psi 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 

/? . ^ - 1 (^!:Il££i^ + (1 _ ^) . ^ -iir-psi\ , ... ŝ ^ ,̂_i / - p + fe/ + ( l - / 3 ) r 
{1-(5)(T-S) 
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and the optimal expected profit is 

(3 / zhilj{z)dz + (1-P) / zip{z)dz \ . 

(B.2) When [-p + /Spsi + (1 - P)pc] < 0 and 

I-P + PPsl + (1 - P)Pc + (1 + 0 ( 1 - /^)fe/. - Pc)] > 0, 

/̂lefT the optimal order quantities are given by 

* ^ _ l _ ^ - i / ( I - m-^<^){r-Pc)-p-^PPsi + (1 - /?)Pc 

QciQ^^Psl) = 0, 

^ r — s 

QciQ^Psh) = <iq\ 
ql{q.\psh) = 0; 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 

. ^ _ . ^ , p - l ( { l - m + ^){r -Pc)-P + (Spsl + (1 - (3)Pc\ 

^ ^^' V ( l - « ( l + 0 ( r - s ) ; 

+/?.^-W^-^^' 
r — s 

ancf the optimal expected profit is 

( rq*+q*s{Q*,Psi) /•(i+<r)9* ) 
{r-s)lp z- ip{z)dz + {l- (3) z- il){z)6z \ . 

(B.3) When [-p + (3psi + (1 - (3)pc] < 0 and 

[-P + fe/ + (1 - (5)pc + (1 + c )̂(l - (3)(psh - Pc)] < 0, 

the optimal order quantities are given by 

g* - 0, 

ql(q\Psi) = 0, 

qciQ^Psh) = 0, 

?:(«•, m) = * - ' ( ^ ) ; 
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the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 

and the optimal expected profit is 

(3 z- ip{z)dz + (1 - /?) / z- tp{z)dz > . 

R E M A R K 6.10 When <̂  = 0, the results of (B.l) and (B.2) are the same. 
Furthermore, if p > f3psi + (1 - ^)Psh^ then p > (3psi + (1 - (3)pc. Therefore, 
when <; — Q, from Theorem 6.4 (B.2) and (B.3) we have that \ip < (3psi + (1 — 
P)Psh^ then the optimal order quantities are given by 

^ il-P)ir-s) ' 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 

(6.20) 

and the optimal expected profit is 

{ rQ*+Q*siQ*^Psi) /•<?* "1 

(3 z- ip{z)dz + {l- (5) Z' il){z)dz \ . 

(6.21) 

lfp> jSpsi + (1 — (3)Psh-> then the optimal order quantities are given by 

r — s 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 

p. ^-1 ("j^) +(!-/?)• ^-' (''-;rzf) 5 
(6.22) 
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and the optimal expected profit is 

{ pqliq* .Pal) rql{q*,Psh) l 

/? / z- ^{z)(\z + {1-P) z- ijiz)dz \ . 
(6.23) 

These results are also obtained by Gumani and Tang [12] when ^(•) is a normal 
distribution. 

REMARK 6.11 When 13 = 0, the spot-market price is definitely higher than 
the unit price at stage 1. From Theorem 6.4 (B.l), we get that the optimal order 
quantity is 

g* = ^ ^ ' 
r — s 

the optimal expected total order quantity is 

and the optimal expected profit is 

{r-s) / zil;(z)6z. (6.25) 
Jo 

This is the same as Theorem 4 (b) of Brown and Lee [5] with ^(•) being a 
normal distribution. 

Proof of Theorem 6.4 Here we give only a proof of (B. 1) and (B .2), since the 
other results in the theorem can be established similarly. Since p > psi in Case 
B, then in view of p < pc and (6.6), we have 

Psi <P<Pc< Psh- (6.26) 

Thus, 

T — S J \ T — S J \T — S 

It suffices to show that when (3psi + (1 "~ (^)Pc > P-> (f given in (B.l) is a 
maximizer of the function 

Hi[q] = -pq+E [n2(g, q*M Ps). q*ciq. Ps), / , Ps)] ; 
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and when (3psi + (1 - f3)Pc < P and [-p + (3psi + (1 - P)pc + {1+ <;){!-
P)(Psh — Pc)] > 0, q* given in (B.2) is a maximizer of n i (g) . 

First we look at the proof of (B. 1). The proof is divided into three subcases. 
CaseB.1.1: [q > ^-\{r - Psi)/{r - s))] 
By Theorem 6.1, 

QciQ^Psi) "= q*s{q,Psi) = QciQ^Psh) = q*s{q^Psh) = o. 

Then 

ni(q) = -pq + s {q- z)- i;{z)dz + r z- ip{z)dz + rg[l - ^{q)]. 
Jo Jo 

This implies that 

dU,{q) 

dq 
= -p + s-'^{q)+r[l-'^{q)] 

= r — p — {r — s) • "^(q) 

< r-p-(r -psi) 

< 0. 

Hence, Ui{q) is decreasing in [^ ^{{r — psi)/{r — s))^ CXD). 
CaseB.1.2: [^-'{{r - pc)/ir - s)) < q < ^''{{r - psi)/{r - s))] 
It follows from Theorem 6.1 that 

niW -pq+Vi{r,s,Psi) + pPsiq 

+ a-(3)\s [\q-z)-i;iz)dz 
L Jo 

-\-r z • ip{z)dz + rg • (1 - ^ (g) ) 
Jo 

where 

V/(r,s,ps/) 

= / 3 | - ( r - 5 ) 

+ {r-psi)-'^-

'^-H(r-Psl)/ir-s)) 

r — s 
ip{z)dz 

r — s 

Therefore, 

dni(g) 
dg 

< -p + Ppsi + {1 - P)pc. 
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This implies that Hi (g) is increasing on the interval [^ ^{{f~Pc)/{f~s)).,q*] 
and decreasing on the interval [g*, ^~^ ( ( r — Psi)/{r — s))]. 

CaseB.1.3: [q < "^'^ir - Pc)/{r - s))] 
Proceeding as in Case B.1.2, we can show that Ili(q) is increasing on the 

interval [0, ^ ~ ^ ( ( r - p c ) / ( r - s))]. 
Combining Cases 1-3 completes the proof for (B.l). 
Finally, we look at (B.2). Similarly, the proof is also divided into several 

cases. 
Case B.2.1: [q < ^ - ^ ( ( r - Psh)/{r - s)) and (1 + q)q < ^ " ^ ( ( r -

Psh)/ir - s))] 
Ili{q) can be written as 

n i ( ^ ) = -pq + Vi{r,s,Psi)-\- /3psiq 

+ ( l - / ? ) | - ( r - . ) -

Jo 
r-Psh 

-1 / ^ - Psh 

r — s 

Pc^q 

^{z)6z 

-Psh * •1 Psh 
(l + <̂ )9 

Consequently, by [-p + /3p,/ + (1 - (5)pc + (1 + <;)(! - (3){psh - Pc)\ > 0, 

6Ui(q) 

dq 
= -p + PPsl + (1 - /3) l-Pc^ + Pshi'^ + ^)] > 0. 

So Ui{q) is increasing for q satisfying q < ^ ^{{r — Psh)/{f — s)) and 
{1 + c;)q <^'\{r - psh)/(r - s)). 

CaseB.2.2: [q < ^-H{r-psh)/{r-s)), {l+<;)q > ^-\{r-psh)/{r-s)) 
and (1 + <;)q < ^ - ^ ( ( r - Pc)/{r - s))] 

Under this case, ITi {q) can be written as 

n i (g ) = -pq+Vi{r,s,Psi) + i3psiq 

+ ( 1 - /?) I - (r - s) y^ l{l + <;)q-z]- ijiz)dz 

+ r • (l + q)q-pc<^q}. 

Consequently, 

dn i (g ) 

dg -P + PPsl 

+ (1 - /?) [ - ( r - 5)(1 + <̂) • ^ ( ( 1 + q)q) + r • (1 + <?) - pc^] 
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In the following, if (l + ( r )*- i ( ( r -p5/ i ) / ( r - s ) ) > * - i ( ( r - p c ) / ( r - s ) ) , 
we go to Cases B.2.3 and B.2.5-B.2.7. If (1 + ^)'^~^{{r - Vsh)/{r - s)) < 
^~^((r - PC)I{T - s)), we go to Cases B.2.4-B.2.7. 

Case B.2.3: [q < ^ - i ( ( r - p , / , ) / ( r - 5 ) ) a n d (1 + 0 ? > ^''\{r-Vc)/{r-
s))] 

We have 

ni(9) 

+ ( l - ^ ) | - ( r - . ) -

/•*-i((r-pc)/(r-s)) 

+r •^" 1 n'-Pc 

r — s 

^ 

Pc 

1 f ̂ 1^) - ; 
\r-sj \ 

U-i f !LZ )̂ 
L \r-s J 

• '0(2;)d2; 

-Q | . 
J 

Then 

dni(g) 
dg 

= -p + ppsl + (1 - /3)pc < 0. 

Case B.2.4: [^- i((r - Psh)/{r - s)) < q < ^-\{r - pc)/{r - s)), and 
(l + < ^ ) g < ^ - i ( ( r - p , ) / ( r - s ) ) ] 

We have 

niW 

+(1 - /̂ ) { - (̂  - )̂ ŷ  [(1+^)'? - 1̂ • ^w^^ 

+ r ( l + (;)g-pc<rg 

Consequently, 

dni(g) 
dg 

= -P + PPsl 
+ (1 - /?) [-(r - s)(l + <;) • ^((1 + <;)q) + r • (1 + <;) - p^^]. 

Case B.2.5: [^-^((r - Psh)/{r - s)) < q < ^-\{r - pc)/{r - s)), and 
{l-h<^)q>^-H{r-Pc)/ir-s))] 
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We have 

n i ( g ) 

= -pq + Vi{r, s.psi) + (3psiq 

+ ( l - / 3 ) { - ( r - s ) . 
^^-H{r-Pc)/ir-s)) 

1 r-pc 

187 

4 - 7 . . ^ -

r — s 

^^ 

Pc 

1 fr-pc 
r — s 

ip(z)dz 

*î )-]}-
Then 

dn i (g ) 

dq 
= -p-\-(3psi + {l-(3)pc<0. 

Case B.2.6: [ ^ - i ( ( r - Pc)/(r - s)) < q < ^ - ^ ( ( r - p , 0 / ( ^ - s))] 
We have 

n i ( g ) = -pq + Vi{r,s,Psi)-}-l3psiq 

+ (1-P)l -{r-s) [q- z] •ip{z)6z + rq\. 

Consequently, 

dn i (g ) 

d^ 
- -p + l3psi + {l-(3)l-(r-s)-^{q)-i-r] 

< -p + (5psi + (l-P)Pc 

< 0. 

CaseB.2.7: [q > ^'Hir - Psi)/ir - s))] 
We have 

n i (g ) = -Pq + P\ - {r- s) [q- z]-'(p{z)dz-\-rq\ 

+(1-P)l -{r-s) [q-z]-2p(z)dz-^rqy 

Consequently, 

dn i (^ ) 

dq 
= -p + Pl-{r - s) • ̂ ( g ) + r] + (1 - l3)[-{r - s) • ^{q) + r] 

< -p + (3psi + {l-(3)pc 

< 0. 
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According to (1 + c,)^-^((r - Psh)l{r - s)) > ^ -^ ( ( r - pc)/ir - s)) 
or (1 + q)^-\ir - psh)/(r - s)) < ^-\ir - Pc)/(r - s)), (B.2) follows 
from CasesB.2.1-B.2.3andB.2.5-B.2.7 or Cases B.2.1-B.2.2andB.2.4-B.2.7, 
respectively. D 

We now provide intuitive insights into the various results obtained in Theorem 
6,4. Case A addresses the situation when the initial unit-order cost is less than 
the lowest possible market price. In this case, if the observed information is 
useless, then the buyer gains nothing by delaying his purchase to stage 2. Thus, 
the entire purchase is made at stage 1, and nothing is purchased at stage 2. 
Indeed, in this case, the contract is of no value. 

In Case B, we have (6.26). Clearly, QciQ^^Psi) = 0 in this case. 
In (B. 1), the expected relevant price at stage 2 is clearly Ppsi + (1 — P)Pc^ and 

it is higher than the initial price p. Therefore, the buyer will buy a sufficiently 
large quantity q* at the initial price p so that he would not need to buy any 
quantity at all when the market price is high. Moreover, q* will not be too large 
to prohibit the buyer from taking advantage of buying in the market when the 
spot price is low. 

We now consider (B.2) and (B.3). Note that since <? > 0, the condition 

P > PPsl + (1 - P)Psh + (1 - P)^ • {Psh - Pc) (6.28) 

in (B.3) implies p > (3psi + (1 — (^)Pc- Thus, in both cases (B.2) and (B.3), 
f^Psi + (1 ~ l^)Pc is lower than the initial price p. In contrast to (B.l), it seems 
reasonable, therefore, to reduce or completely postpone the purchase to stage 
2 in (B.2) and (B.3). The (B.3) condition (6.28), however, also implies p > 
(3psi+(1—(^)Psh' This says that the expected market price at stage 2 is lower than 
the initial price p, which argues for a complete postponement of the purchase. 
Consequently, the initial purchase quantity is zero, and the entire respective 
newsvendor quantity is bought from the market depending on the prevailing 
market price at stage 2. 

This leaves us with (B.2), where we still have p > Ppsi + (1 — P)Pc^ but we 
do not have (6.28). In other words, the high market price psh is not low enough 
for (6.28) to hold and thus argues perhaps for a reduction in the initial purchase 
amount rather than a complete postponement. Let us therefore consider an 
initial purchase of one unit at stage 1 and <; unit at stage 2. Clearly, the purchase 
of q unit at stage 2 will take place at psi when the market price is low and at pc 
when the market price is high. Thus, the per unit expected cost of a reduced 
purchase at stage 1 followed by an additional purchase up to the contracted 
amount is 

P + /3<iPsi + (1 - (3)<;pc 
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On the other hand, a complete postponement of the purchase of a unit to stage 
2 has the expected cost 

PVsl + (1 - P)Psh-

Thus, if 
P + (i'^Psl + (1 - (^)^Pc 

! + <; 
-that is, if 

< Ppsi + (1 - (5)psh 

P < PPsl-^i^-(^)Psh + {'^-P)<^-{Psh-Pc) 

= f3psi + {l-^)pc + {l-m^+<^)iPsh-Pc), (6.29) 

then it is better to reduce the initial purchase than to postpone it completely. 
This is precisely the result obtained in (B.2). 

By comparing our result with (6.21), it is possible to demonstrate that the 
difference between the contract and no contract is 

(i+?)9* 
(6.30) ( l - / ? ) ( r - s ) / z-^(z)dz, 

Jq* 

ifl-p + pPsi + (l-P)pc]<Omd 

I-P + ^Psl + (1 - mPc + (1 + 0 ( 1 - l3)iPsh - Pc)] > 0. 

We denote this gap as the value of flexibility. Equation (6.30) indicates that the 
value of flexibility is always positive. As long as the prices of different sources 
satisfy the following condition, [—p + Ppsi + (1 — /3)pc] < 0 and 

I-P + PPsi + (1 - (3)pc + (1 + <;){! - (3){psh - Pc)] > 0, 

the above observation reveals the fact that it is beneficial for the buyer to seek 
a supply contract even demand information revision is worthless. 

If p > mm{psi,Pc,Psh} and 

[-p + fe/ + ( l - / ? ) P c ] > 0 

—that is, if the contract-unit price is high, it follows from Theorem 6.4 that 
the profits are the same for both contract and no-contract case. As a result, the 
value of quantity flexibility is zero. Similarly, if [—p + f3psi + (1 — P)Pc] < 0 
and 

I-P + PPsl + (1 - /?)Pc + (1 + 0 ( 1 - (3){psh - Pc)] < 0, 

the value of quantity flexibility is also zero. 
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6.4.2 The Case of Perfect Information Revision 
In this subsection, we study the second extreme case where the information 

revision is perfect. The perfect-information revision represents a scenario such 
that the demand D can be completely determined by the information / observed 
between stage 1 and stage 2. In other words, it is possible to characterize the 
demand D by information / , e.g., D = r{I). Let O(-) be the distribution 
function of D. Parallel to Theorem 6.4, for the case of perfect-information 
revision, we present the following theorem. 

THEOREM 6.5 (PERFECT-INFORMATION REVISION) In addition to As
sumptions 6.1 and 6.2, we also assume that D = T{I). 

(A) IfPsi < Pc> then the optimal order quantity q* at stage I is the solution 
of the following equation 

-V + PPsl + (1 - P)Pc + (1 - / ? ) ( ! + <;){Psh - Pc) 
+ [s-Pp,i-{l-P)pc]-eiq) 

+{1 - m + <^)iPc - Psh) • e ( ( i + <:)q) = 0 
(6.31) 

with the convenience q* = 0 if the solution of (6.31) does not exist. The optimal 
order quantities at stage 2 are 

(fc((t^hPsl) = 0, 

(l*s(Q*^hPsl) = lr{i)-q*]'^, 
(fc{q\hPsh) = [r(i) - 5*]+A (<;g*), 

ql(q\hPsh) = [T(z)-(i-^?)g*]+, 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 

roo 
q*+ [z- q*]dQ(z), 

Jq* 

and the optimal expected profit is 

pq* roo 

r • EID] -s zdQ{z) - (3psi / zdQ{z) 
Jo Jq* 

{ r{l+<;)q* roo ^ 

Pc zde(z)+psh zde{z)}. 
Jq* J{l+<;)q* J 

(6.32) 
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(B) Ifpsi > Pc> then the optimal order quantity q* at stage 1 is the solution 
of the following equation 

-P - ^Pc + (1 + ^)lPPsl + (1 - P)Psh] + (5 - Pc) • e{q) 

+(1 + Obc - PPSI - (1 - f3)psh] • e ( ( i + ^)q) = 0 
(6.33) 

with the same convenience stated in (A). The optimal order quantities at stage 
2 are 

ql{q\hPsl) = [T{i)-q*]-^ ^{<;q*), 

ql(q\hPsl) = [ r ( 2 ) - ( l + c)g*]+, 

ql(q\hPsh) = [T{i)-q*]^ ^{<;q*), 

q*s(q\hPsh) = [ r ( i ) - ( l + ^)g*]+, 

the optimal expected total order quantity is 

POO 

g*+ / [z-q*]dQ{z), 
Jq* 

and the optimal expected profit is 

r • E[D] - s / zdOiz) - pc zdQiz) 
Jo Jq* 

roo 

-WPSI + (1 - P)Psh] / ^de(^). (6.34) 

Proof The proof of the theorem is the same as the proof of Theorem 6.4. D 

REMARK 6.12 When <: = 0, from Theorem 6.5 (A) we get that if p > /Spsi + 
(1 — (3)psh, then the optimal order quantities 

q* = 0, 

q*s{q*,hPsi) = r{i), 

ql{q\hPsh) = T{i), 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by E[D], and the optimal 
expected profit is 

vE[D]-[^Psi-^(l-(5)psh]-m]\ 
(6.35) 
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and if p < ppsi + (1 — /3)psh, then the optimal order quantities 

* ^ Q-l f (^Psl + (^ - ^)Psh - P\ 
^ \f3psi + il-f3)Psh-sJ' 

(l*s{(f4^Vsl) = ( r ( i ) - ^ * ) + , 

q*s{q\hPsh) = ir{i)-q*)'^; 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 
roo 

q*+ / [z-q*]de{z); 

and the optimal expected profit is 

rq* roo 

r • E[D] -s zde{z) - Ppsi / ^de(^) 
Jo Jq'' 

POO 

-{^-P)Psh zdOiz). (6.36) 
Jq* 

Gumani and Tang [12] also get these results when 6 ( ) is normal distribution. 

REMARK 6.13 If/? = 0—that is, the spot-market price is Psh with probability 
one—this equals to that the buyer completely knows the spot-market price at 
stage 1. If pc < Psh^ froiî  Theorem 6.5 we get that the optimal order quantity 
q* at stage 1 is the solution of the following equation 

0 = -p + Pc + il + ^)iPsh-Pc)^ls-Pc]-Q{q) 
+ (l + 0 ( P c - p . / z ) - e ( ( l + Og) (6.37) 

with the convenience q* = 0 if the solution of (6.37) does not exist. The optimal 
order quantities at stage 2 are 

ql{q\hPsh) = [T(i) - g*]+A (eg*), 

qs{Q*.i.Psh) = [ T ( i ) - ( l + (r)g*]+, 

the optimal expected total order quantity is given by 
/*oo 

q*+ / [z-q*]de{z), 
Jq* 

and the optimal expected profit is 

r • E[D] -s zde{z) - pc zde{z) 
Jo Jq* 

+Psh / zde{z). (6.38) 
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Suppose that 0 ( ) is normal distribution. Compared with Theorem 4 (a) of 
Brown and Lee [5], because the buyer loses flexibility in the contract purchase 
at stage 2 if it does not purchase anything at stage 1, to hedge this flexibility 
it has to purchase some quantity at stage 1. Thus the results obtained here are 
different from Theorem 4 (a) of Brown and Lee [5]. 

LEMMA 6.1 With Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, and the condition psi < Pc, equa
tion (6.31) has a solution q* > Q if and only if (6.29) holds. 

Proof Setting q = Om (6.31) and using (6.29) and the fact that 6(0) = 0, we 
obtain 

-p + Ppsi -1- (1 - f3)pc + {1-P)(1 + <;){psh - Pc) 
+ [s - (3psi - (1 - (5)pc] • 6(0) - (1 - m + c;){p,^ - p,) . 6(0) 

= -p + (3psi + (1 - I3)pc + (1 - /3)(1 + c;){p,h - Pc) 

> 0. (6.39) 

In view of lim^-^oo G)(g) = 1 and Assumption (6.1), we have 

-p + (3psi + (1 - (3)pc -f (1 - / ? ) ( ! + c^)(psh - Pc) 

+ ls - (3p,i - (1 - f3)pc] • l im6(g) 

- ( ! - / ? ) ( ! + <^)ipsh - Pc) • lim 6((1 + 0^) 

— S — p 

< 0. (6.40) 

Taking the derivative of the left-hand side of (6.31) with respect to g, we obtain 

6[[s-^Psi-{l-p)Pc]-Q{q) 

- ( ! - / ? ) ( ! + Ofe/. - Pc) • 6((1 + <;)q) \ / 6q 

d6(g) 
[S - PPsl - (1 - P)Pc] 

-(i-p){i + ^y(p^f^-p^) 

6q 

de{x) 

x=(l4-?)g da: 

Since psi < Pc and s < psi as assumed in (6.1), we have 

s - PPsi - (1 - P)Pc < s- (3psi - (1 - (3)psi 
= S-psi 

< 0. 

(6.41) 
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Thus, the derivative in (6.41) is strictly negative. The lemma follows from 
(6.39)-(6.41). D 

LEMMA 6.2 With Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, and the condition psi > Po equa
tion (6.33) has a solution g* > 0 if and only if 

-V - ^Pc + (1 + <^)ll3psi + (1 - P)Psh] > 0. (6.42) 

Proof Setting q = Oin (6.33) and using G(0) = 0 and (6.42), we have 

-P - <:Pc + (1 + <^WPSI + (1 - /3)Psh] 
+(s - pc) • 6(0) + (1 + <r)bc - f^psi - (1 - P)psh] • e(0) 

= -p- <;pc + (1 + ^)Wsi + (1 - /5)Ps/i] 
> 0, (6.43) 

and 

-P - ^Pc + (1 + ^WPSI + (1 - /?)Psh] + (s - Pc) • lim e(g) 

+(1 + Obc - PPsi - (1 - fflp.J • lim 0((1 + c;)q) 
q—*oo 

= -p + S 
< 0. (6.44) 

Furthermore, taking the derivative of the left-hand side of (6.33) with respect 
to q and using the facts s < p < Pc^Psh > Psh and the condition psi > Pc, we 
obtain 

x={l+q)q 

d^-p-<;Pc + il + <?)[fe/ + (1 - P)Psh] + (s - Pc) • Q{q) 

+ (1 + 0[Pc - PPSI - (1 - mpsh] • e ( ( l + ^)q)\/dq 

= {l + ^?\Pc-(3psi-(l-P)Psh]-^ 
0: 

N de(g) 
Hs~Pc)--^ 

< 0. (6.45) 

The lemma follows from (6.43H6.45). D 

THEOREM 6.6 Under Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, the flexibility value is either 
zero or a decreasing function of (3 in both the worthless and the perfect infor
mation cases. 
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Proof First, consider the case of worthless information. Using Theorem 6.4, 
we know that the flexibility value is zero if any one of the following conditions 
holds. 

(\)V<Vsl\ 
(ii) p > psi and (3psi + (1 - (3)Pc > P\ 
(iii) p > psi and p > ppsi + (1 - ^)Psh + (1 - P)<^{Psh - Pc)-
Thus, we need only to prove the theorem in case (B.2) of Theorem 6A—that 

is, when p > psi and 

(5psl + (1 - (5)pc <P< (3psl + (1 - ^)Psh + (1 - P)<^iPsh - Pc)-

In this case, the flexibility value is obtained in (6.30), which is clearly decreasing 
in/5. 

Now consider the case of perfect information. We must consider the follow
ing four cases: 

(A.l)psZ <Pc, P< PPsl + (1 - P)Psh\ 

(A.2)Psl <Pc, l3psl + {'\--P)Psh<P<^Psl + il-P)Psh + {l-P)^{Psh-

Pc)\ 

(A.3) Psi < Pc, f3psl + (1 - f3)Psh + (1 - P)'^iPsh - Pc) < P\ 

(B) Psi > Pc-
The optimal solutions in the first three cases (A.l), (A.2), and (A.3) are given 

in Theorem 6.5 (A), and the optimal solution in case B is given in Theorem 6.5 
(B). In (A.3), we know from Lemma 6.1 that q* = 0, which implies that the 
flexibility value is zero. Below we provide the details of the proof only in case 
(A.l), since the proofs in cases (A.2) and (B) follow in the same way. 

In case (A.l), if there is no contract, then we would have <7 = 0. Then the 
condition of the case implies that the inequality (6.29) is satisfied with <;̂  = 0. 
By Lemma 6.1, therefore, the optimal q* in Theorem 6.5 (A) would be given 
by solving (6.31) with c = 0, which we write as 

,g = e-'(-^ + f-' + i;-g^"|. (6.46) 
\-s + (3psi + {l- (3)psh 

Moreover from Theorem 6.5 (A), the optimal order quantity at stage 2 regardless 
of the market price could be 

[r«-gSr, i = l,2. 
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By (6.46), we have 

-V + PVsl + (1 - (^)Vc + (1 - /3)(1 + <;){Vsh - Pc) 

+[s-PPsi-ii-P)Pc]-e{qi) 
+(1-/?)(! +0(pc - P./z) • e((i + 0%*) 

= {Psh - Pc)ii - )̂[e(go*) - (1 + c) • e((i + 0̂ 0*)] 
+ {l-P){Psh-Pc)S 

< 0. (6.47) 

Thus, the solution q* given by (6.31) with <r > 0 is smaller than gj ordered 
in the absence of a contract. In other words, the buyer purchases less at stage 
1 when he has a contract (<; > 0). Then from Theorem 6.5 (A) and equation 
(6.32), the difference of the expected profits with and without the contract is 

( i - /5) | -p ,y^ zdeiz) 

+Psh ' sign((l + c)g* -Qo)- / zd&iz) \ 

+{S-PPSI) zde{z), (6.48) 

1, 
- 1 , 
0, 

if x > 0, 
if x < 0, 
if x = 0. 

where 

sign(x) 

From (6.48), we know that under (A.l), the contract improves the buyer's 
expected profit. Furthermore, the smaller the value of (3 is, the larger the value 
of flexibility is. This completes the proof. D 

6.5. Impact of Forecast Accuracy 

In this section, we investigate the impact of forecast accuracy. We start with 
an alternative definition of the accuracy for forecast. 

DEFINITION 6.1 Consider two random variables X and Y. We say that X is 
of a higher increasing convex order than Y, denoted by X >jj. Y, if 

E[H{X)] > E[H{Y)] (6.49) 

for all nondecreasing convex function H{*), 
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Clearly, if E[X] = E[Y] and X >-^^ Y, then 

Var(X) > Var(y). (6.50) 

Furthermore, X >|j, F if and only if there exists a random variable e, with 
E[£|l^] > 0 almost surely, such that 

X = Y-^e. 

That is, X has more noise than Y (see Brumelle and Vickson [6]). 
These two facts may give us an intuitive explanation of why X is said to 

be of a higher increasing convex order than Y. For more discussion on in
creasing convex order, the readers are referred to Song [23] and Shaked and 
Shanthikumar [22]. 

Consider two systems 1 and 2, which face demands D^ and D^, respectively. 
We assume all other parameters to be the same for both systems. For simplicity, 
we also assume that both systems observe the same signal / in updating their 
respective demands. To be specific, demands D^ and D^, following Chapter 3, 
can be written as 

D"" = <PHI,R^) and D^ = <f^(I,R^), 

where R} and R'^ are independent random variables. Then (^^(i, R^) represents 
the updated demand based on the observed information i of / for system k, k = 
1,2. Furthermore, we say that the demand forecast for system 2 is more accurate 
under the increasing convex order than the demand forecast for system 1, if 
(/?̂ (z, R^) >j^ (/? (̂i, R"^) for each observed value i. It follows, therefore, that 
if E[(^i(z,i?i)] = E[ip'^{i,R'^)] and (p^(i,R^) >^^ ^'^{i,R'^) for Qach i, th^n 
the variance of the updated demand of system 1 is larger than that of system 2 
for each i. In this case, we can now prove the intuitive result that the expected 
profit of a system with more accurate forecasts than another's is higher. 

THEOREM 6.7 If for each observed value i of I, E[(p^{i,R^)] = E[(^^(i,i?^)] 
and if^ {i-,R^) >ic f"^ {h R'^), then the expected profit for system 1 is lower than 
that for system 2, ceteris paribus. 

REMARK 6.14 This theorem claims an intuitive fact—that is, the more accu
rate the information that the buyer will obtain is, the more profit that the buyer 
will earn eventually is. 

Proof of Theorem 6.7 Let IlK^, gc^^s^^^^s) be the conditional expected 
profit, as defined in (6.3), of system k at stage 2 given / and Pg. If we could 
show that for any given g > 0 and any observed value {i^Ps) of (/, Ps), 

max I[\{q,qc,qs,hPs) < rfiOD^ UHq^qc^qsJjPs), (6.51) 
0<qs<oo 0<qs<oo 
0<qc<<iq 0<qc<<;q 
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then 

E max U.l{q,qc,qs,I,Ps) 
\ 0<9s<oo / 
\0<qc<<iq / 

< E f max ni(g, qc, g ,̂ / , Ps) ] , (6.52) 
\0<<jc<?q / 

and in turn, 

^^ \ ~P^ + ^ n3?^^ n2(g, gc, ^5, /, Ps) > 
q>0 \ 0<qs<oo / 

I \ 0 < q c < c q / J 

<max<-pq+E{ max n2(g,gc,^s,^,^s) > • 
g > 0 \ 0<gs<oo ^ / 

.̂ \0<qc<'iq / J 

Thus, we have the theorem if we prove (6.51). To this end, it is sufficient to 
show that for any given g > 0, ĝ  > 0, and qc^ 0 < qc < <^q^ 

^liQ^Qcqs.hPs) <^2iQ^QcjqsJ,Ps)- (6.53) 

To prove (6.53), let ̂ ^(2;|i) and ip'^{z\i) be the conditional distribution and 
the conditional density of Z)'̂  for system fc given i, respectively. That is, '^'^{z\i) 
and ilj^{z\i) are distribution and density of (p'^(i, R^), respectively. Note that 
by (6.5), 

rq+qc+Qs 

n2(g,gc,gs,«,Ps) = / -ir-s)lq + qc-^qs-z]-ip''{z\i)6z 
Jo 

+r -{q + qc + qs) - Psqs - PcQc 
roo 

= -ir-s) [z-{q + qc + qs)]-ip''iz\i)dz 
J a+ar-\-a<, 'q+qc+qs 

+ (r - s) • E[ / (z , R'')] + s-{q-hqc + qs) 

-Psqs - Pcqc 
(6.54) 

Note that [z — {q-\-qc-\-qs)]^ is anondecreasing convex function of z. Hence, 
in view of our assumptions E[(/? (̂i, i?^)] = E[(/?^(z,i?^)] and (p^{i,R^) >ic 
ip^{i^R^), we have 

/•OO 

^\{q,qc,qs.i,Ps) = -(r-s) [z - {q-]-qc + qs)] • ipH^l^)^^ 
Jq+Qc+qa 

+ (r - s) • E[i^^{i, R^)] + s-{q + qc + qs) 

-Psqs - Pcqc 
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nOQ 

< -{r-s) [z-{q + qc + qs)\-il^'^[z\i)(^z 
J a+Qr + Qx 'q+qc+Qs 

,2 / - D 2 + ( r - 5) • E[v?^(i, R')] + S'iq + qc + qs) 

-Psqs - PcQc 

(6.55) 

This proves (6.53) as required. D 

To investigate the impact of the forecast accuracy on the optimal expected 
total-order quantity, we introduce another definition to describe forecast accu
racy. 

D E F I N I T I O N 6.2 Consider two nonnegative random variables X and Y sat
isfying E[X] = E[y] that have distributions Fx and Fy with densities fx and 
fy. Suppose that X and Y are either both continuous or both discrete. We say 
that X is more variable than Y, denoted by X >var Y, if 

S{fx — JY) = 2 with sign sequence -f, —, -h (6.56) 

—that is, there exist 0 < ai < a2 < oo such that fxii) — frit) > 0 when 
t e (0,ai), fx{t)-fy{t) < Owhent € (ai,a2), andfx(t)-fy{t) > Owhen 
t € (Q;2, OO). Here the notation S{f{t)) means the number of sign changes of 
a function / (•) as t increases from 0 to oo. 

For further discussion on the property of more variability, see Song [23] and 
Whitt [26]. Note that (6.56) implies 

^{Fx — Fy) = 1 with sign sequence -f-, —. (6.57) 

Furthermore, from E[X] = E[F] and (6.56), it is possible to show that 

E(X - E[X])2 > E(y - E[Y]f. (6.58) 

See also Song [23] and Ross [17]. As the variance measures the deviation of 
a random variable from its mean, so (6.58) motivates why X is known to be 
more variable than Y if X and Y satisfy (6.56). 

Let T^ be the total quantity ordered by system k, k = 1,2. Note that T^ 
and T^ are random variables. We have the following theorem. 

T H E O R E M Q.d> Under Assumptions 6.\ and 6.2, if(f^{i,R^) >var V^̂ (̂ , ^ ^ ) 
and <; = 0, then there is a positive 6 such that 

(i) when (r - Psi)/{r -s) <e, we have E[r^] < EfT^]; 
(ii) when (r - Psh)/{r -s)>9, we have E[T^] > E[T^]. 
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Proof Let q*s^(q-,i^Ps) be the optimal order quantity by system k at stage 
2, when the observed value of {I,Ps) is («,Ps), k = 1^2. It follows from 
Proposition 4.11 of Song [23] that for fixed q and / , there exists a d{I) such 
that when 

r-Psl 
r — s 

< 

then 

qf{q,hPsi) < qf{q,hPsi), qfiqJ^Psh) < qfiq^hPsh), 

and when 

r-Psh 

r — s 
then 

,*i, *2/ 

> 

.*1 

(6.59) 

(6.60) 

(6.61) 

*2/ q*s (Q^hPsi) > qt {q,hPsi), ql (q.hPsh) > ql {q,hPsh)- (6.62) 

Let q*^ be the optimal order quantity by system k at stage 1, A; = 1,2. If 
q*'^ > 0, by (6.13), then q*^ > 0 must be the solution of the following equation 
with respect to q: 

-P + PPsi + (1 - /3)Psh 

+P 

+ (1- /5) 

(s-r)- "^"{qli) + {r- Psi) • dA(i) 

i''iQ,Psh) 

{s-r)-^''{q\i)-\-{r-psh)\ • dA(i) = 0, 

(6.63) 

where i^(q-,Psi) and i^{q^Psh) are defined by 

^ [q\i {q.Psi)] = - 7 3 7 a"d ^ \q\i {q.Psh)^ 

Let qli satisfy 

Then using (6.60), 

^' {qllW(q,Psl)) = r-Psl 
r — s 

qli < q^ 

which, in view of the monotonicity of ^^(g|i), implies that if (6.59) holds, 

i^iq^Psi) > i'^iq^Psi)' (6.64) 
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Similarly, if (6.59) holds, 

i^iq^Psh) > i'^iq^Psh)' (6.65) 

Going along the same line of the proof of (6.64), we can prove that if (6.61) 
holds, then 

'i'^iQiPsi) < i'^iq^Psi), i^(qiPsh) < i'^(q,Psh)- (6.66) 

Fori 6 [i'^{q,Psh), i^iq^Psh)], by the monotonicity of ^' '(g|i), 

,2/ '„ l- \ ^ ,T,2 / ^ | 7 2 / \ \ ^ — Psh ^Hq\i)<'^Hq\iHq.Psh)) 
r — s 

< * ' ( 9 » . 

Thus, from Lp-^(i,R^) >var ^"^{hR"^), for any i < i^{q,Psh)^ if (6.59) holds, 
then 

^^(g|z) > ^^(g|i). (6.67) 

Therefore, 

^i^{Q,Psl) 

/ [{s-r)-^\q\i)-^{r-psi)]dA{i) 
J —OO 

< f ' ' ' ' ' ' [{s-T)-m^{q\i) + {r-psl)]d^{i). (6.68) 

and 

/ [(5-r)-^H5|i) + (r-p,/,)]dA(i) 

< f '^^^' [{s - r) • ^2(^|i) + (̂  _ p^ )̂] dA(i). (6.69) 

^ — O O 

Thus, the result g*̂  < g*"̂  follows directly from 

0 = -^p + pp^i + (I ^ p)p^^ 

+/? r ' ''''' [(s - r) . ̂ Hq*'\i) + (r - P./)] dA(i) 
J —OO 

+ (1 - « / ' ' ' ' ' ' ' [(. - r) • *2(g*2|.) _̂  (̂  _ p^^)] d^(.) 
V —OO 
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> -p + PPsl-i-il-P)Psh 

+P f ' ''''' [{s - T) • ^\q*^\i) + (r - psi)] dA(i) 

+ {l-P) r ' ' ' ' ' ' [is-r)'^\q*^\i)-^{r-psh)]dA{i). 
J ~~OQ 

The first part of the theorem is proved. The second part can be proved in a 
similar way. D 

REMARK 6.15 There are many commonly used demand distributions having 
the relationship ^^{i^ R}) >var ^"^{h ^ ^ ) ' For example, (̂ (̂̂ , R^) is uniform 
(ai + i, 61+i) and (^^(i,i?^) is uniform (a2 + i, 62 + Owithai <a2,&i > 62 
and ai + 61 == a2 + 62-

6.6. Multiperiod Problems 

In this section, we generalize the problem investigated above to the multiple-
period case. Formally, at the beginning of period m (stage m.l, 1 < m < n), 
there are n periods, with the knowledge of unit price p ^ , the contract-unit price 
p ^ of the future optional purchase, the distributions of the spot-market price, 
and the customer demand. The buyer makes a decision of initial purchase q^, 
The buyer is also aware of that the information of the customer demand and 
the spot-market price will be updated at stage m.2 between the beginnings of 
periods m and (m + 1). At stage m.2, the uncertainty of the customer demand 
is reduced. 

At stage m.2, it is possible for the buyer to make an adjustment in responding 
to the new information obtained between stage m.l and stage m.2. The buyer 
can purchase additional product q^ with q^ < <f^q^ at the contract price p ^ . 
Moreover, the buyer can purchase the same product from a spot market at the 
market price. We further assume that the market price can be modeled as a 
random variable with geometric distribution—that is, the market price PJ^ has 
two possible cases—lower market price p ^ with probability /3^ and higher 
market price p ^ with probability 1 — (3^, Thus, the decision at stage m.2 is 
to choose the purchase quantity q^ from the spot market and q^ on-contract 
when the market price is observed. Of course, q^ < c;'^q^. Note that the 
degree of quantity flexibility is determined by the flexibility bound <;̂ ^ and the 
initial purchase quantity q^ jointly. 

Finally, at the end of the period, the customer demand realizes. The buyer 
is assumed to lose revenue r ^ for each of unsatisfied demand, and the excess 
inventory is assumed to be carried over but with the unit cost p^ . At the end 
of the last period (period n), the excess inventory is assumed to have a salvage 
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value of s^. To avoid trivial cases, similar to Section 6,2, we assume 

r - > m a x W , p r , p - ^ , p ^ p - } , 1 < m < n; 

and 

We use D'^ to denote the initial demand forecast at stage m.l and /"^ to 
represent the information observed between stage m.l and stage m.2. A time 
line of the system dynamics and the ordering decisions is illustrated in Figure 
6.2. Let 

0"'(-, •) = the joint distribution function of D"^ and /""; 

6)^(.,.) = the joint density function of D"^ and /"^; 

A"^() = the marginal distribution function of/"^; 

A"̂ (-) = the marginal density function of I^\ 

^!^[-\i^) =1 the conditional distribution function of D^ given I"^ = i^; 

ip'^{-\i'^) = the conditional density function of D^ given I^ = i^. 

Let x^~^ be the initial inventory level of period m. With the notation given 
above, then the profit obtained at period m ( l < m < n — l) i s 

- p - g - + E [n^{x^-\q^, g- , gf, /"^, PD] 

where 

rrm/ m - l m m m rm pm\ 

= E {D"^ A (x m—1 

-p 
r.m—1 

-Pc Qc - Ps Qs 

The profit obtained at the last period is 

+ q^ + qT + qT)) 

{I^^PD 

-p-q- + E [U^{x--\ q\ g?, gj, / " , P^)] 

(6.70) 
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where 

= E 

205 

-P??c"-P"5? (/",n")}. 
(6.71) 

Let n " (a;" )̂ be the maximum profit at period n with the initial inventory level 
^n-l -that is, 

= max < —p"'o" + E 
5">0 ' 

max n^(x"-Sg",g," ,g^J" ,P,") 
0<g"<oo 

(6.72) 

Similarly, let nf^(a;"^ ^) be the maximum profit from period m to the last 
period with the initial inventory level x'^~^. Then 

Ii'^{x'^-^) 

= max p - g - + E f max n ^ ( x — ^ g- , q^, q^, /"^, F f ) 
jm. ^ jm, jm 

+E „Tn—1 j j m + l ( ^ , u - x _^ (I-,PJ") ])}• 
(6.73) 

It is direct to verify that Wyix^ •̂ ) is concave. Based on the concavity of 
11]"(ic"^^^), similar to Theorem 6.1, we also have the following result. 

THEOREM 6.9 There are QT'*, QT^i^^PTil QTif'^Pfi)' QTifA)' 
and Q^*{i^iP%), which are independent ofx^^^, such that 

(i) ifp^ < P^ < Pfh' ^^^ ^^^ optimal reaction at stage m.l is 

q""* = {Q m* _„m—1 ) + • 

The optimal reaction at stage m.2 is to order all additional required product 
from the spot market if the market price turns out to be low. If the market price 
is high, the optimal reaction is to order additional product on contract and to 
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order from the spot market only when the required product exceeds the quantity 
flexibility bound—that is, 

(ii) ifp^ < p^i < p ^ , then the optimal reaction at stage m.l is 

and the optimal reaction at stage m.2is to order additional product on contract 
and to order the product from the spot market only when required product 
exceeds the quantity flexibility bound—that is, 

qriq'^^i'^.Pl) = {<;'^q^'')^[QT{^.vfl)-q'^*-x^-']^. 

Proof The proof is similar to Theorem 6.4, and is therefore omitted. D 

REMARK 6.16 Suppose that for each period, market prices are i.i.d., demands 
are i.i.d. and demand forecasts are i.i.d.— that is, for all m, 

Then the optimal purchase quantities are of myopic. Formally, there exists a 
pair 

{Q*,Ql{hPsi),Ql{hPsi),Ql(hPsh),Ql{hPsh)) 
such that for all m, 

QrihPsh) = QlihPsh). QT{hPsh) = QtihPsh)^ 

6.7. Numerical Example 

In this section, let us consider that the joint distribution of information / 
and demand D, 0(-, •) is a bivariate normal distribution with means /i and 
77, standard deviations r and a, and the correlation coefficient p. Then, the 
resulting marginal density A() is normal with mean /i and standard variation 
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r. The conditional density V^(|i) is normal with mean 77 + p<j{i — [i)JT and 
standard deviation uyJX — p^. Formally, 

^(x\i) = 
(i>P{D<x\I = i) 

dx 

27rcrv^l - p^ 
exp 

X — Tj 
n2 

2 a 2 ( l - p 2 ) 

(6.74) 

(see pages 22-28 of Bickel and Doksum [4]). Noting that cr\/l — p"^ < a, 
similar to Fisher and Raman [10], the bivariate normal distribution indicates how 
information / enables the retailer to obtain more accurate demand forecast with 
the variance measure. Now if 0 < /o < 1, then D is conditionally stochastically 
increasing with respect to / , and if — 1 < p < 0, then D is conditionally 
stochastically decreasing with respect to / . Let Di denote the random variable 
with the density (6.74). When we need to stress the dependence on p, Di and 
tp{x\i) are written as A(p) and ip{p, x\i), respectively. 

In this section, we assume that 

0 < p < 1. 

From the above discussion, we know that the quality of information I can 
be represented by a convenient single-parameter p, the correlation coefficient. 
If p = 0, then / and D are completely uncorrelated (independent). Thus, 
the realization of / provides no information about the final demand D. If 
p = 1, however, / and D are completely correlated, and the realization of / 
gives perfect information about the value of the final demand D. For values 
of p between 0 and 1, although the relationship between magnitude of p and 
magnitude of information quality is not clear; however, we have that the larger 
p is, the smaller the variance of Di {p) is—that is, we can reduce the uncertainty 
of D in terms of p. 

Given pi and p2 with 0 < pi < p2 < 1̂  we can directly verify that for any 
observation of / = i, 

xH+oo tp{p2,x\i) 
lim +00. 

Hence, by 

we have 

27rvT = < 
Pi' 27rVr 7! 

Diipi) >var Di{p2). (6.75) 
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If we take Fi {x) = x^, then 

E[Fi(A(pi))] > E [F i (Ate ) ) ] • (6.76) 

On the other hand, let i satisfy i > /i, and we choose e > 0 such that 

i — [i 
cjJ\-p\^{e-\) ij-h pia-

<aJl-pi + {£-l) r] + P20-
I — p 

Then taking F2{x) = x'^ + ex, we have 

E[F2(A(pi))]<E[F2(A(P2)]. (6.77) 

Combining (6.76) and (6.77), we know that Di{pi) >j^ A(/^2) is not true. 
However, we can directly verify the following monotonicity properties with 

respect to p. 

PROPOSITION 6.1 Assume that Assumption 6,1 holds and that 0 < p < 1. 
Then we have 

(i) the initial optimal order quantity q* is nonincreasing in p, and 
(ii) the optimal expected profit IT* is increasing in p. 

Proof Let 

pa 

i{q,Pc) =M + 

KQ^PC) = 1^ + 

T 

pa I 

T 

pa 

T 

pa 

\ r — s 

(1 + Og - 7/ - a V T ^ $ - i ( v ^ ) 

-Tj- a\/l - p"^^' -I (r-pc 

{l + <;)q-rj- a\J\ ~ p^^ 

r — s 

-I ( r-pc 
r — s 

i{q Psh) =H+-\q-V- C T A / T V ^ - ^ ('L-Plll\ 
pa ]_ \ r — s J 

iiq^Psh) = li + 
pa 

(1 + cr)̂  - 7/ - a^/^=^^-' f'—PflL 
r — s 

Consider the case psi < Pc ̂  Psh- Let q be the solution of 

0 = -p-hP Psl + {r-Psl) 'h(i{q,Psl)) 

nig,Psi) 
-{r-s) / ^{q\i)6Aii) 

J —OO 
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+ (1 - /?) - Pc*? + Pshil + ?) + (r - pc) • A(^(g, Pc)) 

+(l + q){r - psh) • MkQ^Psh)) 

-{r-s) I *(g|z)dA(i) 

''i{(l,Psh) 

'i{Q,Pc 

n{q,Psh) 

•(l + <^)(r-5) / \E'((l + <r)gN)clA(i) 
Ji(a.Vr) 

(6.78) 

with the convenience g = 0 if the solution of (6.78) does not exist. Define, for 
each i, 

iihPc) = r] + pa 

T \ r — s 

+ a V ' l - p 2 $ -
r — s 

t(t,m) = V+P-y'—^+<7yr^$-i r—^ 
r — s 

If 

Psi <Pc< Pshi 

then by (6.13) and Theorem 6.2, the optimal order policy is given by 

* 

(6.79) 

and 

Q.l{(t4,Psi) = 0, 

q*si(i*^hPsi) = \ 
0, ifi <i{q\psi), 

t{hPsl)-q*, ifi>i{q*,Psl), 

0, if i<i(q*,pc), 

q*c{q*^hPsh) = { KhPc) -q\ ifi(g*,Pc) < i < Hq\pc), 

(^q*, if i>l{q*,pc), 

0, if i<'i{q*,Psh). 
ql{q*,hPsh) = 

KhPsh) - (1 + <̂ )̂ % if«> Hq*,Psh)-
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Furthermore, by (6,12), the optimal expected profit is given by 

Pir - s) 
i{Q*,Ps 

tiQ*,Psl) 

'iiQ*,Pc) 

t • ip{z\i)dz 

^KhPsi) 

dA(i) 

+ \ z ' ip{z\i)dz dA(z) 

rKQ ,Pc} r 

+(i-/3)(r-s) y ^ y 

+ 

+ 

+ 

i('?*,Pc) 

i{Q*,Pc) 

'i{<l*,Psh] 

'i-iQ*,Pc) 

i{(l*,Psh) 

z • ilj{z\i)6z 

iii,Pc) 

dA(i) 

z • ip(z\i)dz dA(z) 

i{Q* :P3h) 

z • 'ip{z\i)dz 

z • ip{z\i)dz 

dA(i) 

dA(i) 

(6.80) 

To get the case pc < Psi < Psh^ in view of (6.18), let q be the solution of 

- P + /3 -Pc<:-^Psl • ( ! + <;) + {r -pc) •A{i{q,pc)) 

+ {1 + <^){r - Psi) ' A(iiq,Psi)) 

(r - pc){l + <;) • Mkq^Pc)) -(r-s) 

^ii<},Pah) 

'KQ,Pi 

i{<i,Pc) 
^(^|i)dA(i) 

ri{Q,Psh) 
-{l + c;){r-s) ^((l + Og|i)dA(i) 

Ji(a.Vr) 

+(1-/?) - Pc'^ + Psh • (1 + c) + (r - Pc) • A(z(g, Pc)) 

+ {1 + ^)ir - psh) • Mhq^Psh)) 
ri((i,Pc 

-{r - pc){l + <;) • A{i{q,Pc)) -(r-s) 
J —CO 

r'iiQ^Psh) 
- (1 + 0 ( ^ - 5 ) / ^iil + <;)q\i)dA{i) 

Ji{<l,Pc) 

^{q\i)dA{i) 

= 0 

(6.81) 
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with the convenience g == 0 if the solution of (6.81) does not exist. If 

Pc < Psl < Psh, (6.82) 

then it follows from (6.18) and Theorem 6.2 that the optimal order policy is 
given by 

and 

(fc{(t,hPsl) = 

q*siQ*^hPsi) = 

(tc((f^hPsh) = 

q*s{(i\hPsh) 

q =Q^ 

0, if i<~i{q\pc), 

i{'i',Pc) - q\ if i{q*,Pc) < i < Kq*,Pc), 

?g*, ifz >iiq*,Pc), 

0, if i<i{q*, Psl), 

HhPsl) - (1 + 0 ? * , if ^ > i{q*^Psl). 

0, ifi < i (g* ,pc) , 

KhPc) - q*, if ^(g*,Pc) < i < Kq*^Pc), 

qq*, if i>i{q*,pc), 

0, if i<l{q*,psh), 

iii^Psh) - (1 + 0 ? * , if ^ > Kq*^Psh)-

Furthermore, the optimal expected profit is given by 

/3(r - s) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

iiQ*,Pc 

ii(l*,Pc) 

ii(}*,Pc) 

iiQ*,Pc) 

oo 

z • il){z\i)6z dA(i) 

iihPc) 
Z • 'il){z\%)^Z 

(1+?)^^ 
z • 'ip{z\i)dz 

i(q*,p sh 

KQ*-,PSI) 

z • ip{z\i)(\z 

dA(2) 

dA(i) 

dA(i)] 
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( 1 - - /3)(r--'A 
\J—oo 

[1 
rK(i*,Pc) 1 

fi{Q*,Psh) 

+ / 
Jiiq*,Pc) 

/•oo r 

'^^iQ*,Psh) [ 

'9* 
z • '0(2:|z)d2: 

-oo 
dA(i) 

rKhPc) 

J—00 
dA(i) 

It/—00 

rKQ^.Psh) 1 

J—00 J 

dA(z) 

d A ( i ) l . 

(6.83) 

Consider the proof of (i) for the case Psi < Pc ^ Psh- Write the right-side 
of (6.78) as Hi{q, p). Note that 

lim Hi{q,p) 
—»+oo 

-p+p Psl + (r-Psl) -(r-s) 

+ (1-/^) PcT + P5/i(l + 0 + (r-Pc) 

-{l + q){r- p^) - (r - s) + (1 + <;)(r - p^h) 

s-p<0. (6.84) 

On the other hand, for all q>0, 

dHi{q,p) 
dq 

'iiQ,Psl) rHQ^Psl) 
-(3{r - s) / i^(q\i)dA(i) 

J—00 

- ( l - / 3 ) ( r - 5 ) < j y V (̂g|i)dA(i) 

V (̂(l + cr)g|z)dA(i) 

-iiQ^Pc) 

—00 

iiQ^Psh) 

i(9,Pc) 

<o, 
(6.85) 
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where we use 

"^ [qlkq^Psi)) = 

^ ( ( l + (;)g|i(g,Pc)) = 

Therefore, by (6.84), we get that 
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r-pc 
r -
r -
r 

r -
r -
r -

7 

- 5 

-Psl 

— s 
^Pc 

1 

- s 
-Psh 

r — s 

Let 

g* > 0 if and only if Hi(0, p) > 0. 

-r] - pa{u - ii)/r 

(6.86) 

mi{p) = 
( J V T ^ V 

Furthermore, 

dH,iO,p) 

dp 
^i{0,Psi) 

P(r-s) / ^(0 | i ) • ay^l - p"^ 
J — OO 

^rni(p) 

dp 
dA(i) 

i(0,Pc) 
• ( l - / 5 ) ( r - s ) M ^iO\i)-ay/l-p^ -dmi_(p) 

dp 
dA(i) 

i{0,psh) 

i(0,pc 
+(1 + 0 [ ^(o|i) • a v T ^ ^ ^ ^ d A ( i ) 

(6.87) 

By some simple integral calculation, we have 

-OO 

ri{o,Psi) . I 
-/3{r-s) / ip{0\i)-(j^l-p'^-

J ~00 dp 
dA{i) 

''iio,Psi) I ( n . ^ - M a^^prj 
2 ^ 2 ( 1 - ^ 2 ) 

^ V^ + PV 
C7( l - /?2)3 /2 di 

<0 , (6.88) 
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and similarly, 

- ( 1 - /5)(r - «) W ^ V̂ (OK) • ^ ^ d A ( z ) 

^i(0,pc) <̂ ^ J 

< 0. (6.89) 

Combining (6.87)-(6.89), we obtain that 

« ^ < 0 . (6.90) 

Therefore, there exists a /OQ (0 < po < 1) such that for p G (0, po), 

i ^ i ( 0 , / 9 ) > 0 , (6.91) 

and for p e (po, 1), 

i ^ i ( 0 , p ) < 0 . (6.92) 

It follows from (6.86) that 

g V O for p 6 ( 0 , po), (6.93) 

and 

g* = 0 forp€(/Oo, 1). (6.94) 

Consequently, q* is the unique solution of equation 

i 7 i ( g , p ) - 0 f o r p e (0, po). 

To prove (i) of the proposition, from (6.93)-(6.94), it suffices to prove that for 
p e (0, po) 

do* 
- ^ < 0. (6.95) 
dp 

We will use the implicit derivative formula to prove (6.95). Let 

q-r]- pa{u - P)IT 
m2{p) 

a^JY=^ 
{l-^q)q-r]- pa(u - p ) / r 

m3{p) = 
a y r ^ 
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By the right side of (6.78), similar to (6.87), 

dHi{q,p) 

i{q^Psi) 

dp 

•(1 - f3){r -s)l f ''"' ^{q\i) • a^r^^^^dAii) 

+ r̂ ''''̂ 'V((l + <^)^|i).aVT^^^^dA(i) 

(6.96) 

Similar to (6.90), we can show by (6.96) that 

?SpPl < 0. (6.97) 
dp 

Consequently, by the implicit derivative formula, (6.85) and (6.97) yield that 

dg* dHi{q,p) /dHi(q,p) 
dp dq I dp 

> 0, (6.98) 

which proves (6.95). Thus we prove (i) for the case psi < Pc ^ Psh- Going 
along the same line, by using (6.81), (i) for the case pc < Psi < Psh can be 
proved. 

Similar to the above proof of (i), we can prove (ii) by using (6.80) and (6.83). 
The detailed proof is omitted here. D 

Next, we carry out a series numerical experiment. The objective is twofold: 
first, to implement the algorithm for the general case where the close-form 
solution does not exist; second, investigate how factors such as the quality 
of information and the distribution of the spot-market price affect the optimal 
solutions. 

For a given set of contract parameters (such as contract price and flexibility 
factor <?) and spot-market parameters, the quality of information revision is the 
key factor for the optimal decision. The effect of the quality of information 
revision is illustrated in sequel. We define the degree of forecast improvement 
f{p) as f{p) = 1 — \/l — p^. The parameters for the numerical example are 
listed in Table 6.1 

Figure 6.3 depicts the order-quantity decision with respect to the quality-
of-information revision. In the numerical experiment, we choose a different 
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Psh 

5000 
Pc 
4000 

Psl 

3000 
P 

3000 
r 

10000 
s 
800 

/̂  
10000 

T 

7500 
V 

10000 
(T 

7500 

Table 6.1. Parameters used in the numerical experiment 

contract flexibility factor <;̂  and (5, which is the probability of taking the low 
price at the spot market. It is intuitive to observe that the order quantity reduces 
as the quality of information update improves. In addition, when the probability 
of taking the low price at the spot market is high, the order quantity is low as 
well. The reaction to the flexible factor q is interesting. Take the case of (5 = 0.8 
and the flexibility factor c = 0.2 as an example. Compared with the case of 
the larger flexibility factor (<;̂  = 0.6), when the information quality is low, the 
optimal order strategy is to order less; when the information quality is high, 
the optimal order strategy is to order more. This is because the initial order 
is not adequate when the information quality is poor. The contract flexibility 
may not provide a sufficient cushion. On the other hand, when the quality of 
information is good, it is beneficial to make a larger initial order, which will 
provide a larger buffer for potential changes. 

6.8. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we have studied single and multiperiod quantity-flexible 
contracts that allow an initial order at the beginning of a period, a forecast 
revision in the middle of the period, and further purchases on contract and in 
the spot market before the demand is realized at the end of the period. The 
additional purchase quantity on the contract at a contractual price is limited by 
the specified flexibility limit. Any amount, however, can be purchased on the 
spot market at the prevailing market price. The initial purchase quantity at a 
given price is based on the demand distribution, the market-price distribution, 
the contractual prices, the flexibility level, and the possibility of a forecast 
revision before additional purchase. We provide optimal initial orders and the 
optimal feedback quantities to be purchased following the demand-forecast 
revisions. We examine the impact of the information quality and the flexibility 
on the optimal decisions. We measure the value of flexibility and provide 
conditions when this value is positive. 

We would like to point out that this is an initial study of optimal management 
and design for the flexibility contracts. We have made a number of simplifica
tions in this study. In our model, the inventory carry-over induces a temporal 
relationship between the earlier and later periods. On the contrary, by allowing 
lost sales, the demand temporal relationship is not modeled. We also ignore the 
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fixed order cost in our model. Although we believe that it is still trackable, by 
taking these factors into consideration, the fc-convex function and the dynam
ics of fully backlogged demand would make the problem more challenging. 
Another stimulating model could include an exercise price for the contract. In 
addition, we allow only two possible market prices, high and low, which are 
geometrically distributed. This could be extended to allow for a range of prices 
having a general probability distribution as well. 

6.9. Notes 

The chapter is based on Sethi, Yan, and Zhang [21]. 

Eppen and Iyer [9] study a special form of the quantity-flexibility contract that 
allows the retailer to return a portion of its purchase to the supplier. Bassok and 
Anupindi [3] analyze a single-product periodic-review inventory system with a 
minimum-quantity contract, which stipulates that the cumulative purchase over 
the life of the contract must exceed a specified minimum quantity to qualify for 
a price discount. They demonstrate that the optimal inventory policy for the 
buyer is an order-up-to type and that the order-up-to level can be determined 
by a newsvendor model. Anupindi and Bossok [1] extend this work to the case 
of multiple products. In this case, the supply contract requires that the total 
purchase amount in dollars exceed a specified minimum to obtain the price 
discount. Tsay [24] studies incentives, causes of inefficiency, and possible ways 
of performance improvement in a quantity-flexibility contract. In particular, 
Tsay [24] investigates order revisions in response to new demand information, 
where the information is a location parameter of the demand distribution. Tsay 
and Lovejoy [25] investigate the quantity-flexibility contracts in more complex 
settings of multiple players, multiple demand periods, and demand-forecast 
updates. They study issues relating to desired levels of flexibility and local and 
systemwide performances. 

Similar to the structure of quantity-flexibility contracts, a form of take-or-pay 
provision has been used in many long-term natural resources and energy-supply 
contracts (Tsay [24]). A take-or-pay contract is an agreement between a buyer 
and a supplier, which often specifies a minimum quantity that the buyer must 
purchase (take) and the maximum quantity that the buyer can obtain (pay) 
over the contract period. Brown and Lee [5] note that capacity-reservation 
agreements, common in the semiconductor industry, have a similar structure. 
Brown and Lee examine how much capacity should be reserved as take and 
how much capacity should be reserved for future (pay). 

Related research has been carried out in the area of inventory management 
with demand-forecast updates. It is possible to classify this research into three 
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categories. The first category uses Bayesian analysis. Bayesian models were 
first introduced in the inventory literature by Dvoretzky, Kiefer, and Wolfowitz 
[8]. Eppen and Iyer [9] analyze a quick-response program in a fashion-buying 
problem by using the Bayesian rule to update demand distributions. The use 
of time-series models in demand-forecast updating characterizes the second 
category, which includes the papers by Johnson and Thompson [ 15] and Lovejoy 
[16]. The third category is concemed with forecast revisions. This approach 
is developed and used by Hausmann [13], Sethi and Sorger [18], Heath and 
Jackson [14], Donohue [7], Yan, Liu, and Hsu [27], Gumani and Tang [12], 
Bames-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [2], Gallego and Ozer [11], Sethi, Yan, 
and Zhang [19, 20], and others. We refer the readers to a more detailed review 
in Chapter 1. 
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Chapter 7 

PURCHASE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT: 
FIXED EXERCISE COST 

7.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider a single-period two-stage model in which any 
purchase on contract at stage 2 incurs a fixed cost of exercising the contract. 
Once the contract is exercised, the buyer may increase the initial order quantity 
by any amount at a higher unit cost or cancel some or all of the ordered items 
for a lower-than-cost refund. In contrast, the previous chapter considers a mul-
tiperiod model with two decision-making stages in each period and the extend 
of flexibility as a decision variable at stage 1, but with no contract exercise cost. 
The model under consideration in this chapter involves newsvendor formulas 
and an (s, S) type policy. These features allow us to obtain an explicit solution 
that provides a number of valuable insights into a better purchase-contract man
agement. When there are other means of hedging demand uncertainties such as 
product substitution, we establish the value of the purchase contract. We prove 
that the optimal cost function is monotone with respect to the contract-exercise 
cost. In addition, we demonstrate the asymptotic property of the cost function— 
namely, that the cost converges to a fixed value when the contract-exercise cost is 
sufficiently large. These findings provide benchmarks in determining strategies 
for hedging demand uncertainties. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the notation 
and formulates the problem. After a discussion of factors that are involved 
in decision making, we formulate the problem of deriving the optimal initial 
order at stage 1 and the optimal adjustment policy at stage 2 as a two-stage 
dynamic programming problem. Section 7.3 proves that the optimal policy 
at stage 2 is a generalized (s, S) policy. While the problem at stage 1 for 
any given demand distribution can be solved numerically, we provide closed-
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form solutions for a popular class of demand distributions in Section 7.4 and 
explicit solutions for uniform distributions in Section 7.5. The explicit nature 
of these optimal solutions facilitates the application of sensitivity analysis in 
deciding about the investment the buyer can make in improving the forecast 
update and contract parameters. Moreover, it is also possible to determine a 
critical contract-exercise cost above which the contract is not as desirable as an 
available hedging alternative. Section 7.6 summarizes the chapter and points to 
future research directions. The chapter is concluded with notes in Section 7.7. 

7.2. Problem Formulation 

A purchase contract is an agreement between a supplier and a buyer that 
specifies terms of purchase and delivery. In the agreement, the buyer indicates 
an intended order quantity with an understanding that changing this initial order 
quantity at a later stage is subject to a fixed contract-exercise cost and a higher 
variable reorder cost or a lower-than-cost refund. Therefore, we divide the 
buyer's decision process into two stages. In the first stage, the buyer places an 
initial order. In the second stage, based on the improved demand forecast and 
the decision made in the first stage, the buyer may adjust the initial order upward 
at a cost no less than the initial cost or downward with a refund value that is 
lower than the initial cost. In addition, a fixed exercise cost is also incurred if 
any adjustment is made. The items with the confirmed quantity at stage 2 are 
delivered at the end of the second stage. 

Specifically, the buyer faces the following cost parameters: a cost of ci > 0 
per unit for items ordered at stage 1 and a cost of C21 > 0 per unit for items 
ordered at stage 2. On the other hand, if a unit of the stage 1 order is cancelled 
at stage 2, it is modeled as a negative order at stage 2. In this case, the buyer has 
either a refund value or must pay a cancellation cost. We model this situation 
by letting C22 denote the refund value or the cancellation cost per unit at stage 
2, where C22 is the unit refund when C22 > 0 and — C22 is the unit cancellation 
cost when C22 < 0. This phenomenon of cancellation cost is common when the 
merchandise is perishable or environment-polluting. It is reasonable to assume 
that C21 > ci > C22. In addition, there is a fixed contract-exercise cost K at 
stage 2 for adjustment to the initial order quantity. Furthermore, as is standard, 
we assume a unit shortage cost of p > C21 for any unsatisfied demand, since 
otherwise it would be trivially optimal for the buyer not to order additional 
items at stage 2. A unit holding cost of h > min{0, —C22} is charged for 
excess inventory. Note that when C22 < 0, the unit holding cost must be more 
expensive than the unit cancellation cost —C22, otherwise it would be optimal 
not to cancel any part of the initial order. We leave out two trivial cases, p = C21 
and /i ^ — C22 > 0, for which the optimal solution is straightforward. 
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Let D >0 represent the random demand. Let / > 0 represent an information 
observed in stage 1 with cumulative distribution A() and density A(-). Let 
^(•|i) denote the cumulative distribution function of Z) given I = i with ip{-\i) 
as the corresponding density. The information / represents an improved forecast 
(in terms of the conditional distribution) of the demand D. 

Denote qk as the order quantity in stage k, k = 1,2. We can write the 
conditional expected cost at stage 2 as 

n2(gi,g2,/) 

K + C2(g2) 'q2 + E[h'{qi + q2- D)+ 

'hp-iD-qi-q2) + \I], if 52 7^0, 

Elh-{qi-D)++p-iD-qi)+\I], if 52 - 0, 

where 

r fn \ - ^ ^21, if 52 > 0 , 
''^''^ - [ C22, if 52 < 0. 

Note that 52 is a history-dependent decision variable and that 112(51,52,1) 
is a random variable. For I = i,WQ write the conditional expected cost, which 
we note is not a random variable, as 

n2(5i,52,i) = 02(51,52,/) (7.1) 
I=i 

The total expected cost is 

ci5i + E[n2(5i,52,/)]. (7.2) 

Our purpose is to minimize the total expected cost—that is, the value function 
n^ is defined as follows: 

TT* == min < Ci5i + E 
91 >0 

92^-91 

min {112(51, 52, i)} 

The dynamic programming equations for this problem are 

7r2(5i,«)= min {112(51, 52,«)} , (7.3) 
Q2>-qi 

7rt = min{ni(5i)} , (7.4) 
<?i>0 

where 
n i ( 5 i ) - c i 5 i + E[7r2*(5i,/)l. (7.5) 
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7.3. Optimal Solution for Stage 2 

In this section, we explore structural properties of the second-stage cost 
function in our contract model. First, we consider the case when there is no 
fixed cost of exercising the contract. Thus, with K = 0, the cost function (7.1) 
reduces to 

f G^(Qi^Q2,i), q2 > 0, 
<^2(gi,?2,«) = < _ , 

I <̂ 2 Wl'^2,2), q2 < 0 , 

(7.6) 

where 

G'2"(^l'^2,0 = C2iq2 + ^ [h • {qi + q2 - D) + 

+p-{D-qi-q2)^\l = i], 

G2iqi,q2,i) = C22q2 + ^ [h • (qi + q2 - D)'^ 

+p-(D-qi-q2)-^\l = i]. 

Note that 

li™;^2"(9i'92,«) = limG'^(gi,g2,«) = ^2(^1,0,2) 
Q2iO g2T0 

and therefore that 6*2(i?i, <?25 0 ^̂  cont inuous wi th respect to q2- W e present the 
optimal solution in the following lemma. 

L E M M A 7.1 The cost function G2{qi-,q2i'i) i^ convex in 52 cif^d dijferentiable 
except at q2 = 0. The optimal adjustment at stage 2 without the fixed exercise 
cost is 

( E i ( i ) - g i , if qi < E i ( i ) , 

q*2{qi^'^) = \ o» (/• ^1(2) < gi < E2(i), 

[ E 2 ( i ) - 5 i , if qi > E 2 ( i ) , 

(7.7) 

where 

0 < Ei( i ) = <^-\pi\i) < E2(i) = ^-\p2\i). (7.8) 

with 

/?fc = ^ ^ , /c = l , 2 . (7 .9) 
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Proof Let 

Giquq2,i) = E[h-{qi + q2~D)-^+p-(D-qi-q2)^\l = i], 

and 

f C21 • ^2, if 52 > 0, 
G{qi,q2j) = < 

[ C22 • 92, if 92 < 0. 

We know that G{qi,q2,i) is convex and differentiable and that G{qi,q2,i) 
is convex and differentiable except at 92 = 0. Therefore, the convexity of 
^2(91,92? 0 in 92 and its nondifferentiability at 92 == 0 follow from 

G2{quq2,i) = G'(9i,92,2) +(5(91,92,2). 

For 92 > 0, setting 

^^^''^f'^^''^ = (C21 - P) + (P + />)*(9i + 92N) = 0 
0'92 

(7.10) 

provides the minimizer Ei {i) as specified in (7.8) and (7.9). Likewise, for 92 < 
0, using G^(9i,92,i) instead of G2"(91,92,«) in (7.10) gives us ^2(2) > Si(i) 
as specified in (7.8) and (7.9). It is obvious from (7.9) and (7.10) that 92 > —91. 
Clearly, then, the policies delivered for 91 < Ei(i) and 91 > ^2(2) in (7.7) 
are optimal. Furthermore, when Ei(i) < 91 < E2(i), the optimal solution can 
only be 92 == 0. Instead of (7.10), the optimality condition in this case, because 
of the nondifferentiability at 92 = 0, is 

Oe (C22 -p) + iP + h)^{qi + 92IO, (C2i -p) + ip + h)^{qi + 92N) 

which clearly holds when 91 e [Ei(i), E2(i)]. • 

REMARK 7.1 Note that 91 can be considered to be the inventory level at the 
beginning of stage 2. Then the stage 2 problem when 92(91,0 > 0 is easily 
seen to be the standard newsvendor problem. The result in Lemma 7.1 could 
therefore be considered as an extension of the newsvendor problem when returns 
are allowed. 

REMARK 7.2 When p = C21 and h = —C22, there is a unique optimal order 
quantity 9^(91, i) = 0. 

In Figure 7.1, we depict the cost 6*2(91,92,^) as a function of 92 with five 
different values of 91. From (7.6), we see that each cost curve consists of two 
pieces: G^(9i, 92, i) for 92 < 0 and G2'(9i, 92, i) for 92 > 0. The cost curve 
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Figure 7.1. Curves of G2 (<?i, 92,«) as a function of 92 when qx takes different values 

a has an interior minimum of ^2^(51, ^2, i) at 2̂ < 0. In this case, qi > Ti2{i) 
and 2̂ = ^2(0 — 9i < 0. When gi decreases to S2(i), we get the cost curve 
b where the interior minimum of G^((7i,g2,0 is obtained at 2̂ = 0- Going 
to the other side, when gi < Si(i), we have cost curve e. Here ^2^(91,92, )̂ 
takes an interior minimum at 2̂ — Si (0 "" ^1 > 0- When gi increases to 
Ei(z), we get the cost curve d where ^2^(51, ^2)0 has an interior minimum 
at 2̂ — 0. The remaining cost curve c represents the case of a qi such that 
Si(i) < (?i < S2(z). Here, the minimum is at 2̂ = 0- This minimum is a 
boundary minimum of both G'2 (gi, 2̂ 5 )̂ and G^ (gi, 2̂ ? 0 • ^̂ i fact, the interior 
minimum of 6*^(^1,92, )̂ would be at some 2̂ > 0 if it was applicable. Then 
likewise, the interior minimum of G^{qi,q2,i) would be at 92 < 0 if it was 
applicable. 

We now return to the case when K > 0. The cost function 02(91,^2?^) 
is discontinuous at q2 = 0. Consider the difference between the cost of no 
ordering and that of bringing the inventory level up to Si(i) or down to E2(i) 
depending on whether gi < Ei(z) or qi > T,2{i), respectively. 

LEMMA 7.2 With Si(i) and ^,2(1) given by (7.8), we have 
(i) G'2 {qi ̂ 0,i) — K — G'2 (gi, Si [i) — gi, i) is strictly convex and decreasing 

in qifor all qi < Ei(i), and G^(gi, 0, i) — K" — G^ {qi, S2(^) — qi,i) is strictly 
convex and increasing in qifor all qi > S2(i); 
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(ii) there exist a unique cri{i) < Si(z) such that 

G+(ai{i),0,i) = K + Gt{(Ji{i),Ei{i) - ai{i),i) 

and a unique a2{i) > S2(i) such that 

G^(a2(i),0,i) = i^ + G'^(a-2(z),S2«-a2(i) , i) . 

Proof Define 

_ r G + ( g i , 0 , z ) - i ^ - G ' + ( g i , E i ( i ) - g i , i ) , ^ i < E i ( i ) , 

I G2{qu0,i) - K - G2iqi,^2ii) - qui), gi > S2(i), 
(7.11) 

to be the difference between the cost of no ordering and that of bringing the 
inventory level up to Si(i) or down to Il2(i) depending on whether qi < Si(z) 
orgi > E2(^), respectively. 

(i) Since G2(qi,0,i) is strictly convex in gi and G2'(gi,Si(i) — qi,i) is 
linear in gi, A(gi, i) is strictly convex in gi for gi < Si(i).' Similarly, A(gi, i) 
is strictly convex in gi for gi > T,2{i). Differentiating A(gi, i) with respect to 
gi gives 

dA(gi,z) 
dgi 

_ f (p + / i ) ^ ( g i | i ) - ( p - C 2 i ) , if g i < E i ( i ) , 

~ \ (p + / i ) * ( g i | i ) - ( p - c 2 2 ) , if g i > E 2 W . 

For all gi < Ei(i), ^(gi|i) < >]^(Ei(i)|z) = (p - C2i)/(p + h), and for all 
gi > E2(i), ^(gi|i) > ^(E2(i)|i) = (p - C22)/{p + h). Thus, A(gi,2) is 
decreasing in gi when gi < Ei(i) and increasing in gi when gi > E2(i). 

(ii) From (7.11), 
lim A(qi,i) = -K <0. 

qiTEi(i) 

Also, it is easy to see that since p > C21, lim A(gi,i) = +00. In view of 
g i i - 0 0 

the fact that A(gi, i) is decreasing in gi for gi < Ei(i), there exists a cri(i) as 
stipulated in the statement (ii) of the lemma. 

The proof of (ii) for the existence of the required a2{i) is similar. Here our 
assumption of h > —C22 implies that A(gi, i) —̂  +00 as gi —> +00. D 
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Based on above preliminaries, we present the main result of this section as 
follows. 

THEOREM 7.1 The optimal policy at Stage 2 is 

I S i W - g i , if qi < 0-1(2), 

0, if cri(i) <qi< (72 (i), 

^2{i) - 9 1 , if qi > o-2(i), 
(7.12) 

where Si(z) and S2(^) ^^^ defined by (7.8), and cri(i) and 02(1) are given by 
Lemma 7.2. 

Proof The proof requires a number of cases to deal with. Recall that 

G2(gi,0,i) = G+iqi,0,i) = G^{quO,i). 

Casel: [gi < Ei(z)] 
By Lemma 7.1, 

mm 
92' 

K+ mf^!^G2{quq2,i)j^ ^2(^1,0,2), 

= min |K ' + G^(gi,0,z), ^2(^1,0,2), 

K + G+iqi,Ei{i)-qui)] 

= min{G^(gi,0,i) , /C + ^+((71, Ei(z) - g i , i )} . 

By (ii) of Lemma 7.2, when qi < ai{i), we have 

G+{qiAi) > K + GUqu^iii) - qui)-

Thus, ^'2(91,0 = 12i{i) — qi. When qi > ai{i), we have 

G+(g i ,0 , z )< i^ + G+(g i ,E i ( i ) -g i , i ) , 

and therefore ^2(̂ 15 0 = 0-
Case 2: [gi > ^2(1)] 
By Lemma 7.1, 

mm 
92 

K + inf | G ' 2 (gi ,g2,0}, ^2(91,0,2), 
q2<0 K. J 
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= m i n | i ^ + G^(gi,S2(i) -qui), 02(^1,0,i), 

K + Gi(qiAi)] 

= m i n | i ^ +6*^(^1,E2(i) - g i , i ) , G^(gi ,0,z) | . 

By (ii) of Lemma 7.2, we have Q|(gi,i) = ^2(0 — qi when gi > (72(i), and 
^2(^1'^) = 0 when E2(i) < gi < cr2(z). 

Case 3: [Ei(i) < gi < E2(z)] 
By Lemma 7.1, 

m i n j x + inf^|G^(gi,g2,«)j, G2(gi,0,i), 

- m i n { i ^ + G^(gi,0,z), ^2(91,0,2), K + G+{qu0,i)^ 

= G2{quO,i). 

Thus, q^{qui) = 0. D 

This policy is a composition of two (s, 5)-type policies—one for increasing 
the initial order and the other for decreasing the initial order. We term this policy 
as (cri(z),Ei(i);(j2(i),E2(i)) or more simply as (cri, Ei;(72,E2)(i) policy. 
The parameters cri (i) and Ei (i) are reorder point and order-up-to level, whereas 
(72 (i) and E2(i) are reduction point and reduce-down-to level, respectively. In 
other words, the buyer increases the initial order to raise it to Ei(i) when the 
initial order is lower than ai{i), the buyer decreases the initial order to reduce 
it down to E2(i) when the initial order is higher than (72(i), and the buyer takes 
no action when the initial order is within the interval [(7i(i), (72(2)]. 

The ((71, El; (72, E2)(i) policy can be considered as a generalized newsven-
dor problem with a piecewise linear order or cancellation cost and a fixed cost. 
For newsvendor models with piecewise linear cost, with set-up cost, or with 
cancellation, respectively, see Porteus [7]. 

REMARK 7.3 The optimal order-up-to level Ei(i) and reduce-down-to level 
E2(i) do not depend on the fixed contract-exercise cost K. In contrast, the 
reorder point (Ji{i) and the reduction point «72(̂ ) depend on K. Intuitively, 
the optimal order-up-to and reduce-down-to levels strike a balance between 
overordering and underordering, while the reorder and reduction points measure 
the tradeoff between inventory or shortage cost and the fixed contract-exercise 
cost. 
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REMARK 7.4 When p = C21 and h = —C22, there is a unique optimal policy. 
If p = C21, taking no action when qi < Si(z) is clearly an optimal policy. 
Likewise, if h = —022^ taking no action is optimal when qi > ^2(2). 

7.4. Optimal Solution for a Class of Demand Distributions 

In this section, we explore the optimal policy under the following assump
tions about the information and the conditional demand distribution given the 
information. 

DEFINITION 7.1 For any given two random variables X and Y, X is called 
a location parameter of the conditional distribution Y given X = x if for any 
Xi > X2> 

P{Y <y\X = xi) = PiY <y^xi+X2\X = X2)^ 

ASSUMPTION 7.1 The information I is a location parameter of the condi
tional distribution D. 

A location parameter specifies an abscissa location point of a distribution. 
Usually, a location parameter is the midpoint or lower endpoint. Many distri
butions including exponential and uniform can be characterized by a location 
parameter. 

Ifi is the location parameter of the conditional distribution D, then it is clear 
that for 22 > HJ we have 

(̂̂ N2) = ^iv-n + ii\h), (7.13) 

(̂77122) =- ^(r? -12 + nNi). (7.14) 

In writing (7.13) and (7.14), we understand that ^(x|i) = i^{x\i) = 0 when 
X < 0, in view of the fact that D > 0. We can now prove the following result. 

THEOREM 7.2 Under Assumption 1 A, for any integrable function H{') and 

E [Hix ~ D)\i2] = E [H{x -D^(i2- ii))\ii]. (7.15) 

Furthermore, define w{x^i) = E[H{x — D)\i]. Then for 12 > M, 

w{x,i2) = ^lHix-D)\i2] = E[Hix-D-(i2-ii))\ii] 

= w{x -i2 + ii,ii). 

(7.16) 
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Proof Using (7.13), we have 

/

+00 
H(x - rj) • i^{rj\i2)dr) 

-OO 

/ + 00 

H{x - rf) ' il)(r} -12 + ii\ii)^r] 
-OO 

/ + 0 0 

H{x -T]- {12- ii)) • ^{r]\ii)dr] 
-OO 

- E[H{x-D-{i2-ii))\ii]. 

The proof of the second part follows trivially from the first. D 

REMARK 7.5 The analysis in this chapter goes through for the case when the 
conditional distribution of demand D given the information is approximated by 
a normal distribution. In this case, we would choose the mean as the location 
parameter. 

Relation (7.16) says that the value of a function w{-,i2) at a point x given 
12 can be obtained by evaluating the function w{-, ii) at the point x — 12 + h-
Geometrically speaking, w{-,i2) is nothing but the function w{-,ii) shifted 
to the right by an amount 22 — ii- This immediately gives us the following 
corollary. 

COROLLARY 7.1 Under Assumption 7.1, the optimal order-up-to level Si(-) 
and reduce-down-to level S2(-) satisfy 

T^kin) = Sfc(zi) + 12-11 for any 12 > i i , k = 1,2. 

For the optimal reorder and reduction points, similarly, we have the following 
results. 

COROLLARY 7.2 Under Assumption 7.1, the optimal reorder and reduction 
points satisfy 

(^kik) = (^k(h)+i2-ii, for i2>ii, k = 1,2. {lAl) 

Proof We prove only the case when k = \. The proof for the case k = 2\s 
similar. 

G'2'(^i' ^21^2) = E [c2iq2 + h- (qi+q2- D)'^ 

+p- (D-qi -q2)'^\i2\ 

= ^[C2iq2 + h'{qi+q2-D-12-^11)^ 

-hP' {D-\-i2-ii-qi- q2)'^\h] 

= G^{qi-i2 + ii,q2\h)- (7.18) 
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By Lemma 7.2, cri() satisfies 

G + ( a i ( i i ) , o | i i ) - K + G + ( a i ( i i ) , E i ( i i ) - a i ( i i ) | z i ) , (7.19) 

G '+ ( (7 i ( i2 ) ,0 | z2 )= i^ + G + ( a i ( i 2 ) , S i ( i 2 ) - C r i ( i 2 ) | i 2 ) . (7.20) 

Subtracting (7.19) from (7.20) gives 

G + ( a i ( z 2 ) , 0 | z 2 ) - G ' + ( a i ( i i ) , 0 | z i ) 

= Gj[a i (z2) , Si(22) - c^i{h)\i2j 

- G + ( o - i ( z i ) , S i ( i i ) - a i ( i i ) | z i ) . (7.21) 

Using (7.18), definition of Gj^, and Corollary 7.1 on the right-hand side of 
(7.21) yields, 

G'^\cTi{i2) -12 + «i, Si( i2) - 0-1(^2)kij 

-G^[ai{ii),Ei(ii) - c r i ( i i ) M 

= C21 [0-1(22) - 0-1 (ii) - i2 + «ij • (7.22) 

Using (7.18) on the left-hand side of (7.21) as well as combining (7.22) yields 

G ' j ( ^ i f e ) - « 2 + i i , o | z i ) - G j ( ( 7 i ( i i ) , o | i i ) 

= C21 criii2) - c r i ( i i ) - 2̂ + *1 

It is clear that cri(z2) = o-i(ii) + (22 — ii) is a solution of (7.23). 

(7.23) 

D 

Corollaries 7.1 and 7.2 imply that both the reorder and reduction points can 
be expressed as the summation of the location parameter i and a constant term 
that is independent of i. That is, if z G [0, -foo), 

(^kii) = i + Uk, k=l,2, (7.24) 

where u^ = crfc(O). 
Based on the optimal policy (7.12) at stage 2 and using (7.24), we write the 

optimal cost function at stage 2 as follows: 

r i ^ - f - G + ( g i , S i ( i ) - g i , i ) , 
if i > qi — ui, 

7^2(^1,^) = S (^2(91,0,2), if ^1 - W2 < z < gi - wi, 

i^ + G ' ^ ( g i , S 2 ( i ) - g i , i ) , 
if i<qi- U2. 

(7.25) 
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From the definition of ak{i) in Lemma 7.2 and the fact noted in connection 
with (7.6), we can see that 7r2(gi, i) is a continuous function of i Using (7.25) 
in (7.5), we obtain 

n i (g i ) 
q\-U2 

K + G2 (gi ,S2(i) -qi,i) 
'o 

qi-u\ 

+ / G2(gi,0,i)dA(i) 
qi-U2 

00 

'K + Gt{qi,i:i(l)-qi,i) 

dA(i) 

+ 
'qi-ui 

We take its derivative with respect to qi, 

dni(gi ) 

dA(z). 

d^i 
q\-U2 

K- I C22dA(z) 
0 

+ (p + / i ) ^ ( g i | z ) - p | d A ( i ) - / C2idA(i) 
q\-u\ 

+6*2 (gi ,S2(i) - ^ 1 , 2 ) • A(z) 

+6*2(^1,0, gi - ui) • X{qi - ui) 

- ^ 2 ( 9 1 , 0 , gi - 112) • X{qi - U2) 

rqi-ui r T 

'q\-U2 " 

i^ + G+(gi,Ei(i)-gi,i)] -AW 

pqi—U2 poo 

ci - / C22dA(z) - / C2idA(i) 
^ 0 J qi—U2 

+ / |(p + / i )^(gi |z)^(p--C2i) |dA(z) 

A(gi,z)A(z)| 

i=qi-ui 

qi-U2 

+A(qui)X{i) 
\i=qi-ui 

rq\—U2 roo 
-ci- C22dA(z) - / 

^ 0 J q\—U2 
"qi-ui 

i-qi-U2 

C2idA(i) 

+ 
q\-u2 

(p + h)m{qi\i) - {jp - C2i)\6K{i), 

(7.26) 
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where the second equality uses the definitions of C2() and A(gi,i), and the 
last equality is obtained by noting that /\{qi^i)\i:=:^q^^uk = A{aki(),i) -Ofor 
k = l,2. 

We can now state the main result of this section. 

THEOREM 7.3 With Assumption 7.1, there exists an initial-order quantity ql 
that minimizes Ili{qi). Moreover, the optimal initial-order quantity q* satisfies 

rql-U2 TOO 

0 = ci - / C22clA(i) - / C2idA(i) 

+ r "' [(P + ^)*WK) - b-C2i)ldA(z). (7.27) 
'ql-U2 

Proof The existence of g* follows from the facts that 

dni(gi) 
= mi l c i — / C22UiV(^z; — 

" ' " " " " 'q\-u2 

lim 
91-^0 dg 

01) rqi-u2 roo 
^ = l im ci - / C22dA(i) - / C2idA(z) 
1 91-^0 JQ Jqi-U2 

and 

= Ci - C21 

< 0 

V dni(gi) ["^ . . , . , 
hm .^ = ci - / C22dA(z) 

91^00 dgi 7o 
= Ci- C22 

> 0. 

D 

REMARK 7.6 If the density function A(-) is a Polya frequency fiinction of 
order 2 (PF2), then the total expected cost ni(gi) is a unimodal function of qi, 
and the optimal initial order quantity ql is uniquely determined by (7.27). 

The definition and properties of PF2 functions can be found in Karlin [6] and 
Porteus [7] . We should point out that unimodality of ni(^i) holds also for 
some densities that are not PF2. A particular case is that of uniform distribution, 
treated below. 

7.5. Analysis for Uniformly Distributed Demand 

In this section, we assume a uniformly distributed demand. We obtain a 
closed-form solution for both stages 1 and 2. With the closed-form solution, 
we further investigate the values of the forecast update and the purchase contract. 
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7.5.1 Optimal Solution 
Here we study the purchase-contract problem defined in Section 7.2 under the 

assumptions that / is uniformly distributed over the interval 7 7 + 2 
and, given I = i, that D follows the uniform distribution over the interva 
, _ ^ , i^ea 

^ ' T . Thus, 

m = h 
AW-K^-^+t)' 
"PM^) = ^ ' 

^W) = i (^-^ + f) . 

i e 

i e 

7/€ 

77 6 

? 

? 

[i-f, z + f' 
r• ea • I ea 

where 0 < s < 1 represents the fact of reduction in the forecast errors at 
the updating stage. The value of e can be obtained from either the buyer's 
experience or regression methods. Note that all of these functions are assumed 
to be zero outside their respective ranges defined above. 

REMARK 7.7 The above specifications do not imply that the unconditional 
distribution of D is uniform. Indeed, the unconditional density function of D 
is given by 

1 

1̂  
6a^ 

7 

7 + f + ^ 

if 7/ e 7 
ea a i ea 
9 ' 7 9 I 9 

if r y e l T - f + f , 7 + f - f 

, if 7/€ [7 + f - f , 7 + f 4-^ 

Depending on the amount of total order qi + q2, there exist three possibilities 
for the expression of the cost function G'2(5i, 92,«) defined in (7.6). If the total 
order is below the lower bound of the conditional demand given the information, 
then the inventory cannot meet all of the demand, and a penalty is incurred. We 
denote the cost as 6^2(^1' ̂ 2»«) in this case. If the total order exceeds the upper 
bound of the conditional demand given the information, then there will be some 
leftover inventory after the demand is met, and a holding cost applies. In this 
case, we denote the cost as ^2(^1, ^2, «)• Finally, if the total order is in the 
range of the conditional demand given the information, then both penalty and 
holding costs are incurred. In this case, we denote the cost as 6*2(^1,^2,0- It 
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is easy to see that 

<^2(^i'?2,0> if qi + q2<'i ea 
2 ' 

^ 2 ( ^ 1 , 5 2 , 0 = ^ <^2(9l.?2,0. if i - f <qi+q2<i+f, 

G^iquq2,i): if ^1 + ^2 > 2 + f , 
(7.28) 

where 

^2(^15 ^2,*) = 02(^2)-92+ P 

G2{quq2,i) = C2{q2)-q2 + h 

' 2 

2 

i+q2 

ri-qi-
ea 

qi + q2 

q2 
L 

-V 
ea 

dr/, 

6r] 

+P 
i+ 2 n — o^ — r}-qi-q2 

qi+q2 ea 
dr], 

G2iqi^q2ji) = C2iq2)'q2 + h 
^ 2 qi + q2-r] 

ea 
dij. 

As a special case of Theorem 7.1, we have the following corollary. 

C O R O L L A R Y 7.3 The optimal policy at stage 2 is (a i , E i ; cr2, S2)(2), where 
the order-up-to level S i ( i ) and the reduce-down-to level E2(i) are given by 

Ek{i)=i + £a(pk-l), /5fc = ^ - ^ , k = l,2, (7.29) 

<3;?(i ?/je reorder point <7i (z) fl«J //ze reduction point 0-2(1) are given by 

S i ( z ) - ^ ( i ^ ) , if ^i{K)<eal3u 

ai{i) = 
S i ( i ) ir 

P - C 2 1 
+ ^ ) , (/ p(K)>ea(3i, 

(7.30) 

f S2(i)+MW, 
// p{K)<ea{l-(52)^ 

(72{i) = < 
S2(i) + + 2 /l + C22 

//• p{K)>£a(l-p2). 

where 

,i{K) = 
'2saK 

p + h' 

(7.31) 

(7.32) 
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Proof We first prove (7.29). By Theorem 7.1, the two levels Ei(i) and 22(2) 
are the minimum of G2- To prove (7.29), equating to zero the derivative at 
q2 7̂  0, we obtain 

dGl(quq2,i) 

dq2 

dG^{quQ2j) 
dq2 

dGl{quq2,i) 
dq2 

= C2(q2)-P, 

= / i + 02(92), 

= [C2{q2)-p] + {p + h) •'^{qi+q2\i) 

= Ic2{q2) - p] + (p + h) 

(7.33) 

(7.34) 

ea 
ql + q2-^ + Y ea 

(7.35) 

Under the assumptions that p > C21 and h > —C22, G^{qi,q2j i) is strictly 
decreasing in q2, and G^(qi, q2,i) is strictly increasing in 92- Therefore, it is 
impossible for ^'2(91,92,0 ^^^ ^2(^1' ^2, ̂  to get a first-order condition for 
a minimum, which leads to 

argmin 1^2(^1,92,«)} = argmin 1^2(91, 92, *) }• (V.36) 

This, in view of (7.38), proves (7.29). 
Find the reorder/reduction points cri{i) and (72(z). This will be divided into 

several steps. 
Step 1 When gi < i - ^ , let 

G?(gi,0,i) = iC + G^(gi ,Ei(z)-gi ,z) . 

Some simple calculations give qi = Ili(i) — ( r :^—h ^ ^ ) . Since 

— [GP(qiAi) -[K + G'2(qi,^i{i) - qui)] } = C21 - p < 0 

—that is, Gf (91,0,i) - Lft: + G|(gi,Ei (i) — 9i, i) is strictly decreasing in 

qi, we have that Si(i) — ( —^—h ^ ^ j is the unique solution of 

GP{qiAi)=K + G'2{quEl{i)-qui). 

Step 2 When i - f < qi < Ei(i), let 

G '^ (9 i ,0 , i ) - i r + G'^(9i ,Ei( i )-9i , i ) , 
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and we obtain qi = Si(i) — ^^{K). Since 

dqi 
p + h 

ea 

< 
p + h 

ea 

(^1 - * + y ) + (C2i - P) 

= 0, (7.37) 

where the inequality makes use of the condition gi < Si(i)—namely, 

C?^(g i ,0 , i ) - [x + G | (g i ,E i ( z ) -g i , i ) ' 

is strictly decreasing in gi—we have that Si(z) — fJ^iK) is the unique solution 
of 

G '5 (g i ,0 , i ) -X + G^2(9i,Si(i)-gi,i). 

Step 3 When 

E2(«) < gi < i + ea 

similar to Step 2, then T,2{i) + M ( ^ ) is a unique solution of 

Step 4 When 
ea a ea 

then E2(i) + i;̂  , ea{l-/32) 
+ is a unique solution of 

h + C22 ' ^ 

G'J(g i ,0 ,z ) - i^ + G'^(gi,E2(z)-gi,i). 

Finally, also by using the equivalent conditions 

/ / r £a/3i \ ea 
EiU) - + — - ] <i- — 

\p-C2i 2 / 2 1 p - C21 i^ 
—ea 

2 p-\- h p- C21 
\ 2 

P - C 2 1 

< 0 

p-\-h ea < 
2eaK 
p + h 

LiiK) > —ea 
^ - p + h 

fi{K) > ea(3i 

E i ( i ) - / i ( i ^ ) < i -
ea (7.38) 
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and 
EQj 

E2(i) + / i W > ^ + y 
K ^ ga(l-/?2) ea 

./i + C22 

^=> f,(K) > sa(l - ^2), (7.39) 

the reorder or reduction points can be expressed as a continuous function with 
respect to the fixed contract-exercise cost K as shown by (7.30) and (7.31). 

By Theorem 7.1, the optimal policy is of (cri, Ei; a-2, E2)(i) type. D 

REMARK 7.8 Since for gi < ai{i), 

S i ( i ) - ^ i > Ei( i ) - (7i ( i ) 

fJ^{K), if ii{K) < eapi, 

: ^ + ^ , if ,,{K) > ea(3i, 
P - C 2 1 

li{K) and _ ^ f- Â^ can be interpreted as minimum reorder lot sizes. 

Similarly, ii{K) and T—^ 1 ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ interpreted as minimum 
reduction lot sizes. 

We present two extreme cases of (cri, Ei; (72, E2)(i) policy as follows. 

Extreme Case l\f K = Q, then ai{i) = Si(z) and a2{i) — E2(i). Thus, 
(cri,Ei;cr2,E2)(i) policy reduces to a base-stock policy (Si(z); E2(i)), where 
Ei(i) and E2(«) are the two base-stock levels. 

Extreme Case 2\f K ^Q and C21 = ci = C22 > 0, then on the payment of 
the fixed contract-exercise cost K, the buyer can either reorder additional items 
at the initial unit purchase price or cancel some items to obtain a full refund. In 
such a situation, the optimal order-up-to level coincides with the reduce-down-
to level, and the reorder point and the reduction point are symmetric about 
this level. The optimal initial order quantity, which is not unique, is presented 
explicitly later in Theorem 7.4 (iii). 

In the (cTi, Ei; (72, E2)(^) policy at stage 2, recall that both (J\{i) and a2{i) 
depend on the fixed contract-exercise cost K. Let us assume that /5i -f- /32 > 1— 
thatis, (/i+C22) < (p—C21)—for convenience in exposition. Note that a similar 
analysis can be carried out for the case of/?i -f- /?2 < 1. 

When l3i+(32> 1, by (7.38) and (7.39), we have that if 

E i ( 2 ) - + ^ r ~ ) - ^ ~ ' ^ ' 
\p- C21 2 / 2 
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then 

(7.40) li{K) > —ea. 
p + h 

Consequently, /?i + /?2 > 1 and (7.40) imply that 

li(K)>£a-(l-(32). 

Therefore, if/3i + /?2 > 1, then 

K eadi 

+ \ » —coi 2 / 2 
ea 

~2 

is impossible. Therefore, there exist the following three cases depending on the 
value of K. 

Case 1: {^{K) < ea{l - /?2)] 
From Corollary 7.3, we have 

ai{i) = E i ( i ) - M ^ ) , 

(72(i) = E 2 ( i ) + M ( ^ ) , 

and 

scb ,., ,., . ea 

^ - y < l̂U) < 2̂(̂ ) ^ ^ + y -
Case 2: [ea(l - P2) < ^^(K) < ea[5i] 
Under this case, 

cri(z) 

0-2(2) = E2(i) + 

E i ( z ) - ^ ( i ^ ) , 

h + C22 + 
ea( l - ^2) 

and 

Case 3: {^i(K) >ea(5i] 
We have 

cri(z) = Ei( i ) - (̂  

(72 (i) = E2(i) + 

K eaj3i 

P-C21 

K ea{l~(32) 

and 

/ i + C22 

cri{i) < « - y < « + y < cr2(«). 
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In this chapter, we focus on Case 1 and on an extreme behavior of Case 3. 
Other cases can be similarly treated. To get the properties of ni(gi) , we first 
summarize the optimal cost function at stage 2, Tr^gi, i). 

When qi < ai{i), the (cri, Ei;cr2, S2)(i)-policy requires the buyer to in
crease the initial order qi to bring the inventory level up to Si(z). Thus, 

(7.41) 

When qi > (72 (i), it is optimal for the buyer to reduce the initial order qi 
down to the inventory level E2(i). Thus, 

TT^iqui) = i^ - l -G | (g i ,E2( i ) -g i , i ) 

= K-C22qi + C22i+^''-'''\''^'^'''. 
a.42) 

Finally, when the initial order quantity is between the reorder point and the 
reduction point—that is, cri{i) < qi < o'2{i)—then the (cri, Ei;(j2, S2)(i)-
policy requires the buyer to take no action. Thus, 

7^2(̂ 1'«) = G^2(?l,0,i) 

G?(gi,0,i), if qi<i-f, 

^1(91,0,2), if i-f<qi<i + f, 

G^(gi,0,i), if g i > i + f . 

In this last case, depending on the relative position of the initial order quantity 
with respect to the reorder and reduction points and the bounds of the conditional 
demand given the information, we have the following three scenarios. 

When 

« - y < criW < gi < (J2yt) < « + y , 

both holding and penalty costs are incurred, and the optimal cost function is 

(7.43) 
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In Case 1, by (7.41), (7.42), and (7.43), the optimal cost function at stage 2 
IS 

7^2(^1,«) 

K - C2iqi + C2ii + f (i? - C2i)(l - /?i), 

if i> qi- £a(Pi - | ) + / ^ ( ^ ) , 

K - C22qi + C22i + f{p - C22)(l - /32), 

if i < qi - £a{(52 - \) - l^{K), 

otherwise. 

Recall that 

(7.44) 

(7.45) ni(gi) = cigi + E[7r2*(gi,/)] 

and that Ili{qi) is a piecewise smooth function with respect to the initial order 
quantity gi. 

Furthermore, when 

ea cri(i) < i + — < gi < cr2(z), 

the demand is less than the initial-order quantity w.p.l. In this case, no penalty 
cost occurs—that is, 

71-2(91,0 = G2{qi,0,i) = hqi - hi. (7.46) 

Finally, when cJi{i) < qi < i — ^ < 0-2(1), the demand is larger than the 
initial order quantity w.p.l. In this case, no holding cost occurs—that is, 

7r2(gi, 0 = G^iqu 0, i) =pi- pqi- (7.47) 

Equations (7.41)-(7.47) provide a complete characterization of the optimal 
cost function at stage 2. With this, we are ready to tackle the first-stage problem. 

To minimize ni(gi), we first develop its expression, calculate its derivative, 
and then discuss its simple analytical property. In the following, it will be seen 
that U.i{qi) is a piecewise function over five intervals. 

When 

a ea ^ a ,_ 1, ,^^. 

additional order is needed. Therefore, 

7+f 

n i ( g i ) = ciqi + ea K -C2iqi + C2ii + — ( p - C 2 i ) ( l - / 3 i ) | d A ( i ) , 

7 - ^ 
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and 
dn i (g i ) 

dgi 
c i - C 2 1 . 

Thus, Ili{qi) is nonincreasing since C21 > ci. 
When 

9 i > 7 - f + £ a ( A - i ) - M W , 

then 

gi-ea(/3i-i)+/i(K) 

n i ( g i ) = c i g i + 
(p + h) 

2ea 
(^1 - ^f 

245 

(7.48) 

(7.49) 

h — p, .. eaip + h) 
dA(i) 

7+f 

+ K - C2iqi + C2ii 

qi-eaiPi-^)+fxiK) 

sa 

and 

dn i (g i ) p-\-h 

dgi 2£a2 

+ y(p-C2i)( l-A)JdA(i) , 

7 - - + 5 a ( A - - ) ^1 

li(K+ C2ia-cia)\}-(qi-zi), (7.50) 

where 
-1 

^ 1 = 7 - 2 + ^^(/^i ~ 2^ "̂  ̂ ^ ^ ^ "̂ ^̂ ^ ~ ^^^^' 

Since C21 > ci > C22, 

Thus, 

IJ^{K) < ii{K + C2ia - cia). 

7 - - + sa{(3i - 2) ~ / " ( ^ + '^sia - cia) 

< 7 - ^ + ^ ^ ( A - ^ ) - M W -
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Because of (7.49), we have that the first term of equation (7.50) is positive. 
Hence, n i ( g i ) is nonincreasing if and only if gi < zi. 

Suppose that 

1 1 

7 - ^ + ea{P2 - 2) + i" (^) < ?i < 7 + ^ + ^«(/?i - 1^) - f^^W-

(Owing to the assumption /3i + /32 > 1, we have 

2 + y / ^ i - y / ? 2 > ^ a - ( l - ^ 2 ) ; 

this and the condition /x(i^) < ea{l — (32) imply that the inequality 
1 1 

7 - I + £a((52 - -) + ^i{K) < 7 + I + ea{(5i --) - ii{K) 
(7.51) 

is true). Then 

n i ( g i ) 

ql-ea{(52-h-^l{K) 

ciqi + K — C22qi + C22̂  

7 - f 

ea + y(p-C22)(l-/?2)jdA(i) 

gi-£a(/3i-i)+/i(K) 

+ 
(î  + M 

2£a iQi - ^y 

qi-ea{l32-h)-KK) 

7+f 

+ 

h — p, , £a{p-\-h) 

K - C2iqi 4- C2ii 

dA(i) 

gi-£a(^i-^)+/x(K) 

sa 

and 

where 

+ y(p-c2i)(l-A)JdA(i), 

dni(9i) 1 
- - ] = - ( C 2 1 - C22)(gi - ^ 2 ) , 

dgi a 

, a C21 + C22 - 2 c i £a 
2̂2 = 7 + o + "^(^1 + /?2 - 1). 

2 C21 - C22 2 

(7.52) 

(7.53) 
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Clearly, n i ( g i ) is a convex function over this interval, and lli{qi) is nonde-
creasing if and only if gi > Z2. 

When 

7 + ^ + ea • (/?i - - ) - f^iK) < gi < 7 + I + «̂(/52 - ^) + l^(K), 

then 

ql-ea•{p2-h)-^^{K) 

n i ( g i ) = Cigi + ^ - C22qi + C22^ 

7 - ? 

£a + y(p-C22)(l-/32)JdA(i) 

7+f 

+ 
(P + /i) 

2ea (qi - i)'' 

gi-ea{02-^)-^i{K) 

and 

dUi{qi) p+h 

dqi 2£a2 

+ -77^ • {qi - 0 + —̂ ^̂ 5 dA(«) 

7 + 2 + ^ « - ( / ^ 2 - 2 ) 

+ ^ ( K + cia - C22a)j -qij • {qi- ^3), 

(7.54) 

where 

Since the first term of equation (7.54) is positive when ci > C22, n i ( g i ) is 
nondecreasing if and only ifqi > Z3. 

When 

^ /.^ IN /r^x ^ a sa 
7 + - + 5a(/?2 - 2) + M ( ^ ) < gi < 7 + 2 + y ' 

then 

7+t 
ea n i ( g i ) = C ig i+ / | i ^ -C22g i +C22 i+ y ( p - C 2 2 ) ( l - /32)JdA(i) , 
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and 
dni(gi) 
—-, = ci- C22- (7.55) 

Since ci > C22, ni(^i) is nondecreasing. 
Based on the discussion of T[i{qi) and its property, it is easy to check that 

ni(gi) is continuous and differentiable with respect to qi over the interval 
[7"~ f ~ T ' 7 + f + Y1- ^ ^ present below the optimal stage 1 policy in Case 
1. 

THEOREM 7.4 Assume Case 1—that is, let ii{K) < £a(l — (32). Then 
(i) ni(gi) is unimodal with respect to qi\ 
(ii) if C21 > ci > C22, the optimal order quantity at stage 1 is 

if B^mm{A,B} < I^(K), 
if ii{K) < mm{A, B} , 

if A = mm{A,B} < i^{K), 

(7.56) 

where 

and 

zi=l - ^ + £a{pi - 2) + ^ ( ^ + ^2ia - cia), 

, a C21 +C22 - 2 c i £a 

z C21 - C22 2 

3̂ = 7 + 2 + ^^(/̂ 2 - 2^ ~ ^ ^ ^ "̂  '̂ ^^ ~ ^^^ '̂̂ ' 

. ci - C 2 2 . ^ ^ . s a 

C21 - C22 2 

C21 - ci £a 
5 = a - {(32 - (3i) — \ 

C21 - C22 2 

(iii) if C21 = C22 = ci , f/ie« each point in the interval 

1 1 

7 ~ I + Ea[^2 - 2) + A (̂̂ )̂  ^ + ^ + ^""(̂ i ~ 2^ "" ̂ ^^^ 

qualifies as an optimal stage 1 or(i^r quantity, 

Proof (i)-(ii) In the case of C21 > ci > C22, we prove only the case when 
B = min{A, B] < /i(i^). Other cases can be treated similarly. 
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First of all, ^{K) > B implies 

{li{K + C2ia - cia)f < I ii{K) + sa ^̂  , . ^̂  j . 

which implies that 

Also, note that 

zi>-i -^-\-ea[(3i- ^ - li{K). 

Therefore, zi is in the second interval and is a possible minimum point. 
Next, we can prove that 

^{K)>B <̂ =̂  Zl<-f-^ + ea[(32-^+^Ji{K) 

^=^ Z2<7-^ + £a(^P2-^)+KK), 

(7.57) 

where the last inequality means that Z2 is less than the lower bound of the third 
interval. Since 

l-^+ea(^P2-l)+KK) 

< 7 + I + £«(A -I)- 1^{K) (see (7.51)), 

we obtain Z2 < 7 + | + £a(/3i — ^j — /i(A'). We can also prove 

^=> ^3 < 7 + ^ + £a(/5i - 2) - ^ ( ^ ) ' ("̂ -̂ S) 

where the last inequality means that Z3 is less than the lower bound of the fourth 
interval. Hence, Ii\(q\) cannot attain its minimum at Z2 or z^ in this case. 

Finally, let us check the monotone property interval by interval. If 

a ea < gi < 7 - ^ + £a(/5i - 2) - /^(^) ' 

by making use of equation (7.48), Iii{qi) is nonincreasing. If 

7 - ^ + Ea[(3i - - ) - ^l{K) < gi < 7 - I + £(^{(^2 - 2) + A^(^)' 
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recall that Ili{qi) is nonincreasing if and only if gi < zi, ni(gi) is nonin-
creasing over the interval 

and nondecreasing over the interval 

If 

7 - ^ + £a(/32 - 2) + M W < 91 < 7 + ^ + ^ ^ ( A - 2 ) - ^ ( ^ ) ' 

recall that lli{qi) is nondecreasing if and only if qi > Z2, Gi{qi) is always 
nondecreasing. If 

7 + ^ + £a(^Pi - - ) - /i(X) < gi < 7 + I + £a(/32 - 2) + M W , 

recall that li-i(qi) is nondecreasing if and only if gi > ^3, Ili{qi) is always 
nondecreasing. If 

7 + ^ + £a(/32 - 2) + M ( ^ ) < gi < 7 + ^ + a ea 
J' 

by making use of equation (7.55), Ili{qi) is always nondecreasing. 
In summary, ni(gi) is nonincreasing on the left-hand side of zi, whereas 

it is nondecreasing on the right-hand side of zi. By definition of a unimodal 
function, U.i{qi) is unimodal and q* = zi. 

We summarize in Table 7.1, the analysis along with those in the other two 
cases. 

(iii) In the case of C21 = ci = C22, note that 

^1 == 7 - 2 + ^«(/52l - 2) + '^(^^ ' 

^3 = 7 + ^ + £a(/?2 - 2) ~ ^ ( ^ ) ' 

= 0. 

and for any qi € [̂ 1,2̂ 3], 
dni(gi) 

dqi 

Recall that Yli{qi) is nonincreasing if and only if gi < zi and nondecreasing 
if and only if gi > z^. Thus, ni(gi) is unimodal. Hence, any gi 6 [zi, zs] is 
optimal. D 
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91 
1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

ni (gi ) 
\i^l{K) > B = min{A,B} 

i 
i, ifqi < z\\ 
t, ifgi > 21. 

T 

T 

T 

ni(9i ) 
\iix{K) < min{yl,j5} 

i 
i 

i, if 91 < Z2; 
T, if<?i > Z2. 

T 

T 

ni(9 i ) 
iffiiK) > A = min{A,B} 

i 
i 

I 

i, if 91 < 23; 
t, if^i > 23. 

T 

Table 7.1, Unimodality of ni(gi) when yi{K) < ea - {1 — P2) 

We conclude this section by commenting on a subcase of Case 3 when K 
is sufficiently large, so that no ordering is optimal in stage 2. How large the 
fixed cost should be for this purpose and what is the optimal stage 1 order are 
specified in the following result. 

THEOREM 7.5 Assume Case 3—that is, fJ^{K) > sapi. In this case, when 

K > {p — C2i)\a — ^{2 — pi)\, the optimal initial order quantity is given by 

* / 

r 7 - f - f + aVW^. 
if I3Q < ^ and 

7 - f + /3oa, 

//•§ </5o < 1 - | , 

7 + f + f - av/2£(l-/?o), 

if I3{) > 1 — I and 

K>{h + C22) • a + f (1 -- /52) - ay/28il ^ Po) 

where /3o = {p — <^i)/{p + h), and the optimal policy at stage 2 is 2̂ = 0. 
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It is also possible to obtain an explicit expression for the value function vi 
in different cases. For example, when q'^ = zi, the optimal cost 

TTi A: + C I 7 + - (C2I -ci)a 

2s 

3 y a{p + h) 
K2 + ^/{K + C2ia - ciaf 

2(p + /i)L 
{h + ci){p-ci) + (c2i -ciY 

7.5.2 Further Analysis 
With explicit optimal solutions obtained in Sections 7.4 and 7.5, it is easy to 

carry out a sensitivity analysis with respect to forecast and contract parameters. 
It is certainly of interest to improve the quality of the demand forecasts. Im
proving either the stage 1 forecast or the stage 2 forecast or both could result in 
cost reductions. For example, the marginal benefits of information updates with 
respect to e and a—namely, —d-Kilde and —dirl/da—provide an indication 
of the relative importance of stage 1 and 2 forecasts in the model, respectively. 
Given these and the costs of efforts in reducing a and e, the buyer can easily 
figure out where he should put his next dollar in improving demand forecasts. 
As for the contract-exercise cost K, it is possible to identify a critical value 
KQ, such that if K exceeds (resp. is less than) KQ, the buyer should invest in 
improving stage 1 (resp. stage 2) forecast. 

Besides the sensitivity analysis, it is also possible to select a suitable strategy 
to manage the tradeoffs between different hedging alternatives. As is shown in 
Section 7.2, there exist a number of alternatives in hedging demand uncertainty 
(for example, in addition to the purchase contract, in the context of a micro
controller purchase issue, using generic chips is a viable option; see Yan, Liu, 
and Hsu [8]). It is important for the buyer to know when a purchase contract is 
attractive. Yan, Liu, and Hsu [8] solve the problem of two supply modes with 
demand-information updates, where the second-stage decision is the quantity 
of the generic components that should be used. The expected cost functions at 
stage 2 and stage 1 are 

112(^1,^2,?) = C2-q2 + /i / [gi -\- q2- z] • tp{z\i)dz 

Ji—ea/2 

ri+ea/2 

+p / [z-qi- q2] • il^iz\i)dz, 

ni(gi) cigi + E n2(gi,g2,/) 
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where C2 is the per unit ordering cost for generic component. Comparing with 
the explicit solution derived in previous subsection, it is possible for us to have 
the following results. 

THEOREM 7.6 As for the contract-cost function Iii{qi) and the substitution 
cost function ni(^i), we have 

(i) min \ ni(gi) > is a monotone nondecreasing and continuous function 
gi>0 l J 

with respect to the contract-exercise cost K] 
(ii) there exists a KQ such that 

min \Ui{qi)\K=.o] < min {ni (gi )} 
qi>0 l~ J 9 i > 0 L J 

< min{ni(gi) 1; 
qi>0 I \K>KQ) 

(iii) there exists a unique Ki such that 

mm {Ui(q,)\K = Ki] = mm {U,{q,)]. 
qi>0 K J qi>0 K J 

Proof (i) Recall that the optimal reorder point o'i{i) = Si(i) — iJi{K), the 

reduction point cj2(i) = E2(^)+ /i(iir), and ^(/C) =: J^^^ Therefore, (7i(z) 

decreases and (72 (i) increases as K increases. The feasible set of q2 shrinks 
when K increases. Therefore, min{ni(gi)} is a monotone nondecreasing 

function of K. 
(ii) The validity of the left-hand side inequality lies in the fact that the feasible 

set of g2 becomes larger when negative g2 is allowed. In addition, a sufficiently 
large contract cost K forces the initial order quantity to remain unchanged. 
This fact results in the validity of the right-hand side inequality. 

(iii) Properties (i) and (ii) ensure the existence of Ki, D 

Theorem 7.6 reveals a rule for hedging strategy selection. When K > Ki/it 
is unwise for the buyer to sign the purchase contract. By noting that a purchase 
contract is a real option, K can be considered as the option price in the case 
when C21 = C22 = ci. It is interesting for the buyer to know the value of 
a purchase contract. In particular, the buyer needs to know what is the best 
strategy against demand uncertainty. 

7.6. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we study a purchase contract with a demand-forecast update. 
We formulate the problem as a two-stage dynamic programming problem. We 
obtain an optimal solution for the contract management for a class of demand 
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distributions. In particular, we obtain an explicit optimal solution for a uni
formly distributed updated demand. The explicit nature of the optimal solution 
enables us to gain managerial insights into better supply chain management. 
More specifically, we find a critical value of the contract-exercise cost, which 
determines the direction of further improvement in demand forecasts. In com
parison with other uncertainty hedging approaches such as substitution, we 
obtain another critical value of the contract-exercise cost, below (resp. above) 
which the buyer would (resp. would not) sign the contract. 

7.7. Notes 

This chapter is based on Huang, Sethi, and Yan [5]. 
Traditional inventory models assume a simple buyer-supplier arrangement. 

The buyer places an order at any time for any amount at a fixed cost and a 
given unit price, and the supplier provides the product. However, this results 
in a great deal of uncertainty for both parties, since very little is known about 
the eventual demand at the time of order. In many industries, complicated 
forms of arrangements, known as contracts, exist to strike a balance between 
flexibility and uncertainty. Barnes-Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [1] study 
the role of a supply contract between the buyer and the supplier in a two-stage 
model. In their model, the option of volume flexibility applies to the second 
stage. Structural properties of the objective functions for both the buyer and 
the supplier are explored. They show that to achieve channel coordination, the 
contract-exercise cost must be in the form of a piecewise linear function. The 
contract-option price is also evaluated numerically. Donohue [3] considers a 
supply contract as a risk-sharing mechanism between the buyer and the supplier. 
She focuses on the channel coordination by determining the wholesale price and 
the return policy. Eppen and Iyer [4] discuss a so-called backup agreement in 
the fashion industry for a catalog company. It entails that the supplier holds back 
a constant fraction of the commitment and delivers the remaining units to the 
catalog company before the start of the fashion season. It allows the company 
to make decisions after observing the early demand. That is, the company may 
order up to the backup quantity at the original cost, along with a penalty cost for 
any backup units that are not ordered. They find that a backup agreement has 
an impact on expected profits. Cachon [2] reviews and extends the literature of 
supply chain coordination for a class of contracts. In particular, he addresses the 
coordination issues of the two-stage newsvendor. The newsvendor is allowed 
only to increase, at the second stage, the original order at a higher unit cost and 
no fixed cost. It is found that it is possible to coordinate the supply chain with 
a buy-back contract. 

In contrast with Eppen and Iyer [4], we allow the buyer to adjust the initial 
order at the second stage. As in Chapter 6, we allow in stage 2 for cancellation 
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of a part of the initial order issued in stage 1. This means that our cost function 
is no longer /f-convex. Consequently, we specialize our distribution to be PF2 
or uniform to ensure a unimodal cost function. Our work differs from Barnes-
Schuster, Bassok, and Anupindi [1] in a couple of ways. We update both the 
mean and the spread of the the demand forecast, whereas Bames-Schuster, 
Bassok, and Anupindi [1] update the minimum demand. In addition, we con
sider a fixed contract-exercise cost and use the contract to hedge the demand 
uncertainty. In comparison with the models of Donohue [3], we consider a 
fixed contract-exercise cost and obtain an explicit solution for any degree of the 
demand-information update. The worthless and perfect information updates 
are therefore special cases of our model. 
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Chapter 8 

PURCHASE CONTRACT MANAGEMENT: 
TWO-PLAYER GAMES 

8.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider contract pricing and information dynamics in 
the problem of purchase-contract management. We investigate the competitive 
behavior by using noncooperative game models: a static game and a two-step 
dynamic game, where the Nash equilibrium and the subgame-perfect Nash 
equilibrium are proved to exist. While it has been widely reported that infor
mation sharing benefits the supplier, our focus is on its impact on the buyer. We 
demonstrate that information sharing benefits the buyer only when the supplier 
overestimates the true demand. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 8.2, we formulate the prob
lem as a static game between a supplier and a buyer. For a general demand 
process, we study the structure properties of the cost or payoff functions, which 
lead to the existence of a Nash equilibrium. In Section 8.3, based on the uni
formly distributed demand forecasts, we characterize the best reaction strategy 
for each player. In Section 8.4, we explore the Nash equilibria of the static 
game for cases with and without information sharing. With Nash equilibria, it 
is possible to discuss the impacts of information sharing on the supplier and 
the buyer. In Section 8.5, we obtain a subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium for 
the dynamic game. The issue of information sharing is treated as in Section 
8.4. We conclude in Sections 8.6 and 8.7 with a discussion of incentive design 
issues for channel coordination and some endnotes. 
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S.2. Problem Formulation 

In this chapter, we consider the competitive behaviors of the buyer and the 
supplier in a special purchase-contract problem where the buyer is allowed to 
increase the initial order quantity qi at a later stage—that is, the reorder quantity 
2̂ > 0 at a cost C2 > ci, where ci denotes the unit cost of the initial order. The 

supplier faces a production cost wi per unit at stage 1 and a more expensive 
production cost W2 > wi at stage 2. The demand process possesses the same 
structure as described in Chapter 7. 

Differing from Chapter 7, we are here interested in the contract pricing and 
the value of information sharing in the supplier-buyer game framework. There 
are two ways to formulate this problem: a static game and a two-step dynamic 
game. In the static game, the supplier and the buyer figure out their own reaction 
functions independently. Specifically, the buyer's reaction function provides a 
mapping rule from the contract-exercise cost K to the initial order quantity qi. 
Likewise, the supplier's reaction function defines a mapping from the initial 
order gi to the contract-exercise cost K. The simultaneous solution of these 
two reaction functions, if it exists, reveals a Nash equilibrium where no party 
is willing to deviate. 

To the empty threat that exists in the static game, we propose a two-step 
dynamic game where the players move sequentially. Without loss of general
ity, we assume that the supplier is a leader and the buyer is a follower. The 
backward induction procedure provides a way to derive the subgame-perfect 
Nash equilibrium. 

To make the above decision process clear, we insert one more argument K 
and qi in the buyer's cost or value functions and the supplier's payoff function 
defined in Chapter 7, respectively. Specifically the related notation includes 

U2iqi,q2,K,i 
UliquK 

nfiquK.i 

JiiquK 

instead of 112(gi,g2,05 
instead ofni(gi), 
instead ofTrKgi,^), 
instead of TTJ", 
the supplier's payoff function, and 
the supplier's optimal payoff function, 

where the superscripts b and s represent the buyer and the supplier, respectively. 
Other notations are the same as those introduced in Chapter 7. Because there 
is no cancellation at stage 2, for notation simplicity in this chapter we write 

(ai(z),Si(z)), 

which in Chapter 7 is given by 

((j(i,i^),E(i,i^)). 
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In the remainder of this section, we investigate the existence of a Nash equi
librium for a general demand process. Since the buyer's problem has been for
mulated in a more general purchase-contract context in Chapter 7, we directly 
study the structural properties of the buyer's cost functions in the following 
theorem. 

THEOREM 8.1 The buyer's cost functions under optimal decisions at two 
stages, 7ri^{K) and 7T2^{qi^ K^ i), are monotone nondecreasing in K, 

Proof The proof can be developed similarly as in Theorem 7.1. Here we omit 
it. D 

Let g| {qi 5 K^ i) be the optimal order quantity at stage 2. Using Theorem 7.1, 

By Theorem 7.1 again, we know that 

K + C2-{E{i,K)-qi) 

+ E [h • (S(i, K) - D)+ +p-(D- S(z, K))+\ i], 

ifgi < cr(i,iir), 

E[h-(qi-D)++p-(D- q,)+\i], if gi > a{i, K). 

(8.2) 

Furthermore, for any observed information i,'\i K < K, then 

E(i,i^) = E ( i , ^ ) and a{i,K) > a{i,K). (8.3) 

In the following, we introduce some terminology from game theory (for more 
details, see Milgrom and Roberts [10], Topkis [11], and Yao [12]). The buyer's 
strategy space is [0, oo), and the supplier's strategy space is also [0, oo). Refer 
to (gi, K) as a strategy profile. The strategy space for the buyer and supplier is 
defined as 

7̂ ^ = [0, oo) X [0, oo). 

DEFINITION 8.1 Afiinction L{xi, X2) defined on TZ^ is supermodular (sub-
modular) if for all X = (xi, X2), and y = (^1, ^2) € IZ^, 

L(x Ay) + L{x Vy)> (<)L{x) + L(y), 

where A and V denote, respectively, the "min" and the "max" operators {both 
in the componentwise sense). 
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Using (8.2) and (8.3), we can get the following theorem. 

THEOREM 8.2 The buyer's cost function 112(51, ^2, K^ i) at stage 2 is super-
modular in (^2, K) given qi, and the buyer's cost function ni(gi , K) at stage 
1 is submodular in (gi, K). 

Proof It is directly verifiable that for any given qi, 112(51,52, K^i) is super-
modular in (52, K). We show the submodularity for (gi, K). For any (51, K), 
{quK)en\ if 

Qi < 5i, and K < K, 

then 

{quK)A{q,,K) = {qi,K) and {q^K) V (qi,K) = (qi,K). 

Thus, 

n i ((gi,i^) A ( g i , X ) ) + n i ((5i,X) V (51,^)) 

= Ui(quK)+UiiquK). 

Therefore, to get the submodularity for {qi,K), without loss of generality we 
can assume that 

qi < qi and K > K. (8.4) 

In the light of (8.3), the proof is divided into several cases. For any given i, we 
have the following cases. 

Case 1: [qi < cr(i, K) and qi < a(i, K)] 
For Case 1, it follows from (8.1) that 

7T*^\qi,K,i) + 7r*2\qi,K,i) = nfiquK.i) + 7Tt(qi,K,i). (8.5) 

Case 2: [qi < (j{i, K) and a(i, K) < qi < a(i, K)] 
For Case 2, it follows from (8.1) and (8.2) that 

7Ti\quK,i) = K + C2-i^(hK)-qi) 

+E [h • (S(i, K)-Dy-i-p-(D- E(z, ^ ) ) + | I = i], 

ni'iquK^i) = E[h-{qi-D)++p-{D-qi)+\l = i], 

irtiquK^i) = K + C2-{nhK)-qi) 
+£[h- (E(i, K)-D)-^+p-(D- Y,(i, K))^\ I = i], 

Trf (quK.i) = K + C2-(T.(i,K)-qi) 

+E[h- (E(2, K)-D)^ + p-{D- S(i, K))+\ I = i]. 
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Note that 

E[h-{qi-D)+-\-p-(D-qi)+\l = i] 

< K + C 2 - ( S ( z , ^ ) - g i ) 

+E [h • (£(i, K)-D)+-hp'{D- E(z, ^ ) ) + | I = i]. 

Therefore, 

7rf{quK,i) + 7Ti\qi,K,i)<7vi\quK,i)+7Tfiqi,K,i). (8.6) 

Case 3: [qi < a(i, K) and gi > (j(i, ^ ) ] 
For Case 3, it follows from (8.1) and (8.2) that 

7^l\quK,i) = K + C2-{Eii,K)-qi) 

+E [h • (S(i, K)-D)+-hp-iD- E(i, K))+| / - z] , 

ni\qi,K,i) = E[h-{qi-D)++p-{D-qi) + \l = i], 

7rf(qi,K,i) = K + C2'{nhK)-qi) 

+ E [h • (E(i, K)-D)^+p-(D- E(i, i^))+| / - z] , 

7r2*^(^l,K,i) = E[h-{qi-D)+^-p-{D-qi)^\l = i]. 

Noting K > K, hence, we have 

_*6/ _*6/ .*6 *6/ 7rr(gi,ir,z) + 7rf(gi,i^,z)<7r2*^(gi,i^,i) + 7rf(gi,i^,i). (8.7) 

Case 4: [a{i, K) < qi < a{i, K) and a(z, A') < gi < cr(z, ^ ) ] 
For Case 4, similarly, we have 

.*hi T^l\qi,K,i) - i^ + C 2 - ( E ( z , i ^ ) - g i ) 

+ E [/i • (E(z, ̂ ) - i:>)+ + p • (i:> - Ei(i, ^))+1 / = i] , 

-KtiquK.i) = E[h-{qi-D)++p-{D-qi)+\l = i], 

nt(quK,i) = E[h-{qi-D)+-hp-(D-qi)+\l = i], 

T^f{qi^K,i) - i^ + C2-(E(i , i^)-gi) 
+E [h • (E(z, A-) - J9)+ + p • (£> - E(i, K))+\ I = i]. 

By the convexity of 112(^1,0, K, i) and gi < gi < E(i, K), we have 

/ i - ( g i - Z ^ ) + + p - ( D - g i ) + I = i 

> E ;7. \ + h-(qi-D)-^+p-iD-qi) 
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Consequently, (8.7) still holds for Case 4. 
Case 5: [cr(i, K) < qi < a(i, K) and qi > a(i, K)] 
Case 6: [qi > a(i, K) and qi > a{i, K)] 
Similarly, we can show that (8.7) holds for Case 5, and (8.5) holds for Case 

6. Hence, the proof is completed. D 

The direct implication of these properties is that the buyer's optimal decision 
ql is increasing in K, while gj is decreasing in K. These properties are con
sistent with our intuition: if the supplier's contract-exercise cost is high, then 
the buyer will tend to order more at stage 1 and order less at stage 2. 

The supplier's objective is to find an optimal contract-exercise cost K that 
maximizes the profit function for given gi: 

m&x{Ji{qi, K)} 
K 

= max < (ci — wi) • gi 

+ E[K • %2*(gi,ir,/)) + (C2 - W2) • q*2{quKJ)] } 

= max < (ci — wi) • qi 

+ E[[K + (C2 - W2) • (S(/ , K) - qi)] • 6{a(I, X) - gi)} }, 

where {a{ijK)j^{ijK)) is the buyer's optimal policy at stage 2 when I = i 
Similar to Theorem 8.2, the following theorem implies that the supplier's 

optimal decision if* is decreasing in qi. 

THEOREM 8.3 The supplier's payoff function Ji(gi, K) is supermodular in 
(quK). 

Based on the monotone properties of the optimal decisions described by 
Theorem 8.2 and Theorem 8.3, it is possible to consider the Nash equilibrium 
of the static game. 

THEOREM 8.4 There exists a Nash equilibrium in the supplier-buyer game. 

8.3. Reaction Strategies Under Uniformly Distributed 
Demand 

In this section, we try to reveal more insights from the behaviors of the 
supplier and the buyer under the assumption that the information and the con
ditional demand given that information follow uniform distributions. Formally, 

/ is uniformly distributed over the interval 7 — §, ^ + f ^"^' gi'̂ ^n I = i, 

D follows the uniform distribution over the interval U — ^ , i + ^ 
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8.3.1 The Buyer's Reaction Strategy 
As a special case of the purchase contract studied in Chapter 7, we sketch 

the buyer's optimal decisions in the following lemma. 

LEMMA 8.1 (i) At stage 2, the buyer's optimal policy is ((j(z, K)^ E(i, K)) 
policy, where E(2, K) = i -\- ea{(3 — \) and a{i^ K) = S(z, K) — /J^{K) with 

(ii) The buyer's total cost Hi (gi, K) is a unimodalfunction ofqi and attains 
its minimum at 

7 - § + Ea{l3 - ^) + ^Ji{K + C2a - cia), 

if KK) < f - e a ^ , 

if ,,(K)>l-ea^-0^. 

Proof Recall the discussion before Theorem 7.4. We know that the cost function 
is a piecewise continuous function, and it is nonincreasing in the interval 

a ea a / ^ 1 
fi(K) 

if ci < C2. Therefore, the possible candidate for the optimal order quantity is 
either in the right-open interval 

l-^+eaU-^j-lj,(K), ^+^ + eafp-^ Kt^) 

or in the interval 

a / _ 1 \ .^^, a ea 

If the minimum is obtained in the interval 

7-^ + £a(j3--]- ii{K), l-^^^ea[(5--
2 V 2, 

the optimal order quantity is 

M W , 

zi =^ 1 - -Z + ea {(3 - -] + li(K + C2a - cia). 

Otherwise, the optimal order quantity is 

Z2 = y + £a 
p + h 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 
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To get the lemma, we show that 

zi<7 + - + £a[l3-- KK) 

Z2<l+^ + ea(p-^)-fi{K) 

fl^\ ^ ^ C2 - Ci (8.10) 

and 

^ i - 7 + | + ^ a ( / ? - ^ ) - M ^ ) 

^=^ 2̂ = 7 + 2 + ^^ (/^ ~ 2 

By some simple algebraic calculations, we have 

^{K) 

•<=4> ii{K + C2a — cia) < a — ;u(ii') 

p — ci a ^ . ^ ,̂ 
ea — < X + Q̂-P — l^{K) 

JP I" n ^ 

2̂ < 7 + 2 + ^ ^ 1 / ^ - 2 / i (X) . 

(8.11) 

So we have (8.10). Similarly, we can show (8.11). 
Based on these equivalent relationships, in the case of ii{K) < f — ga*^^"^ ,̂ 

Ili{qi,K) is nondecreasing in 

a / - 1 \ ,^^, a ea 

sincez2 < 7+|+£:a(/5 —^) —/i(iC). Inaddition,ni(gi,iC) isanonincreasing 
function in 

a ea 
^ ~ 2 ~ y ' 

(^ ( n ^ 

l-7:-Vea\(5-- KK) 
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Further, it is a convex function on the interval 

Therefore, ni(gi , K) is a nonincreasing function on the left of zi\ it is a non-
decreasing function on the right of zi. Hence, Ili{qi^K) is unimodal and 
attains its minimum at zi. Similar proof can be developed for the case of 
f ~ ga'̂ pT^̂  < l^{K) by using the following relationship, which can be con
sidered as a different (but equivalent) version of (8.10) and (8.11): 

zi>l + ^ + ea\B-]A- ii(K) 

^=^ 2̂ > 7 + ^ + ea (̂ /? - i J - yi{K) 

<^=>l^iK)>^-ea^^^. (8.12) 
2 p -\- ri 

D 

The corresponding optimal cost function 7rl^{K) is given by 

f ^17 + 2i}h) [(^ + ^l)(?' - ^l) + (̂ 2 - Cl)2] + iC + f (C2 - Ci) 

-i\f^) [̂ ^ + (^ + 2̂a - cia)i] , 
if ^ ( X ) < f - ^ a ^ , 

if ^ ( i ^ ) > f - e a ^ . 

Taking derivative with respect to K yields 

I I - ^[/i(iC) +/x(/r + C2a - cia)], 

0, if ^ ( i ^ ) > a _ e a ^ . 

The following corollary is straightforward. In fact, it is a special case of 
Theorem 8.1. 

COROLLARY 8.1 The buyer's optimal cost IT]^{K) is a monotone nondecreas-
ing function of K. 
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REMARK 8.1 By Lemma 8.1, when /j,{K) > § - sa^^^, the best strategy 
is to take no action at stage 2. In this case, the purchase-contract model reduces 
to a simple action problem—that is, 

min jc i^ i + E [E [/i • (^i - D)+^p - {D - gi)+| / ]] | . (8.13) 

Therefore, 

p + h fa C2 - ci 
-7: TT — SCb — 

2£a \2 p + h 

is the maximum contract-exercise cost K below which the buyer would exercise 
the purchase contract. 

8.3.2 The Supplier's Reaction Strategy 
Following the (cr(z, iC), E(i, /f)) policy, the buyer will exercise the purchase 

contract if the initial order quantity qi is less than the reordering point 

a{i,K) = ii-£a{l3--
'2£aK 

pTh' 

and the reorder quantity g2 is equal to 

92 = S(i, K) - qi = i -^ ea [ ^ - - ] - qi. (8.14) 

Therefore, the supplier's payoff function is 

MQUK) 
n+f . 

= (ci - wi)qi + / <K + {c2-W2) 
Jqx-ea{fi-\)-^lx{K) ^ 

= (ci -wi) -qi 

+ 7 + 2 " ^ i + ^ ^ ( / ^ ~ o ~ 

+ 
C2 - W2 

2a 

2 p-\-h ) 

l + ^-qi+ea[fi--) 

i-f£a(/?--)-gij}dA(i) 

1 C2-W2\ 
-f^(K) 

K_ 
a 

(8.15) 
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Taking the first- and second-order partial derivatives with respect to the contract-
exercise cost K gives 

dJijquK) 
dK 

1 
a 

a 

+£a\^p- - -
_ C2-W2\ _ 

p + h ) ~ - l,(K)] 

2ea 

4a y K[p + h) 
<0 . 

LEMMA 8.2 The supplier's payoff Ji{qi, K) is a concave function with respect 
to the contract-exercise cost K and attains its maximum at 

K* 
2(p + /i) 

Qea 
r a / 1 C2-W2\ 

[ 7 + 2 - ^ 1 + ^ 4 / 3 - 2 - - — ^ j p+h 
(8.16) 

Note that the supplier's optimal decision K* is a parabola with a vertex 
(̂ 7 + f + £a(/3- i - ^ J ^ ) , oV By Theorem 8.3, K* is a decreasing function 
of qi. Hence, only the left branch of the parabola is the supplier's reaction-
strategy curve. The supplier's optimal payoff function is 

nriQi) = irmx{Ji{qi,K)} 

= {ci - wi) • qi-}-
2{p + h) 

27ea? 7 + 
1 C2-W2 

+£a\ p — -— 
^^ 2 p + h 

+ 
C2 - W2 

2a 

51 

l \ l 2 
7 + ^ - 5 i + ^ a ( / ? - - ) 

8.4. A Static Noncooperative Game 

(8.17) 

It has been widely documented that a channel coordination would improve the 
efficiency of a supply chain. One of the most popular mechanisms in achieving 
channel coordination is the information-sharing scheme—that is, each party 
provides its private information to the other party. In this purchase-contract 
setting, information sharing can take place in many forms, such as the cost or 
payoff structure, inventory replenishment policies, and demand (the form and 
parameters of the demand distribution). In this chapter, we assume that both the 
buyer and the supplier know each other's cost or payoff structure and inventory 
replenishment policies. The information-sharing scheme means that the buyer 
provides the demand information to the supplier. 
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In this section, a static noncooperative game is used to analyze the decisions 
of the supplier and the buyer. Two cases, with and without information sharing, 
are considered. 

8.4.1 The Static Game with Information Sharing 
In this section, we explore the Nash equilibrium in the case with information 

sharing. Denote qi = rb{K) and K = rs{qi) as the reaction functions for the 
buyer and the supplier, respectively—that is, 

qi = n(K) = argmin{ni(gi,K)}, for all /^ > 0; 
91 

K = rs(qi) = argmax{Ji(gi,iC)}, for all qi > 0. 

By Lemma 8.1, the buyer's reaction function is 

qi = rb{K) 

7 - f + ea (/? - i ) + fi{K + C2a - cio), 

if /.(X) < f - e a ^ , 

if ^ ( X ) > | - e a ^ . 

It is worth noting that the buyer's reaction function rb{K) is an increasing 
function of K. 

By Lemma 8.2, the supplier's reaction function is the left branch of the 
parabola (8.16), when 0 < g i < 7 + f + £a{(3 - \ - ^ ^ ^ ) . For the case of 

q\ > 7 + f + £a(/? —\ — ^l^f^). we define the contract-exercise cost as zero. 
Therefore, the supplier's reaction function can be written as follows: 

K rs{qi) 

2{p+h) 
9ea 

0, 

7 + f g i + E a ( / ? - i - ^ ^ ) 

if ^ i < 7 + | + e a ( / ? - i - ^ ^ 

if g i > 7 + | + e a ( / 3 - i - ^ J 5 ^ 

(8.18) 

Since this reaction function is strictly decreasing in qi, when 

a f ^ ^ Co — Wo 
2 \ 2 p-\-h 
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60 

55 

Buyer qi = Tb{K) 

Supplier qi = r~^{K) 

45 

40 
20 40 K 60 80 100 

Figure 8.1. Reaction functions of the buyer and the supplier 

the inverse function gi = r~^{K) exists, and r~^{K) is strictly decreasing 
in K as well To demonstrate the competitive behaviors of the buyer and the 
supplier, we depict the reaction functions ri){K) and rJ^{K) in Figure 8.1. 

T H E O R E M 8.5 There exists a unique equilibrium (qf^K^) that is the inter
section of the two reaction curves Tb{K) and r^^{K), Formally, 

(i) if 

C2 - W2 

p-\-h 

= -f-- + £alf3--] + ii{c2a - cia) 

—that is, a — ea^^T^^ — lJi{c2Ci — cio) = 0—then the equilibrium is 

K^ = 0; 
7 - I + £a (/? - i ) + /i(c2a - cia) , 

(ii) if 

. a / 1 C2-W2 

> -f- - + ea{(3- - \ + ^(c2a - cio) 

(8.19) 
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—that is, a — sa~^ — ii{c2a — cio) > 0 and IJ^{K) < f — ga^^~^^—then 
the equilibrium is 

Qt 

K' 

- 7 - Io« + mP - 2 + 5(p+h) J + 5(^+h)-

Vl0(c2 - ci)e(p + h) + 4.{p + h- C2£ + ^2^)^, 

3 ( p + / l - C2£ + W 2 £ ) 
2a 

25e(p+/i) 

-y^l0(c2 - ci)e(p + /i) + 4(p + /i - C2£ + fi;2e)^ 

(iii) if 

a — ea : lJi\C2Cb — cia) > 0, 
p + h 

and 
a C2 - c i 

- — ea — < fJ'iK)^ 

then the equilibrium is 

p+h 

7 + ̂ -( |S-0' 
e _ 2(p+/t) 

9ea 
a _ 2C2-C1-W2 
2 ^ " p+h 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

REMARK 8.2 Note that the buyer's reaction function ri)(K) is an increasing 
function oi K. By (8.17) and (8.18), to make the reaction functions ri{K) and 
rJ^{K) have an intersection, the inequality 

K=0 
7 - - + £ a ( / ? - - j + ^l{K + C2a - cio) 

2 \ 2 pH- a 

should hold. In view of this fact, the theorem gives a complete description for 
the Nash equilibrium between the supplier and the buyer. 

Proof of Theorem 8.5 (i) If 

a ( 1 C2-W2 
7 - - + e a f ^ - - ) + ii{c2a - cia), 
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then for any K >0, the buyer's reaction function is 

qi = niK) >rb{0) = 1 - :^-^ sa 1/3 - ^j -\- I^{c2a - cia) 

a f 1 C2-W2 
= 7+7: + ^^ /^"7T 2 V 2 p-\-h 

By (8.18), for any qi, the supplier's reaction function is K = 0. Therefore, the 
intersection (8.19) of two players' reaction functions is a Nash equilibrium. 

(ii) If 

a f 1 C2-W2 
7 + - + e a L y - - -2 V 2 p+h 

>7-^ + £alp--] + n{c2a - cia), 

then for any qi > 7 + f + ea(/? — ^ — ^ J ^ ^ ) , the supplier's reaction function 
is K = 0. However, the buyer's corresponding reaction strategy is 

91 = n{0) 

= J - - + £al(3--] + fx{c2a-cia) 

As a result, it is impossible for the two reaction curves to intersect at K = 0. 
For any qi < 7 + | + £a{(3 - 5 - ^^^)^ by (8.18), the supplier's reaction 

function is 

9£a 

' a f 1 C2-W2 
7 + 7 : - 9 i + ^ « P - o 2 ^ V 2 p + /i 

(8.23) 

When /J^{K) < f — ga'^p^^^, the buyer's reaction function is 

qi=J-^+£a((3--j+li{K + C2a - cia). (8.24) 

The simultaneous solution of (8.23) and (8.24) gives the Nash equilibrium 
(8.20). 

(iii) The proof is similar to (ii). D 

The equilibrium provides the optimal strategy pair for both parties. Any 
action to deviate from it would make at least one party worse off. Therefore, 
K^ is the competitive purchase-contract exercise cost. 
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8.4.2 The Static Game Without Information Sharing 
In this subsection, we investigate the competitive behaviors of the buyer and 

the supplier where the information-sharing scheme does not exist. 
Since the buyer keeps its demand information private, the supplier has to rely 

on its own estimation. To fully understand the impacts of information sharing, 
we concentrate on a specific and simple scenario. Specifically, the supplier 
knows the form of the distribution function but does not know the parameter of 
the distribution function. We take the location parameter of the information as 
an example. 

Let 7 be the supplier's estimate of the location parameter 7 of the information 
/ , and let A(i) be the corresponding distribution when I = i. Then the supplier's 
estimated payoff function is 

= {ci - wi) • qi + E[J2{qi, K)] 

= (ci -wi) -qi + ElK ' 6{q2) + (c2 - W2) • g|] 

= (ci - wi) • qi 

+ gi-ea( /3- i )+/xW 
iyK + (C2 - W2) 

i^ea\(3- ^] -qi }dA(i) 

= (ci - wi) • qi + 

+£a • (5 

+ 
C2 - W2 

2a 

7 + 2 ~ ^1 

1 C2 - 'U;2 

2 ~ p-\-h 
fiiK) 

a 

-i2 

Note that the difference between the estimated payoff function and the true 
payoff function of the supplier lies in the location parameter of the information. 
Similar to Lemma 8.2, we develop the following result. 

LEMMA 8.3 The supplier's estimated payoff Ji{qi^ K) is a concave function 
ofK and attains its maximum at 

i^* 
2{p + h) 

7 + qi +5a « - \ 
C2 — W2\ 

p + h /J (8.25) 
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Figure 8.2. Reaction functions of both parties with and without information sharing 

Let K = fs{qi) be the supplier's estimated reaction function, then for any 
qi>0, 

K = fsiqi) = argmax{Ji(gi,ir)} = K\ (8.26) 

It is worth noting that the supplier's estimated reaction function has a form 
similar to the true reaction function rs{qi) of (8.18) except that the vertex is 
shifted. In what follows, we say that the supplier underestimates (resp. overes
timates) the demand when 7 < 7 (resp. 7 > 7). If the supplier underestimates 
(resp. overestimates) the demand, the vertex of the reaction curve fs(qi) moves 
downward (resp. upward). We depict the reaction curves of both parties in the 
cases with and without information sharing in Figure 8.2, where the intersection 
of reaction curves ri,{K) and 7̂ 5(̂ 1) gives the equilibrium (gf, K^). 

8.4.3 Impact of Information Sharing 
With competitive solutions for cases with or without information sharing, 

it is interesting to explore the impacts of information sharing on both parties 
and the channel. A significant body of literature has reported on the benefits 
of information sharing, both analytically and empirically. It has been widely 
reported that the supplier and the channel are better off under an information-
sharing scheme. However, the benefits to the buyer have not been clearly 
addressed. With the results obtained in the previous sections, we find that it is 
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necessary for the supplier to provide an incentive to entice the buyer to practice 
information sharing. We summarize our findings in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 8.6 If the supplier underestimates {resp, overestimates) the de
mand in the case without information sharing^ then 

(i) the equilibrium contract-exercise cost and the initial order quantity are 
less {resp, larger) than those in the case with information sharing—that is, 

(ii) the buyer's equilibrium cost is less {resp, larger) than that in the case 
with information sharing—that is, 7ri^{K^) < 7rl^{K^) if and only if^ < 7. 

Proof (i) Let f~^{K) denote the inverse function of the supplier's reaction 
function Ts{qi)^ Lemma 8.1 implies that the buyer's reaction curve rb{K) is 
nondecreasing in K, while Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 ensure that parabola fJ^{K) 
moves downward relatively to parabola r~^{K) when 7 < 7. Thus, K^ < K^ 
and qf < qf. 

(ii) 7Tf(K^) < irfiK^) follows from Corollary 8.1 and K^ < K\ D 

Theorem 8.6 leads to an interesting and intuitively appealing competitive 
behavior. The supplier observes the buyer's initial order and makes decisions 
on the possibility of exercising a contract. Since the buyer makes decisions 
based on the true demand distribution, the supplier compares the buyer's initial 
order and its own estimation. If the supplier believes that the buyer has ordered 
a sufficient quantity, the supplier will reduce the exercise cost to entice the buyer 
to change its initial order. On the other hand, if the supplier believes that the 
buyer ordered too little and expects additional orders at stage 2, the supplier 
has the tendency to increase the contract-exercise cost. As the results show, the 
buyer would be better off for not sharing demand information with the supplier 
if the supplier underestimates the demand. 

To this end, it is natural to evaluate the impact of information sharing on the 
supplier and further to evaluate the impact on the channel. Although there is 
no doubt that the supplier is always worse off when the supplier underestimates 
the demand, we are not able to demonstrate that the supplier is always worse 
off when the supplier overestimates the demand. Actually, we have found ex
amples where the buyer and the supplier do better without information sharing, 
respectively. 

EXAMPLE 8.1 The information / is uniformly distributed with a = 20 and 
7 == 50 as its spread and center parameters, respectively. Inventory holding and 
shortage penalty costs are 0.3 and 10, respectively. Both the stage 1 and stage 
2 ordering costs are 3 per unit. Production costs of the supplier are wi = 1 and 
W2 = 2 for stage 1 and stage 2, respectively. The forecast-improvement factor 
is 0.75. 
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Figure 8.3. Objective functions as functions of the estimation error in the static game 

In the case with information sharing, the equilibrium contract-exercise cost 
and initial order size are 18.89 and 50.11, respectively. The cost and the payoff 
for the buyer and the supplier are 176.37 and 107.68, respectively. 

If the supplier underestimates the demand by one unit—that is, 7 = 49— 
then the equilibrium contract-exercise cost and the initial order size are 16.91 
and 49.71, respectively. The buyer's cost is reduced by 0.55, and the supplier's 
payoff is reduced by 0.24 as well. This example cooperates our earlier findings 
in Theorem 8.6—that is, the buyer is better off and the supplier is worse off 
without information sharing. 

If the supplier overestimates the demand by one unit—that is, 7 = 51— 
that is then the equilibrium contract-exercise cost and the initial order size are 
20.98 and 50.51. The buyer's cost is increased by 0.50, and the supplier's 
payoff is increased by 0.10. From this example, it is worth noting that without 
information sharing, the buyer is worse off and the supplier is better off. 

The relationship of estimation error and changes in the buyer's cost and the 
supplier's payoff, are depicted in Figure 8.3. We observe that the buyer is always 
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better off if the supplier underestimates its demand, as concluded in Theorem 
8.6. On the other hand, if the supplier overestimates the buyer's demand, the 
supplier can be better off without information sharing, especially for the cases 
where the estimation errors are small. 

Example 8.3 presents an interesting result. It is expected that the supplier 
would do better with the true demand information. We believe that the phenom
enon results from the known pitfalls of static game, such that a simultaneous 
move leads to an empty threat and rival cheating. Since the supplier knows that 
the buyer would do better if the supplier underestimates the demand, it is neces
sary for the supplier to overestimate the demand. To prevent empty threats and 
rival cheating, dynamic game theory ensures that both parties make decisions 
based on each other's true information. In the next section, we explore the same 
issues in a dynamic game setting. 

8.5. A Dynamic Noncooperative Game 

We consider a two-step dynamic game where two players move in sequence. 
The game is played as follows: In Step 1, the supplier provides a contract-
exercise cost K, In Step 2, the buyer chooses the optimal initial order quantity 
gi for the given contract-exercise cost K, The process terminates until two 
players reach an equilibrium from which no party is willing to deviate. The 
subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium is the optimal solution of the dynamic game, 
and it can be obtained by the following backward-induction procedure: 

(i) For the given contract-exercise cost K, find the buyer's reaction function 
qi == Tiy{K) = argmin{ni(gi,iir)},Vi^, which is the same as in the static 
game. 

(ii) Substitute qi = rb{K) into the supplier's payoff function Ji{qi^K), and 
find K such that K"^ = argmax{ Ji(r6(K), K)}, 

(iii) The subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium is K^ and qf — ri^{K^). 

The backward induction scheme significantly increases the difficulties that 
are inherent in exploring analytical equilibrium solutions. It seems to be very 
difficult to find an explicit form of equilibrium for the general case. However, 
it is possible to find solutions for some special cases—for example, when the 
purchase costs for the two stages are the same—(that is, ci = C2). In what 
follows, we concentrate on the case of ci = C2. It is our goal to investigate 
the explicit subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium in the cases with and without 
information sharing and further explore the impacts of an information-sharing 
scheme on both players and the channel. 
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8.5.1 The Subgame-Perfect Nash Equilibrium with 
Information Sharing 

Since the buyer moves after the supplier announces the contract-exercise 
cost, the reaction of the buyer is the same as in the static game. Therefore, by 
(8.17), the buyer's reaction function is 

gi = n{K) = ^ - ^ + ̂ a T/? - 0 + i,{K). (8.27) 

LEMMA 8.4 The supplier's payojffunction Ji{rb{K)^ K) is a concave func
tion ofK and attains its maximum at 

36e 
p + h + 6e • {w2 - wi) 

+ ViP + h)\p + h-^12£- {W2 - wi)] I. (8.28) 

Proof Substitute (8.27) into Ji {qi, K). The first-order and second-order deriv
atives of Ji{rb{K),K) are 

dJi{n{K),K) 
dK 

li{K) • {p + h) -{- sa • {w2 — wi) — QeK 
KK)'ip + h) 

d^j,{n{K),K) 

e 6K + {w2 — wi)a 
< 0 . 

2 K{p + h)fi{K) 

Therefore, the supplier's payoff function Ji (r^ (K), K) is concave in the contract-
exercise cost K, and the first-order condition yields the optimal solution K^. 

D 

Following the backward-induction procedure, we have the following theo
rem. 

THEOREM 8.7 The sub game-perfect Nash equilibrium is (gf, K^)y where the 
equilibrium contract-exercise cost K^ is characterized by (8.28), and the equi
librium initial order quantity qf = TI){K^) is determined by (8.27). 

8.5.2 The Subgame-Perfect Nash Equilibrium Without 
Information Sharing 

Similar to the information structure of the static game without information 
sharing in Section 8.4.2, we assume that the buyer keeps its private informa-
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tion of demand distribution and that the supplier relies on its own estimation. 
Therefore, the equilibrium contract-exercise cost can be found by 

m^x!^Ji{niK),K)Y (8.29) 

For simplicity, we denote A as the supplier's estimation error 7 — 7-

LEMMA 8.5 For the supplier's payoff function Ji (rf) (K), K) considered as a 
function Kj there exists an inflection point at ^[(c2 ~ W2)A — {w2 -- wi)a]. If 
the contract-exercise cost K is greater than or equal to the inflection point, the 
payoff function is concave, and its local maximum is obtained at 

K"^ = 
1 

3Qea 
(a + Af{p + h) + 6sa[{w2 - wi)a - (c2 - W2)A] 

+ (a + A)^/p + h' 

'^/{a + A)2(p + h) + 12ea[{w2 - wi)a - (02 - W2)A] 

(830) 

Otherwise, the payoff function is convex, and the local maximum is obtained at 
K = Q, 

Proof The lemma is the immediate results of the following derivatives of 
Ji{n{K),K): 

dJi{n{K),K) 

3(p + h)fi\K) + fi(K){p + h){a + A) 

dK 

1 
~ fi{K){p + h)a 

-\-£a [(w2 - wi)a — (c2 - W2)A] >, 

£ 6K + {W2 — Wi)a — (C2 — W2)A 
" ~ 2 K(p + h)fi(K) • 

(8.31) 

(8.32) 

D 

Specifically, if the inflection point is negative, then Ji (rt(iC), K) is concave 
function of i^, and K^ is the global maximum. If the inflection point is nonneg-
ative, then Ji{ri,{K)^K) is concave if the contract-exercise cost K is greater 
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than or equal to the inflection point, while it is convex if the contract-exercise 
cost K is less than the inflection point. Similar to Theorem 8.7, we have the 
following theorem. 

THEOREM 8.8 The subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium is 

-d r>d^ I ^ 1 ^ 1 (qlK^) or ( ^ 7 - - + £ a ^ / 3 - - j , 0 

where the equilibrium contract-exercise cost K^ is characterized by (8.30), and 
the equilibrium initial order quantity qf = ri){K^) is determined by (8.27). 

8.5.3 Effects of Information Sharing on the Decisions 
Parallel to our analysis for the static game in Section 8.4.3, we are able 

to explore the impacts of an information-sharing scheme on both parties in the 
dynamic game. Recall that we were not able to make a conclusive statement for 
the supplier in the static game setting. However, for the dynamic game setting, 
we are able to prove that the supplier is always better off with information 
sharing. We present the main conclusion in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 8.9 In the dynamic game, the supplier is always better off in the 
case with an information-sharing scheme—that is, Jiiqf^ K^) > Jiiqf^ K^). 

Proof By Lemma 8.4, with an information-sharing scheme, the equilibrium 
contract-exercise cost iC^ maximizes the pay off function Ji {TI){K)^ K). There
fore, without information sharing, the estimation error is not zero in general— 
that is, 7 7̂  7—and as a result, K^ ^ K^, Hence, Ji(gf, iT^) > Ji(^f, K^). 

D 

Recall that the buyer's equilibrium cost ii\^{K) = Ili{ri){K),K) is an 
increasing function of the contract-exercise cost K (Corollary 8.1). In the static 
game, by showing that the contract-exercise cost K is an increasing function 
of the estimation error (Theorem 8.6), the impact of information sharing is 
identified. Although we conjecture that the monotone property of the contract-
exercise cost preserves in the dynamic game, we are able to prove the property 
only in the following two cases. 

LEMMA 8.6 Assume that the supplier's production cost remains the same. If 
{a + A){p + h) > QEa{c2 — W2) orp + h > 3e{c2 — W2), then K^ is increasing 
with respect to the supplier's estimation error A. 

Proof When a = 02^ wi = W2, the first-order condition —̂  QJ^ == 0 is 
simplified as 

(£^^P^^Mn^^., = 0. (8.33) 
fi[K)[p + h) a a 
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Denote the left-hand side function as M. Then 

dK dM idM 

dA dA/ dK 

2K ii{K)(p + h)-ea- (c2 - ^2) 
ea 6K — (c2 — W2)A 

(8.34) 

Solve (8.33) to obtain 

With (8.35), (8.34) can be further simplified as 

dK _ 2K 6K - (C2 - W2)a 
'dA ~ a + A ' 6K-(c2-W2)A' 

where 

(8.36) 

K = :^l{a + A)2(p + h) - 6sa(c2 - W2)A + (a + A) • Ai (8.37) 

and 
Ai - V(a + A)2(p + /i)2 - 12£aA{c2 - W2)(p + h). 

Substitute (8.37) into the right-hand side of (8.36): 

dK ^ 2 ^ (g -F- A)(p -}- /i) - 6£a(c2 - ^̂ 2) + Ai 
dA~ (a 4- A)2 . (p + /i) _ 12£aA • (c2 - ^2) -t- (a -h A) • A i ' 

(8.38) 
It follows from the nonnegativity of 

(a + Af{p -h hf - l2saA{c2 - W2){p + h) 

that 
(a + Af '(p-^h)- UeaA • (c2 - W2) 

is nonnegative. Therefore, the denominator of the right-hand side of (8.38) is 
nonnegative. Consequently, if (a+A)(p-|-/i) > 6£a(c2 —1(̂ 2), then ^/T/^A > 
0. This implies that K^ is monotone increasing with respect to A. 

If (a -{- A){p -{- h) < 6£a{c2 — W2), then the numerator of the right-hand 
side of (8.38) is rewritten as 

Ai - [dsa • (C2 - W2) - (a + A)(p + h)] 

_ 12ea^(c2 - W2)\p-{- h - 3£(c2 - W2)] 

~ Ai + [6£a(c2 - ^2) - (a + A)(p + h)]' 
(8.39) 
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Note that the fraction in (8.39) is nonnegative. Then the results are straight
forward. D 

REMARK 8.3 Conditions in the above lemma can be interpreted intuitively. 
For example, \ti p + h > 3s{c2 — W2) and 02 < 2w2^ In other words, if 
the supplier's profit margin is less than 100%, the contract-exercise cost is 
increasing with respect to the supplier's estimation error. 

THEOREM 8.10 If conditions in Lemma 8.6 hold, then the buyer is better 
off when the supplier underestimates the demand—that is, if j < J, then 
7ri^(K^) < 7rf(K^), Otherwise, the buyer is worse off—that is, ifj>'y, 
thennfiK^) > Trf (V^). 

Proof If 7 < 7, using Lemma 8.6, we have K"^ < K^. Then yrf (^^) < 
TTf^{K^) directly follows from Corollary 8.1. Similarly, we can prove the other 
result of the theorem. D 

EXAMPLE 8.2 Continuing from Example 8.1, find the subgame-perfect Nash 
equilibria. With information sharing, the equilibrium contract-exercise cost is 
21.41, and the equilibrium initial order quantity is 50.59. The cost and the 
payoff for the buyer and the supplier are 176.96 and 107.79, respectively. 

Unlike in the static setting, without information sharing the supplier can 
underestimate or overestimate the true demand and still always be worse off, as 
claimed in Theorem 8.9. We depict the supplier's payoff and the buyer's cost 
curves with respect to the estimation error in Figure 8.4. 

8.6. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we develop equilibrium solutions for the purchase-contract 
problem. With equilibria for the cases with and without information sharing, 
it is possible to evaluate the impacts of an information-sharing scheme on both 
parties in the dynamic game setting. We conclude that (1) information sharing 
is always beneficial to the party that lacks true information (the supplier in 
this problem) and that (2) information sharing may hurt the party with the 
true information (the buyer in this problem). We further demonstrate that the 
outcome depends on how well the less-informed party estimates the information. 

It is clear that an incentive mechanism is necessary to entice the well-
informed party to practice information sharing. The incentive should be no 
less than the gain for the well-informed party and should be no more than the 
loss for the less-informed party. If this incentive-design criterion is accept
able to both parties, then the issue becomes whether the information-sharing 
mechanism benefits the channel. 

As is demonstrated in Sections 8.4 and 8.5, the benefit of information sharing 
depends on both parties' cost or payoff structures and the quality of the supplier's 
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Figure 8.4. Objective functions as functions of the estimation error in the dynamic game 

estimation of the demand. There is no doubt that information sharing results in a 
significant benefit when the supplier's estimation is poor. Further, the estimation 
quality also affects the benefit of information sharing for the channel. 

Based on Example 8.3, we explore the benefit of information sharing to the 
buyer, the supplier, and the channel. Suppose that the supplier's estimation is 
unbiased with errors of 4 and —4 and probability of 0.5 each. By calculation, 
the buyer's cost function increases by 0.90 and —1.17 for the estimation error 
4 and —4, respectively. The supplier's payoff function decreases by 0.35 and 
0.48 for the estimation error 4 and —4, respectively. Therefore, the buyer's 
average cost increase is 0.5 x 0.9 — 0.5 x 1.17 = —0.135, and the supplier's 
average payoff decrease is 0.5 x 0.35 -f 0.5 x 0.48 = 0.415. As the result, the 
channel is better off by 0.415 — 0.135 = 0.28. It is possible for the supplier to 
provide an incentive that is larger than 0.135 to make the information sharing 
work. 

Next, suppose that the supplier's estimation is biased with errors of 1 and 
—4 and probability 0.3 and 0.7, respectively. In this scenario, the average 
cost or payoff increase is —0.455 and —0.190 for the buyer and the supplier, 
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respectively. Actually, the information sharing reduces the channel efficiency. 
Note that such a biased estimation could happen, especially when the product 
is in the ramp-up period. 

From the above discussion, we would like to point out that in the noncoop-
erative game setting, it is possible to find cases where an information-sharing 
scheme and an incentive program are difficult to construct. We believe that co
operation between the buyer and the supplier and mechanism of profit sharing 
such as the Shapley formula might be the solution. 

8-7. Notes 

This chapter is based on Huang and Yan [7] 
Competitive supply chain management has attracted much attention recently. 

Research covers topics such as characterization of the competitive behavior, 
coordination mechanism, and incentives design, Cachon and Zipkin [3] study 
competitive inventory policies in a two-level inventory system constructed by 
base-stock policies. They demonstrate that each player chooses a competitive 
policy that is featured by a Nash equilibrium and further that the optimal solution 
can be established from the Nash equilibrium by a linear transfer payment. 
Lippman and McCardle [9] study the competitive newsvendor problem, where 
newsvendors are allowed to switch firms to secure inventory. Chen, Fedegruen, 
and Zheng [4] investigate a pricing (accounting) scheme in a distribution system 
where the supplier announces the wholesale price and the retailer determines 
its own retail price. They argue that the retailer should share some of profits 
to reward the supplier's participation. For a complete review in competitive 
models in a supply chain, we refer to a recent survey paper by Cachon [1] and 
the references therein. 

Information sharing, the value of information, and using shared information 
to enhance performance in a supply chain are areas of importance. In a serial 
inventory system, Lee, So, and Tang [8] investigate the value of information 
sharing in assisting ordering functions. Cheung and Lee [5] study the benefit 
of shipment coordination with information sharing. For the Vendor Managed 
Inventory (VMI) program, Cheung and Lee [5] find that shared information 
allows suppliers to consolidate replenishment and enables retailers to balance 
inventories. Cachon and Fisher [2] compare ordering policies with and without 
shared information. Their findings reveal that policies with shared information 
reduce supply chain cost. In their study, the shared information is the retailer's 
inventory position. 
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